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Björn Köhnlein, Marc van Oostendorp
Introduction

Tonal and segmental phonology are core areas in the study of sound patterns. 
Roughly, segmental phonology deals with phenomena that affect the pronun-
ciation of vowels and consonants. Tonal phonology, on the other hand, inves-
tigates the use of fundamental frequency for linguistic purposes, at the lexical 
level (protoypically tone languages, such as Mandarin) or at the post-lexical 
level (prototypically intonation languages, such as Dutch or German). Particu-
larly after the rise of autosegmental phonology (Leben 1973, Goldsmith 1976), 
many similarities between tone and segmental structure have been uncovered: 
for instance, both tones and segmental features spread, and both interact with 
metrical structure, such as with word stress, in similar ways. In most models 
of phonology, they therefore receive identical treatment. For instance, both are 
considered to be composed of features, possibly living in some feature-geometric 
arrangement on a set of autosegmental tiers.

Such a model makes a number of predictions, however, that do not always seem 
to be sufficiently verified. First, it predicts that tones and segmental features such as 
[Labial] or [Voiced] have a similar kind of behaviour. Secondly, it suggests that tonal 
features interact as freely with segmental features as the latter do among each others. 
These predictions seem to be partly true; but there are also certain problems.

This volume seeks to reevaluate the nature of tone–segment interactions in  
phonology. The contributions address, among other things, the following basic 
questions: what tone–segment interactions exist, and how can the facts be incor-
porated into a phonological account of the language? Is interaction between 
tones and vowel quality really universally absent? What types of tone–consonant 
interaction do we find across languages? What is the relation between diachrony 
and synchrony in relevant processes?

The papers in this volume deal with the relation between segmental features 
and tone from a variety of angles. There is an empirical emphasis on Franconian 
dialects in the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany, but other languages and lan-
guage families are also discussed, such as Fouzhou (Chinese), Livonian (Finnic), 
Nguni (Bantu), and Slovenian (Slavic). It is shown how some of the predictions 
of the standard model seem more problematic, and solutions to some of these 
problems are also mentioned.

Björn Köhnlein, The Ohio State University, koehnlein.3@osu.edu
Marc van Oostendorp, Meertens Institute, marc.van.oostendorp@meertens.knaw.nl
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In this introduction, we briefly sketch some of the theoretical background: 
which of the predictions are verified? Which ones are problematic?

1  Tones and segments: similar behaviour
Tones and segments sometimes behave in a similar way. Consider for example 
the influence of word stress on the distribution of tone and vowel quality. The 
interaction between vowel quality and stress is a driving factor in phonology. 
For instance, it has been repeatedly observed that vowels in stressed syllables 
tend to be more sonorous than those in unstressed syllables. In a nutshell, this 
means that the lower a (peripheral) vowel is, the likelier it is that this vowel will 
be stressed (Kenstowicz 1997, 2004; de Lacy 2006, 2007). 

One example of sonority-driven stress can be found in Takia, a North New 
Guinea language: in the language, word stress falls on the syllable that contains 
the most sonorous vowel (Ross 2002, de Lacy 2007):1

(1) Sonority-driven stress in Takia
a. [ŋi-ˈsaŋes] ‘hawk’ [ˈŋa-sol] ‘1sg-flee’
b. [kirˈŋen] ‘her/his finger, toe’ [ŋi-ˈemi] ‘your (pl.) legs/feet’
c. [ifuˈno] ‘s/he hit you’ [mulˈmol] ‘a kind of a tree’

(1a) demonstrates that in words containing a low and mid vowel, the low vowel 
will receive stress, as it is of higher sonority. Likewise, in (1b, c), the mid vowels 
are preferred over the high vowels. These facts can be expressed in a sonority 
scale; for purposes of illustration, the sonority scale for tense vowels is provided 
in (2). The higher a vowel is ranked in the sonority, the likelier it is that this vowel 
will be a potential stress-bearing unit.

(2) Sonority scale for tense vowels in descending order
 a > e, o > i, u

Crucially, interactions between prominence and stress are not restricted to 
segments but can also be found in the relation between tone and metrical 
structure. As de Lacy (2002) argues, the interaction between tone and stress is  
governed by a tonal prominence scale, comparable to that for vowels: high 
tones (H) and metrically strong positions attract each other, as do low tones (L) 

1 If vowels are of equal sonority, the rightmost one will be stressed.
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and metrically weak positions; mid tones (M) are located in between H and L. 
The resulting prominence scale, which closely resembles the sonority scale in 
(2), is provided in (3). 

(3) Tonal prominence scale in descending order
 H > M > L

One relevant example comes from Ayutla, a Mixtec language where tonal prom-
inence is relevant for determining the position of stress. For our purposes, it 
serves to state that stress is realized on a syllable carrying the most prominent 
tone in the word (the full pattern is somewhat more complex, see Pankratz & 
Pike 1967, de Lacy 2002 for discussion). In disyllabic words, stress is therefore 
on H, if the word contains a high tone (4a, b, c). In the absence of H, stress will 
fall on M (4d).

(4) Some stress patterns in Ayutla disyllabic words
a. ˈHL [ˈʃínìʔ] ‘hat’
b. LˈH [páˈlà] ‘brown sugar’
c. MˈH [[jāˈkwaʔ] ‘it is crooked’
d. ˈML [ˈnāmà] ‘wall’

As these examples demonstrate, tone and vowel quality interact with metrical 
structure in a similar way. Metrically strong positions correspond to relatively 
prominent tones/vowels, and metrically weak positions correspond to less prom-
inent tones/vowels. 

2   Non-interaction between segmental  
features and tone

Given that tonal features and the segmental features responsible for vowel 
height interact with the stress system in a similar way, one would expect them 
to also interact with each other. Interestingly, however, there seems to be 
much less clear-cut evidence for such interactions. In fact, it has even been 
assumed that direct interactions between tones and vowels are absent in the 
world’s languages. Consider the following universal that has been proposed 
in the literature:

(5)  An alleged universal of tone systems: no interactions of tones and vowel quality
  Vowels and tones cannot determine each other’s quality (Hombert 1977, 

1978; Hombert, Ohala & Ewan 1979).
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At a phonetic level, correlations between pitch and vowel quality have been 
 established: higher vowels tend to be produced with higher pitch than lower 
vowels, which is referred to as intrinsic pitch height (e.g. Lehiste 1970). Therefore, 
one might expect that this could potentially result in phonological contrasts; 
yet it is commonly assumed that this interaction does not lead to cognitively 
 controlled phonological patterns.2 There are two main arguments underlying this 
assumption. First, the effect of intrinsic pitch height is rather small and may not 
be universal (Kingston 2007). Furthermore, little evidence has been put forward 
so far that would indicate a direct relation between tone and vowel quality, which 
is why many phonologists still hold (5) to be correct (see e.g. de Lacy 2007).

Notably, there is more evidence for interactions between consonants and 
tone, particularly with respect to those between laryngeal features and tone; 
but still, there seems to be an asymmetry concerning the direction of attested 
 interactions. The basic facts are as follows: cross-linguistically, two types of 
interactions between voicing and tone are particularly frequent. First, voiceless 
 consonants tend to have a raising effect on the tone of the next vowel whereas 
voiced consonants tend to have a lowering effect on the vowel to their right. In 
Suma (Bradshaw 2000), for instance, imperfective verbs start with a High tone 
(6a), except when they begin with a voiced obstruent, in which case the first tone 
is rising (6b). Diachronically, the effect is also known from other tone languages, 
where voicing contrasts on onset consonants turn into tone contrasts on follow-
ing vowels (see Yip 2002 for summary and discussion). 

(6) Imperfective verbs in Suma
a. éé ‘leave behind’

kírí ‘look for’
b. bùsí ‘bland’

zìkídí ‘delay’

Another frequent interaction is that the spreading of a high tone can be blocked 
by intervening voiced obstruents, and the spreading of a low tone can be blocked 
by intervening voiceless obstruents (Hyman & Schuh 1974). Ngizim (Schuh 1978) 
is a language where the former process applies: in this language high tones 
 normally spread to adjacent low-toned moras when the L is located between two 
H’s (7a); yet spreading is blocked by intervening voiced obstruents (7b):

2  Notably, the intrinsic pitch effect found in vowels (high vowels → higher pitch, low vowels → lower 
pitch) goes in the opposite direction of the interactions established for tones/vowels and stress.
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(7) H spreading in Ngizim
a. /ná kàsúw/ → [ná kâasúw] ‘I swept’
b. /ná bákə-w/ → [ná bàkú] ‘I burned (it)’

Crucially, in such interactions, it is the following vowel that is affected by the 
 consonant while preceding vowels seem to be resistant to a tonal influence from a 
following consonant (see Odden 2002 for a potential counterexample). The emerg-
ing generalization is captured in a second universal that has been proposed:

(8) Another alleged universal of tone systems
  A consonant’s laryngeal features cannot determine the tone of a segment 

on its left (Maddieson 1978, 1997).

Furthermore, it has been argued (Moreton 2009) that, even though laryngeal 
features of consonants do sometimes interact phonologically with tones, the 
relative number of such interactions we find in the typology of the world’s lan-
guages is still significantly smaller than the interactions between (neighbour-
ing) tones. There is no clear phonetic reason for this typological anomaly: the 
phonetic effect of voicing on a consonant is at least as big as that of the tone of a 
neighbouring vowel. Yet the latter get phonologized much more frequently than 
the former in the world’s languages. Moreton argues that the reason for this is 
to be found in learning Optimality-Theoretic grammars: acquiring a constraint 
that spans the divide between segmental information and tone would be more 
difficult than learning one that is stated in the domain of tones (or that of seg-
ments) only.

In sum, there is wide agreement in the literature that phonologically rel-
evant interactions between tone and segments are severely restricted across 
languages. These restrictions seem to be particularly strong with respect to 
potential interactions between tone and vowel quality: according to (5), these 
are excluded altogether. Consonant-tone interactions, on the other hand, are 
much more frequent but still seem to be constrained in some ways. The present 
state of knowledge in the field seems to indicate that interactions between tones 
and segments are a rather marked phenomenon, and only possible in certain 
domains. 

3  The place of Franconian tones in the debate
The group of Franconian dialects (West Germanic, Indo-European) which is 
spoken in the east of Belgium, the south-east of the Netherlands and the neigh-
bouring area in the west of Germany, has a particular interest for the debate since 
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it seems to show some interactions between tone and segments that are rare or 
even unattested. 

It is often argued that these dialects have a lexical tone contrast, i.e., a word 
can mean different things depending on which of two tones it contains (e.g. Gus-
senhoven 2000). Consider the following two words from Roermond (Kats 1985), 
both of which are usually written as leuter:

(9) A minimal pair
[løːHːtər] ‘to twaddle’
[løːHLtər] ‘soap suds’

Pronounced in isolation, the first vowel of the first word is realized with a high 
level pitch; this tone, which we write here as “Hː”, has traditionally been called 
Schleifton, sleeptoon, circumflex, dragging tone or Accent 2. The first vowel of 
the second leuter is realized with a sharply falling pitch; this tone, which we 
write as “HL”, is traditionally called Schärfung, stoottoon, acute, falling tone, or 
Accent 1.

The tonal dialects are divided into two main groups (Frings 1916): South-
East-Low Franconian (Belgian Limburg, Dutch Limburg, Dülken region), and 
Central Franconian, which is divided into Ripuarian (Aachen and Cologne;  
Kerkrade region), and Moselle Franconian (a large area with Trier in the centre). 
From a typological point of view they can be classified as ‘restricted tone lan-
guages’ (Yip 2002): tone can only occur on long vowels, on diphthongs, and on 
short vowels followed by a sonorant consonant (i.e. [n], [m], [ŋ], [l], or [r]) within 
the same syllable. Restricted tone languages are attested on all continents. 
In Europe, other examples are for instance Čakavian, Latvian, Lithuanian,  
Norwegian, Štokavian and Swedish. We can say, then, that in some respects the 
Franconian dialects fit nicely into the typology of tone languages. In this sense 
they are well understood.

In many other respects, however, tonal Franconian does not fit with what is 
known about tone languages. The tonal dialects even contradict the two univer-
sals we have seen above and which we repeat here for convenience:

(10) Alleged universals of tone systems 
a. Vowels and tones cannot determine each other’s quality (Hombert 1977, 

1978; Hombert, Ohala & Ewan 1979).
b. A consonant’s laryngeal features cannot determine the tone of a segment 

on its left (Maddieson 1978, 1997).

Both universals seem to be contradicted by dialects of the Franconian area. 
 Consider first the universal in (10a). In Sittard (Dutch Limburg), earlier long mid 
vowels became closing diphthongs, but only if they have a falling tone (Dols 1953);  
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in (11), this is illustrated in a comparison between Sittard and the neighboring 
Roermond dialect, where diphthongization did not take place:

(11) Sittard diphthongization
Roermond Sittard

falling tone: [keːHLzl] [kɛiHLzl] ‘gravel’
[voːHLt] [vɔuHLt] ‘foot’

level tone: [beːHːt] [beːHːt] ‘bite’
[noːHːt] [noːHːt] ‘nut’

It thus looks as if there is a connection between the preference for a falling tone 
and that for a closing diphthong, in other words between a low tone and a high 
vowel. Similar data can be observed in many other locations in the Franconian 
area, and they pose a clear puzzle for any typology based on (10) above. 

Something similar holds for the other universal. For this, we can give an 
example from the dialect of Roermond. In this dialect, words with a short vowel 
followed by a sonorant consonant and another voiced consonant allow a tonal 
contrast:

(12) Roermond contrast in voiced environment
Falling tone: Level tone:
[bænHLdə(n)]  ‘gang’ [dʊnHːdər]   ‘thunder’
[hærHLdər]     ‘shepherd’ [mærHːəl]    ‘marl’

If the last consonant of this sequence is voiceless, however, only the level tone is 
allowed:

(13) Roermond gap in voiceless environment
Falling tone: Level tone:
(missing) [pɪmHːpəl]  ‘booze’
(missing) [hærHːsəs]  ‘brains’

The gap in (13) suggests the following generalization:

(14) Consonant–tone interaction in Roermond
A voiceless consonant disprefers a low tone on a consonant at its left.

This generalization shows that in Roermond a voiceless consonant is capable of 
determining the tone of the segment on its left, contrary to what (10b)  dictates. 
From a typological view, the tendencies in (11) and (13) are intriguing, since 
they show that the principles underlying the proposed universals in (10) must 
somehow be inactive or overruled in some of the Franconian dialects. However, 
several of the papers in this volume argue that this conclusion is not warranted 
(see the contributions by Kehrein, Köhnlein, and Van Oostendorp). According to 
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these authors, the universals still hold because the dialects in question are not 
properly speaking tonal: the purported tonal contrast rather is one of prosodic 
organization. The tones are mere realisations of intonational patterns which work 
out differently on words that have different docking points for those intonational 
tones. The relations between tones and segments are thus indirect, mediated by 
prosodic organization. And as we have seen before, the fact that both tones and 
segments interact with prosody is not problematic at all.

4  This volume
All contributions in this volume describe and discuss data that indicate some 
kind of relationship between tone and consonants or vowels, from a synchronic 
and/or from a diachronic perspective. The papers in this book incorporate data 
from various types of languages where tonal information plays a lexically distinc-
tive role, from “pure” tone languages to so-called tone accent systems, where the 
occurrence of contrastive tonal melodies is restricted to stressed syllables.

Some contributions present evidence for direct synchronic interactions between 
tones and segments, also for typologically unusual interactions: relevant data 
are analyzed in the contributions of Michael Becker and Peter Jurgec as well as in 
Laura Downing’s paper. Becker and Jurgec argue that the Slovenian language dis-
plays a direct interaction between vowel quality and tone, thereby arguing against 
the alleged universal in (5): Slovenian avoids high tones on lax vowels, for which 
the authors present evidence from the native phonology as well as from the loan-
word phonology. Downing discusses the effects of depressor consonants in Nguni 
languages, which lower the pitch of high tones on following vowels. While some 
scholars have claimed that this interaction can be captured by assuming that con-
sonant voicing and low tone derive from the same phonological feature, Downing 
argues that these analyses are too simplistic: instead, she proposes that the effects 
can best be analyzed in a model that treats low tone and consonant voicing as sep-
arate features but includes interactions between different phonological domains. 

Other contributors argue that some seemingly direct interactions between 
tone and segments may rather be indirect. This viewpoint is taken by Wolfgang 
Kehrein, Björn Köhnlein and Marc van Oostendorp, who all discuss the Franconian 
tone accent opposition. Kehrein discusses various types of data surrounding the 
Franconian accent system. He shows that these sources of evidence can be given 
a unified explanation under the assumption that the contrast between the two 
accents is metrical: according to Kehrein, Accent 1 and Accent 2 differ in their 
foot structure. Köhnlein discusses vowel splits between monophthongs and 
 diphthongs in Franconian dialects (cf. the Sittard data given in 11)). The author 
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argues that these patters can be explained if we assume that the accents under-
lyingly differ in their metrical structure, rather than constituting a genuinely 
tonal opposition. Similarly, Van Oostendorp analyzes a predictable interaction 
between the voicing quality of coda consonants and the resulting surface tones 
in the Franconian dialect of Moresnet. He argues that the differences in coda 
voicing trigger different syllabifications; on the surface, this is reflected in a tonal 
 opposition between Accent 1 and Accent 2.

Lastly, the papers by Paul Boersma, Cathryn Donohue, and Paul Kiparsky 
discuss tone–segment interactions that presumably have shaped the phonology 
of modern systems from a diachronic perspective but are not phonologically rele-
vant synchronically. Boersma develops a detailed diachronic analysis of the tone 
accent opposition in Franconian dialects: he shows how the accent opposition 
came into being and how vowel quality, vowel lengthening, vowel deletion and 
consonant voicing have shaped the lexical distribution of the tone accents system 
at different points in the development of the opposition. Donohue discusses an 
interaction between tone and vowel quality in the Fuzhou variety of Chinese. 
Essentially, she claims that there has been an interaction between tone and vowel 
quality. According to her, however, this interaction does not play a role in the 
synchronic phonology but should rather be viewed from a diachronic perspec-
tive. Kiparsky’s paper shows how the opposition between Livonian stød (falling 
tone) and non-stød (high level tone) developed. He demonstrates how deletion 
processes or vowel metathesis have led to the development of stød. Next to its 
falling tone, stød also correlates with glottalization, which Kiparsky’s regards as 
a phonetic enhancement of the falling pitch contour.

Together, the contributions to this volume show that the debate about the 
interaction between segments and tone is still a lively one, and very far from 
settled. On the one hand, the fact that some interactions can be reanalysed in a 
different way, does not necessarily mean that such interactions do not exist. At 
the same time, it remains intriguing that the number of such interactions remains 
very small. We believe it will be a challenge for phonological theory in the next 
years to solve this riddle, which may ultimately help us to understand the nature 
of phonological structure in a better way. 
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Michael Becker, Peter Jurgec
Interactions of tone and ATR in Slovenian*

Abstract: Phonological tone-vowel interactions are cross-linguistically rare. The 
attested interactions are often problematic because they could be interpreted by 
mediation of some other feature or prosodic constituent. This paper focuses on 
tone-ATR interactions in Slovenian that do not suffer from these challenges. We 
show that the combination of High tone and lax mid vowels is dispreferred in 
Slovenian. We attribute this preference to a markedness constraint. In the native 
phonology, the constraint causes mid lax vowels to surface with a Low tone. In 
the loanword phonology, where High tones are required, the same constraint 
causes mid vowels to surface tense. This heterogeneity of process and homogeneity 
of target is a hallmark of markedness constraints.

1  Introduction
The interaction of tone with vowel quality is rarely reported. In fact, Hombert 
(1977) and de Lacy (2007) deny that such interactions are possible. We present 
a particularly clear case of synchronic interaction of tone with vowel quality in  
Slovenian as a counter-example. Slovenian restricts the combination of high tones 
with lax mid vowels by adjusting the tone in the native phonology and adjust-
ing the vowel quality in the loanword phonology. We use this case to motivate an  
Optimality Theoretic (Prince and Smolensky, 1993/2004) analysis of Slovenian 
using a markedness constraint that penalizes high tones on lax vowels.

Most reports of vowel-segment interaction involve the effect of consonants 
on tone, most commonly the lowering effect of voiced obstruents and the raising 
effect of voiceless ones (Hyman and Schuh 1974, Hombert 1978, Hombert et al. 
1979, Tang 2008, inter alia). As for vowel quality-tone interactions, the most well 
studied case is Fuzhou (Jiang-King 1999; Donohue, this volume), in which sylla-
bles with tense mid vowels can have H, HM, or M tone, while those with lax mid 

* We would like to thank Larry Hyman, Wolfgang Kehrein, Charles Kisseberth, Björn Köhnlein,  
John McCarthy, Bruce Morén, David Odden, Marc van Oostendorp, Curt Rice, Lisa Selkirk, 
Matthew Wolf, Draga Zec, and the participants of the Workshop on Segments and Tone (Amsterdam, 
June 2007). Any remaining errors are entirely ours.
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vowels have HL or ML. In Cantonese (Yue Hashimoto 1972), High tone is restricted 
in closed syllables: on the tense vowels higher tone surfaces compared to lax 
vowels. In Hu (Svantesson 1991: 72), high vowels always have High tone in closed 
syllables, but both H and L are allowed in open syllables. In Lahu (Matisoff 1973), 
a rising tone raises the vowel. Shua (Odden 2011) contrasts H, M and L on non-
high vowels, but high vowels also contrast a fourth, Super High tone. In Tupuri 
(Odden 2011), both consonants and vowel height determine tone in the imperative: 
high vowels require High or Super High tone (for further information on the three-
way interaction of obstruent voicing, vowel height and tone, see Kingston 2007). 
In Matsue Japanese (Nitta 2001), the position of an initial rise depends on vowel 
height: the rise is on the second vowel of the word if the second and third vowels 
are high, but the rise is on the third if only the second is high. In Awad Bing 
(Cahill 2001), vowel-initial words have a Low tone, except for initial [i], which has 
a High tone. These reports lend support to the view that higher or tense vowels 
prefer High tones, and lower or lax vowels prefer Low tones.

In other languages, however, the opposite is true. In Taiwanese (Zee 
1980), high tone correlates with higher F1, or a lower vowel. In Rengao (Greger-
son 1976), tense vowels select lower tones than lax vowels. In Western Cham 
(Edmondson and Gregerson 1993), tense vowels have consistently lower pitch 
than low vowels. In Madurese (Trigo 1991, Cohn 1993), the relationship between 
tone and vowel height is only indirect: voiceless obstruents increase the fun-
damental frequency and change vowel quality, such that only lax vowels are 
possible after plain voiceless onsets. In Kanazawa Japanese (Nitta 2001, Odden 
2001), the initial rise depends on vowel height and onset voicing: in words with 
a voiced onset and a high vowel in the second syllable, the pitch rise occurs on 
the second syllable if the third vowel is also high, but if the third vowel is non-
high, the rise is word-initial. Low vowels in some languages prefer high tone. 
For example, Ngizim has a predictable High tone on [a] in verbs (Schuh 1971). 
Similar cases exist in Eastern Maninkakan (Spears 1968) and Kinande (Mutaka 
1994, Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994).

Diachronic effects of vowel quality on tone are reported in Limburg Dutch 
(Hermans and van Oostendorp 2007) and U (Svantesson 1988, 2001). In these two 
languages, high vowels triggered the development of High tones.1

1 The situation in Dutch is considerably more complex because of the interaction between  
word- and sentence-level tones (see Gussenhoven and van der Vliet 1999; Gussenhoven 1999, 
2012; Köhnlein 2011 for details).
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The correlation between vowel height and tone is phonetically grounded. 
Higher vowels have higher intrinsic F0 than lower vowels, since the raised tongue 
tenses the vocal cords (Ohala 1973, 1978, Ohala and Eukel 1987), as has been 
reported for a large number of languages (e.g. Hombert et al. 1979, Whalen and 
Levitt 1995, Connel 2002). However, there is also a phonetic grounding for the 
opposite pattern, in which low vowels give rise to higher F0. Larynx height cor-
relates directly with F0; raising the larynx shortens the vocal tract, which in turn 
raises the formant frequencies, particularly F1, resulting in a somewhat lower 
vowel quality (Hombert et al. 1979, Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994). Moreover, 
speakers who have shorter vocal tracts will have higher F0 and higher formant 
frequencies, so across speakers, higher pitch correlates with higher F1, or lower 
vowels. In perception experiments, this effect was found significant (Fant 1970, 
Assmann and Nearey 2007).

These sources of two opposite correlations between F0 and F1 have led to 
claims that the overall correlation is too small to have any phonological con-
sequences, as suggested by Hombert (1977). In a perception experiment, high 
vowels were judged significantly higher than low vowels with the same pitch, 
but Hombert attributes this effect to the vowels’ spectral properties. Further-
more, while Connel (2002) finds significant influence of Low tone on F1, this is 
not true for other tones, for mid vowels, or languages that have more than two 
tones. Zee (1980) finds that speakers differ on whether F0 and F1 of individual 
vowels correlate positively or negatively. Pape and Mooshammer (2006) report 
that intrinsic F0 is language dependent. Kingston (2007) shows that there 
are no automatic F0—F1 correlations in American English. In addition, it has 
been suggested that for many languages mentioned above, where tone and 
vowel quality interact, there is some other phonetic dimension that inter-
acts with tone, such as phonation type or vowel duration. Examples of lan-
guages where the interaction between tone and vowel quality is mediated 
by additional factors include Turkana, which involves the mediation of pho-
nation type (Dimmendaal 1983, Dimmendaal and Breedveld 1986), and also 
Fuqing (Jiang-King 1999) and Thai (Abramson 1962, Morén and Zsiga 2006), 
which involve the mediation of vowel length. Finally, the precise nature of 
vowel-tone interaction may be obscured considerably by complex tones, as 
in Cantonese and Fuzhou, or additional consonant-tone interaction as in 
Tupuri, Madurese and Kanazawa Japanese. 

The phonology of Slovenian, which we discuss here, offers a clear case of 
tone-vowel interaction that isn’t complicated by consonant quality, phonation 
type, or syllable structure. Slovenian shows that lax vowels preferably occur 
with Low tones and tense vowels with High tones.  In the native phonology, lax 
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mid vowels avoid High tones. In the loanword phonology, only High tones are 
allowed, and hence mid vowels are tensed to fit them. This uniformity of target 
and heterogeneity of process is a hallmark of markedness in Optimality Theory. 
We propose the markedness constraint *H/[−ATR −low], and show its ranking 
in the native and loanword phonologies of Slovenian. No other phonological 
property can be held responsible for this interaction.

2  The nominal system of Slovenian
This paper focuses on the nominal system of Standard Slovenian, as it is spoken 
in Ljubljana (henceforth, Slovenian), also the dialect of the alphabetically 
second author. Slovenian contrasts two tones on the stressed syllable, High and 
Low, as in (1).

(1) ˈpót ‘path’
ˈpòt ‘sweat’

Our focus is on nominal paradigms, which are representative of the phonology 
of the language. With six cases and three numbers, Slovenian nouns are richly 
inflected. For the majority of nouns, the tones and stress do not change throughout 
the nominal paradigm, shown by the representative examples in (2).

(2) nom.sg koˈɾák beˈdàk
gen.sg koˈɾák-a beˈdàk-a
nom.pl koˈɾák-i beˈdàk-i
instr.du koˈɾák-oma beˈdàk-oma 

‘step’ ‘fool’

Previous descriptions of Slovenian tone contain conflicting accounts of tones 
that appear after the stressed syllable (Toporišič 1968, 1976/2000, Herrity 2000, 
Lenček 1981, Srebot Rejec 1988). However, Jurgec (2007a,b) shows that these 
tones are boundary tones that are assigned at the phonological phrase level, as 
evidenced by their absence inside compounds. In monosyllabic words (1), for 
example, the pitch is realized either as falling [ˈpÔt] ‘path’ or rising [ˈpǒt] ‘sweat’; 
each contour comprises one word-level tone followed by one phrase-level bound-
ary tone. Since this paper deals with the word-level phonology of the nominal 
system, we abstract away from these phrase-level tones.

Stress in Slovenian correlates with increased duration and intensity (Srebot 
Rejec 1988). Unstressed vowels are subject to reduction, both of the neutralizing 
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and the non-neutralizing kinds (Jurgec 2005, 2006a).2 Contrary to the traditional 
account (Toporišič 1976/2000), there is no distinctive length contrast on vowels 
(Srebot Rejec 1988, Petek et al. 1996, Šuštaršič et al. 1995, 1999). Slovenian has 
nine contrastive vowel qualities in stressed syllables (Jurgec 2011), but only six in 
unstressed syllables (Fig. 1).

Stressed

a

u

ɛ

e

i

ɔ

o
ə

ʌ

Unstressed

a

u

e

i

oə

Fig. 1: Slovenian vowel system.

In stressed syllables, the unmarked vowels {a, e, i, o, u} can appear with either a 
High or a Low tone anywhere a stressed vowel is allowed. In other words, there 
is no restriction on their distribution beyond the restrictions that apply to the 
category ‘vowel’. Examples of the mid vowels [e] and [o] are in Tab. 1. We present 
examples of roots with final and penultimate stress (no native root has antepe-
nultimate stress).

Tab. 1: Distribution of tones on [+ATR] mid vowels.

Final stress   Penultimate stress 

e peˈpél ⁓ peˈpél-a ‘ash’ ˈjézeɾ-o ⁓ ˈjézeɾ-a ‘lake’ 
iˈmè ⁓ iˈmèn-a ‘name’ ˈdète ⁓ ˈdètet-a ‘baby’ 

o koˈkóʃ ⁓ koˈkóʃ-i ‘chicken’ ˈυó jυot ⁓ ˈυójυod-a ‘duke’ 
oˈbòk ⁓ oˈbòk-a ‘arch’ ˈpògɾat ⁓ ˈpògɾad-a ‘bunk, bed’  

2 The quality of unstressed {e, o} is subject to controversy. Toporišič (1976/2000) describes them 
as lax, whereas Lehiste (1961) and Srebot Rejec (1988, 1998a,b) suggest they are neither tense 
or lax, but intermediate in quality. Jurgec (2006b) shows that pre-tonic {e, o} are higher than 
post-tonic. Šuštaršič et al. (1995, 1999), Petek et al. (1996) posit four contrastive unstressed qual-
ities {e, ɛ, o, ɔ}. See Jurgec (2011) for further discussion. We transcribe the unstressed vowels as  
{e, o}, without making any explicitclaims about their quality. This issue is not relevant to this 
paper, since unstressed vowels cannot bear tone.
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3  Roots with underlying tone
We limit the discussion to roots with underlying tone; they constitute the vast 
majority of all nouns in Slovenian. These nouns have fixed stress and tone (with 
some exceptions, see below) throughout the paradigm, and contrast High and 
Low tones (2). In Slovenian, only one tone per Prosodic Word is allowed, which 
we attribute to the effect of (3). We assume that tones link to moras universally, 
even though the evidence for moras in Slovenian is scarce (see Jurgec 2010b for 
further discussion).

(3) T/∆σPWd
  Every mora associated with a tone (either High or Low) must be dominated 

by the head syllable of the Prosodic Word.

Hence, for an input with one underlying tone in the root and one in a suffix, only 
one tone will surface faithfully, the one in the root. The constraint in (4) ensures 
that a tone from a suffix doesn’t flop over to the stressed syllable and surface 
there.

(4) NoFlop (Alderete 2001: 216)
  If output tone t ′

 
corresponds to input tone t, and output mora m ′corresponds 

to input mora m, and t and m are associated, assign one violation mark iff t ′
 

and m ′
 
are not associated, and t ′

 
is associated to some other mora m ″.

The tableau in (5) exemplifies this point. The candidates (b) and (c) violate T/∆σPWd 
and NoFlop respectively, which in turn must be ranked above the Max(T) con-
straint. Note that this result only holds if both tones are underlyingly associated 
with a vowel (i.e. not floating), see (8) for further examples.

(5) beˈdàk-a ‘bedak.nom.du’

       l    h
        |    | 

/bedak-a/
T/∆σPWd NoFlop Max(T)

   a. ☞ [beˈdàka] *

b. [beˈdǎka] *!

c. [beˈdàká] *!  

Some nouns do not have the same tone throughout their paradigm. The feminines 
contrast High and Low on most members of the paradigm, but the INST.SG and 
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GEN.PL are normally High in most feminine declension classes. The paradigms in 
(6) represent the vast majority of feminine nouns.3

(6) nom.sg ˈslúʒb-a maˈlìn-a ˈpàmet
gen.sg ˈslúʒb-e maˈlìn-e ˈpàmet-i
inst.sg ˈslúʒb-o maˈlín-o ˈpámet-jo
nom.pl ˈslúʒb-e maˈlìn-e ˈpàmet-i
gen.pl ˈslúʃp maˈlín ˈpàmet-i / ˈpámet-i

‘job’ ‘raspberry’ ‘mind’ 

We propose that suffixes that have a floating tone trump lexical tone. The under-
lying Low on [ˈpámet-jo] is replaced by the floating High of the inst.sg due to the  
Max(float) constraint in (7), which prefers the realization of floating tones.4

(7) Max(float) (Wolf 2007)
  If a tone t in the input is not linked to a mora, t must have an output corre-

spondent.

The derivation of [ˈpámet-jo] is in (8). The floating tone is preserved due to high 
ranked Max(float), which outranks Max(T).

(8) ˈpámetjo ‘wisdom.inst.sg’

        l          h
         |       
  /ˈpamet-jo/

Max(float) Max(T)

  a. ☞ [ˈpámetjo] *

b. [ˈpàmetjo] *!

Interestingly, floating tones dock onto the vowel that has the underlying tone. If we 
accept the nom.sg [ˈpàmet] as the base for assessing Output-to-Output-faithfulness, 
then OO-Ident(stress) is sufficient to exclude candidate (b) in (9).

3 The masculine nouns in Tab. 1 generally follow the same generalizations.
4 Wolf (2007) motivates this constraint based on an analysis of phenomena that are unrelated  
to tone, such as consonant mutations. The current analysis lends support to this constraint. 
Note that the RealizeMorpheme (Kurisu 2001) constraint would not suffice, since most of these  
suffixes are also segmentally realized.
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(9) ˈpámetjo ‘wisdom.inst.sg’

         l     h
           |       
    /ˈpamet-jo/

NoFlop OO-Ident(stress)

  a. ☞ [ˈpámetjo]

b. [paˈmétjo] *!

4  Tone–vowel interactions
Tone is predictable on the marked vowels {ɛ, ɔ, ʌ, ə}. In this paper we discuss the 
mid vowels, although the situation is similar — yet more complex — for the other 
two vowels. In paradigms with fixed stress, which normally contrast High and Low 
tones on the unmarked vowels [e] and [o] (see section 3), [ɛ] and [ɔ] show up with 
predictable tone: Low tone on all members of the paradigm, except the nom.sg and 
gen.pl.

(10) nom.sg pɾoˈmέt ɾέp uzˈɾɔ́ k bɾɔ́ n
gen.sg pɾoˈmὲ t-a ˈɾὲ p-a uzˈɾɔ ̀ k-a ˈbɾɔ ̀ n-a
nom.pl pɾoˈmὲ t-i ˈɾὲ p-i uzˈɾɔ ̀ k-i ˈbɾɔ ̀ n-i
gen.pl pɾoˈmέt-ow ˈɾέp-ow uzˈɾɔ́ k-ow ˈbɾɔ́ n-ow

‘traffic’ ‘tail’ ‘cause’ ‘bronze’ 

In a few nouns, [ɛ] and [ɔ] can appear as the root’s penult vowel, but the penult 
gets stressed only in the NOM.SG. These [ɛ] and [ɔ] show up with a Low tone (11).

(11) nom.sg ˈtὲle ˈɔ ̀ tʃe
gen.sg teˈlèt-a oˈtʃèt-a
nom.pl teˈlèt-a oˈtʃèt-je
gen.pl teˈlèt oˈtʃèt-ow

‘calf’ ‘father’ 

Missing from the language are fixed stress paradigms with [ɛ] or [ɔ] and a High 
tone throughout. We assume that such hypothetical inputs map onto the Low tone 
paradigms. Since [ɛ] and [ɔ] do not allow faithfulness to High vs. Low, there must 
be some markedness constraint that prefers Low on [ɛ] and [ɔ]. More formally: 
*H/[−ATR −low]. The phonetic grounding for the required markedness constraint 
is reasonable: Higher vowels correlate with higher perceived pitch, and [−ATR] 
correlates with lower vowels, so the combination is dispreferred; in fact, most 
languages display this pattern, as outlined in the introduction. We illustrate this 
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in tableau (12). Candidate (a) violates high ranked *H/[−ATR −low], which outranks 
the corresponding faithfulness constraint Max(T).

(12) kaˈtὲpa (hypothetical)

          h
            |       
   /katɛp-a/

*H/[−ATR −low] Max(T)

a. [kaˈtέpa] *!

b. ☞ [kaˈtὲ pa] *

A floating tone, however, causes [ɛ] or [ɔ] to surface with a High tone in the nom.sg 
and gen.pl (13). This is due to the high ranked MAX(float), which is violated by 
candidate (a).

(13) pɾoˈmέtow ‘traffic.gen.pl’

             l  h
                |     
 /pɾoˈmɛt-ow/

Max(float) *H/[−ATR −low] Max(T)

a. [pɾoˈmὲ tow] *! *

b. ☞ [pɾoˈmέtow] * *

5  Loanword phonology
Evidence for the markedness of High tones on mid vowels also comes from the loan-
word phonology. In loanwords, a High tone is required, and mid vowels are raised 
to accommodate it (Jurgec 2007b), which is just the opposite of the native pattern, 
where tone accommodates vowel quality. For instance, English [ɔ] is borrowed as 
[o], even when either choice of vowel is allowed in the native phonology, as evi-
denced by the cases in Tab. 2, where either choice of vowel is an actual native word.

Tab. 2: Absence of [–ATR] vowels in assimilated loanwords.

Native [+ATR] Native [−ATR]    Foreign [+ATR] (always) 

ɾɔ́ k ‘hand.gen.pl’ ɾók ‘deadline’ ɾók ‘rock’ 
ɔ́ s ‘wasp.gen.pl’ ós ‘axis’ ós ‘Oz’ 
mέtʃ ‘sword’ métʃ ‘calf.gen.pl’ métʃ ‘match’ 
ˈkɔ̀     la ‘rod.gen.sg’ ˈkóla ‘kolo.gen.sg’ ˈkóla ‘cola’  
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The loanword phonology respects *H/[−ATR −low], just like the native phonology. 
While the native phonology repairs violations of *H/[−ATR −low] by changing a 
High tone to Low, the loanword phonology repairs these violations by changing 
the tenseness of the vowel. The same markedness constraint is active in both 
parts of the lexicon, but the activity of an additional markedness constraint in 
the loanword phonology forces a different repair.

The example in (14) is repeated from (12), with the added candidate (c), which 
is unfaithful to [ATR]. With faithfulness to [ATR] ranked above faithfulness to 
tone, the vowel quality is kept, and the tone is changed.

(14) kaˈt ὲ pa (hypothetical)

         h
          | 
/katɛp-a/

*H/[−ATR −low] Max(ATR) Max(T)

a. ☞ [kaˈtὲ pa] *

b. [kaˈt έpa] *!

c. [kaˈtépa] *!

In the loanword phonology, where only High tones are allowed, the vowel must 
change to fit the tone.5 The tableau in (15) illustrates the situation in the loanword 
phonology, with a high-ranking constraint against low tones on the head of the 
Prosodic Word (*∆σPWd/L, de Lacy 2002).6

(15) métʃ ‘match’

/mɛtʃ/ *∆σPWd/L *H/[−ATR −low] Max(ATR)

a. [mὲ tʃ ] *!

b. [mέtʃ ] *!

c. ☞ [métʃ ] *

5 There are a few predictable exceptions that have Low tones, which incudes homophones of 
older loans and templatic ends of words (see Jurgec 2007b).
6 A reviewer suggests that Slovenian may prefer retaining High tone at the expense of vowel 
quality in loanwords. If this is correct, a high ranked faithfulness constraint may be responsible 
for avoidance of Low tone on lax mid vowels (in line with the proposal set forth by Yip 2006). The 
problem with this alternative is that loanwords never allow Low tone, even on vowels where Low 
tone is allowed in native words. Hence, the High tone preference must be due to a markedness 
constraint
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Having different constraint rankings in the native phonology and the loanword 
phonology can be achieved using indexed constraints (ItÔ and Mester 1995, 1999, 
Pater 2007, Jurgec, 2010a) or cophonologies (Inkelas et al. 1997, Anttila 2002). The 
argument in this paper is consistent with either approach.

6  Conclusions
We have shown that the interaction of tone and ATR in Slovenian supplies evidence 
for a constraint that directly relates tone and vowel quality, *H/[−ATR −low]. Most 
previously reported cases of vowel quality-tone interactions were problematic 
due to the fact that the interactions could be interpreted by the mediation of some 
other feature/prosodic constituent between vowel quality and tone. Since Slove-
nian does not distinguish quantity or phonation type on vowels, and the pattern 
holds regardless of neighboring consonants or syllable structure, it constitutes a 
particularly clear case of tone – vowel interactions.

In the native phonology, *H/[−ATR −low] causes mid lax vowels to surface 
with a Low tone. In the loanword phonology, where High tones are required, 
the same constraint causes mid vowels to surface tense. This heterogeneity of 
process and homogeneity of target (a “conspiracy” in terms of Kisseberth 1970) is a 
hallmark of markedness constraints.

The proposed constraint, *H/[−ATR −low], directly relates a supra-segmental 
feature and a sub-segmental feature, contrary to de Lacy’s (2007:299) proposal to 
disallow such constraints. The data at hand, however, makes such a constraint 
necessary for a complete account of the data.
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Paul Boersma
The history of the Franconian tone  
contrast

Abstract: The aim of this paper is to show that a sequence of typologically not 
unusual sound changes has led to three conspicuous properties of the dialects in 
a large connected area of Low and Central Franconian. First, these dialects have 
a binary contrast between acute and circumflex tones. Second, the majority of 
these dialects (“group A”) show length reversal, in the sense that originally short 
non-high vowels have become longer than the corresponding originally long 
vowels. Third, the remaining dialects (“group B”) show tone reversal, in the sense 
that where group A retains the original acutes, group B has circumflexes, and the 
reverse (at least in declarative intonation). This paper proposes a history con-
sisting of a series of synchronic states connected by speakers’ gradual phonetic 
shifts and listeners’ discrete phonological reinterpretations. Each of the proposed 
elements is shown to have parallels elsewhere: the retraction of stress to the first 
mora, the lengthening of vowels in open syllables with retention of the linkage 
between syllables and tones, the inaudibility of tone on voiceless consonants, the 
drop of final schwa, the pronunciation of final voiced obstruents, the audibility 
of tone on voiced consonants, the devoicing of final obstruents, degemination, 
schwa insertion, and the effects of a markedness constraint that correlates tones 
and duration.

1   The tone contrast as a focus alignment  
contrast

In continental West-Germanic, a contiguous group of Low Franconian dialects 
(Limburgian or “Southern Low Franconian”) and Central Franconian dialects 
(Ripuaric and Moselle Franconian) exhibit a binary lexical tone contrast on 
long vowels and diphthongs, which interacts with the intonation contour of the  
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sentence. While this state of affairs has been known since Nörrenberg (1884), 
recent research by Carlos Gussenhoven and colleagues has taken large steps 
towards distentangling the influence of the lexical tone from the influence of the 
intonation contour. As a result, we can now more clearly see what the fundamental 
nature of the contrast is. The following real-life examples from Geleen Limburgian  
show that if the word kniin ‘rabbit-Pl’ is in focus sentence-internally, it is  
pronounced with a rising or falling tone contour, depending on whether the  
sentence is declarative or interrogative (L = low, H = high):

(1)  a.     L      L    L    L      HL     L    L b.       L        L     L       LH     H   HL
    vər ɦœbə də kniin ɣəʃlɑx ɦœptxər də kniin ɣəʃlɑx
 ‘we have slaughtered the rabbits’ ‘have you-Pl slaughtered the rabbits?’

A minimally contrasting word is kniin ‘rabbit-Sg’. If it is in focus sentence- 
internally, it is pronounced with a level hight or low tone, depending on whether 
the sentence is declarative or interrogative:

(2)  a.    L       L   L   L     HH     L   L b.      L        L    L       LL     H   HL
    vər ɦœbə də kniin ɣəʃlɑx ɦœptxər də kniin ɣəʃlɑx
 ‘we have slaughtered the rabbit’ ‘have you-Pl slaughtered the rabbit?’

Following Gussenhoven (2000b) for Roermond, the intonation contour of  
the declarative sentence in (1a) can be characterized underlyingly as an L tone at the 
left boundary, an L tone at the right boundary, and an H* focus tone; on the surface,  
H* becomes aligned with the first mora of the stressed syllable (kniin), and the 
two L tones spread from the edges in toward this focus tone, yielding (1a). The 
intonation contour of the interrogative sentence in (1b) is then characterized 
underlyingly as an L tone at the left boundary, an HL contour at the right bound-
ary, and an L* focus tone; on the surface, L* becomes aligned with the first mora 
of kniin, and the two boundary tones spread inwards toward this focus tone, 
yielding (1b). Gussenhoven analyses the examples in (2) as having an additional 
underlying lexical tone, which surfaces on the second mora of kniin, as H in (2a) 
and as L in (2b).

For the examples in (1) and (2), a different analysis than a tonal one is possi-
ble, namely an analysis in terms of focus tone alignment. Both in (1a) and in (2a), 
there is a high focus tone on kniin, but the transition to the L boundary tone 
occurs after the first mora in (1a) but after the second mora in (2a). Likewise, 
both (1b) and (2b) have a low focus tone on kniin, but the transition to the HL 
boundary tone occurs after the first mora in (1b) but after the second mora in 
(2b). The present paper proposes, now, that the Franconian tone contrast arose 
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historically as precisely this distinction between early and late alignment of the 
focus tone.1

In the present paper I denote the moving tones (HL or LH) of (1) by the term 
acute accent, following traditional terminology for Lithuanian and Ancient Greek 
(Kiparsky 1973 claims the acute is realized as HL in Lithuanian and as LH in Greek); 
other terms in use are Stoßton (‘abrupt tone’; also used for Lithuanian), Schärfung, 
correption, and (since Schmidt 1986) accent 1. I denote the level tones (HH or LL) 
of (2) by circumflex accent, again following traditional terminology (Kiparsky 1973 
identifies the circumflex as HH in both Lithuanian and Greek); other terms in use are 
Schleifton (‘slurring tone’; also used for Lithuanian), Trägheitsakzent, and accent 2.

The fundamental insight of the present paper can be told in a couple of sen-
tences. Around the year 1100, Franconian had no tone contrast, but it did have a 
short–long vowel contrast in open syllables: /.ma.kən./ ‘make’ versus /.slɑɑ.pən./ 
‘sleep’ (where “.” stands for a syllable boundary). In sentence-internal focus position, 
these words were all accented on their first mora, i.e. realized as [mákə̀n, slɑ́ɑ̀pə̀n] in 
declarative sentences or [màkə́n, slɑ̀ɑ́pə́n] in interrogative sentences. Subsequently, 
the common process of open syllable lengthening lengthened the vowel, and length-
ened the tone with it, yielding the present-day contrast, which is [máákə̀n] versus 
[slɑ́ɑ̀pə̀n] in declarative sentences and [mààkə́n] versus [slɑ̀ɑ́pə́n] in interrogative 
sentences. Many subsequent developments have complicated this original correla-
tion, but I will argue in detail that the lexical tone contrast originated in open sylla-
ble lengthening rather than in the later processes of schwa drop (as claimed by De 
Vaan 1999) or analogical lengthening (as claimed by Gussenhoven 2000c).

2  Historical correlations of the present-day tones
The present-day tone contrast occurs on syllables that contain two (or more) sono-
rant moras, i.e. on long vowels and on diphthongs, where any sequence of a short 
vowel and a sonorant consonant counts as a diphthong. I denote the acute tone 

1 The question whether the early-versus-late-alignment hypothesis can be maintained for the pre-
sent-day Franconian dialects, i.e. whether it can also explain what happens nowadays in positions 
outside focus or whether an analysis of the data outside focus instead requires tone, has not been 
answered with certainty yet. Gussenhoven’s synchronic analyses in terms of tone are countered 
by several synchronic analyses in terms of metrical structure (Kehrein this volume, Köhnlein this 
volume, Hermans 2012, Oostendorp this volume). This debate is not the subject of the present paper.
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with an acute accent sign above the first sonorant mora: ʃlɔ́ɔpən ‘sleep’, klɛ́in 
‘small’, lɑ́ŋ ‘long-Fem’. The circumflex tone is depicted with a macron above the 
second sonorant mora: ʃpeēlən ‘play’, daāk ‘roof’, brɛīt ‘broad’, lɑŋ̄k.2

The rules that relate the current Franconian tones to original West-Germanic 
vowels have been known for some time (Nörrenberg 1884, Engelmann 1910).  
I summarize them in (3); they are described in more detail in the following sections.

(3) The historical correlations of the Franconian acute and circumflex
 a.  “Spontaneous acute accent”: originally long non-high vowels (*aa, *ɛɛ, 

*ɔɔ, *ee, *oo) currently have acute accent.
 b.  “Combinatory acute accent”: originally long high vowels (*ii, *yy, *uu), 

original diphthongs (*ɛi, *ɔu), and lengthened originally short vowels 
have circumflex accent, except under the following region-dependent 
condition, in which case they have acute accent:

  “Rule A”: in most of Ripuaric and Moselle Franconian (Welter 1933), 
these vowels have acute accent if they were originally followed by an 
voiced consonant followed by schwa.

  “Rule A2”: certainly in most of Limburgian and other Low Franconian 
areas (Nörrenberg 1884: 409, Maurmann 1898, Grootaers 1909, Dols 
1944), but also perhaps in some parts of Moselle Franconian (Vianden:  
Engelmann 1910: 390; Trier: Reitz 1986: 6), these vowels have acute 
accent if they were originally followed by a voiced consonant followed 
by schwa, but only if this schwa was deleted.

In (3), “originally” refers to the state of Low and Central Franconian around the 
year 1100, when the “Old” stage of these languages turned into the “Middle” 
stage. Table (3) makes references to at least three sound changes: vowel length-
ening (in open syllable), schwa deletion (word-final), and consonant devoicing 
(also word-final). A strict chronology that works for rule A2 is:

2  The citation forms of the acute words can be pronounced with an early falling pitch contour: 
[ʃlɔ́ɔ̀pə̀n, klɛ́ìǹ, lɑ́ŋ̀], those of the circumflex words with a late falling pitch contour on the disyllables 
([ʃpéélə̀n]) or (as a special result of the interaction between the lexical tone and the declarative into-
nation; see Gussenhoven 2000b) with a high-mid-high contour on the monosyllables ([dáǎk, brɛ́ǐt, 
lɑ́ŋ̌k]); other often-mentioned phonetic differences between the citation forms are that the circum-
flex is longer than the acute, which is especially audible in the second mora, and that the acute has 
strong intensity in the first mora. General remarks on the pronunciation of Limburgian consonants 
are: voiceless plosives are unaspirated, voiced plosives are fully voiced, /t, d, n/ are dental stops, 
/c, ɟ, ɲ/ are palatalized palatoalveolar stops, /r/ is a uvular trill, tap, fricative or approximant, /l/ is 
“light” in all positions, /w/ is a bilabial approximant, and /ɦ/ is a voiced glottal fricative.
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(4) A simplified strict chronology for Franconian tonogenesis, rule A2
 a.  First, long non-high vowels receive the acute accent, and long high 

vowels and diphthongs receive the circumflex accent. The tone contrast 
is “just phonetic” (§4).

 b.  Subsequently, short vowels lengthen in open syllables and some other  
places, receiving the circumflex accent. This leads to a lexical tone  
contrast between originally long non-high vowels and the new length-
ened vowels (§5).

 c.  Next, final schwa is deleted, causing a preceding circumflex to change 
to acute if the intervening consonants are voiced. This leads to a higher 
functional load of the tone contrast for words that end in a sonorant (§7).

 d.  Finally, final obstruents are devoiced. This leads to a higher functional 
load of the tone contrast for words that end in a fricative (§11).

Rule A2 was formulated later than Rule A and is perhaps for that reason some-
times regarded as an exceptional variant, or even a later development, of Rule A  
(e.g. Tans 1938: 21, 160, 216). This view cannot be correct, because the Rule A2 
areas retain a contrast that was lost in the Rule A areas: in rule A2, disyllabic 
words with a voiced medial consonant have an acute for originally long non-high 
vowels (kéezən ‘choose’) but a circumflex for lengthened vowels (lɛɛ̄zən ‘read’); 
in rule A, both have an acute (kéezən, lɛ́ɛzən), thus neutralizing an original 
etymological distinction. If anything, therefore, the Rule A2 areas represent a 
more archaic situation, and the situation in the Rule A area is a later neutralizing 
development (a circumflex changed into an acute if followed by another syllable 
after intervening voiced consonants, e.g. lɛɛ̄zən > lɛ́ɛzən). See §8 for details.

Finally, there are the Rule B areas. In one variant (Bach 1921), the tones are 
the reverse from those in area A, i.e. wherever area A has an acute, area B has 
a circumflex, and the reverse. Köhnlein (2011) shows that this is true only for 
declarative intonation. See §9 for details.

The order in (4) is nearly dictated by the correlations in (3). Nörrenberg (1884: 
408, 410), for instance, argues that logically (4b) must precede (4c) and that very 
likely (4a) precedes (4c); to make this more precise, the present paper argues on 
the basis of non-neutralization that (4a) must precede (4b). Yet, some recent pub-
lications on the subject propose different orders. For instance, De Vaan (1999) 
proposes that the lexical contrast arose with schwa drop, i.e. with (4c) rather 
than with (4b), and Gussenhoven (2000c) proposes that it arose with a very 
late case of “analogical lengthening”, namely during the schwa drop of (4c),  
rather than with the earlier lengthening in open syllable. Also Schmidt (2002) 
maintains that schwa drop is the cause of the lexical contrast. In §13 I show  
that these alternative proposals cannot account for all the facts, and that the order in 
(4) must be correct, including the establishment of the lexical contrast in stage (4b).
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The remainder of this paper gives a detailed account of the development of 
the Franconian tone system in terms of the phonology, the phonetics, the speak-
ers, the listeners, and the learners of this language throughout the preceding 
millennium.

3  The dialects in space and time
This section presents the dialect described in this paper, and its relation with 
earlier stages of the language and with neighbouring dialects.

3.1  Why East Limburgian, and why Geleen?

The facts presented in §2 require that among the Franconian tone languages we 
investigate the dialect group that retains the original contrasts best, i.e. the dia-
lects that follow Rule A2. This limits our choice to the Limburgian tone dialects. 
Within Low Franconian, these tonal dialects occupy an area in the Southeast 
(in Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany), separated from more Western and 
Northern varieties of Low Franconian by a thick bundle of isoglosses. Together, 
the Low Franconian tonal dialects are sometimes called Southern Low Franconian  
(Südniederfränkisch), but in this paper I simply call them Limburgian, which 
is the name given by its speakers in Belgium and the Netherlands, and by  
Goossens (1965) even for the German parts.

Fortunately, it is also within Limburgian that we find the most conservative 
vowel systems, which will allow us to easily project back and forth between  
the earliest forms and the modern forms. The most conservative group is what 
Goossens (1965) calls East (mainly Dutch) Limburgian, a group that comprises 
the cities of Venlo, Roermond, Sittard and Geleen. Within this group, Geleen 
has the most conservative vowel system, with the fewest mergers and a nearly 
one-to-one correspondence with the common West Germanic and Old High 
German vowel systems. As our source of present-day language data, therefore, 
I take the group of East Limburgian dialects, and I will write the present-day 
forms in a spelling most suitable for the Geleen variety.

3.2  The dialects in time

Table (5) shows the systems of long and short vowels in four stages of the lan-
guage. Historical correspondences can be read off horizontally.
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(5) Four consecutive vowel systems
 *î *iu *û î ûi û *ii *yy *uu iī yȳ uū
 *ê2,  *eo *ô ie  uo *ee *øø *oo ée ǿø óo

 *ai  *au ei  ou *ɛi *œy *ɔu ɛī œī ɔū
    ê  ô *ɛɛ *œœ *ɔɔ éa ǿa óa
  *â   â              *ææ       *ɑɑ             éa        ɔ́ɔ

 *i  *u i  u *e *ø *o e,eē ø,øø̄ o,oō
 *e  *o e  o *æ,ɛ  *ɔ ɛ,ɛɛ̄  ɔ,ɔɔ̄
  *a   a   *a              æ       ɑ,aā

 Proto Old (Eastern) Early Middle New East
 West Germanic Low Franconian Limburgian Limburgian

In table (5), “Proto West Germanic” is the traditionally reconstructed language that  
can be regarded as the common ancestor of all current West Germanic languages, 
including English, German, and Dutch.

“Old (Eastern) Low Franconian” (OLF) in table (5) is the language of the  
Wachtendonk psalms, usually thought to have been written around the year 900. 
The OLF vowel system is virtually identical to that of most known Old High German 
dialects. This language is generally considered a predecessor of current Limburgian  
(Cosijn 1872–1873; Van Helten 1896, 1902; Cowan 1959, 1969; Sanders 1968–1969); 
an introduction can be found in Robinson (1992), but the present paper uses the 
publication by Kyes (1969) and follows the historical connections proposed or 
assumed in the etymological dictionaries (Kluge 1915, Van Wijk 1912/1929).

“Early Middle Limburgian” (Early MLb) is the language that we need to 
reconstruct here as the first stage that is relevant for understanding the rise of 
the Franconian tone system. It is characterized by a general change of vowels in 
unstressed vowels to schwa, and must have been spoken around the year 1100. 
The Early MLb vowel system is reconstructed in §3.3, its accent system in §4.

“New East Limburgian” (NLb) is the language currently spoken by about 
300,000 people in the central part of the Dutch province of Limburg, as exempli-
fied by the Geleen dialect. Table (5) shows the situation after step (4b), i.e. after 
open syllable lengthening; the effects of step (4c), i.e. the drop of final schwa, 
have not been included in the table.

3.3   Reconstruction of the Early Middle Limburgian  
vowel system

This section discusses how the various Early MLb vowels can be reconstructed. The 
reconstruction requires projections from earlier as well as from later varieties. The 
projection from OLF to MLb requires an interpretation of the written OLF source.
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Many historical correspondences have been suggested in table (5) by writing the 
vowels of various stages at the same height. Thus, PWG long *û is still long uū in NLb 
(where not changed by schwa drop), and *ô is still óo. PWG short *u developed into 
NLb ʊ or oō, and short *o developed into ɔ or ɔɔ

̱
; in these examples, the long circum-

flex vowels originated by open-syllable lengthening. Through an ambiguous vertical 
alignment, the table also shows the split of PWG *au, which developed into ɔū and 
óa in NLb. The thing that happened around “*æ,ɛ” in the table is a complicated twist: 
OLF e lowered to MLb *æ, whereas some instances of OLF a raised all the way to MLb 
*ɛ. The following subsections discuss the OLF and Early MLb vowels in detail.

The long high vowels. The OLF documents contain no length marks for vowels, 
but many of the vowels that were written <i> and <u> continue the Common  
Germanic long high vowels and must have been long in OLF since they are still 
long in the later dialects. Therefore, the traditional transliteration, which we 
will follow, is î and û. These vowels occur in words like wîn ‘wine’, rîki ‘empire’, 
hûs ‘house’. There is no reason to assume that these vowels were pronounced 
very differently from [iː, uː] in any of the four periods under consideration, so we 
can write *wiin, *riikə, *huus for Early MLb (but see §4.6 for some important 
structural and phonetic detail). The vowel ûi (<ui>) continues the West Germanic 
diphthong /iu/ and is found in fûir ‘fire’. This spelling, with i as a syllable-inter-
nal marker for fronting, shows that it was already pronounced as [yː] in the OLF 
period, so we can reconstruct MLb *vyyr.

Another source of MLb *yy is i-umlaut of OLF û. The transition from the Old to 
the Middle stages of the West Germanic languages is traditionally defined by the 
loss of vowel distinctions in unstressed syllables. For Eastern Low Franconian, 
this meant that OLF gevan ‘give’ would become MLb *ɣævən, and OLF namo 
‘name’ would become MLb *namə. However, if the vowel in the final syllable 
was i (or if it contained j), this vowel tended to leave a trace: the vowel of the first 
syllable was fronted (at least if it was back; if it already was front, it was raised). 
Thus, a hypothetical OLF ûwila ‘owl’ corresponds to MLb *yylə. The easiest way to 
think of the order of events is that i-umlaut preceded the loss of the vowel quality,  
i.e., that the sequence of forms was [uːwɪla] → [yːwɪla] → [yːwələ].

The closing diphthongs. Table (5) shows a phonemic split as a result of the 
monophthongization of West Germanic *ai before /h, w, r/ and in final position, 
and of West Germanic *au before /h/, before the dentals /d, t, θ, ð, s, z, l, r/, 
and in final position. Thus, OLF has stein ‘stone’, leidon/leiden ‘lead’, loupon  
‘walk’, but sêo ‘sea’ (< *saiw), sêla ‘soul’ (< *saiwala), -hôr- ‘hear’, dôt 3 ‘death’.  

3 I write voiceless final consonants that alternate with voiced consonants (dôdi) by underlining 
them, both in OLF and in MLb.
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This innovation equally affected OLF and most Old High German dialects, 
including the predecessors of Ripuarian and Moselle Franconian; it did not affect 
Low Saxon and Western Low Franconian (the predecessor of Dutch), both of 
which monophthongized nearly all of these diphthongs to /eː/ and /oː/. Because 
of the later reflexes, we can assume that ei and ou stood for /ɛi/ and /ɔu/. Mechan-
ically, we expect the following correspondences between OLF and MLb: stein > 
*stɛin, leidon > *lɛidən, loupon > *lɔupən. From the spelling of the short vowels 
/ɛ/ and /ɔ/ as <e> and <o> (see below), and from the spelling of the diphthongs 
ei and ou as <ei> and <ou>, we can hypothesize that the scribe used the symbols 
<e> and <o> to denote lower mid vowels, so that we can reconstruct the monoph-
thongs ê (<e>) and ô (<o>) as /ɛː/ and /ɔː/. This would be consistent with the likeli-
hood that the relationships between ê and ei and between ô and ou had still been 
allophonic in an earlier OLF period: the underlying glides in /ɛi/ and /ɔu/ were 
pronounced only in certain positions, deleted with compensatory lengthening in 
others (e.g. *[stɛjn] vs. *[sɛːwala]). Also, the later diphthongal reflexes of ê and ô 
(i.e. éa and óa) point to a MLb pronunciation as lower mid vowels, as does the 
fact that MLb must have had and OLF may have had a separate series of higher 
mid vowels (see next subsection). We thus project from OLF to MLb as follows: 
sêo > *zɛɛə (also with voicing of initial fricatives), sêla > *zɛɛlə, dôt > *dɔɔt. It is 
possible that Early MLb already slightly raised the first part: *zɛ̝ɛlə, *ɣrɔ̝ɔt.

The source of MLb *œy is i-umlaut of OLF ou. We can assume that OLF 
*rouvâri ‘robber’ (literally ‘reaver’) was *rœyvæ(æ)rə in Early MLb. The source 
of MLb *œœ is i-umlaut of OLF ô. Thus, hôren became *ɦœœrən in Early MLb.

At some time during MLb, the monophthongs *ɛɛ, *œœ, and *ɔɔ must have 
“broken” into *eɛ, *øœ, and *oɔ. After this, the two parts of the diphthongs 
dissimilated. For the back vowel, the stage oɑ, with a close-mid first part, is still 
present in Geleen and the villages to the West of it (ɣróɑt ‘large’); this vowel has 
a corresponding morphological umlaut (pǿɶt, plural of póɑt ‘paw’). In these 
areas, dissimilation is complete for the original front vowel (zíæl ‘soul’) and 
for the primary umlaut (ɦýɶrə ‘hear’). In most of the remaining parts of East  
Limburgian (e.g. Maasbracht, and the more peripheral dialect of Venlo to the 
North), these vowels have simply turned into iə, yə, uə: zíəl, ɦýərə, ɣrúət, 
púət, pýət; these sounds are also heard in some of the neighbouring areas such 
as Weert (West) Limburgian to the West and Kerkrade Ripuarian to the South-
East. I will transcribe these vowels as ea, øa, and oa when referring to the 
Geleen region, and as iə, yə, and uə when referring to the other regions. In the 
East Limburgian city of Roermond, however, these vowels merge with the close 
mid vowels and are pronounced ée, ǿø, and óo. Since Roermond is important 
in our story, I will generally cite Roermond forms quite often, but mention one 
of the more conservative dialects when such forms contain any of these three 
vowels.
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The long higher mid vowels. The OLF vowel written <ie> continues West-Germanic 
*eo (i.e. *iu with a-umlaut) when it occurs in liegon ‘tell a lie’, and *ê2 when it occurs 
in hiera ‘here’ and the preterites riep ‘called out’, farliet ‘left’. The vowel written <uo> 
continues West-Germanic *ô and occurs in fuot ‘foot’, ruopen ‘call out’, and with 
final devoicing in guot ‘good’, muot ‘mood’, fluot ‘flood’ (dative fluode). These vowels 
may have been diphthongs, but since later dialects show evidence of the original /eː/ 
and /oː/, there are three possibilities, all problematic: the psalms were from different 
dialects than the later tone dialects, or /ie/ and /uo/ later changed back to /eː/ and  
/oː/, or written ie and uo actually represent contemporary /eː/ and /oː/. For Early 
MLb, I simply write *leeɣən ‘tell a lie’ and *voot ‘foot’.

The source of MLb *øø is i-umlaut of OLF *oo. We can assume that OLF 
*gruoni ‘green’ was *ɣrøønə in Early MLb.

The long low vowel. The OLF long vowel written <a> continues West-Germanic 
â (Germanic *ê1). The traditional notation is â: slâpan ‘sleep’, jâr ‘year’, gâvon 
‘they gave’. Considering its later reflexes, it was probably pronounced as the back 
vowel [ɑː] in the Franconian areas. For early MLb, I write slɑɑpən.

All of the later dialects can have i-umlaut of this vowel, so we can safely assume  
kâsi > *kææzɪ > *kææzə. None of the later dialects makes a difference between this 
*ææ from umlauted PWG *â and *ɛɛ from monophthongized PWG *ai (which was 
discussed above). Thus, we have Geleen kíæs, Maasbracht kíəs, and Roermond 
kées. It is likely, therefore, that the two vowels must have fallen together some time 
during MLb, perhaps early. Since the MHG handbooks distinguish the two sounds, 
however, writing them as <æ> and <ê>, I will distinguish *ææ and *ɛɛ for Early MLb.

The short high vowels. The OLF short vowels written <i> and <u> continue West 
Germanic *i and *u: ist ‘is’, tunga ‘tongue’, ruggi ‘back (ridge)’. If we take into 
consideration their reflexes in any modern West Germanic language, the vowels 
written i and u in older West Germanic scribal traditions must usually be regarded 
as not entirely high, i.e. as ɪ, ʊ, and (with umlaut) ʏ. This must have been espe-
cially true of OLF, since these vowels would later become ee, oo and øø after 
Open Syllable Lengthening, as the table indicates. Following most work on dia-
lects in these regions, I write the vowels as e, o and ø (MLb *es, *toŋgə, *røggə).

The short low vowel. The OLF short vowel written <a> continues West Germanic 
*a without i-umlaut: sal ‘shall’, craft ‘strength’.

The short front mid vowel. The OLF orthographic symbol <e>, when referring to a 
short vowel, continues two different West Germanic sources: *a with i-umlaut, and 
*e. Since the later East Limburgian dialects (although not Venlo) distinguish between 
æ as a reflex of PWG *e without i-umlaut and ɛ as a reflex of PWG *e and *a with  
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i-umlaut, the distinction must have been available in OLF if this language is to 
be the predecessor of those dialects. The distinction was not always available in 
the form of an i or j in the next syllable. Thus, the attested OLF forms tellon ‘tell’ 
and settan ‘set’ have an original *a with i-umlaut (PWG *taljan, *satjan) without 
having an i in the second syllable, whereas present-day East Limburgian has 
tɛlən ‘count’ and zɛtən with overt reflexes of i-umlaut. If all OLF e had been pro-
nounced in the same way, the modern reflexes of tellon and settan would have 
been tælən and zætən, with the same vowel as in væxtən ‘fight’ from fehtan. 
It seems likely, therefore, that the OLF symbol e stood for two different vowels, 
a higher one in the case of i-umlaut of *a or *e, and a lower one in the case of *e 
without i-umlaut. This situation is the same as with the scribal traditions of most 
Old High German dialects, in which the contrast was not written but for which 
a contrast is nowadays generally assumed on the basis of some later dialects 
(Middle High German grammars write e.  for ɛ and ë for æ).4 Thus, we can assume 
MLb tɛllən, zɛttən, bɛddə ‘bed’, wɛggə ‘loaf’, bɛst ‘best’ (< *batist).

The short back mid vowel. The OLF short vowel written <o> continues West  
Germanic *o (a-umlaut of Germanic u): folkon ‘people’, thorna ‘thorn’. It was 
probably [ɔ]. Since OLF o arises from a-umlaut, we do not expect many opportu-
nities for i-umlaut; the attested form ovir ‘over’ could be the basis of MLb *œvər 
and NLb œœ̄vər, a local variant of øø̄vər (< *øvər < *uvir).

3.4   Reconstruction of the Early Middle Limburgian  
consonant system

Three changes in consonants are relevant to the conditioning of tone. First, 
obstruents devoiced in final position. This First Final Devoicing is already 
apparent in the attested OLF, and marked in this paper by underlining (e.g. got 
‘God-NomSG’ versus godis ‘God-GenSG’). Second, non-geminate fricatives became 
voiced in intervocalic position (kâsi > kɛɛzə). Third, vowels in final unstressed 
syllables were neutralized to schwa. Three changes irrelevant to tonogenesis were: 
the voicing of most fricatives (fûir > vyyr, sêla > zɛɛlə), followed by the change of 
non-intervocalic ð (from th) to d; and i-umlaut, which had created the new vowels 
øø, œy, œœ, and ʏ, merged the vowels of ûwila and kâsi with those of fûir and 
sêla, and caused the split between æ and ɛ. Eastern Low Franconian shares all 
of these six changes with most High German dialects, including Ripuarian and 
Moselle Franconian. Examples of MLb words in this stage are wiin, vyyr, yylə, 

4  Van Wijk (1912/1929) uses the notations e and ë for OLF (e.g. tellon, settan, gëvan, fëhtan).
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ɦuus, deef, ɣrøønə, book, klɛinə, brɛit, rœyvæærə, lɔupən, zɛɛlə, kææzə, 
ɦœœrən, dɔɔt, slɑɑpən. The Central Franconian dialects differed from their Low 
Franconian neighbours only in their voiceless obstruents (boox, lɔufən, slɑɑfən).

3.5  The dialects in space

This paper mainly refer to those dialects that have no tone-related segmental 
changes, namely Geleen and the towns and villages to the West of it, and the vil-
lages between Roermond and Sittard. The Roermond dialect will be referred to 
because there is reliable information about its tones in a dictionary (Kats 1985), 
but the opening diphthongs /eə, øə, oə/ have monophthongized and merged with 
/ee, øø, oo/. The (older) Sittard dialect will be referred to, but here /ée, ǿø, óo/ have 
diphthongized to /ɛ́i, œ́i, ɔ́u/ (Dols 1944), causing a merger with schwa-drop-caused  
/ɛ́i, œ́i, ɔ́u/, while /eə, øə, oə/ have turned into /ée, ǿø, óo/ as in Roermond. The city 
of Venlo, in the Northern periphery of East Limburgian, is very different and will 
only very occasionally be mentioned. The Central and West Limburgian dialects of  
Maastricht, Weert, and the whole Belgian part of Limburg are too different to discuss. 
In the German part of East Limburgian (e.g. Dülken), the dialects are different as well.

For the present-day forms transcribed in this paper without location the 
segmental part will be based on the Geleen dialect, but the tones will be based 
only on absolutely reliable sources, namely on the Roermond data by Kats (1985),  
the Sittard data by Dols (1944), and occasional Maasbracht data by Ben  
Hermans (p.c.). If these reliable sources reveal regional variation in tone, this will be 
noted with markings such as “Rm.” and “Sitt.” where needed. If all reliable sources 
mention the same tone, and this tone does not contradict the present author’s less 
reliable knowledge of Geleen, I will generalize this tone on the otherwise Geleen-
based transcription without further comment. This transcription strategy is not 
100 percent error-proof, but is currently optimal for combining maximally contras-
tive segmental transcriptions with maximally reliable tone transcriptions.

4   Reconstruction of the Early Middle  
Limburgian accent

The first pattern to explain is why the Early MLb long non-high vowels (*aa, *ɛɛ, 
*ɔɔ, *ee, *øø, *oo) later on came to behave differently from the long high vowels 
(*ii, *yy, *uu), the diphthongs (*ɛi, *ɔu), and the short vowels (*ɑ, *æ, *ɛ, *ɔ, *e, 
*ø, *o). The basic proposal will be that the six long non-high vowels were bimo-
raic, and that all the others were monomoraic. The following sections discuss in 
detail the reconstructed synchronic representations of all these sounds.
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For each sound we have to distinguish three kinds of representations. First, there is 
the underlying form. The absence or presence (in the underlying form) of accent place-
ment or tones will tell us what kinds of lexical contrasts the language has. The second 
relevant representation is the phonological surface structure, which is a prosodic 
structure containing metrical material (moras, syllables, feet) and tones (H, L). This 
is the structure that the speaker’s grammar has to create out of the underlying form, 
and it is also the structure that the listener has to create out of overt auditory-phonetic 
information. The third relevant representation, then, is this overt auditory-phonetic 
pronunciation. Since the case of language evolution presented in this paper is pro-
posed to reside for a large part in acquisition, and the acquisition processes proposed 
in this paper depend on the idea that the child has to invent phonological structures 
on the basis of overt primary language data, the phonetic representation under scru-
tiny here must be of an auditory rather than of an articulatory nature.

4.1   Underlying forms of non-high vowels in open syllables:  
a moraicity contrast

As is evident from table (5), Early MLb non-high vowels were contrastive for length. 
If we disregard some possible slight detail in vowel quality, we can see several short–
long pairs, for instance *e ~ *ee, *ɔ ~ *ɔɔ, and *a ~ *ɑɑ. If length was contrastive, it 
had to be indicated in the underlying form. I follow here the usual solution of writing 
short vowels as monomoraic, long vowels as bimoraic. The underlying timing struc-
tures for short and long non-high vowels, then, are those presented in (6).

(6) Early MLb underlying forms for short non-high vowels

n a m
‘name’ ‘week’ ‘brook’ ‘open’ ‘heaven’ ‘kitchen’ ‘stove’

w k

µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ

bɛ k k kp n ø n s t o vǝ ǝ ǝ ǝ ǝ ǝɦe m lǝɔǝ æ

(7) Early MLb underlying forms for long non-high vowels

s l a a p + ǝ n
‘sleep–Inf’ ‘hear–Inf’ ‘bean’‘cheese’ ‘soul’

‘mirror’ ‘green’ ‘cake’

ɛ ɛk z zǝ ǝ ǝ ǝɦ b ɔ ɔœœææ

µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ µ

µ µ µ µ µ µ

µ µ µ µ µ µ

l r + n n

s p e e Ɣ ǝ l Ɣ r ø ø n ǝ k o o k ǝ

µ µ µ

I could have written each vowel in (7) with a single vowel symbol connected to two 
moras. This is often done in the notation of metrical structures. I chose instead to 
use the slightly redundant two-symbol notation here for the sake of readability, 
i.e. in order to have segmental representations that are similar to the linearized 
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abbreviations of these underlying forms, which are |slɑɑpən|, |kææzə|, |zɛɛlə|, 
and so on.

The underlying forms in (7) contain no marks for stress. This is because MLb 
did not have lexical stress. All stress was assigned by the grammar, as shown in 
the next section.

4.2   Surface structures for non-high vowels in open syllables: 
moraic stress

Stress in OLF quite likely fell on the first syllable of a word, disregarding a 
limited number of unstressed prefixes such as ge- and far-. As we see in table 
(5), the first syllable of a word could contain any of ten long vowels and diph-
thongs and any of five short vowels. The last syllable of a word could contain 
only a short vowel, mostly -a, -e, -i and -o. Because these final vowels histori-
cally derive from Proto-Indo-European long vowels, the reduced inventory of 
final vowels must be a Germanic innovation, and scholars agree that the cause 
of this reduction is the Germanic shift from a lexical accent on the first or second 
syllable to a grammatical accent on the first syllable. This accent shift caused 
initial syllables to become increasingly longer, and final syllables to become 
increasingly shorter.

In MLb, the unstressed vowel inventory had shrunk even more. There may 
not have been any other final unstressed vowels than *ə, and full unstressed 
vowels only in derivational suffixes such as -liik ‘-ly’ and -əkiin ‘(diminutive)’. 
We can assume, then, that Early MLb, like OLF, had a grammatical accent that 
fell within the first syllable (again disregarding some unstressed prefixes), even 
in words that derive from Latin, such as *køkənə ‘kitchen’ < coquîna.

I propose that the MLb accent was not carried by the initial syllable but by 
the initial mora (for a possible explanation, see the following section). The dif-
ference is illustrated by considering the alignment of sentence-internal focus 
intonation contours, which I assume to have been H*L for declarative focus 
(where H* is the high focus tone and L the transition to the low boundary 
tone) and L*H for interrogative focus (where L* is the low focus tone and H the 
transition to a high or high-low boundary tone). In present-day German, Dutch 
and English we can assume that the tone bearer is the syllable, and that it can 
host two tones, so that the stressed syllable (i.e. the accented syllable of the 
stressed word) carries the whole HL (or LH) movement. In MLb, I assume that 
the tone bearer was the mora, and that it could host only a single tone. The H* 
(or L*) was then connected only to the first mora, while the boundary L (or H) 
was connected to the following moras. This leads to the surface structures in 
(8) and (9).
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(8) Early MLb surface structures for short non-high vowels, aligned to H*L

ɔpǝn ɦ e m ǝ læw k ǝ ǝn ma ǝ
µ µ
H

µ
H

µ
H

µ
H

µ
H

µ
HL

µ
L

µ
L

µ
L

bɛ k
µ
L

µ
L

µ µ
L

µ
H

s to vǝk k nǝǝø

(9) Early MLb surface structures for long non-high vowel, aligned to H*L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

s l ɑ ɑ p ǝ n k z ǝæ æ ɛ ɛz ǝl r ǝ nɦ œ œ ǝb ɔ ɔ n

s p e e Ɣ ǝ l Ɣ r ø ø n ǝ k o o k ǝ

The recipe for creating these structures can thus be formulated as follows:

(10) Recipe for creating tone structures inside MLb sentences
 a.  the declarative focus intonation is H*L, the interrogative focus  

intonation is L*H;
 b. the first mora of a word carries the accent;
 c. moras can host one tone (H or L);
 d. tones are aligned from left to right, starting with the accented mora.

Present-day reflexes. For the long non-high vowels in (9), the structures in (9) 
have survived to the present day, at least for those words that did not lose the second 
syllable. These divide into four types, all of which can be seen in (11) and (12):  
words that used to consist of three or more syllables, disyllabic words whose 
second syllable used to end in -ər, -əl, or -əm, or -ən (e.g. the infinitive and first and 
third persons plural present and past of most verbs, the past participle of strong 
verbs, the plural of most nouns whose singular ended in -ə, the first constituent 
of many compounds, and the masculine singular of adjectives, which derives from 
the MLb accusative case), some disyllabic words whose second syllable ended in 
-ə (namely the plural and feminine singular of adjectives ending in a MLb plosive 
or voiceless consonant cluster), and a couple of monosyllabic words that ended in 
a vowel. For such words, the present-day reflexes of long non-high vowels in open 
syllables usually follow the structures in (9), i.e. they carry the acute accent.

In non-voiced cases, i.e. where the following consonant was and is voiceless, 
or where there was no following consonant, the predictability of the present-day 
accent from the structures in (9) is nearly perfect, as can be seen in (11). The only 
exceptions are formed by two specific morphological categories, namely some 
comparative forms of adjectives and the first and third person plural of the past 
tense of a number of strong verbs.
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(11) Modern forms with originally long non-high vowels in open syllables, 
 non-voiced case: nearly always acute
  Early MLb *ɑɑ > Gel. Rm. Sitt. ɔ́ɔ: ʃlɔ́ɔpən5 ‘sleep-Inf/1,3Pl’ < *slɑɑpən, 

lɔ́ɔtən ‘let-Inf/1,3Pl’, ɣəʃlɔ́ɔpən ‘slept (p.p.)’ < *ɣəʃlɑɑpən, ɣɛlɔ́ɔtən  
‘let (p.p.)’, ʃtrɔ́ɔtən ‘streets’, ɦɔ́ɔkən ‘hooks’, ʃɔ́ɔpəvlɛīʃ ‘mutton’,  
ʃtrɔ́ɔtəndræk ‘street refuse’, mɔ́ɔtən f.pl. ‘measures’

  Early MLb *ææ > Gel. éa (Rm. Sitt. ée): ɣəspréakələk ‘talkative’ (cf. NHG 
Gespräch ‘talk’) < *ɣəspræækəliik, Sitt. éekər ‘bucket’

 Early MLb *ɛɛ > Gel. éa (Rm. Sitt. ée): zéa ‘sea’

 Early MLb *œœ > Gel. ǿa (Rm. Sitt. ǿø): (no cases known)

  Early MLb *ɔɔ > Gel. óa (Rm. Sitt. óo): ɣróatə ‘large-Pl/FemSg’ < *ɣrɔɔtə, 
ɣróatən6 ‘large-MascSg’ < *ɣrɔɔtən ‘(acc.)’, ʃtóatən ‘thrust-Inf/1,3Pl’, 
ɣəʃtóatən ‘thrust (p.p.)’, Rm. Sitt. ɣroōtər ‘larger’

  Early MLb *ee > Gel. Rm. ée (Sitt. ɛ́i): déepə ‘deep-Pl/FemSg’, déepən 
‘deep-MascSg’, Rm. deēpər ‘deeper’, ɣənéetən ‘enjoy’, ʃéetən ‘shoot’, Sitt. 
ʃlɛ́itən ‘close’, zéekə ‘infected-Pl/FemSg’, zéekən ‘infected-MascSg’, Rm. 
ʃléepən / Sitt. ʃlɛīpən7 ‘slept-1,3Pl’, Rm. léetən / Sitt. lɛītən ‘let-Past1,3Pl’, 
Rm. réepən / Sitt. rɛīpən ‘called-1,3Pl’, knée ‘knee’ (Sitt. knɛ́i; Rm. kníj)

  Early MLb *øø > Gel. Rm. ǿø (Sitt. œ́i): zǿøkən ‘seek’, zǿøtə ‘sweet-Pl/
FemSg’, zǿøtən ‘sweet-MascSg’

  Early MLb *oo > Gel. Rm. óo (Sitt. ɔ́u): róopən ‘call-Inf/1,3Pl’, ɣəróopən 
‘called (p.p.)’, kóo ‘cow’ (Sitt. kɔ́u; Rm. ku)

5 The final -n of the infinitive, past participle, and most other forms written here with -ən shows 
up only before words that start with a vowel (i.e. a glottal stop) or ɦ, thereby usually replacing the 
glottal stop or ɦ. Because the citation form drops n, few authors on Limburgian include n in their 
transcriptions. I do write -ən in this paper in order to distinguish these NLb forms unambiguously 
from MLb forms that ended in a -ə that was later lost. Thus, MLb had *strɑɑtə ~ *strɑɑtən ‘street ~ 
streets’, NLb has ʃtrɔ́ɔt ~ ʃtrɔ́ɔtə(n), the last of which is written here as ʃtrɔ́ɔtən. This n is similar to 
‘linking r’ in English in that it is also used in some non-etymological cases such as after the enclitic 
-zə ‘you-Sg’. However, it cannot be used ‘intrusively’ after adjectival plurals and feminine singulars 
such as ɣróatə and déepə, i.e. those words that exceptionally retained MLb final -ə.
6  The final -n of the masculine singular of adjectives shows up before words that start with a 
vowel, ɦ, d, t, or n; the glottal stop or ɦ need not be deleted. In other positions, the -n is deleted 
(in Venlo, it turns into -m before b).
7 According to Dols (1944), the diphthong in these three Sittard past tenses betrays an earlier 
acute.
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In voiced cases, the great majority of present-day polysyllables has an acute as 
well, at least in Sittard, as can be seen in (12). A non-negligible minority, though, 
is seen to have an unexpected circumflex, especially in Roermond (as observed 
by Dols 1944). An explanation for these exceptions was given both by Maurmann 
(1898) and by Dols and is discussed in §7.3.

(12) Modern forms with originally long non-high vowels in open syllables, 
 voiced case: usually acute
  Early MLb *ɑɑ > Gel. Rm. Sitt. ɔ́ɔ: jɔ́ɔmər ‘a pity’, ʃwɔ́ɔɣər ‘brother-in-law’, 

Rm. vrɔɔ̄ɣən / Sitt. vrɔ́ɔɣən ‘ask-Inf/1,3Pl’, Rm. rɔɔ̄jən / Sitt. rɔ́ɔən ‘guess’ 
< *rɑɑðən, Rm. brɔɔ̄jən / Sitt. brɔ́ɔən ‘fry’ < *brɑɑðən, blɔɔ̄zən ‘blow’, 
ɣəblɔɔ̄zən ‘blown’

  Early MLb *ææ > Gel. éa (Rm. Sitt. ée): jéamərən ‘lament’, kréamər  
‘salesman’, léaɣən ‘low-MascSg’, Rm. Sitt. leēɣər ‘lower’, ɣəbéarən 
‘strive’, Rm. keēzən m.pl. ‘cheeses’, ɦéareŋ ‘herring’ < *ɦææreŋk

  Early MLb *ɛɛ > Gel. éa (Rm. Sitt. ée): kéarən ‘turn-Inf/1,3Pl’ < *kɛɛrən < 
OLF kêran

 Early MLb *œœ > Gel. ǿa (Rm. Sitt. ǿø): ɦǿarən ‘hear’

 Early MLb *ɔɔ > Gel. óa (Rm. Sitt. óo): bóanən f.pl. ‘beans’

  Early MLb *ee > Gel. Rm. ée (Sitt. ɛ́i): kéezən ‘choose’, vərléezən ‘lose’  
(Rm. vərléerən), déenən ‘serve’, léeɣən ‘tell a lie’, vléeɣən ‘fly’, 
bədréeɣən ‘cheat’, Rm. ʃpeēɣəl / Sitt. ʃpɛ́iɣəl m. ‘mirror’

  Early MLb *øø > Gel. Rm. ǿø (Sitt. œ́i): vǿørən ‘lead’, rǿørən ‘stir’, vǿølən ‘feel’, 
ʃpǿølən ‘wash the dishes’, bədrǿøvən ‘disappoint’, vǿøɣən ‘cement, add’

  Early MLb *oo > Gel. Rm. óo (Sitt. ɔ́u): Rm. ɦóovən / Mbr. ɦoōvən / Sitt. 
ɦɔ́uvən~ɦɔūvən ‘need’, Rm. bloōmən / Sitt. blɔūmən ‘flowers’

4.3  Pronunciation of non-high vowels in open syllables

Duration of vowels in OLF: short moras. The predecessor of MLb, Old Low 
Franconian, still had some full (although short) vowels in unstressed syllables, 
from which we can conclude that the Germanic shift to initial stress had not 
run to completion yet. In order to accommodate a final vowel contrast, the final  
syllable in OLF must have taken up an appreciable part of the time needed to  
pronounce the whole word. In such a situation, where final syllables are  
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relatively long (as compared with later stages of the language), duration is prob-
ably not yet the main auditory cue to phonological stress. As a result, duration 
was a cue to phonological vowel length only: the short vowels may still have been 
pronounced really short, say 100 ms, and the long vowels twice that, i.e. 200 ms. 
Thus, we transcribe [namɔ] but [slɑːpan].

Duration of short vowels in MLb open syllables: long moras. Vowel durations 
changed in Early Middle Limburgian. The only allowed final vowel was -ə, and this 
must have been allowed to be pronounced with a very short duration, so that more 
of the duration could shift to the initial (i.e. stressed) syllable. In such a situation, 
duration can become an important auditory cue to stress. We can assume that lan-
guage users match their own and others’ comprehension and production, so speak-
ers will avoid producing stressed vowels with a duration of only 100 milliseconds.

The avoidance of very short rhymes must have affected most those syllables 
whose rhymes consisted of only a short vowel. The idea is that all other kinds 
of stressed syllables had something to contribute to length: long vowels may 
have been 200 ms long, and in closed syllables with a short vowel the coda 
consonant could contribute to the duration of the syllable, making it perhaps 
160 ms. Open syllables with short vowels were now problematic if they lasted 
only 100 ms, which was too short for a listener to perceive them as stressed. 
Speakers will thus have lengthened specifically these vowels, perhaps to, say, 
130 ms. The vowels in (8) were thus pronounced as half-long, e.g. *namə was 
pronounced [naˑmə].

That this lengthening occurred is uncontroversial, because all these vowels 
would ultimately end up as long after a process of Open Syllable Lengthening (OSL),  
in Limburgian as well as in many other West Germanic languages, among which 
present-day standard English ([neim]), German ([naːmə]) and Dutch ([naːm]). 
This process is generally thought to have taken several centuries to complete, 
and I propose that its consequences made themselves heard already in Early MLb.

MLb long vowels: incomplete push chain effect and short moras. The length-
ening of the short non-high vowels may have caused the long non-high vowels to 
lengthen, but not to double the duration of a short vowel, i.e. not to 260 ms. We 
know this because in the West Germanic languages where OSL took place, the 
two kinds of vowels ended up being equally long (e.g. the lengthened vowel in 
Dutch maken is nowadays the same as the originally long vowel in Dutch slapen). 
Perhaps they just lengthened to 220 ms in MLb. I still simply write [slɑːpən]. 
If these 220 ms count as two moras, these moras must each have been shorter 
(namely 110 ms) than the lengthened mora of the short vowel (130 ms).

The alignment of the tone movement. In order to get the first “phonetic” tone 
distribution started, we need one assumption about the phonetic implementation 
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of the surface structures in (8) and (9). The proposed phonetic implementation 
rule is simply: a high tone is audible on every voiced segment that is linked to a H 
in the surface structure, and a low tone is audible on every voiced segment linked 
to an L. The auditory forms of the words in (8) and (9) are therefore [ńáˑm̀ə̀], 
[ẃǽˑkə̀], [b́ɛ́ˑkə̀], [ɔ́ˑpə̀ǹ], [ɦ́éˑm̀ə̀l̀], [kǿˑkə̀ǹə̀], [stóˑv̀ə̀], [sĺɑ̂ːpə̀ǹ], [kæ̂ːz̀ə̀], [źɛ̂ːl̀ə̀], 
[ɦ́œ̂ːr̀ə̀ǹ], [b́ɔ̂ːǹə̀], [spêːɣ̀ə̀l̀], [ɣ́ŕø̂ːǹə̀], [kôːkə̀].

The monomoraic circumflex. The short vowels in open syllable, like [áˑ], carry 
relatively long high tones: if counted from the mora head, they last 130 ms, as 
opposed to the high tones in words with long vowels, which last only 110 ms 
(i.e. one half of 220 ms). We could call this opposition monomoraic circumflex 
versus bimoraic acute, and perhaps write the above words in a mixed phonolog-
ical–phonetic orthography (phonological length; phonetic accent) as *nāmə, 
*wǣkə, *bɛ̄kə, *ɔ̄pən, *ɦēməl, *kø̄kənə, *stōvə, *slɑ́ɑpən, *kǽæzə, *zɛ́ɛlə, 
*ɦœ́œrən, *bɔ́ɔnə, *spéeɣəl, *ɣrǿønə, and *kóokə.

Foreshadowings. In the auditory forms we already see two factors that contrib-
ute to the later tone contrast and its conditioning. First, the enhanced duration 
of the monomoraic high tones will later lead to their reinterpretation as linked 
to two moras rather than one (§5.1). Second, tone is audible on voiced conso-
nants, not on unvoiced consonants. This difference will later lead (twice) to the 
cross-generational preservation of an association line to L for voiced consonants 
but not for unvoiced consonants (§5.5, §7.2, §7.3).

4.4  Short and long non-high vowels in closed syllables

If a short V was monomoraic and a long VV was bimoraic, how many moras 
went into a VC rhyme? In general, languages differ as to whether they count coda 
consonants as moraic. For MLb, I propose that codas in monosyllabic words were 
not moraic. The main reason for this is the phonetic duration of VC rhymes as 
compared to V and VV rhymes.

There are two reasons to think that the vowel in VC sequences was phonet-
ically short, i.e. that these rhymes were pronounced [VC], not [VˑC]. The first 
reason is theoretical and has been explained before: the C contributed to the 
duration of the rhyme, so that the vowel did not have to be lengthened in order to 
provide a duration cue for foot headship. The second reason is observational and 
involves back projection: the present-day languages that underwent OSL retain a 
length distinction between original [VC] and [VːC] rhymes (e.g. NLb mɑ vs. ʃɔ́ɔp, 
NHG Mann vs. Schaf), whereas the original length distinction between [V] and [Vː] 
rhymes has been lost (e.g. NLb draāɣən vs. vrɔ́ɔɣən; a full merger is seen in NHG 
tragen versus fragen, both with the same long [aː]).
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Imagine now a child who has to learn Middle Limburgian and has to decide 
on the number of moras in a [VC] rhyme. If such a rhyme is ambiguously mono-
moraic or bimoraic in languages with a [V] ~ [Vː] opposition, it must be biased 
towards monomoraic in languages with a [Vˑ] ~ [Vː] opposition, because the dura-
tion of [VC] is closer to that of a monomoraic V in languages that pronounce this 
as a lengthened [Vˑ] than in languages that pronounce this as a really short [V]. 
Thus, I propose that MLb children interpreted the [VC] rhyme as monomoraic. 
Some surface structures are shown in (13) and (14).

In (13), we see that closed syllables with short vowels consisted of one mora. 
The vowel heads the mora, and all consonants that follow the vowel are included 
as satellites into this same mora. In the case of monosyllabic words, no L is 
included in the structure; since these structures reflect a sentence-internal align-
ment with H*L, there is room for the L to be realized on the first syllable of the 
next word, analogously to what happens in (2).8

(13) Early MLb structures for short vowels in closed syllables

m a n ɦ o n t ɦ a l d ǝ n k ɔ p k e s  t ǝ a l ŋ k l a ŋ  g ǝ
‘hold’‘man’ ‘dog’ ‘head’ ‘chest’ ‘long’

µ
H

µ
H

µ
H

µ
L

µ
H

µ µ
H L

µ
H

µ µ
H L

long (adv.)

In (14) we see that closed syllables with long vowels consist of two moras. There 
is always room to host both the H and the L tone.

(14) Early MLb surface structures for long non-high vowels in closed syllables

j ɑ ɑ r ɛ ɛ r s t ǝ r t œœ ǝ r r ɔɔ tƔ w ǝ b o o k
‘year’ ‘�rst’ ‘grid’ ‘great’ ‘thief’ ‘savage’ ‘book’

µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ
H L

µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ
H L

s d fe e tsøø

If, as usual, the intonational cue to stress was implemented as a tonal movement 
directly after the first mora, *deev must have been pronounced as [d́éèf] or [d̀èéf] 
depending on the intonation contour of the sentence.

Present-day reflexes. The structures in (14) have survived in modern Limburgian,  
if a final schwa was not lost later. The forms are either MLb monosyllables (e.g. 
most masculine and neuter singular nouns, the imperative singular of most 

8 Sentence-finally, the L would either have to be deleted or (more interestingly) incorporated 
somehow into the last mora (a case of tone crowding).
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strong verbs, and the independent forms of most adjectives) or MLb polysylla-
bles with the first syllable ending in -s or -r. The predictability is perfect: all of 
these forms have an acute accent and I am not aware of any exceptions in Geleen,  
Roermond, or Sittard.9

(15) Modern forms with originally long non-high vowels in closed syllable: acute
  Early MLb *ɑɑ > ɔ́ɔ: ʃlɔ́ɔp ‘sleep-ImpSg’ < *slɑɑp, lɔ́ɔt ‘let-ImpSg’, ʃlɔ́ɔp m. 

‘sleep’ (OLF slâp), ʃɔ́ɔp n. ‘sheep’ < *sxɑɑp, jɔ́ɔr n. ‘year’ (OLF iâr), wɔ́ɔr 
‘true’, ʃwɔ́ɔr ‘heavy’, ɦɔ́ɔr m. ‘hair’, dɔ́ɔt m. ‘deed’ (OLF misdât ‘crime’), 
rɔ́ɔt m. ‘advice’, drɔ́ɔt m. ‘thread’, pɔ́ɔl m. ‘pole’, mɔ́ɔltiīt m. ‘meal’, krɔ́ɔm 
‘shop’, pɔ́ɔʃən ‘Easter’ < *pɑɑsxən ‘Easter-DatPl’

 Early MLb *ææ > Gel. éa, Rm. Sitt. ée: (no instances known)

  Early MLb *ɛɛ > Gel. éa, Rm. Sitt. ée: ɦéal ‘whole’ (cf. non-monophtongized 
OHG heil), éaʃtə (Rm. éerstə) ‘first-Pl/FemSg’ < *ɛɛrstə (MHG êrste), éaʃtən 
(Rm. éerstən) ‘first-MascSg’

 Early MLb *œœ > Gel. ǿa, Rm. Sitt. ǿø: rǿastər m. ‘grid’

  Early MLb *ɔɔ > Gel. óa, Rm. Sitt. óo: ɣróat ‘great’, dóat m. ‘death’ (OLF 
dôt), dóat ‘dead’, róat ‘red’, lóan n. ‘salary’, ʃtóat m. ‘thrust’, tóan m. 
‘tone’, ʃtóattóan ‘acute accent’, ɦóax ‘high’ < *ɦɔɔx (i.e. not *ɦɔɔx)

  Early MLb *ee > Gel. Rm. ée, Sitt. ɛ́i: déef m. ‘thief’, léef ‘nice, cute’, léex(t) 
‘light’ (OLF lioht), déep ‘deep’, ʃéet ‘shoot-ImpSg’, ɣənéet ‘enjoy yourself’

 Early MLb *øø > Gel. Rm. ǿø, Sitt. œ́i: wǿøstən ‘savage-MascSg’

  Early MLb *oo > Gel. Rm. óo, Sitt. ɔ́u: bóok n. ‘book’, dóok m. ‘cloth’ (NHG 
Tuch n.), ɦóot m. ‘hat’, ɦóok m. ‘corner’, ɦóostən ‘cough’, ɣóot ‘good’, 
blóot ‘blood’, móot ‘mood, courage’, ɦóon ‘chicken’, ʃtóol ‘chair’

4.5  Diphthongs

I propose that the MLb diphthongs *ɛi, *œy, and *ɔu were monomoraic. When 
short vowels in open syllables lengthen to half-long, their duration will approach 
that of the diphthongs, which do not have to lengthen (their duration is already 
compatible with foot headship). As the duration of short vowels in open syllable 
increases, a child learning MLb becomes more likely to perceive a diphthong as 

9 Some imperative singulars have a circumflex in the Low Franconian – Ripuaric transition  
dialects of Moresnet (Jongen 1972: 42): ʃlɔɔ̄p.
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a single mora, as long as the comparably long lengthened vowel is perceived as 
a single mora.

Structurally, the diphthongs *ɛi, *œy, and *ɔu can be interpreted as 
monomoraic if we regard them as the underlying VC sequences /ɛj/, /œɥ/ and /ɔw/,  
and if coda consonants are still non-moraic. Conversely, if the diphthongs are 
VC sequences, they side with other VC sequences in not requiring lengthening 
of the first part in open syllables, and in being interpreted by learner as equally 
long as the lengthened vowels in open syllables, i.e. as monomoraic. We see some 
example words in (16), which assumes, as before, default left-to-right tone assign-
ment on moras.

(16) Early MLb structures for diphthongs

k l ɛ j n ǝ l  ɔ w p ǝ n d r b r ɛ j t r œ ɥ v æ  r ǝ
‘small’ ‘broad’ ‘robber’ ‘walk’ ‘dream

µ µ
H L

µ
H

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ
H L

µ
H

ɔw m

If Middle Limburgian had the default phonetic interpretation of the link between 
segments and tones (§4.3), *lɔupən must have been pronounced as [ĺɔ́ẃpə̀ǹ] or 
[l̀ɔ̀ẁpə́ń] depending on the intonation contour of the sentence. Aligned with H*L, 
the words in (16) sounded like [kĺɛ́j́ǹə̀], [b́ŕɛ́j́t], [ŕœ́ɥ́v̀æ̀r̀ə̀], [ĺɔ́ẃpə̀ǹ], and [d́ŕɔ́ẃḿ], 
with the usual restriction of not sounding tone on voiceless segments.

The new situation. If we compare the data in (16) with those of the previous 
section, we see that Middle Limburgian had moving tones on long vowels, and 
level tones on diphthongs. The same diversion between monophthongs and diph-
thongs occurred in the early history of Lithuanian tonogenesis. Garde (1976) gives 
the form /séːdéːteī/, in which the two long vowels receive an acute, and the diph-
thong a circumflex.10

4.6  The long high vowels: monomoraic

The cross-linguistic weight distinction between CVV and CVC (§4.4) and the parallel 
development found in Lithuanian (§4.5) are enough for me to judge the proposed early 
MLb structures as typologically feasible. We do still have to explain why the high vowels 
(*ii, *yy, *uu) side with the diphthongs and short vowels rather than with the other 

10 Garde’s notation indicates that the diphthong was bimoraic, as in a later stage of MLb. It may 
have started its life as monomoraic, though.
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long vowels, as they do in Lithuanian. In Lithuanian, the long high vowels receive an 
acute accent, suggesting that they were bimoraic in Lithuanian just like the non-high 
vowels. By contrast, I propose that in early MLb the long high vowels were monomoraic.  
Unlike Lithuanian /iː/ and /uː/, the MLb long high vowels did not have to contrast 
with short vowels (all MLb short vowels were non-high), so that they were not pushed 
towards the duration of 220 ms that I proposed for the non-high long vowels. Also, 
long high vowels tend to be universally shorter than long non-high vowels, so that 
their duration may have been shorter than the old duration of the non-high vowels, 
which was 200 ms. Perhaps it was 170 ms, close to the duration of the lengthened short 
vowels. It was easy for a learner, then, to interpret these high vowels as monomoraic.

If the MLb long high vowels were monomoraic, there are still two possibilities 
for their phonological surface representation: they were phonologically simple 
short vowels (/i/, /y/, /u/), or they were, like the diphthongs, VC structures (/ij/, 
/yɥ/, /uw/). It is unlikely that *ii and *uu were short, since their later reflexes 
before /st/ are long (Rm. liīstən ‘lists’, vuūstən ‘fists’), whereas the later reflexes 
of the short vowels before /st/ are still short (Rm. kɑstən ‘cupboards’, kɔstən 
‘cost’, kestən ‘chests’, kœstən ‘coasts’). So it is likely that *ii and *uu were diph-
thongal VC structures (with non-moraic C). Liberman (1999) actually argues that 
*ii and *uu were the diphthongs /ij/ and /uw/ in the whole West-Germanic area. 
This would explain the fact that when later the lengthening of vowels in open syl-
lables started to crowd the vowel space, the high vowels changed towards [aj] and 
[aw] independently in at least three unconnected areas (England, Brabant, and 
Bavaria, ultimately leading to the diphthongs in ‘wine’ and ‘house’ in standard 
English, Dutch, and German). The fact that none of the Scandinavian languages 
has developed this kind of diphthongs, despite the same lengthening of vowels 
in open syllables, should then be attributed to the idea that the Scandinavian 
high vowels were genuinely bimoraic /iː/ and /uː/. Thus, an explanation for the 
difference between Lithuanian and Limburgian is given in the structures in (17).

(17) Early MLb structures for long high vowels

b l i j v nǝ

µ µ

‘stay’ ‘time’ ‘owl’ ‘grape’ ‘house’

H L

t i j t

µ
H

y ɥ l ǝ

µ µ
H L

d r u w vǝ

µ µ
H L

ɦ u w s

µ
H

Foreshadowings. Given the diversion between non-high monophthongs on 
the one hand, and diphthongs and high vowels on the other hand, we can now 
already see the contours of an explanation for the behaviour of the words in  
§1 and §2: modern ʃlɔ́ɔpən ‘large’ has a moving tone because it has an original 
long vowel (MLb *slɑɑpən), while brɛīt ‘broad’ and lɑŋ̄k ‘long’ have level tones 
because they have an original diphthong or short vowel. But we can also see that 
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several issues still have to be settled: the apparent bimoraicity of modern brɛīt 
and lɑŋ̄k is related to a MLb process of open syllable lengthening (§5), and the 
fact that the moving tone in kníin ‘rabbits’ is different from the level tone in kniīn 
‘rabbit’ is related to a later process of final schwa drop (§7).

4.7  Geminate consonants: moraic

There is an exception to the non-moraicness of coda consonants. If the coda 
consonant is the first half of a geminate, it has to be represented lexically by a 
separate mora, at least according to the usual view of the singleton–geminate 
distinction in universalist phonology. Thus, both long vowels (§4.1) and long con-
sonants have an additional underlying mora. Surface structures will reflect this. 
Examples are in (18).

(18) Early MLb structures for geminates

  
b ɛ d d ǝ k  t ǝta

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

‘bed’ ‘cat’

I propose, therefore, that geminates project a mora, whereas syllable-final sono-
rants do not, e.g. that *kattə ‘cat’ has three moras but *kantə ‘side’ (§4.4) only two.

Under the usual assumptions, the articulations must have been [b́ɛ́d̀d̀ə̀]Art 
and [ḱát̀t̀ə̀]Art. The auditory forms must just have been [b́ɛ́d̀d̀ə̀]Aud and [káttə̀]Aud, 
because tones can only be heard on voiced consonants. In other words, an intra-
syllabic fall was heard on *bɛddə, but not on *kattə.

4.8  The predictable accent contrast and its phonetic correlates

The previous sections illustrate that Early MLb and other Franconian dialects had 
a predictable (i.e. non-lexical) phonological accent contrast. The accent could be 
predicted by the number of moras in the syllable, which was always unambi-
guously derivable from the phonetic duration.

First, there was the predictable phonetic acute accent: when aligned to H*L, 
this was realized as a short H mora followed by L. It audibly occurred in the long 
non-high vowels [ɑ́ɑ̀], [ǽæ̀], [ɛ́ɛ̀], [œ́œ̀], [ɔ́ɔ̀], [éè], [ǿø̀], and [óò], and in the voiced 
geminates such as [ɛ́ǹː] and [ɛ́d̀ː]. There was also a predictable phonetic circum-
flex accent: when aligned to H*L, this was realized as a long H mora. It audibly 
occurred in the lengthened vowels [áˑ], [ǽˑ], [ɛ́ˑ], [ɔ́ˑ], [éˑ], [ǿˑ], and [óˑ], in the long 
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non-high vowels [íj́], [ýɥ́], and [úẃ], in the diphthongs [ɛ́j́], [œ́ɥ́], and [ɔ́ẃ], and in 
sequences of a short vowel and a voiced non-geminate coda (which was always 
a sonorant) such as [ɛ́ń]. The remaining rhymes were sequences of a short vowel 
and a voiceless coda. The geminate case was articulatorily acute, i.e. had an early 
fall ([ɛ́s̀s̀]Art), while the non-geminate case was articulatorily circumflex, i.e. had 
a late fall ([ɛ́ś]Art), but auditorily both were ambiguous ([ɛ́s]Aud, [ɛ́ss]Aud), because 
tone cannot be heard on voiceless segments.

5  The Late Middle Limburgian bimoraic reanalysis
It is a surprisingly small step from the predictable phonetic accent contrast 
described in §4.8 to a lexical accent contrast. Since the predictability in §4.8 
depends on knowing the number of moras in the first syllable, all that is needed 
for the switch to occur is that the lexical length contrast, which relies on having 
different numbers of moras in a syllable, is suspended. Precisely that is what hap-
pened when Open Syllable Lengthening proceeded in Late Middle Limburgian 
and its Central Franconian neighbours.

5.1  Even more lengthening of vowels in open syllables

In §4.3 we saw that as a result of the West-Germanic initial stress shift, phono-
logically short (i.e. monomoraic) vowels in open syllables were phonetically half-
long. Thus, *makən ‘make’ was pronounced [maˑkən].

When this lengthening progressed over the generations, the phonetic durations 
of the phonologically short vowels in open syllable came very close to the durations 
of the phonologically long vowels. As a result, some learners decided to ignore the 
duration distinction between the two groups and to analyse the lengthened vowels as 
bimoraic. We know that this happened in the histories of many current Germanic lan-
guages, and our Franconian dialects formed no exception. But whereas in most lan-
guages the lengthening vowels completely coalesced with the originally long vowels, 
the Franconian dialects kept the distinction alive, albeit not in the mora count.

The location of the pitch drop in Early MLb was after the first syllable in these 
words, i.e. [ḿáˑkə̀ǹ] and [ńáˑm̀ə̀], and it is this syllable alignment that the learners 
honoured in their newly constructed phonological representations. If the vowels 
in [ḿáˑkə̀ǹ] and [ńáˑm̀ə̀] are reinterpreted as bimoraic, and the tone movement is 
interpreted as occurring after the first syllable, the learner has no option but to 
interpret the H tone as including both the first and the second mora. The structures 
in (8) now become those in (19). For the lengthened vowels, the distinction between 
*æ and *ɛ was lost, either at this point or later; I will write both as ɛɛ from now on.
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(19) Late MLb surface structures for lengthened non-high vowels
 

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

n a a mǝ w ɛ ɛ k ǝ ɔ ɔ p ǝ n e m ǝ k ø ø k ǝ n ǝ ǝs t o o vleɦ

Present-day reflexes. For the lengthened non-high vowels in (19), the structures 
in (19) have survived to the present day, at least for those words that did not lose 
the second syllable (phonetically, the present-day circumflexes are longer than the 
acutes, a length reversal that I return to in §9). Examples from present-day Lim-
burgian are listed in (20) and (21). All of these forms necessarily have two or more 
syllables, since no short vowels occurred word-finally in Early MLb monosyllables.

(20)  Modern forms with lengthened vowels in open syllables, non-voiced case: 
always circumflex

  Early MLb *a > aā: maākən ‘make’, naātə ‘wet-Pl/FemSg’, aāpən m.pl. ‘apes’

  Early MLb *æ > ɛɛ̄: wɛɛ̄kən f.pl. ‘weeks’, brɛɛ̄kən ‘break’, ʃprɛɛ̄kən 
‘speak’, ʃtɛɛ̄kən ‘sting’, ɛɛ̄tən ‘eat’, ɣɛɛ̄tən (Rm. ɣəɣɛɛ̄tən) ‘eaten’, bɛɛ̄tər 
‘better’ < *bɛtərə (OLF betera)

 Early MLb *ɛ > ɛɛ̄: bɛɛ̄kən f.pl. ‘brooks’, pɛɛ̄pər m. ‘pepper’

  Early MLb *ɔ > ɔɔ̄: ɔɔ̄pən ‘open (adj.)’ < *ɔpən, ɣəzɔɔ̄pən ‘boozed’, 
ɣəbrɔɔ̄kən ‘broken’, ɣəʃprɔɔ̄kən ‘spoken’, ɣəʃtɔɔ̄kən ‘stung’, ɣənɔɔ̄tən 
‘enjoyed’, ɣərɔɔ̄kən ‘smelled’, ɣəʃlɔɔ̄tən ‘closed’

  Early MLb *e > eē: ɣəweēkən ‘give way’, ɣəleēkən ‘seemed’, ɣəbeētən 
‘bitten’, leēkən ‘leak’

  Early MLb *ø > øø̄: køø̄kən f. ‘kitchen’ < *køkənə (MHG küchene),  
ʃløø̄təl m. ‘key’

 Early MLb *o > oō: (no examples)

(21)  Modern forms with lengthened vowels in open syllables, voiced case: usually 
circumflex

  Early MLb *a > aā: draāɣən ‘carry’, jaāɣən ‘hunt’, klaāɣən ‘complain’, 
vaārən ‘to drive’, bətaālən ‘pay’, naāmən m.pl. ‘names’, ʃmáalən  
‘meagre-MascSg’

  Early MLb *æ > ɛɛ̄: ɣɛɛ̄vən ‘give’, lɛɛ̄vən ‘live’, lɛɛ̄zən ‘read’, rɛɛ̄ɣən ‘rain’, 
tɛɛ̄ɣən ‘against’ < *təɣɛɣən, ɛɛ̄zəl ‘donkey’, lɛɛ̄vər ‘liver’, Rm. vɛ́ɛɣən 
‘wipe’, Rm. bəwɛ́ɛɣən ‘move’
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 Early MLb *ɛ > ɛɛ̄: zɛɛ̄ɣən ‘saws’, Rm. zɛ́ɛɣən ‘saw’ (denominative verb)

  Early MLb *ɔ > ɔɔ̄: bɔɔ̄vən ‘above’, ɔɔ̄vən m. ‘oven’, bəlɔɔ̄vən ‘promise’, 
ɦɔɔ̄lən ‘fetch’ (NHG holen; note that Du. halen is a false friend), ɣəʃtɔɔ̄lən 
‘stolen’, ɣəlɔɔ̄ɣən ‘lied’, ɣənɔɔ̄mən ‘taken’, ɣəbɔɔ̄jən ‘bid (p.p.)’ < 
*ɣəbɔðən, ɣəbɔɔ̄rən ‘born’, vərlɔɔ̄rən ‘lost’, ɣəkɔɔ̄zən ‘chosen’ < 
*ɣəkɔrən11, ɣrɔ́ɔvən ‘course-MascSg’

  Early MLb *e > eē: ʃpeēlən ‘play’, ɦeēməl m. ‘heaven’, zeēvən ‘seven’, 
ɣəbleēvən ‘stayed’, reēɣəl m. ‘ruler’ (NHG Riegel)

  Early MLb *ø > øø̄: øø̄vər ‘over’ < *øvər (NHG über), bøø̄ɣəl m. ‘braces’ 
(NHG Bügel), møø̄lən f. ‘mill’ < *mølənə, ɣəbøø̄rən ‘happen’, løø̄ɣən f. 
‘lie’ (NHG Lüge)

 Early MLb *o > oō: zoōmər m. ‘summer’, woōnən ‘dwell’, voōɣəl m. ‘bird’

The new situation. For the originally long non-high vowels, the structures will 
still be those in (9). The alignment of H*L with moras is no longer predictable from 
the number of moras in the syllable. It is possible, of course, that the H*L align-
ment was predictable from vowel quality, i.e. the lengthened vowels might have 
been ‘lax’, the originally long vowels ‘tense’, or some such contrast. However, at 
some point in time the qualities of the lengthened vowels have fallen together 
with those of the originally long vowels, in all languages involved. Present-day 
East Limburgian constitutes no exception, as we can see when comparing (11), 
(12) and (15) with (20) and (21) for present-day ɔɔ, ee, oo, and øø.

If Early MLb *ɑɑ had already shifted to *ɔɔ in Late MLb (and Early MLb *ɔɔ 
had shifted to *oa), then it is possible that the four originally long MLb vowels 
*ɔ́ɔ, *ée, *óo, and *ǿø already coalesced with the lengthened vowels *ɔɔ̄, *eē, 
*oō, and *øø̄ in Late MLb. In that case, Late MLb had a lexical mora-accent 
contrast for these four vowels.

We do not have sufficient information yet as to whether and where the 
vowel groups coalesced. Some relevant examples, though, can be found. From 
14th century Sittard, forms like daighen ‘days-dat’ (< *daɣən), saicken ‘things’ 
(< *zakən), and aepen/oepen ‘open’ (< *ɔpən) have been transmitted (Dols 
1944: 200–202), with i and e used as length symbols, indicating that the vowel 
lengthening had reached phonological (i.e. bimoraic) status; this is confirmed by 
writing an original *ɑɑ with a single vowel symbol, as in beswaren ‘burden’ and 
na ‘after’, which indicates coalescence with the lengthened vowel.

11  With a z introduced from the infinitive kéezən.
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If such written evidence is valid, a lexical mora-accent contrast must have 
emerged for the non-high long vowels already in Late MLb. But even if Late 
MLb vowels were also distinguishable on the basis of tenseness or some such 
thing, the mora alignment distinction must have been a major auditory cue to 
the new distinction between *ɔ́ɔ/ée/ǿø/óo on the one hand and *ɔɔ̄/eē/øø̄/oō 
on the other. In such a case, one could just as well say that vowel quality was 
predictable from mora alignment as that mora alignment was predictable from 
vowel quality.

5.2  Bimoraic reanalysis of diphthongs

Now that ‘short’ vowels had been reanalysed as bimoraic, the diphthongs had to 
follow suit. That is, children had to interpreted these as bimoraic a fortiori. We 
can therefore use VV notations (/ɛi/, /œy/, /ɔu/) again. The structures in (16) now 
become those in (22).

(22) Early MLb structures for diphthongs

 k l ɛ i n ǝ b r  ɛ i t r r ǝœ y v

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ
H

µ µ µ µ
H L

l ɔ ɔ u mu p ǝ n d r

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ
H

æ

Present-day reflexes. In words that did not lose their final syllable, the dia-
chronic predictability of the accent is good. As usual, some morphological classes 
and disyllabic voiced cases diverge.

(23)  Modern forms with diphthongs in open syllables: non-voiced cases: always  
circumflex

  Early MLb *ɛi > ɛī: ɦɛītə ‘hot-Pl/FemSg’, ɦɛītən ‘hot-MascSg’, wɛīkə 
‘weak-Pl/FemSg’, wɛīkən ‘weak-MascSg’, blɛīkə ‘pale-Pl/FemSg’, 
blɛīkən ‘pale-MascSg’, Rm. ɦɛītən ‘be called’, ʃwɛītən ‘sweat’, tɛīkən n. 
‘sign (token)’, ʃlɛīpən ‘drag’

 Early MLb *œy > œī: dœīpən ‘baptise’ (NHG taufen has lost the umlaut)

 Early MLb *ɔu > ɔū: lɔūpən ‘run, walk Inf’, kɔūpən ‘buy-Inf’

(24)  Modern forms with diphthongs in open syllables:  
voiced cases: usually circumflex

  Early MLb *ɛi > ɛī: ɛīɣən ‘own (adj.)’, klɛ́inən ‘small-MascSg’, ʃɛ́ivən 
‘skewed-MascSg’, ɛ́inən ‘one-MascSg’
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  Early MLb *œy > œī: drœīmən ‘dream’, ɣlœīvən ‘believe’ (NHG glauben 
has lost the umlaut), bœīɣən ‘bend, bow’ (note that NHG beugen;  
Du. buigen [bœyɣə] is a false friend)

 Early MLb *ɔu > ɔū: ɔūɣən n.pl. ‘eyes’, dɔ́uvən ‘deaf-MascSg’

(25) Modern forms with diphthongs in closed syllables: always circumflex
  Early MLb *ɛi > ɛī: brɛīt ‘broad’, ʃɛīf ‘skewed’ (Du. scheef, NHG scheib), 

wɛīk ‘weak’, blɛīk ‘pale’, ɦɛīt ‘hot’, lɛīt n. ‘suffering’, rɛīp m. ‘bar’, ʃtɛīn 
m. ‘stone’, bɛīn n. ‘bone, leg’, ɦɛīm n. ‘home’, Gel. Sitt. ɦɛīʃən ‘be called’ 
< *(ɦ)ɛisxən ‘ask’ (NHG heischen ‘strive’), ɣɛīs(t) ‘ghost’, mɛīstər ‘master’, 
ʃlɛīptóan ‘circumflex accent’

  Early MLb *œy > œī: (probably no examples)

  Early MLb *ɔu > ɔū: lɔūp ‘run, walk (leap) ImpSg’, knɔūp m. ‘button’, rɔūk 
m. ‘smoke’, lɔūk n. ‘leek’, ɦɔūp m. ‘heap’ (note that NHG Haufen < MHG 
hûfe is a false friend), ɔūx (Venlo ɔūk) ‘also’ < *ɔuk (k > x testifies of being 
in the Rhenish fan), bɔūm m. ‘tree (beam)’, zɔūm m. ‘seam’, drɔūm m. 
‘dream’, tɔūm m. ‘bridle (team)’, dɔūf ‘deaf’

5.3  Bimoraic reanalysis of long high vowels

High vowels were now interpreted as bimoraic as well. The forms in (17) were 
reinterpreted as those in (26), with two high-toned moras (in sentence-internal 
H*L alignment) each carries by a full vowel.

(26) Late MLb structures for long high vowels

b l i i v ǝ n t t y y l ǝ d r u u v ǝ ɦ u u si i

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ
H

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ
H

Present-day reflexes. The structures in (26) have survived in NLb, at least if the 
final syllable was not lost.

(27)  Modern forms with high vowels in open syllables:  
non-voiced case: always circumflex

  Early MLb *ii > iī: kiīkən ‘look’, liīkən ‘look like’, ʃtriīkən ‘spread’,  
biītən ‘bite’, ʃiītən ‘shit’, riīkə ‘rich-Pl/FemSg’, riīkən ‘rich-MascSg’,  
vrij ̄‘free’, bij ̄‘by’, ɦij ̄‘here’

 Early MLb *yy > yȳ: kyȳkən n. ‘chicken’ (< kiukîn), ryȳkən ‘smell’
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  Early MLb *uu > uū: bruūkən ‘need’, ɣəbruūkən ‘use’, ʃluūtən ‘close’, 
nuw̄  ‘now’, ʃuw̄  ‘shy’

(28)  Modern forms with high vowels in open syllables:  
voiced case: usually circumflex

  Early MLb *ii > iī: ʃriīvən ‘write-Inf’, bliīvən ‘stay-Inf’, wiīzən ‘point-Inf’, ʃtiīvən 
‘starch-Inf’, wíizən ‘wise-MascSg’, ɣríizən ‘grey-MascSg’, ʃtíivən ‘stiff-MascSg’

  Early MLb *yy > yȳ: zyȳvər ‘clean’, yȳlən m.pl. ‘owls’, ɦyȳrən ‘hire’, 
ʃtyȳrən ‘send, steer’

  Early MLb *uu > uū: druūvən f.pl. ‘grapes’, duūvən f.pl. ‘doves’, ʃruūvən 
f.pl. ‘screws’, duūmən m.pl. ‘thumbs’, duūzənt ‘thousand’

(29) Modern forms with high vowels in closed syllables: always circumflex
  Early MLb *ii > iī: tiīt m. ‘time’, wiīt ‘wide’, iīs n. ‘ice’, wiīs ‘wise’, ɣriīs 

‘grey’, ʃriīf ‘write-ImpSg’, bliīf ‘stay-ImpSg’, wiīn m. ‘wine’, liīstən f.pl. ‘lists’

 Early MLb *yy > yȳ: vyȳr ‘fire’

  Early MLb *uu > uū: ɦuūs ‘house’, uūt ‘out’, muūs ‘mouse’, luūs ‘louse’, 
bruūt12 ‘bride’, vuūs(t) ‘fist’, ʃuūm ‘foam’, zuūr ‘sour’

5.4  Bimoraic reanalysis of vowel-sonorant sequences

The long H tone was audible on all sequences of short vowel and tautosyllabic 
sonorant coda. As in the case of the diphthongs and high vowels, learner will 
have interpreted this sequence as a bimoraic circumflex. The relevant cases in 
(13) will be reanalysed as the structures in (30).

(30) Early MLb structures for short vowels in closed syllables

µ µ
H

µ µ
H

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ
H

µ µ µ
H L

m a n ɦ o n t ɦ a l l a ŋ ŋ g ǝk l ad ǝ n

Present-day reflexes. The structures in (30) have been preserved in NLb, at least 
in words where no syllable was later lost (by final schwa drop, see §7) or gained 
(by schwa insertion into sequences like -lf and -rx, see §12.2) and otherwise no 
segments dropped (by lenition and degemination, see §7.7 and §12.1). The present 

12 The underlining of the t is based on the MLb reconstructed form, which must have had d (e.g. 
NHG Braut). Present-day Roermond has the unexpected plural bruūtən.
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forms are listed in (31) and (32). As usual, forms where there is a following voiced 
consonant are listed separately; all these are from Venlo, because lenition and 
degemination later deleted a segment in the other dialects, causing these forms 
to go into a different accent class (§7.7).

(31) Modern forms with tautosyllabic vowel-sonorant sequences:
 non-voiced case: always circumflex
 (for nonhomorganic cluster cases see §12.2)

 Early MLb *am > ɑm̄: dɑm̄p m. ‘vapour’

 Early MLb *om > om̄: dom̄p13 ‘dumb’, kom̄p m. ‘bowl’ (MHG kumpf)

  Early MLb *an > ɑ: mɑ ‘man’ < *man, Venlo kɑ ‘can-1,3Sg’, vɑ ‘of, 
from’, ɦɑɲ̄c f. ‘hand’ < *ɦant, lɑɲ̄c n. ‘land’, zɑɲ̄c n. ‘sand’, wɑɲ̄c f. ‘wall’, 
kɑɲ̄cən f.pl. ‘sides’ < *kantən

  Early MLb *en > e: e ‘in’, Rm. kiɲ̄c, Gel. kɛɲ̄c n. ‘child’, Rm. weɲ̄ cər, 
Gel. wɛɲ̄ cər m. ‘winter’

  Early MLb *on > o: ɦoɲ̄c m. ‘dog’, ɣroɲ̄c m. ‘ground’, moɲ̄c m. ‘mouth’, 
ɣəzoɲ̄c ‘healthy’, bloɲ̄c ‘blonde’

 Early MLb *aŋ > ɑŋ̄: lɑŋ̄k ‘long’, dɑŋ̄k m. ‘thanks’, ɣɑŋ̄k m. ‘gait, passage’

 Early MLb *ɛŋ > ɛŋ̄: dɛŋ̄kən ‘think’

  Early MLb *eŋ > eŋ̄: Rm. deŋ̄ k , Gel. dɛŋ̄ k n. ‘thing’, Rm. reŋ̄ k, Gel. rɛŋ̄ k m. 
‘ring’

  Early MLb *al > ɑ: bɑ m. ‘ball’, ɑ ‘all’, vɑ m. ‘fall’, kɑ m. ‘chat’, zɑ 
‘shall-1,3Sg’, wɑ m. ‘wall’, Venlo14 ɑt ‘old’, Venlo kɑt ‘cold’, Venlo wɑt n. 
‘wood’, Venlo zɑt n. ‘salt’

 Early MLb *æl > æ: ɣæʎ̄c n. ‘money’, ɦæ ‘hard’

 Early MLb *ɔl > ɔ: vɔ ‘full’

 Early MLb *el > e: we ‘want-1Sg’, Rm. weʎ̄c, Gel. wɛʎ̄c ‘wild’

13 The underlined final clusters mp, ɲc, ŋk, and ʎc derive from the MLb ‘underlyingly voiced’ 
mp, nt, ŋk, and lt, which became mb, nd, ŋg, and ld before a vowel. Late MLb deleted the plo-
sives in prevocalic position, leaving just the present-day m, ɲ, ŋ, and ʎ in prevocalic position (as 
well as word-finally in cases of schwa drop). See §7.7 for more detail.
14 These Venlo forms end in -aāt or -aūt etc. in the other dialects. According to Van der Meer 
(1949: 299), Venlo mainly had -aat in the 14th century as well, and -ɑlt-like forms were reintro-
duced in the 15th century.
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(32)  Modern forms with tautosyllabic vowel-sonorant sequences: voiced case: 
usually circumflex

 Early MLb *an > ɑ: Venlo ɑdər ‘other’

 Early MLb *en > e: Venlo bedən ‘bind’

 Early MLb *on > o: Venlo odər ‘under’

 Early MLb *al > ɑ: Venlo15 ɦɑdən ‘hold’

5.5  Reanalysis of voiced and voiceless geminates

The next question to answer is how the learning child interpreted the auditory 
forms [b́ɛ́d̀d̀ə̀]Aud and [káttə̀]Aud (§4.7). Now that the language allows acute as 
well as circumflex syllables, it is no longer evident that the child should inter-
pret both forms as acute, as their parents were forced to do. In fact, we know 
that the present-day dialects tend to distinguish these forms (as least their MLb 
plurals *bɛddən ‘beds’ and *kattən ‘cats’ which did not undergo final schwa 
drop later). In the modern language, where the difference between the two groups 
has become larger, ‘beds’ has a clearly audible acute whereas ‘cats’ has a clearly 
audible circumflex (Ben Hermans, p.c.; see §12.1 for details).

Although the acute for *bɛddə and the circumflex for *kattə could have 
arisen later, it is tempting to seek the cause of the distinction in the bimoraic 
reanalysis of Late MLb, when children had the first chance to create it. Thus,  
I propose that the structures of (18) turned into the contrasting pair in (33).

(33) Late MLb structures for geminates, aligned to H*L

 b ɛ d d k a t t ǝǝ

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

Taking the structures in (33) at face value, the first thought of a phonologist is that 
the explanation for the split must lie in the commonly attested correlation of tone 
with voice, namely that H tones go together with voicelessness and L tones with voic-
edness. This correlation is visible in (33), and in fact a similar explanation has been 
provided by Hermans (2006) for a similar but different case in Limburgian. However, 
the voice-tone correlation exemplified so beautifully in (33) in fact owes its plausibil-
ity entirely to the presence of the H*L (declarative) contour that I used to illustrate  

15 This form is ɦaājən in the other dialects. The same comment as in the previous footnote 
applies here.
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sentence-internal surface structure. I could just as well have used the L*H (interro-
gative) contour. In that case, the surface structures would have been those in (34).

(34) Late MLb structures for geminates, aligned to L*H

 

µ µ µ
L H

µ µ µ
L H

b ɛ d d k a t t ǝǝ
Both the structures in (33) and those in (34) must have coexisted in Late MLb. 
Unless the declarative contour H*L was much more frequent than the interrog-
ative (or continuative) contour L*H, no universal correlation between voice and 
tone can explain why *bɛ́ddə received an acute accent and *kat̄tə a circumflex.

I propose instead that the split was caused by a difference in the audibility 
of the tones. The auditory form [b́ɛ́d̀d̀ə̀]Aud contains much more information about 
the tone on the second mora than the auditory form [káttə̀]Aud does. It is not sur-
prising that [b́ɛ́d̀d̀ə̀]Aud, with its overtly low first [d], was interpreted as acute. The 
form [káttə̀]Aud, by contrast, had a voiceless second mora (the first [t]), which was 
ambiguous with regard to tone, so we know that it was phonetically more cicum-
flex than [b́ɛ́d̀d̀ə̀]Aud. But if [káttə̀]Aud was ambiguous, why did children decide to 
analyse it as circumflex? Wouldn’t an acute analysis have been equally likely?

One explanation could involve a directional on-line perceptual-phonological 
bias. If you hear a H tone, you are waiting for the next L tone, and you will decide 
that the tone has changed to L only when you hear positive evidence of it, i.e. a low 
pitch on a voiced segment. If a voiceless stretch intervenes between the H vowel 
and the L vowel, this stretch contains no information on the fall, so it is better for 
you not to assume yet that it has happened. After all, the next vowel could still be 
high-pitched, in which case you should perceive a continuous H tone shared by 
both syllables. If you wait until you get positive evidence, you will perceive both 
a disyllabic H tone and a disyllabic HL contour correctly. So the second, voiceless 
mora of [káttə̀]Aud is perceived with the same tone as the preceding [a].

Another explanation could lie in the non-directional competition between 
mora-based and syllable-based cues. Perceiving the second mora of [káttə̀]Aud 
as having a H tone (i.e. perceiving the first syllable as circumflex) violates the 
cue constraint that says that “a mora without phonetic high pitch should not be 
perceived as a phonologically high-toned mora”. Perceiving the second mora of 
[káttə̀]Aud instead as having a L tone (i.e. perceiving the first syllable as acute) 
would violate the cue constraint that says that “a syllable without a phonetic 
pitch movement should not be perceived as an acute”. If the syllable-based con-
straint outranks the mora-based constraint, i.e. if the ranking follows the pro-
sodic hierarchy, the interpretation of [káttə̀]Aud as circumflex is explained.

A third explanation could lie in a language-specific structural constraint. A 
comparison of the number of forms in (11), (12) and (15) on the one hand, and 
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(20), (21), (23), (24), (25), (27), (28), (29), (31) and (32) on the other suggests that in 
Late MLb the circumflexes must have outnumbered the acutes by a factor of two 
or so.16 The MLb-specific markedness constraint “syllables are circumflex” could 
have caused the interpretation of [káttə̀]Aud as the default, i.e. as circumflex.

5.6  Reanalysis of voiceless non-geminate codas

Two of the forms in (13) have not been discussed yet. It is those with a voice-
less coda that is not part of a geminate, namely *kɔp and *kestə. The stressed 
syllables of all forms that we have seen so far, including those ending only in a 
half-long vowel, were interpreted by Late MLb learners as bimoraic, and there is 
no reason to suppose that it would be otherwise for these forms. Following the 
same reasoning as in §5.5 (with the same three possible explanations), the accent 
must have been analysed as circumflex a fortiori, because the parent articulation 
[ḱéśt̀ə̀]Art is even less likely than [ḱát̀t̀ə̀]Art to have had a small cue on the first mora 
to the impending pitch drop. The structures that the child builds are those in (35).

(35)  Early MLb structures for short vowels in closed syllables

µ µ

k ɔ p k e s t ə

H
µ µ µ
H L

Present-day reflexes. For words that did not lose final schwa (as e.g. *kestə 
itself), present-day Limburgian retains the structures in (35). The current pronun-
ciation of these forms is such that the movement to L occurs well after the stressed 
syllable, as in (2), so that the circumflex on e.g. kestən is no longer inaudible.

(36)  Modern forms with sequences of a short vowel and a voiceless consonant: 
circumflex

  kɔp̄ m. ‘head’ < *kɔp, krɑx̄(t) f. ‘strength’ < *kraft, ex̄ (Venlo ek) ‘I’, mex̄ 
‘me’, dex̄ ‘you-Sg’, zex̄ ‘herself, himself, themselves’, ræx̄(t) ‘right’ (OLF 
reht), ʃlæx̄(t) ‘bad’, kes̄tən f.pl. ‘chests’ < *kestən (NHG Kisten)

16 One counts all the forms, even the ones that have a different accent in present-day Limburgian 
(because the accent changes are of a later date). One should also count the Late MLb forms of the 
words introduced in later chapters, but these will not change the factor of two for Late MLb. For pre-
sent-day Limburgian, the factor is much closer to 1, because of the later changes described from §7 on.
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5.7  The influence of voicing

The tonogenesis described in the previous section provides the first opportunity 
for the split between Rule A and Rule A2.

In general, the tone contrast is more difficult to hear on disyllables with 
voiced consonants than on disyllables with voiceless consonants. In [ɔ́ɔ́pə̀ǹ], the 
low tone starts one vowel plus one consonant later than in [slɔ́ɔ̀pə̀ǹ], whereas in 
[lǿǿɣ̀ə̀ǹ], the low tone starts only one vowel later than in [vǿø̀ɣ̀ə̀ǹ]. It is possible 
that some reanalysing children were capable of positing a tone opposition only 
on the voiceless cases, while merging the voiced cases into acutes just as the non-
tonal Germans, Dutch and English must have done.

5.8   The new situation: a lexical contrast for non-high vowels  
in polysyllabic words

In Late Middle Limburgian, all stressed syllables were phonologically long, i.e. 
bimoraic (as in present-day Swedish, for instance). On the surface, every stressed 
syllable either had the acute accent (where each mora had a different tone) or the 
circumflex accent (where each mora had the same tone).

In many cases, the Late MLb accent was predictable by grammatical rule. High 
vowels, closing diphthongs, *aa, *ɛɛ, monosyllabic words with short vowels, and 
rhymes with voiceless codas or with non-geminate voiced codas were always cir-
cumflex. The vowels ea, øa, and oa and closed syllables with non-high long vowels 
were always acute. The only VC rhymes that were predictably acute were the gem-
inate voiced codas like *bɛ́ddə. The explanation of this exception involved both a 
phonological and a phonetic observation: phonologically, geminates were the only 
VC rhymes that were forced to be bimoraic, hence had to host a L tone, and pho-
netically, voiced codas were the only codas on which an L tone could be audible.

In a minority of cases, namely for the vowels *ɔɔ, *ee, *øø, and *oo in an 
open syllable in polysyllabic words, the accented mora had to be specified in the 
lexicon (e.g. by a star on the first mora for acutes, and on the second mora for 
circumflexes; this lexical star then aligns on the surface with the star in H*L or 
L*H). This is what made Late Middle Limburgian a lexical mora-accent language. 
Hermans (1984) argues that it still is.

6  Analogical lengthening
After lengthening of vowels in open syllable, some verbal, nominal, and adjec-
tival paradigms contained alternations between short and long vowels. In these 
cases the paradigm was levelled towards the long version, so that many short 
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vowels in closed syllables lengthened as well. Since the model form, with a vowel 
lengthened in the previous step, necessarily had a circumflex tone, the analogi-
cally lengthened vowel was circumflex as well.

In the verbal paradigm, not much happened. In weak verbs, all forms had a 
theme vowel (schwa), so all forms had been lengthened already (e.g. lɛɛ̄və ‘I live; 
live-ImpSg’, lɛɛ̄vən ‘to live; we/they live’, lɛɛ̄vət ‘lives; you-Pl live; live-ImpPl’, 
lɛɛ̄vəs ‘you-Sg live’). In strong verbs, the infinitive was lengthened (ɣɛɛ̄vən ‘to 
give’), as were several forms of the present indicative, namely the first person sin-
gular (ɣɛɛ̄və ‘I give’), the second person plural (ɣɛɛ̄vət ‘you-Pl give’), and the first 
and third person plural (ɣɛɛ̄vən ‘we/they give’). The only consonant-final form 
in strong verbs was the imperative singular. This stayed short (cf. present-day ɣef 
‘give!’), perhaps because the second and third persons singular of the present 
indicative stayed short as well (cf. present-day ɣøfs ‘you-Sg give’ and ɣøf ‘gives’).

In the nominal paradigm, the nominative/accusative singular of (mainly mas-
culine) nouns with a plural ending in -ə, genitive singular in -əs, and dative sin-
gular in -ə, was lengthened: dax ‘day’ became daāx analogously to daāɣə ‘days’. 
For neuter nouns with zero plural endings and for nouns without plurals, the 
source of analogy was restricted to the genitive or dative singular:17 ɦɔf ‘garden’ 
became ɦɔɔ̄f analogously to endən ɦɔɔ̄və ‘in the garden-DatSg’, and ɣras ‘grass’ 
became ɣraās ‘grass’ analogously to optəŋ ɣraāzə ‘on the grass-DatSg’.

In the adjective paradigm, the predicative form, e.g. nat ‘wet’ was lengthened 
to naāt in analogy with attributive forms such as the feminine and plural nomina-
tive singular (naātə) and the masculine accusative singular (naātən).

It will turn out (§6.2) to be relevant that analogical lengthening created cir-
cumflex tones independently of whether the following consonant (or the follow-
ing consonant elsewhere in the paradigm) was voiced or voiceless. Thus, analogi-
cal lengthening is the source of the following present-day Limburgian forms with 
an original voiceless consonant:

(37) Analogical lengthening in voiceless paradigms: circumflex
  Early MLb *a > aā: daāk f. ‘roof’, ɣəmaāk n. ‘ease’, vaāt n. ‘barrel’, naāt 

‘wet’, vlaāk ‘flat’, ʃwaāk ‘weak’

 Early MLb *æ >> ɛɛ̄: (no cases known)

 Early MLb *ɔ >> ɔɔ̄: ʃlɔɔ̄t n. ‘lock’, ʃpɔɔ̄r f./n. ‘track’

 Early MLb *e >> eē: ɣəbeēt n. ‘teeth’, ʃeēp n. ‘ship’, bleēk n. ‘tinplate’

 Early MLb *o >> oō: perhaps noōt ‘nut’ < *not(ə) (MHG nuz, MDu note)

17 Or sometimes perhaps the form that was the first part of a nominal compound.
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It is also the source of the following forms that end in a voiceless consonant that 
corresponds to a voiced consonant elsewhere in the paradigm:

(38) Analogical lengthening in voiced obstruent paradigms: circumflex
  Early MLb *a > aā: daāx m. ‘day’, ɣraās n. ‘grass’, ʃlaāx m. ‘stroke’, paāt  

n. ‘path’, raāt n. ‘wheel’, (for Rm. káaf n. ‘chaff’ see §7.3)

 Early MLb *æ >> ɛɛ̄: wɛɛ̄x m. ‘way’, ɣəbɛɛ̄t n. ‘prayer’

  Early MLb *ɔ >> ɔɔ̄: ɦɔɔ̄f m. ‘court’, ɣəbɔɔ̄t n. ‘commandment’, ɣrɔɔ̄f 
‘coarse, rude’ < *ɣərɔf

 Early MLb *e >> eē: ʃmeēt m. ‘smith’ (pl. ʃméej), ɣəleēt n. ‘member’

 Early MLb *o >> oō: (no cases known)

And it is the source of the following forms that end in a voiced consonant:

(39) Analogical lengthening in sonorant paradigms: circumflex
 Early MLb *a > aā: laām ‘lame’, ʃmaāl ‘narrow’, taām ‘tame’

 Early MLb *æ >> ɛɛ̄: (no cases known)

 Early MLb *ɔ >> ɔɔ̄: ɦɔɔ̄l ‘hollow’

 Early MLb *e >> eē: ʃpeēl n. ‘game’, teēn n. ‘tin’

 Early MLb *o >> oō: (no cases known)

A possible fourth group consists of four adjectives that are reported as ending in 
a consonant in Middle High German, but in a schwa in Middle Dutch. These are 
words that had *-û in West Germanic:

(40) Possible analogical lengthening for û words: circumflex
 ɣɛɛ̄l ‘yellow’ (MHG gël, MDu gele)

 ʃɛɛ̄l ‘squinting’ (MHG schël, MDu schele)

 kaāl ‘bald (callow)’ (MHG kal, MDu kale)

 vaāl ‘pale (fallow)’ (MHG fal, MDu vale)

If these words ended in a vowel in Early MLb (*ɣæl, *ʃæl, *kal, *val), these must 
be cases of analogical lengthening. If these words had a schwa in early MLb 
(*ɣælə, *ʃælə, *kalə, *valə), their long vowels must be due to Open Syllable 
Lengthening (*ɣɛɛ̄lə, *ʃɛɛ̄lə, *kaālə, *vaālə), in which case the present circum-
flex accent suggests that the final schwa dropt early (see §7.1).

Analogical lengthening did not happen in Limburgian and Central Franconian 
alone. It generally happened in ‘standard’ Middle High German as well, although 
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it was restricted there to cases in which the consonant was voiced in the oblique 
forms, i.e. in the cases of (38), (39), and (40) (NHG Tag ‘day’, Weg ‘way’, Gras 
‘grass’, schmal ‘narrow’), but not in the voiceless cases of (37) (NHG Dach ‘roof’, 
Schloss ‘lock’). In Dutch, no analogical lengthening occurred (except perhaps in 
noot ‘nut’): it still has a dax ~ daaɣən alternation. The Franconian dialects are 
thus the only ones with lengthened vowels in naāt and daāk. And since Dutch 
adjectives were levelled towards the short vowel (naatə ‘wet-Pl’ turned into nɑtə 
analogously to the predicative form nɑt ‘wet’), the Franconian dialects are also 
the only ones with lengthening in Limburgian naātə ‘wet-Pl’ or Ripuaric naāsə 
‘wet-Pl’.

The fact that lengthening in consonant-final syllables was analogical is 
proved by the existence of an unlengthened vowel in the cases where there was 
no paradigm or where the paradigm did not contain lengthened vowels. Exam-
ples of unlengthened vowels outside the paradigms can be found in preposi-
tions. Limburgian still has short vowels in e ‘in’, vɑ ‘of’, met ‘with’, whereas 
we find a regularly lengthened vowel in doōr ‘through’ (< thuru). Other examples 
are dɑt ‘that’ and especially the content word wɛx ‘away’, which was appar-
ently felt to be outside the paradigm of wɛɛ̄x ‘way’ (this word has a short vowel 
in NHG weg as well). Examples of unlengthened vowels inside paradigms are 
those that were originally followed by geminate consonants, as in mɑn ‘man’, 
whose plural was mɛnnə ‘men’ (these examples are less convincing than the 
former, though, since it cannot be completely excluded that the pronunciation 
was mɑnn).

6.1   The new situation: lexical contrast on monosyllables with 
long non-high vowels

Analogical lengthening led to a large reduction in the correlations between tonal 
structure, syllable structure, and segmental structure. Before the change, the tone in 
monosyllables with long vowels could be predicted from vowel quality: high vowels 
and diphthongs had a circumflex, non-high vowels an acute. After the change, tone 
has become contrastive in monosyllables. Thus, the new form ʃlɔɔ̄t ‘lock’ contrasts 
with the old form rɔ́ɔt ‘advice’, and ʃmeēt ‘smith’ contrasts with léet ‘song’.

6.2  Implications for dating the Rule A/A2 split

In the Rule A dialects, all forms in (24), (28) and (32) have an acute rather than 
the circumflex that is characteristic of the Rule A2 dialects under discussion here. 
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Many authors have tried to explain the history of Rule A without assuming an 
intermediate Rule A2 stage. But if Rule A developed directly as a result of bimo-
raic reanalysis, the disyllabic forms on which the monosyllabic forms in (38) and 
(39) are based must have had an acute accent in the Rule A area at the moment 
when analogical lengthening occurred. In that case, the forms in (38) and (39) 
should have an acute accent in the Rule A area. They have not. They currently all 
have a circumflex, even in the Rule A area. This is evidence against an early split  
between Rule A2 and Rule A, and evidence in favour of the theory (also assumed 
by De Vaan 1999) that the present Rule A dialects went through an earlier  
A2 stage.

6.3  Dating analogical lengthening

Analogical lengthening most probably started some time after Open Syllable 
Lengthening. In Van der Meer (1949) one can see that in the earliest records 
of Venlo MLb (the year 1320) long vowels in open syllables can be written with 
a single vowel symbol. Thus, jaer ‘year-Nom’ but jare ‘year-Dat’. The writing 
therefore coalesces with that of originally short vowels in open syllables, e.g. 
maken ‘make’. If we assume that the vowel in jare was long, the vowel in maken 
must have been long as well. We could thus place Open Syllable Lengthening 
in the 13th century at the last, i.e. not long after the start of Middle Limbur-
gian, which was characterized by the coalescence of unstressed short vowels 
into schwa.

Analogical Lengthening in Venlo MLb happened in the 15th century, with 
some early forms in haoff (i.e. ɦɔɔf) and daegh (i.e. daax).

7  Schwa drop
There have been several rounds of the drop of schwa in final unstressed syllables, 
and these rounds had different effects on the tone system.

7.1  Early schwa drop

The earliest schwa drop was interconsonantal, and it occurred even before Open 
Syllable Lengthening. It happened in front of the final t of the second and third 
person singular in the present indicative of strong verbs. Thus *brekəs > *breks 
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‘break-2sg’ and *brekət > *brekt ‘break-3sg’.18 This earliest schwa drop prevented 
the application of Open Syllable Lengthening, which affected most other forms in 
the paradigm such as the first person singular (*brɛkə > *brɛɛ̄kə), the first and 
third person plural (*brɛkən > *brɛɛ̄kən), or indeed the second person plural 
(*brɛkət > *brɛɛ̄kət). This gives us the present-day paradigm brɛɛ̄k breks brek 
brɛɛ̄kən brɛɛ̄k(t) brɛɛ̄kən.

The earliest schwa drop just discussed was restricted to the second and third 
person singular of strong verbs ending in obstruents. The second schwa drop, which 
is more important to the story of the origin of tone in Limburgian, applied after Open 
Syllable Lengthening, and occurred when the schwa was preceded by a long vowel 
and a sonorant consonant but followed by a coronal obstruent (s, z, d, or t). The 
conspicuous characteristic of this second schwa drop (and what distinguishes it 
from the later general schwa drop discussed in §7.3) is that it had no effect on tone.

Unlike the morphologically limited first schwa drop, the second schwa drop 
occurred across the board, for instance in the second and third person singular of 
weak as well as strong verbs and in the past participle of weak verbs (the past par-
ticiple of strong verbs did not end in -t). Thus, we crucially see that the cicrumflex 
on lengthened vowels remained in the following present-day Limburgian forms, 
the infinitives of which were mentioned in (21): ɦɔɔ̄ls ‘fetch-2Sg’, ɦɔɔ̄lt ‘fetch-
3Sg’ and ɣəɦɔɔ̄lt ‘fetched’ from the weak verb ɦɔɔ̄lən, and in vøø̄rs ‘drive-2Sg’ 
and vøø̄rt ‘drive-3Sg’ from the strong verb vaārən. Other examples are the forms 
of the weak verbs woōnən ‘dwell’ (woōns, woōnt, ɣəwoōnt) and ɣəbøø̄rən 
‘happen’ (ɣəbøø̄rt, ɣəbøø̄rt). Presumably (although the present-day tone cannot 
evidence it, as will become clear in §7.3), this second schwa drop also occurred in 

18  The divergently high vowel in breks and brekt is either due to an earlier i-umlaut (*brekis > 
*brikis), or to the non-application (because of the following high vowel) of the even earlier West-
Germanic a-umlaut ({ *brikis, *brikan } > { *brikis, *brekan }), or to both of these. Not surprisingly, 
this vowel is often identical to the vowel in the non-lengthened imperative singular (§6), e.g. 
in et ‘eat-ImpSg’ ~ ets ‘eat-2Sg’, although the two can diverge as well, as in our earlier examp-
le ɣef ‘give-ImpSg’ ~ ɣøfs ‘give-2Sg’. The 2Sg and 3Sg forms have been subject to an extensive 
morphologization of phonological alternations. One alternation is due to an original i-umlaut 
and explains the phonologically regular alternation of ʃlɔ́ɔpən ‘sleep-Inf’ (< *slɑɑpən) ~ ʃléaps 
‘sleep-2Sg’ (< *slææpɪs). Another alternation is the regular long-short alternation of brɛɛkən 
~ breks, which was analogically extended to originally long vowels, as in lɔūpən ‘walk-Inf’ (< 
*lɔupən) ~ løps ‘walk-2Sg’, which occurs instead of the perhaps regular løīps. The third alter-
nation is the regular rounding alternation of zeēn ‘see-Inf’ (< WGm *seo- < *siu- with a-umlaut) 
~ zyȳs ‘see-2Sg’ (< WGm *siu- without a-umlaut), which was analogically extended to forms like 
ɣøfs and ʃlǿaps ‘sleep-2Sg’ (an alternate form of ʃléaps). Thus, the present-day strong-verb 2Sg 
and 3Sg morphemes are synchronically characterized to various extents by umlaut, shortening, 
and rounding, instances of which can be seen in several examples in the text.
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the acute verbs mentioned in (12), for instance vǿørs ‘lead-2Sg’, vǿørt ‘lead-2Sg’ 
and ɣəvǿørt ‘led’ from the weak verb vǿørən.

Another set of forms that probably show this early second schwa drop 
are those with (usually sonorant) consonants flanked by two originally high 
vowels:

(41) Early drop of a schwa that used to be a high vowel after a high vowel
 zoōn ‘son’ (OHG sunu)

 døø̄r ‘door’ (OLF duri), cf. the NHG variant Türe

 doōr ‘through’ (OLF thuro; Old Saxon thuru)

 vøø̄r ‘for, before’ (OLF furi)

Some of these forms could be dismissed as cases of schwa drop before Open 
Syllable Lengthening, followed by analogical lengthening (e.g. *sunu > **zon > 
*zoōn). Quite apart from the need to explain such an earlier schwa drop, it would 
not account for the case of doōr, which has no source for analogy. De Vaan (1999) 
mentions some of the words in (41) separately as well as possible cases of an 
early schwa drop (namely ‘son’ and ‘door’, but also ‘sow’, which is zoōx in some  
dialects).19

The idea that schwa dropped rather early between sonorants and coronals 
obstruents is confirmed with the data from Middle Dutch as transcribed in the 
dictionary by Verdam (1961), who allows forms like geweget ‘aimed’, gevoedet 
‘fed’, and gevollet ‘filled’ (beside geweecht, gevoet, and gevolt) but not gewonet 
‘resident’ or gemalet ‘painted’ (only gewoont and gemaelt).

7.2  Drop of final schwa: voiceless version

All words that ended in a schwa, or that ended in a schwa followed by an obstru-
ent, eventually dropped it. The main exception is the plural and feminine singu-
lar of adjectives ending in a plosive or voiceless consonant cluster. Thus present- 
day Limburgian still has naātə ‘wet-FemSg’, riīkə ‘rich-FemSg’ and ɣɑsə 
‘whole-FemSg’, but in nearly all other cases final schwa was lost.20

19 Perhaps the word aān ‘at, on’ (< *anə) lost its schwa in this round as well, perhaps in order to 
improve the distinction with *ɑ́ɑnə ‘without’ after Open Syllable Lengthening (*aānə).
20 Other scattered exceptions exist, for instance the word néaʃə ‘sewstress’ < *nææjərsə, cf. 
attested MLb (sermons) minnerse ‘female lover’.
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We know that the loss of schwa ultimately led to a change in phonological 
structures across generations: original strɔ́ɔtə ‘street’ and dɔ́ɔt ‘deed’ consisted 
of three and two moras, respectively, as shown in (7) and (14), while present-day 
ʃtrɔ́ɔt and dɔ́ɔt rhyme perfectly, i.e., they must consist of the same number of 
moras, which I will assume to be two. As in the account of Open Syllabe Length-
ening, the account of Schwa Drop will involve three elements: the phonological 
structure maintained by the first generation (cf. (8)), the variation in pronuncia-
tion allowed by this structure, and the reinterpretation of selected overt forms as 
a new phonological structure by the next generation (cf. (19)). The lexical tonal 
representations for generation 1 of the acute form strɔ́ɔtə ‘street’ and the circum-
flex form wɛɛ̄kə ‘week’, aligned to an HL intonation contour, are given in (42), 
which also includes the structures for words without final schwa.

(42) Surface structures of words with and without final schwa, voiceless version

s. . . . . . . . ..t tr ɔ ɔ ɔ ɔə w ɛ ɛ k ə d t i i tt

µ µ µ
H L

‘street’ ‘week’ ‘deed’ ‘time’

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ
H L

µ µ
H

In these graphs syllable boundaries are represented as periods.
Now that we have the surface structures of generation 1, the next question is 

how the structures were actually pronounced. For dɔ́ɔt and tiīt we can assume 
the pronunciations [dɔ́ɔ̀t] and [tíít] (in H*L-focus environments); in the absence 
of evidence to the contrary we can assume that the final consonants were fully 
released, as they are in present-day Limburgian. For strɔ́ɔtə and wɛɛ̄kə, obvi-
ously possible pronunciations are [strɔ́ɔ̀tə̀] and [wɛ́ɛ́kə̀], with a full final vowel. 
But in a situation of imminent schwa loss there must have been variant forms 
with a reduced final vowel, which after a voiceless consonant could well be voice-
less: [strɔ́ɔ̀tə ̥̆] and [wɛ́ɛ́kə ̥̆ ]. Note that in these forms the L tone is not audible on 
the final vowel, because this vowel is voiceless. Such situations, with vowels that 
are fully present in the phonological surface structure but are hardly audible in 
the overt form, can in some languages, like Japanese, apparently easily be main-
tained by speakers and transferred to the next generation.

But Limburgian is not Japanese. Learners of Japanese “only” have to know 
that word-final consonants are generally ruled out in their language, as is evi-
denced by the full vowels that have to occur after voiced obstruents and son-
orants. Limburgian learners, however, had ample evidence that Limburgian 
did allow word-final consonants of all sorts. In a situation where the learner 
interprets [dɔ́ɔ̀t] as the corresponding structure in (42), she also has to inter-
pret [strɔ́ɔ̀tə ̆ ̥ ] in a way that makes sense in her emergent phonology. While some 
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learners may indeed come up with the bisyllabic structure in (42), perhaps aided 
by some overt adult forms with full vowels, some learners will act differently. We 
have to understand that the transcription [strɔ́ɔ̀tə ̥̆ ] suggests a final vowel, but that 
a voiceless vowel, especially a short one, often cannot be distinguished from the 
glottal fricative [h], so that an almost equivalent transcription is [strɔ́ɔ̀th]. Since 
utterance-final plosives tend to be slightly aspirated anyway (by the continua-
tion of uninhibited expiration), so that dɔ́ɔt will sound very much like [dɔ́ɔ̀tʰ], 
we have the ingredients for a merger, especially since word-final aspiration con-
trasts are cross-linguistically extremely rare. Some children, therefore, will per-
ceive [strɔ́ɔ̀tə ̥̆ ] and [wɛ́ɛ́kə ̥̆ ] as the monosyllabic structures in (43).

(43) Surface structures after schwa drop, voiceless version

µ µ
H L

µ µ
H

µ µ
H L

µ µ
H

‘street’ ‘week’ ‘deed’ ‘time’
s. .t tr ɔ ɔ . .w kɛ ɛ . .d tɔ ɔ . .t i i t

For strɔ́ɔt the change was well integrated in Limburgian phonotactics: the 
resulting rhyme was identical with the already existing rhyme in dɔ́ɔt. For 
wɛɛ̄k, the change was also reasonably well integrated, because the vowel ɛɛ̄ 
was already allowed in monosyllabic words deriving from analogical length-
ening (note that the MLb *ɛɛ had become éa). Now if some children create 
the structures in (43), they may go on to learn at a later point that some of 
these words can have a schwa appended to them. In effect, the structures have 
changed across the two generations from bisyllabic with variable schwa drop to 
monosyllabic with variable schwa extension (perhaps like modern French sɛ̃c 
‘five’). It is likely that speakers with the structures in (43) produce forms with 
schwa less often than people who still have the bisyllabic structures. The third 
generation, then, will hear even fewer forms with schwa than the second and 
is thus even more likely to posit a monosyllabic analysis, leading to even more 
schwa-less pronunciations. The merger, once started, appears irreversible, at 
least if schwa-less structures are fully licit in the language to begin with (this 
excludes the Japanese case).

If the consonant was voiceless, therefore, the lexical tone on the newly 
created monosyllabic word was identical to the lexical tone on the original bisyl-
labic word. Thus, originally long non-high vowels retained the acute. We can 
see this in many present-day Limburgian forms, which usually still end in -e in 
German. These forms include the first person singular of the present tense of 
verbs, the singular of many nouns (mostly feminine; if masculine, they usually 
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end in -en in present-day German)21, and the plural of some nouns. The following 
list presents up to four forms of each word mentioned: the current East Limbur-
gian form, the reconstructed form just before schwa drop (but after open syllable 
lengthening), the reconstructed early MLb form, and sometimes the attested or 
reconstructed OLF form.

(44) Schwa drop after acute plus voiceless consonant: acute
  Early MLb ɑɑ: ʃtrɔ́ɔt f. ‘street’ < *strɑɑtə (NHG Straße), mɔ́ɔt f. ‘measure’ 

(MHG mâʒe), ɦɔ́ɔk m. ‘hook’ (NHG Haken), ʃlɔ́ɔp ‘sleep-1sg’, lɔ́ɔt ‘let-1sg’

 Early MLb ee: téek f. ‘cover’ (< Lat. thēca; NHG Zieche)

  Early MLb øø: zǿøk ‘seek-1Sg’ < *zøøkə (NHG suche), vǿøt ‘feet’, Rm. bøø̄k 
‘beech’, zǿøt ‘sweet’ (OLF suoti), wǿøs ‘savage’ < wøøstə (OLF wuosti)

 Early MLb oo: kóok m. ‘cake’ < *kookə (NHG Kuchen)

And high vowels, diphthongs, and lengthened vowels retained the circumflex:

(45)  Schwa drop after circumflex plus voiceless consonant: circumflex (for 
nonhomorganic cluster cases see §12.2)

  Early MLb high vowels and diphthongs: riīk n. ‘empire’ < *riikə (OLF rîki), 
riīk ‘rich’, liīk n. ‘dead body’ (NHG Leiche), ruūt ‘diamond’, zɛīp ‘soap’ 
(NHG Seife), ɛīk ‘oak’ (NHG Eiche)

 Early MLb an: kɑɲ̄c ‘side’ (NHG Kante)

  Early MLb om: klom̄p ‘lump’ (NHG Klumpen), ɦom̄p ‘chunk’ (NHG 
Humpen), lom̄p ‘rag’ (NHG Lumpen)

 Early MLb ɔl: bɔūt ‘bolt’ < *bɔltə (NHG Bolzen)

  Early MLb a: zaāk f. ‘business’ < *zaākə < *zakə (OLF saka, NHG Sache), 
aāp m. ‘ape’ (NHG Affe), ɦaāt m. ‘hate’, laāt ‘late’

  Early MLb ɛ: bɛɛ̄k ‘brook’ < *bɛɛ̄kə < *bɛkə < *baki (cf. umlautless NHG Bach)

  Early MLb æ: wɛɛ̄k ‘week’ < *wɛɛ̄kə < *wækə < *weka, brɛɛ̄k ‘break-1Sg’ < 
*brækə (NHG breche), ʃprɛɛ̄k ‘speak-1Sg’

  Early MLb ɔ: knɔɔ̄k m. ‘bone’ < *knɔɔ̄kə < *knɔkə (NHG Knochen), kɔɔ̄k 
‘cook-1Sg’ < *kɔkə (NHG koche), ɦɔɔ̄p ‘hope-1Sg’ (NHG hoffe)

21 Both the feminine and masculine nouns had a nominative in -e and an accusative in -en in 
early MHG. The feminine nouns soon changed their accusative into -e, generalizing the nomina-
tive affix. Most masculine nouns later changed their nominative to -en, generalizing the accusa-
tive. Some masculine nouns (e.g. Name ‘name’, Wille ‘will’, and nouns denoting males like Junge 
‘boy’ and Affe ‘ape’) retain the -e/-en alternation in present-day German.
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The new situation. Like analogical lengthening, schwa drop led to less predict-
ability in the relation of the mora accent with segmental and syllable structure. 
Thus, the new form ɦɔɔ̄p ‘hope-N; hope-1Sg’ contrasts with the old form slɔ́ɔp 
‘sleep-N; sleep-ImpSg’ and with the new form slɔ́ɔp ‘sleep-1Sg’.

7.3  Drop of final schwa: voiced version

Something slightly different happened when the intervening consonant was 
voiced rather than voiceless. The structures of generation 1 are shown in (46).

(46) Surface structures of words with and without final schwa, voiced version

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ
H L

µ µ
H

‘�ower’ ‘grape’ ‘chicken’ ‘wine’
b l o o m ə. . . d r u u v ə ɦ no o. . . n .w i i.. .

These structures are completely analogous to (42). Again, the tones are only asso-
ciated with the heads of the tonal moras, and onset segments cannot head moras. 
As before, there cannot be more than two moras in a syllable, simply because no 
more than two tonal moras are needed to represent the surface structure. This 
means that the final n of ɦóon or wiīn does not head a mora (this contrasts with 
cases like mɑ ‘man’, in which the final n is the second tonal mora of the syllable).

The next question is how these abstract structures were pronounced. I assume 
that every segment belongs to a mora, as in (46), and that every segment is real-
ized with the tone that its mora head is linked to. Thus, the n of ɦóon or wiīn can 
be regarded as a part of the second mora, hence will be pronounced with the tone 
linked to that mora: [ɦóòǹ] and [wííń]. For the full pronunciations of blóomə and 
druūvə I assume that the syllable boundary coincides with a mora boundary, so 
that the m and v can be regarded as a part of the mora in the second syllable, hence 
the pronunciations [blóòm̀ə̀] and [drúúv̀ə̀]. In a situation where final schwas are 
heavily reduced, some realizations must have sounded like [blóòm̀] and [drúúv̀]. 
The crucial difference with the voiceless forms of the previous section is that a low 
tone can now be heard on the final consonant. Forms like [drúúv̀] may look weird, 
with a low-toned final segment, but it is the same pronunciation that was judged 
as ‘trivial’ by Kiparsky (1973) for the Lithuanian word dvaāras, which came to be 
pronounced [dváár̀s] when the final vowel was dropt (for more details, see §7.4).

Some learners of generation 2 will base their surface structures on the reduced 
forms [blóòm̀], [drúúv̀], [ɦóòǹ] and [wííń]. A perception as disyllabic would violate 
a constraint against having a syllable that is not headed by a vowel. This struc-
tural constraint is cross-linguistically high ranked and we can assume that it is 
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also high ranked for beginning learners. So the learner will assign monosyllabic 
structures to all of the four forms (note that the four forms have analogous segmen-
tal patterns: [drúúv̀] looks different from the others since it ends in a fricative, but 
it stands in for a large number of forms that also include sonorant-final cases like 
the generation-1 word duūmə ‘thumb’, which has the reduced form [dúúm̀]). The 
forms show three overt tone patterns: an level high pattern in [wííń], a fall before 
the last segment in [drúúv̀], and a fall in the midst of the long vowel in [blóòm̀] and 
[ɦóòǹ]. The learner can make sense of this by positing a mora boundary at every 
change of tone. This requires that she posit the trimoraic analysis shown in (47).

(47) Trimoraic analysis of schwa loss, voiced version

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H L

µ µ µ
H

. .b l o o m . .d r u u v . .ɦ o o n . .w i i n

Some generation-2 learners may indeed come up with the structures in (47), thus 
violating a cross-linguistically high-ranked constraint against having more than 
two tonal moras in a syllable. The result is a triple contrast: the tone moves after 
the first, second, or third mora. Such a situation is uncommon in languages, like 
e.g. the triple contrast between oral, nasal, and half-nasal vowels, or the triple 
contrast between dentals, alveolars and retroflexes: not impossible, but uncom-
mon, either for perceptual reasons (the auditory contrast is too small) or for struc-
tural reasons (here: three moras is too crowded). In Limburgian there were also 
systemic reasons that disfavoured these trimoraic forms. First, the triple contrast 
is specific to monosyllables and does not occur in disyllabic words. When an 
ending is added, the third mora is typically resyllabified as a non-moraic conso-
nant, as in .druū.vən. ‘grapes’. These restrictions on the third mora are in stark 
contrast with the freedom of sonorant consonants as a second mora. Thus, n can 
be the second mora in the monosyllabic mɑ ‘man’, or when followed by a voiced 
plosive in MLb lɑt ‘land’, or when in the disyllabic .mɛn.nə. ‘men’, where it 
stays in the first syllable (for the tone structure of this word, see the next section).

With the problematicity of the trimoraic analysis, several generation-2 learn-
ers will directly create non-trimoraic analyses from the [blóòm̀], [drúúv̀], [ɦóòǹ] 
and [wííń] of generation 1. And generation-2 learners that do create the forms 
in (47) will beget generation-3 learners, some of whom will create non-trimoraic 
analyses from the [blóòm̀], [drúúv̀], [ɦóòǹ] and [wííń] of this generation-2 sub-
group. All these non-trimoraic analysers will come up with a bimoraic analysis, 
and the two moras will be the two parts of the long vowels in (46) and (47). For 
the three forms [blóòm̀], [ɦóòǹ] and [wííń] the analysis is easy, since it can be the 
same as for [ɦóòǹ] and [wííń] in (46). For [drúúv̀], the choice is simply between 
the two forms in (48).
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(48) The two bimoraic options for the perception of [drúúv̀]

µ µ
H

µ µ
H L

d r u u v .. . .d r u u v

The first of these forms honours the high tone audible on the second part of the 
vowel in [drúúv̀], but since the child must pronounce the first form in (48) as 
[drúúv́], analogously to [wííń], it does not honour the low tone audible on the 
final consonant. The second form, on the other hand, does honour the audible 
low tone in [drúúv̀], but since it must be pronounced as [drúùv̀], analogously to 
[ɦóòǹ], it does so by severing the audible link between the high tone and the 
second part of the vowel in [drúúv̀]. The choice is between two evils, and what 
the Franconians did is clear: they chose the second option in (48), thus creating 
an acute accent on drúuv ‘grape’. When we compare the new structure to the 
‘grape’ versions in (46) and (47), we see that Limburgian has “preferred the sta-
bility of tones to the stability of segment-to-tone links”. The square quotes are 
necessary here, because the same “stability preference” would predict the same 
circumflex-to-acute change in the case of the voiceless consonants of the previ-
ous section. Speaking in terms of “stability”, i.e. speaking in terms of conversions 
between phonological structures, is of course incorrect for sound change, which 
must pass through the bottleneck of the overt-form-and-reanalysis scheme. The 
“voiceless” form wɛɛ̄kə has to pass through the overt form [wɛ́ɛ́k(ə̥̆ )] and thereby 
loses the information about the low tone on the schwa in the surface structure. 
The four structures, then, are the ones shown in (49).

(49) Surface structures after schwa drop, voiced version

          . b l o o m .

µ µ
H L

.. .d r u u v .ɦ o o n

µ µ
H L

µ µ
H L

. w i i n .

µ µ
H

When comparing the voiceless and voiced forms, we see that only one of the eight 
forms changed the tonal contour on the first two moras: drúuv. Its structure has 
become indistinguishable from that of ɦóon, so that we must assume that the 
F0 contour in the pronunciation of drúuv as spoken by generation 3 fell in the 
middle of the vowel, so that we must conclude that there was a pronunication 
change from [drúúv̀] to [drúùv̀] within a couple of generations.

The seemingly weird accent alignment change is less exceptional than it may 
seem: for a comparable change in Lithuanian, see §7.4.

The change of the mora accent around voiced consonants has left its reflexes 
in present-day Limburgian. List (50) shows the present-day forms for origi-
nal acutes, which stayed acute. The forms in the list do not take into account 
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the effects of the second final devoicing (§11), so many forms end in a voiced 
obstruent in (50) whereas most of the present dialects have voiceless obstruents 
instead.

(50) Modern forms with schwa drop after acute and voiced consonant: acute
  Early MLb *ɑɑ > ɔ́ɔ: lɔ́ɔɣ f. ‘layer’ < *lɑɑɣə (NHG Lage), mɔ́ɔn f. ‘moon’ 

(OLF mâno), ɣrɔ́ɔv m. ‘count’

  Early MLb *ææ > Gel. éa, Rm. Sitt. ée: kéaz f. ‘cheese’ < *kææzə (NHG 
Käse), léaɣ ‘low’ (OHG lâgi), ʃéar ‘scissors’ (NHG Schere)

  Early MLb *ɛɛ > Gel. éa, Rm. Sitt. ée: zéal ‘soul’ < *zɛɛlə < sêla < WGm 
*saiwala (NHG Seele)

 Early MLb *œœ > Gel. ǿa, Rm. Sitt. ǿø: drǿaɣ ‘dry’ < *drœœɣə

  Early MLb *ɔɔ > Gel. óa, Rm. Sitt. óo: bóan f. ‘bean’ < *bɔɔnə (NHG Bohne), 
ʃóan ‘beautiful’, óar n. ‘ear’, dóaz f. ‘box’ (NHG Dose), ʃóal f. ‘school’

 Early MLb *ee > Gel. Rm. ée, Sitt. ɛ́i: vléeɣ f. ‘fly’ (NHG Fliege)

  Early MLb *øø > Gel. Rm. ǿø, Sitt. œ́i: ɣrǿøn ‘green’ < *ɣrøønə (OHG 
gruoni), kǿøl ‘cool’, vrǿøɣ ‘early’

  Early MLb *oo > Gel. Rm. óo, Sitt. ɔ́u: blóom f. ‘flower’ < *bloomə (NHG 
Blume), ɦóor f. ‘whore’

The drúuv case extends to all high vowels, diphthongs, and lengthened vowels. 
In all these cases, an original circumflex shows up as an acute in the present lan-
guage if schwa was dropped after a voiced consonant:

(51) Modern forms with schwa drop after circumflex and voiced consonant: acute 
 (for nonhomorganic cases see §12.2)

  Early MLb *ii > *iī > íi: wíiz f. ‘melody’ (NHG Weise), líin f. ‘line’ (NHG 
Leine), píin ‘pain’ (Late Latin pēna), ɣərdíin ‘curtain’, ʃíiv f. ‘disc’ (NHG 
Scheibe)

  Early MLb *yy > *yȳ > ýy: krýyn ‘crown of head’ < *kryȳnə < *kryynə

  Early MLb *uu > *uū > úu: kúul ‘mine’ < *kuūlə ‘pit’ < *kuulə, drúuv f. 
‘grape’ (NHG Traube), dúuv f. ‘pigeon’ (NHG Taube), dúum m. ‘thumb’ 
(NHG Daumen)

  Early MLb *ɛi > *ɛī > ɛ́i: klɛ́in ‘small’ < *klɛīnə, ɑlɛ́in ‘alone’ (NHG alleine), 
ɣəmɛ́in ‘nasty’ (MHG gemeine)

  Early MLb *ɔu > *ɔū > *ɔ́u: ɔ́uɣ n. ‘eye’ < *ɔūɣə < *ɔuɣə (NHG Auge), ɣəlɔ́uv 
n. ‘belief’ (NHG Glaube)
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  Early MLb *a > *aā > áa: náam m. ‘name’ < *naāmə < *nāmə < *namə < 
namo, báan f. ‘road’, ʃwáan f. ‘swan’ < *swanə, ráam m. ‘frame’ (NHG 
Rahmen), náaz f. ‘nose’, ráav m. ‘raven’ (NHG Raben), máaɣ m. ‘stomach’ 
< *maāɣə < *maɣə (NHG Magen), máax(t) f. ‘virgin’ < *máaxt < *maāɣət 
< *maɣət (NHG Magd), ʃáaj f. ‘damage’ < *sxaðə (NHG Schade f., Schaden 
m.), kráaɣ m. ‘collar’ (NHG Kragen), dráaɣ ‘carry-1Sg’ (NHG trage), Rm. 
(also in Belgian Limburg; Goossens 1977) káaf n. ‘chaff’ < *kavə22

  Early MLb *æ > *ɛɛ̄ > ɛ́ɛ: nɛ́ɛv ‘nephew, cousin’ < *nævə, wɛ́ɛm ‘whom’ < 
*wæmə, lɛ́ɛv ‘live-1Sg’ < *lævə

  Early MLb *ɛ > *ɛɛ̄ > ɛ́ɛ: zɛ́ɛɣ f. ‘saw’ < *zɛɣə

  Early MLb *ɔ > *ɔɔ̄ > ɔ́ɔ: kɔ́ɔl f. ‘coal’ < *kɔɔ̄lə < *kɔlə (NHG Kohle), bɔɔ̄r f. 
‘drill’ (NHG Bohre), bɔ́ɔɣ m. ‘bow’ < *bɔɣə (NHG Bogen)

  Early MLb *e > *eē > ée (Sitt. ɛ́i): ʃméej m.pl. ‘smiths’ < *smeēðə < *smeðə 
(NHG Schmiede), ʃéem m. ‘shade’ < *sxemə (Old Saxon scimo; different 
vowel NHG Schemen)

  Early MLb *o > *oō > óo (Sitt. ɔ́u): ʃtóov f. ‘stove’ < *stoōvə < *stovə (NHG 
Stube)

The new phonology. The changes proposed in this section only work if the lan-
guage can be regarded as a lexical mora-alignment language both before and after 
the change. Schwa drop after voiced consonants greatly extended the number 
of forms in which mora alignment could be contrastive. The acute accent could 
now appear on high vowels, on diphthongs (including short vowels followed by 
sonorant consonants), and on the long vowels aa and ɛɛ. It may be possible that 
schwa drop in this way saved the mora accent contrast in the Franconian dialects, 
whereas the neighbouring High-German dialects lost the contrast because they 
retained final schwa.

Reflexes in present-day phonology. Schwa drop led to a large number of tone 
alternations within paradigms where the consonant was voiced and the vowel 

22 Reported mediaeval forms from surrounding languages of the word meaning ‘chaff’ are kaf 
and kave. The present-day Dutch form kaf, with a short vowel, must come from kaf. As Goossens 
notices, the acute accent shows that the present-day Limburgian form comes from kave (if it 
had come from kaf, it would have become kaāf by analogical lengthening). Of course, this form 
cannot be an argument for the historical predictability of the present-day tone; rather, the tone 
disambiguates the mediaeval form in this case.
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originally had a circumflex tone. In weak verbs, the first singular could receive an 
acute, while the infinitive retained the circumflex:

lɛ́ɛv ‘live-1Sg; live-ImpSg’ ~ lɛɛ̄vən ‘to live’

In strong verbs, where the imperative singular ended in a consonant, some 
minimal pairs were introduced:

bliīf ‘stay-ImpSg’ ~ blíiv ‘stay-1Sg’ ~ bliīvən ‘to stay’, draāx ‘carry-ImpSg’ ~ 
dráaɣ ‘carry-1Sg’ ~ draāɣən ‘to carry’

In adjectives, the plural and feminine singular could form a minimal tone pair 
with the predicative form:

wiīs ‘wise’ ~ wíiz ‘wise-Pl&FemSg’ ~ wíizən ‘wise-MascSg’

This example also shows that the masculine singular received an unexpected 
acute, perhaps in analogy with the feminine and plural form (De Vaan 1999).

In nouns, we have to distinguish various classes. Consonant-final stems 
(mostly masculine) lost the schwa in the plural:

daāx ‘day’ ~ dáaɣ ‘days’, kniīn ‘rabbit’ ~ kníin ‘rabbits’

Schwa-final stems (mostly feminine) lost the schwa in the singular:

líin ‘line’ ~ liīnən ‘lines’, dúuv ‘dove’ ~ duūvən ‘doves’, dúum m. ‘thumb’ ~  
duūmən ‘thumbs’, ʃrúuv ‘screw’ ~ ʃruūvən ‘screws’, drúuv ‘grape’ ~ druūvən 
‘grapes’, ýyl ‘owl’ ~ yȳlən ‘owls’, rɛ́iz ‘travel’ ~ rɛīzən ‘travels’, ɔ́uɣ n. ‘eye’ ~ 
ɔūɣən ‘eyes’, náam m. ‘name’ ~ naāmən ‘names’, báan ‘job’ ~ baānən ‘jobs’, 
kɔ́ɔl ‘coal’ ~ kɔɔ̄lən ‘pieces of coal’

Later on, these alternations led to localized cases of analogy, with the normal 
exceptions in (11), such as Roermond blóom ~ blóomən, coming to follow the 
drúuv ~ druūvən pattern (Dols 1944). Another thing that arose locally was purely 
morphological use of tone alternations, such as Moresnet ʃlɔɔ̄p ‘sleep-ImpSg’ ~ 
ʃlɔ́ɔp ‘sleep-1Sg’, coming to follow the bliīf ~ blíiv pattern (footnote 9). 

7.4  Lithuanian parallels of tone change by schwa drop

This seemingly weird change, which has attracted the ingenuity of many research-
ers (§13), has a parallel in Lithuanian, where the form [dváár̀s] that we saw before 
is interpreted as an acute accent: dváars (Kiparsky 1973). The following makes 
the parallel explicit:
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(52) Parallel between Lithuanian and Limburgian: schwa drop creates a fake acute
 dvaāras → [dváár̀s] → dváars
 druūvə  → [drúúv̀] → drúuv

Kiparsky regards dváars as a ‘fake acute’ because he claims that it is pronounced 
as [dváár̀s] rather than [dváàr̀s]. If the pronunciation is indeed [dváár̀s], Lithuanian 
would reflect a stage that has been intermediate in the development of Limburgian.

The parallel in (52) also resolves a different problem in Lithuanian that still 
eluded Kiparsky (1973: 830: fn. 22). In Lithuanian nominal inflection, all disyllabic 
endings used to have a circumflex in the first syllable, and this shifted later into a 
short accent on the second syllable, e.g. in the instrumental plural -oōmis > -oomìs. 
The dative plural form, which can be reconstructed as -oōmus, escaped this shift 
because the u was dropped at some point. However, instead of the expected -oōms, 
this form presently turns up as -óoms. This form is understandable as a perfect 
parallel to Limburgian schwa drop: in a language that already has a Limburgian/
Lithuanian-type tone contrast, a circumflex will turn into an acute if a schwa drops 
from the following syllable, at least if the intervening consonant is voiced:

(53) Parallel between Lithuanian and Limburgian: schwa drop creates a real acute
 druūvə  → [drúúv̀] → drúuv → [drúùv̀]
 oōmus → [óóm̀s] → óoms → [óòm̀s]

In (53) we see three steps: a speaker-induced drop of a final vowel, a reinterpre-
tation by listeners as an acute (i.e. as a low tone connected to the second mora), 
and a new pronunciation based on the reinterpretation (i.e. a pronunciation with 
low F0 on the second part of the vowel).

7.5  The behaviour of obstruent geminates in schwa drop

After a voiceless geminate consonant such as in *kɑttə ‘cat’, a dropping schwa 
would leave no trace of the low F0, and there is no reason why the resulting 
auditory form [kɑ́tt(ə ̥̆ )] should be perceived as anything else than two high-toned 
moras, just as the auditory form [stǿk] (I assume here that a trimoraic analysis is 
ruled out, so that the final consonant cannot be analysed as a geminate).23 After a 

23 This opens up the question whether a structure like ((kɑt)µ(t)µ)σ is universally ruled out or 
not. If it is not, then bimoraicity is compatible with syllable-final geminates, and my argument 
for assigning a mora to the first d in *bɛddə (§4.7) would vanish as well, because the structure 
could then be ((bɛd)µ)σ((də)µ)σ.
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voiced geminate obstruent such as in *bɛ́ddə ‘bed’, a dropping schwa would still 
leave a trace of the low F0 on the final voiced consonant, and given the analysis 
in §7.3 there seems to be no reason for the learner to interpret the new auditory 
form [bɛ́d̀] as anything else than an acute. The structures in (54) show the results.

(54) Surface structures after schwa drop, obstruent version

µ

‘bed’ ‘cat’

µ
H L

µ µ
H

b d .. ɛ . .k tɑ

Present-day reflexes. In the areas that maintain a lexical tone contrast on short 
vowels before voiceless consonants, such as Moresnet (Jongen 1972), words like 
kɑt̄ currently have a circumflex, i.e. the pitch movement occurs in the next sylla-
ble, and words like bɛ́d currently have an acute, i.e. the pitch movement occurs 
in the syllable itself (instead of between ɛ and d, the pitch movement nowadays 
falls within ɛ as a result of the second final devoicing and/or degemination, see 
§11). Some present-day forms are listed in (55) and (56).

(55) Schwa drop after voiceless geminates
  nɑk̄ (Rm. næk̄) m. ‘neck’ < *nɑk̄kə (NHG Nacken), plæk̄ m. ‘spot’ < 

*plæk̄kə (MDu. plecke), ɦɑk̄ m. ‘heel’ < *ɦɑk̄kə (NHG Hacke f.), tɑp̄ m. 
‘tap’ < *tɑp̄pə (NHG Zapfen), lɑp̄ m. ‘piece of cloth’ < *lɑp̄pə (NHG Lappen)

(56) Schwa drop after voiced geminate obstruents
  bɛ́d n. ‘bed’ < *bɛ́ddə, brœ́g f. ‘bridge’ < *brǿggə (NHG Brücke), lég ‘lie-

1Sg’ < *léggə (MDu ligge), lɛ́g ‘lay-1Sg’ < *lɛ́ggə (MDu legge), zɛ́g ‘say-1Sg’ <  
*zɛ́ggə (MDu segge), wɛ́g ‘loaf’ < *wɛ́ggə (MHG wecke), ɦɛ́g ‘hedge’ < 
*ɦɛ́ggə (NHG Hecke), ɦœ́b ‘have-1Sg’ < *ɦœ́bbə (MDu hebbe)24

7.6  The behaviour of sonorant geminates in schwa drop

After a geminate sonorant, schwa drop led to a new kind of acute syllables. Thus, 
the word *zónnə ‘sun’ was pronounced as [zóǹǹə̀] before schwa drop (§4.7) and 
as [zóǹ] after schwa drop. In nearly all of the Limburgian and Central Franconian 

24 This word may not be actually attested as having an acute, because it is possible that all the 
areas in which short vowels before obstruent consonants have contrastive tone have the Ripuaric 
form ɦɑ́n instead (e.g. Jongen 1972).
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area (with the exception at least of the peripheral area around Horst, to the north 
of Venlo), the audibility of the low pitch (in H*L alignments) on the sonorant con-
sonant was apparently enough to make the learners analyse [zóǹ] as the structure 
in (57).

(57) Surface structures after schwa drop, sonorant version

µ

‘sun’ ‘trap’

µ
H L H L

µ µ

z n .. o . .v lɑ

Present-day reflexes. In words with schwa drop after a sonorant geminate, an 
acute is found in nearly all of the Limburgian and Central Franconian area, with 
the exception at least of the peripheral area around Horst, to the north of Venlo, 
where no tone contrast exists on this type of syllables. Present-day forms typical 
of Geleen, Roermond and Sittard are listed in (58).

(58) Schwa drop after geminate sonorants
  vɑ́l f. ‘trap’ < vɑ́llə (NHG Falle), vɑ́l ‘fall-1Sg’ < vɑ́llə (NHG falle), kɑ́l ‘speak-

1Sg’ < kɑ́llə, ɦǽl ‘hard-Pl/FemSg’ < *ɦǽllə (NHG helle), wɔ́l (Rm. wól) f. 
‘wool’ < wɔ́llə (NHG Wolle, Low Saxon Wulle), vɔ́l f. ‘full-Pl/FemSg’ < vɔ́llə 
(NHG volle), ʃtél ‘silent’ < *stéllə, vǽr ‘far’ < *vǽrrə (NHG ferne), kǽr f. 
‘car’ < *kǽrrə (NHG Karre, Karren m.), tǽr m. ‘tar’ < *tǽrrə, zón f. ‘sun’ <  
*zónnə (MHG sunne), tón f. ‘barrel’ < *tónnə (NHG Tonne), mǽm f. 
‘female breast’ < *mǽmmə (MHG memme), Sitt. ʃtœ́m Rm. ʃtǿm f. ‘voice’ < 
*stɛ́mmə/*stémmə (NHG Stimme)

The new phonotactics. This change led to a new kind of lexical tone contrasts, 
namely in final sequences of a short vowel and a sonorant consonant, i.e. between 
the forms listed in (31) and those listed in (58). One of the many minimal pairs is 
vɑ́l ‘trap; fall-1Sg’ versus vɑ ‘fall’.

7.7  Geminate lenition and schwa drop

Original sequences of a lateral or a nasal followed by a voiced homorganic plosive 
were at some point simplified to a geminate. All the later developments of this 
class of consonant clusters are identical to the developments in the original son-
orant geminates. We can most easily account for this fact if we assume that this 
change occurred before the advent of the tone contrast. For instance, *bɑŋgə 
‘scared’ > *bɑŋŋə > *bɑ́ŋŋə > *bɑ́ŋ. Another possibility is that the gemination 
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occurred later; in that case, however, there must have been a tone change when 
gemination happened: *bɑŋgə > *bɑŋ̄gə > *bɑ́ŋŋə > *bɑ́ŋ. This question of this 
timing is not unlikely to be quite relevant to the whole question of Limburgian 
tonogenesis.

Present-day reflexes. The present Limburgian forms that derive from a schwa 
drop after a lenited geminate all have the acute tone.

(59) Schwa drop in geminate lenition environments
  From *nd: mɑ́ɲ f. ‘basket’ < *mɑ́ɲɲə < *mɑɲɟə (MHG mande), ɦǽɲ f.pl. 

‘hands’ < *ɦɛ́ɲɲə < *ɦɛɲɟə (MHG Hände)25, tǽɲ f.pl. ‘teeth’ < *tɛ́ɲɲə  
< *tɛɲɟə (MHG Zähne)26, wóɲ f. ‘wound’ < *wóɲɲə < *woɲɟə (NHG Wunde), 
ɦóɲ or ɦǿɲ m.pl. ‘dogs’ < *ɦóɲɲə < *ɦoɲɟə (NHG Hunde), véɲ ‘find-1Sg’ < 
*véɲɲə < *veɲɟə (NHG finde), véɲs ‘find-2Sg’ < *véɲɲəs < *veɲɟəs (NHG 
findest), véɲc ‘find-3Sg’ < *véɲɲət < *veɲɟət (NHG findet)

  From *ŋg: bɑ́ŋ ‘scared’ < *bɑ́ŋŋə < *bɑŋgə (NHG bange), lɑ́ŋ ‘long (adv.)’ <  
*lɑ́ŋŋə < *lɑŋgə (MHG lange), ʃpréŋ ‘jump-1Sg’ < *spréŋŋə < *spreŋgə 
(MHG springe), ʃpréŋs ‘jump-2Sg’ < *spréŋŋəs < *spreŋgəs (MHG 
springest), ʃpréŋk ‘jump-3Sg’ < *spréŋŋət < *spreŋgət (MHG springet), tóŋ 
‘tongue’ < *tóŋŋə < *toŋgə (NHG Zunge)

 From *mb: dóm ‘dumb-Pl/FemSg’ < *dómmə < *dombə (MHG tumbe)

 From *ld: wéʎ ‘wild-Pl/FemSg’ < *wéʎʎə < *weʎɟə (NHG wilde)

The new situation. This change led to an extension of the oppositions for forms 
ending in m: dóm (< *dombə) joins ʃtóm (< *stommə) in contrasting with ʃtom̄. 
More interestingly, a new contrast arose between forms like ʃpréŋk (< *spreŋgət) 
and reŋ̄k (< *reŋk), leading to some minimal pairs such as zéŋk ‘sings’ (< *zeŋgət) 
versus zeŋ̄k ‘sinks’ (< *zeŋkət). Also, a new correlation between segments and 
tones arose in the language: all words ending in a short vowel followed by ɲ, ŋ, or ʎ  
received (and still have) an acute tone; this is ultimately due to the fact that all 
such forms derive from words ending in a schwa (-ɲɟə, -ŋgə, -ʎɟə), which again is 
due to the fact that ɲ, ŋ, or ʎ originally had to be licensed by a following plosive 
(in the case of ɲ and ʎ because palatalization required a plosive, and in the 
case of ŋ because ŋ was not a separate phoneme of West-Germanic and in fact  
Proto-Indo-European) and the plosive had to be voiced (and therefore followed 
by a vowel, because of the first final devoicing) in order to be deletable.

25 The present æ instead of the expected ɛ is an example of the new regularized umlaut.
26 The present æ instead of the expected ɛ is an example of the new regularized umlaut.
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7.8  Schwa drop after a vowel

Early Middle Limburgian had no cases of short vowels followed by a schwa, so Late 
MLb had no cases of lengthened vowels followed by a schwa. The only circumflex 
vowels before schwa could have been the high vowels iī, yȳ, and uū. Thus, there 
must have been forms like *biiə ‘bee’ and *buuə ‘build-1Sg’. However, §4.6 has 
proposed that in Early MLb the high vowels were monomoraic, so the structures 
might have been better represented as *bijə and *buwə, but instead I propose 
that the actual structures were *bijjə and *buwwə, with geminated glides. The 
reason for this proposal is that in the general Late MLb bimoraic reanalysis of 
stressed syllables such structures would have become *bíjjə and *búwwə, with 
acutes that we still see today in the plurals *bíjən ‘bees’ and *búwən ‘build-1Pl’. 
The forms with a final schwa received a less surprisingly acute: bíj and búw.

Present-day reflexes. All words with a schwa drop after a vowel have an acute in 
present-day Limburgian. Some cases are listed in (60).

(60) Schwa drop after a vowel: acute
  bíj ‘bee’ < *biiə (MDu bije), vríj ‘free-Pl/FemSg’ < *vriiə (NHG freie), dýj 

‘push-1Sg’ < *dyyə, nýj ‘new-Pl/FemSg’ < *nyyə, búw ‘build-1Sg’ < *buuə 
(NHG baue), ʃúw ‘shy-Pl/FemSg’ < *sxuuə (NHG scheue)

The new situation. The change led to the first tone contrasts in final vowels, 
some minimal pairs being bíj ‘bee’ ~ bij ̄‘by’, vríj ‘free-Pl/FemSg’ ~ vrij ̄‘free’, nýj 
‘new-Pl/FemSg’ ~ nyj ̄‘new’, and ʃúw ‘shy-Pl/FemSg’ ~ ʃuw̄ ‘shy’.

7.9  Schwa drop and ð loss

At some point in early New Limburgian, a ð was lost between a vowel and a schwa. 
The schwa was also dropped, and if the preceding syllable had a circumflex, this 
changed into an acute, which comes to no surprise.

Present-day reflexes. All present-day forms with word-internal schwa deletion 
have an acute.

(61) Drop of d and schwa: acute
  ɣáarən ‘collect’ < *ɣaāðərən < *ɣaðərən, ɛ́ɛk ‘vinegar’ < *ɛɛ̄ðək < *ɛðək, 

lɛ́ɛr ‘leather’ < *lɛɛ̄ðər < *lɛðər, wɛ́ɛr ‘weather’ < *wɛɛ̄ðər < *wɛðər, lɛ́ɛx 
‘empty’ < *lɛɛ̄ðəx < *lɛðəx, bɔ́ɔm ‘bottom’ < *bɔɔ̄ðəm < *bɔðəm, bǿøl 
‘hangman’ < *bøø̄ðəl < *bøðəl, zíj ‘silk’ < *ziiðə (NHG Seide), zíj ‘side’ < 
*ziiðə (NHG Seite), lýyk ‘Liege’ < *lyȳðək, ɔ́ɔr f. ‘vene’ < *ɑ́ɑðər, ɔ́ɔm m. 
‘breath’ < *ɑ́ɑðəm, vóorən ‘fodder’ < *vóoðərən
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The new situation. Before this change, the lengthened vowels aa and ɛɛ and the 
high vowels ii, yy and uu could only have an acute in positions before a voiced con-
sonant. While there are certainly statistical tendencies to that extent in present- 
day Limburgian, the list in (61) shows several new acutes for these vowels before 
a voiceless consonant (ɛ́ɛk, lɛ́ɛx, lýyk). The list also shows new acutes for these 
vowels in disyllabic forms (ɣáarən).

8  Neutralization in voiced environments
The change from circumflex to acute in voiced environments described in §7.3 
was conditioned by a drop of schwa in the next syllable. In the larger part of the 
present tone area, however, this change was not conditioned by schwa drop: it 
occurred as well in words that stayed disyllabic, such as in lɛ́ɛvən ‘to live’ and 
káamər ‘room’. In this area, then, all disyllabic forms with voiced intervocalic 
consonants have an acute, and bəlɔ́ɔvən ‘to promise’, from *bəlɔvən, rhymes 
with ʃtrɔ́ɔvən ‘to punish’, from *strɑɑvən.

The area in which this neutralization took place is called the Rule A area and 
roughly comprises the Central Franconian area (Ripuaric, Moselle Franconian) 
as well as the Limburgian-Ripuaric transition area. The more conservative area, 
where bəlɔɔ̄vən still does not rhyme with ʃtrɔ́ɔvən, is called the Rule A2 area and 
roughly comprises the Low Franconian (Limburgian) area.

There are at least two ways in which the neutralization could have happened. 
The first is by starting from a paradigmatic analogy, then overgeneralizing pho-
nologically: the form lɛɛ̄vən could have become lɛ́ɛvən by analogy to the related 
form lɛ́ɛv ‘live-1Sg’, after which the number of disyllabic voiced circumflexes 
in the language was so low that the few non-alternating remaining ones, like 
kaāmər, were changed to acute as well.

The second possibility is that the cause of the neutralization is purely 
phonological. We know that there are neighbouring non-tonal dialects that 
invariably have an acute in all long vowels, thus lɛ́ɛvən as well as ɛ́ɛtən. It is 
not unlikely that some of these dialects have been tonal at some stage in their 
development. When compared to present-day Limburgian, these dialects must 
therefore have gone through a general innovation exemplified by the changes 
lɛɛ̄vən → lɛ́ɛvən and ɛɛ̄tən → ɛ́ɛtən. The question now is: if there were any 
intermediate dialects that changed circumflex to acute only in one of these two 
cases, what would such a dialect look like, i.e. would it change lɛɛ̄vən to lɛ́ɛvən 
or would it prefer to change ɛɛ̄tən to ɛ́ɛtən? My answer is that it would prefer 
to change lɛɛ̄vən to lɛ́ɛvən, simply because the auditory forms [lɛ́ɛ́v̀ə̀ǹ] and 
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[lɛ́ɛ̀v̀ə̀ǹ] are auditorily closer than [ɛ́ɛ́tə̀ǹ] and [ɛ́ɛ̀tə̀ǹ]: in the former pair, the 
HL alignment difference is one segment, in the latter pair it is between one and 
two segments.

9  The Rule A – Rule B distinction
Here I first repeat something that I wrote to Carlos Gussenhoven in March 1998, 
before Köhnlein (2013) showed that this story would not account for interrogative 
intonation.

Circumflex accents nowadays tend to be longer than acute accents, although 
(in the Rule A and Rule A2 regions) they derive from vowels that were shorter 
(high vowels tend to be shorter than non-high vowels, and the lengthened 
vowels were shorter than the originally long vowels before OSL). So the Rule A 
and A2 regions have historically undergone a length reversal. I hypothesize that 
this is because there is a universal tendency for circumflexes to be longer than 
acutes.

Where does this universal tendency come from? I propose that the direct cue 
for mora alignment is the question whether or not the syllable contains a pitch 
movement. Thus, if the syllable contains a pitch movement, the accent must be 
acute, and if the syllable stays on the same pitch, the accent must be circumflex. 
Now, movement (e.g. pitch movement) can be perceived even if it is fast, whereas 
detecting constancy (e.g. monotonicity) takes a while. Hence the Limburgian cor-
relation between pitch movement and duration. Similar correlations are found in 
some Slavic languages (Van Wijk 1935, 1939).

I propose that in the Rule A and A2 areas the accent distinction was about 
mora alignment, so that the pitch movement was the main cue and the dura-
tions adapted themselves later according to the universal movement-duration 
correlation. In the Rule B area, however, something different happened: these 
dialects did not create a mora alignment distinction. Rather, the original dura-
tion difference persisted. When vowels lengthened in open syllables, the orig-
inally long vowels just became longer (push chain). The dialects thus created 
a three-way length contrast, and the pitch movement became a cue only later. 
This new secondary cue was added in line with the universal movement-du-
ration correlation, hence the longest vowels (i.e. the original long vowels) 
received a constant pitch (which sounds like a circumflex accent), and the mid-
dle-length vowels (i.e. the vowels lengthened in open syllable, plus the high 
vowels and the diphthongs) developed a moving pitch (which sounds like an 
acute accent).
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In this way, the Rule B dialects ended up having an acute everywhere the Rule 
A dialects had a circumflex, and the reverse. The resulting cross-linguistic appar-
ent reversal is remotely comparable to that between Old Greek and Lithuanian  
(Kiparsky 1973), and a bit more directly comparable to that between Lithuanian 
and Latvian.

Recently, Köhnlein (2011) has shed doubt on this account, on the basis of the 
observation that while the declarative pitch contours are diametrically opposite 
in Rule A/A2 and Rule B, the interrogative pitch contours are the same in both 
regions. My analysis above could therefore hold only if the declarative contour 
is original in the Rule B area and the interrogative contour is somehow second-
ary, for instance borrowed by language contact. Köhnlein (pp. 197–199), however, 
sees the interrogative contour as original and the declarative contour as second-
ary, arguing that all dialects went through a stage when there was no opposition 
between declarative and interrogative intonation, a situation that stills exists 
in Hasselt (West-Limburgian). A further development of this theory appears in  
Köhnlein (2013).

10  Morphological uses of the accent contrast
During the development of Limburgian, much of the inflectional paradigm of 
nouns and adjectives was lost. In nouns the paradigm became restricted to the 
singular-plural distinction; in this case, the current singular continues the origi-
nal nominative singular and the current plural continues the original nominative 
plural (these nominatives were often, but not always, identical to the accusative 
forms). In adjectives the paradigm became restricted to the attributive form, the 
masculine singular, the feminine singular, the neuter singular, and the plural 
(which is identical to the feminine singular); in this case, the forms are again 
based on the original nominative, except for the masculine singular, which is 
based on the original accusative, e.g. present-day naātən ‘wet-MascSg’ ~ and 
naātə ‘wet-FemSg’.

The reduction of inflexion led to the situation that many nouns now had only 
a single form. This includes neuter nouns with an original zero plural ending 
(*bɛīn ‘bone, leg-Sg&Pl, *woōrt ‘word’-Sg&Pl, *ɦɔɔ̄f ‘court-Sg&Pl’, *lɑnt 
‘land-Sg&Pl’) and mainly masculine and neuter nouns whose plurals came to 
be identical to the singular as a result of schwa drop (*ʃɔ́ɔp ‘sheep-Sg&Pl). In 
all cases, a new plural was constructed. In the case of back vowels followed by 
a voiceless consonant, the choice was the addition of umlaut in the plural: ʃɔ́ɔp 
‘sheep-Sg’~ ʃœ́œp ‘sheep-Pl’ (cf. NHG Schafe ‘sheep-Pl’). In neuter nouns, this 
change was often accompanied by the addition of -ər, as in daākər ‘roofs’. This 
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changes greatly added to the already existing use of umlaut in plurals not ending 
in -ə(n) and to the already existing use of -ər for neuter nouns. In the case of 
circumflex vowels followed by a voiced consonant, the tone changed to acute, as 
in the neuter bɛīn ‘leg-Sg’ ~ bɛ́in ‘leg-Pl’, completely analogously to the already 
existing masculine ʃtɛīn ‘stone-Sg’ ~ ʃtɛ́in ‘stone-Pl’; if possible, this change is 
combined with umlaut and/or lenition: ɦɔɔ̄f m. ‘court-Sg’ ~ ɦœ́œv ‘court-Pl’; 
lɑɲ̄c n. ‘land-Sg’ ~ lǽɲ ‘land-Pl’ (also lǽɲər); Rm. kɑm̄p m. ‘comb-Sg’ ~ kǽm 
‘comb-Pl’.

The chronology of these events probably varies widely. Given the fact that 
many of these changes also occurred in High German (Beine ‘legs’, Dächer 
‘roofs’, Worte/Wörter ‘words’, Höfe ‘courts’, Länder ‘lands’), it is possible 
that some of them precede even schwa drop. Thus, the sequence bɛīn ‘bones’ 
> bɛīnə > bɛ́in is not out of the question. Also, wɔɔ̄rt ‘words’ > wœœ̄rdə > 
wœ́œrd is possible; the d would then have been based on a still existing dative 
singular or on compounds such as *wɔɔ̄rdənbóok ‘dictionary’, or on the dimin-
utive (present-day wœ́œrtjə, not wœœ̄rtjə). More examples will be seen in the 
next section.

11  Second final devoicing
After schwa drop, many words ended in a voiced obstruent. These include first 
person singular verb forms such as blíiv ‘stay’ and zɛg ‘say’, feminine singu-
lars such as drúuv ‘grape’ and ɦɛg ‘hedge’, and masculine plurals such as déev 
‘thieves’. In some regions, the voiced fricatives made it into the 20th century and 
some voiced plosives still exist (Dupont 1910–11, Leenen 1915, Goossens 1977). In 
most regions, however, all final obstruents were devoiced, turning e.g. zɛg into 
zɛk (where the underlining as usual denotes the fact that longer related forms 
still contain a g).

The second final devoicing must also have led to some new cases of homoph-
ony between singulars and plurals. Thus, déef ‘thief-Sg’ ~ déev ‘thief-Pl’ merged 
into déef ‘thief-Sg&Pl’. Just as in the previous section this merger gave rise to 
analogies that created new plurals. In the case of déef ‘thieves’, umlaut was 
not an option (the vowel was already front), neither was tone change (the tone 
was already acute), so that the only remaining option was to add an ending. 
In the case of the masculine déef, this ending had to be -ən (the ending -ər is 
restricted to neuters), so that the present-day form is deēvən. The circumflex 
accent in this plural form, which does not correspond to the historically expected 
acute, is explained by the model on which this form must be based by speakers 
without access to the historical forms, namely the alternating-tone model of dúuf  
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‘dove’ ~ duūvən ‘doves’, which is the predominant pattern for nouns with -ən 
plurals. This -ən addition was originally restricted to cases where the less shock-
ing modifications (umlaut, tone change) could not apply. In the twentieth century 
we find an extension of this change to all words with non-umlauting vowels (i.e. 
back vowels plus, as far as plurals are concerned, the vowel aa), independent of 
whether a tone change can apply. Thus next to the tone pair daāx ‘day’ ~ dáax 
‘days’, which is still in use, one can nowadays hear the plural daāɣən. Another 
example is the extension of jɔ́ɔr ‘year-Sg&Pl’ to the new plural jɔɔ̄rən ‘years’, 
analogously to, say, the historical kɔ́ɔl ‘coal’ ~ kɔɔ̄lən ‘pieces of coal’.

12  Four new kinds of tones
First let me assert that present-day Limburgian is not just a lexical mora-accent 
language. Instead, it may be closer to a tone language, because (for instance) 
sentence-final acute and circumflex syllables strongly contrast with each other 
even if the sentence-final word is not in focus. Thus, a Roermond question into-
nation on the word ɣəwɛ́ɛs ‘been’ will sound like [ɣə́wɛɛ̀̋s], with an octave drop 
in the final syllable, whereas a question intonation on the word ɣədɔɔ̄n ‘done’ 
will sound like [ɣə́dɔ̋ɔ̌ń], with both an octave drop and a fifth rise in the final  
syllable. Gussenhoven (2000ab) interprets [ɣə́wɛɛ̀̋s] as having only a HL interroga-
tory boundary tone, and [ɣə́dɔ̋ɔ̌ń] as having the same HL boundary tone followed 
by a H tone that must have been supplied in the underlying form. In Gussenhoven’s 
view, then, the contrast between acute and circumflex for Roermond is that 
between the absence and presence of a lexical H tone. Meanwhile, the Roermond 
sentence-internal contrast is still often one of mora alignment, as in (1) and (2).

But present-day sentence-internal contrasts are not always cases of mora 
alignment contrasts. After schwa drop, the language was still thoroughly mora- 
accenting, in the sense that the only acute-circumflex contrast was that between 
a monosyllabic bimoraic acute and a monosyllabic bimoraic circumflex. Beside 
these two types of accents, however, the later sound changes of degemination 
and schwa insertion caused the emergence of four more types: the monomoraic 
acute, the second monomoraic circumflex, the disyllabic acute, and the disyl-
labic circumflex. These four new accents are discussed in the following sections.

12.1  Degemination and the rise of the monomoraic accents

From §5.5 we know that the words bɛddən ‘beds’ and kɑttən ‘cats’ were pro-
nounced [b́ɛ́d̀d̀ə̀ǹ]Aud and [káttə̀ǹ]Aud (we now discuss only the plurals of these 
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words, because the singulars have lost their final schwas in §7.5). A subsequent 
probably speaker-induced sound change was a gradual shortening of the gem-
inate consonants. A certain generation of learners must then have interpreted 
these consonants as singletons. The question then is: with what alignment of the 
HL contour to the remaining moras?

There is a by now familiar difference between the auditory forms [b́ɛ́d̀d̀ə̀ǹ]Aud 
and [káttə̀ǹ]Aud: only in the former does a pitch movement occur within the first syl-
lable (§5.5). If the geminate is reanalysed by a learner as a singleton, the first sylla-
ble must be reanalysed as monomoraic, and the original syllabic pitch movement 
can be reanalysed as a pitch movement within the new monomoraic syllable.27 
The resulting form can be abbreviated as bɛ̂dən. Likewise brœ̂gən ‘bridges’, 
ʃwœ̂mən ‘to swim’, and so on. Since the pitch movement is (very) early, a struc-
ture like bɛ̂dən can be called a monomoraic acute.

No acute reanalysis is possible in the case of a shortening geminate in  
[káttə̀ǹ]Aud. The only possibility is a reanalysis with a H tone on the first (now 
monomoraic) syllable. Since this means that the pitch movement now occurs 
after the first syllable, the resulting form can be abbreviated as kɑ̄tən (likewise 
ʃtœ̄kən ‘pieces’ and so on). This structure can be called a monomoraic circumflex.

The contrast just discussed has not received much attention, probably because 
the distinction is predictable on the basis of the voicing of the consonant. In fact, the  
post-lexical process of word-final prevocalic voicing causes acute-circumflex 
alternations within the same word form. Thus (Ben Hermans, p.c.), brœk ‘bridge’ 
and ʃtœk ‘piece’ are both pronounced with a circumflex in ən brœk̄ tə zeēn ‘to 
see a bridge’ and ə ʃtœk̄ tə kriīɣə ‘to get a piece’ (with question intonation: rising 
on t), and both with an acute in woo də brœ̂g es ‘where the bridge is’ and woo ət 
ʃtœ̂g es ‘where the piece is’ (with question intonation: rising in œ).

Nevertheless, the phonetic distinction between bɛ̂dən and kɑ̄tən is large, 
especially in sentence-final focal position with question intonation: bɛ̂dən has 
its pitch peak somewhere in the first vowel or the following consonant ([b̀ɛ̌d̋ə̀]Aud) 
whereas kɑ̄tən has its pitch peak in the second vowel ([kàtə̋  ̀]Aud) (Ben Hermans p.c.).  
Moreover, scattered monomoraic circumflexes occur in voiced environments, for 
instance in the Geleen form ɦø̄mən ‘shirt’. In this form, the cause of the excep-
tional circumflex can lie in a late degemination caused by an original heterorganic 
nasal-plosive sequence: *ɦɛmədə > *ɦɛmdə > *ɦɛm̄də > *ɦɛm̄bə > *ɦɛm̄mə, 
with a drop of the first schwa bleedingly before Open Syllable Lengtening (§5.1), 
and the *d > *b change counterfeedingly after geminate lenition (§7.7). This  

27 I say “can be reanalysed”, not “must be reanalysed”, because if one looks closely at the auditory  
form, an alternative reanalysis with H-toned first syllable seems to be possible as well.
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word has an exceptional circumflex in Maastricht as well (C. Gussenhoven, p.c.), 
and the long vowel in ɦøømə in Weert Limburgian (which is nowadays a toneless 
dialect according to Heijmans and Gussenhoven 1998) must also reflect an earlier 
circumflex.

12.2  Schwa insertion and the rise of the disyllabic accents

When a liquid was followed by a non-coronal obstruent, a schwa was inserted. 
The circumflex words bær̄x ‘mountain’ and wɔf ‘wolf’ therefore became bær̄əx 
‘mountain’ and wɔəf, still with the tone movement during or after the final con-
sonant. The resulting accent can therefore be called a disyllabic circumflex. Like-
wise, ær̄əm m. ‘arm’ and ʃær̄əf n. ‘splinter’ (MDu scerf, not NHG Scherbe f.), which 
could be added to (31), and with voiceless final schwa drop bɑək m. ‘beam’ (NHG 
Balken) and ker̄ək f. ‘church’ (NHG Kirche), which could be added to (45).

In large parts of Limburg a schwa is also often appended phrase-finally after 
a word that ends in a high vowel, as in nuw̄ə ‘now’, which is pronounced with a 
pitch pattern identical to that in huūs ‘house’. In Sittard I have heard the same 
disyllabic circumflex on words where a sonorant consonant is flanked by two 
short high vowels: jyi ‘June’, jyi ‘July’, fəmii ‘family’, ʃii ‘chilli, Chile’, kiw̄i 
‘kiwi’, bəkii ‘bikini’; whether this phenomenon is widespread or idiosyncratic 
still has to be investigated.

A similar change occured in acute words: bǽrɣ ‘mountains’ (< *bær̄ɣə; NHG 
Berge) became bǽrəɣ. The simplest assumption about the pitch movement is 
that it stayed in the middle of the word, which in bǽrəɣ must be close to the syl-
lable boundary. This structure can be called a disyllabic acute. Likewise ǽrəv n. 
‘premises’ (< *ɛr̄və; OLF ervi ‘inheritance’, NHG Erbe), ǽrəm pl. ‘arms’ < *ɛr̄mə. 
These examples could be added to (51).

There is a clear phonetic distinction between the monomoraic circumflex as in 
kɑ̄tən (pitch movement during t or ə) and the disyllabic circumflex as in bær̄əx 
(pitch movement during or after x). Whether there is also a phonetic distinction 
between the monomoraic acute as in bɛ̂dən (pitch movement during ɛ) and the 
disyllabic acute as in bǽrəɣ (pitch movement between æ and r?) remains to be seen.

13  Comparing theories on Franconian tonogenesis
The crucial evidence that establishes the order of events in the Rule A2 regions is 
the retention of the original accent in disyllabic words, namely the retention of the 
acute in originally long non-high vowels, both in the voiceless cases of (11) and in 
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the voiced cases of (12), and the retention of the circumflex in lengthened vowels, 
both in the voiceless cases of (20) and in the voiced cases of (21). This evidence 
clearly places the beginning of the lexical accent contrast in the result of the oth-
erwise neutralizing process of open syllable lengthening. No other proposals than 
the present one realize that this evidence is crucial for establishing the order of 
events; all other proposals than the present therefore misplace the first occurrence 
of the contrast, typically locating it later, such as in the result of schwa drop or in 
the result of analogical lengthening. As a consequence, these other proposals can 
handle only a small part of the data. I will now review several of these proposals.

13.1  De Vaan (1999)

Of all the other proposals, De Vaan (1999) comes closest to the correct chronology, 
albeit sometimes for the wrong reasons. I will therefore discuss his proposal in 
some detail.

De Vaan (p. 35) starts his chronology by stating, as I do here in §4.2, that 
in pre-OSL times long non-high vowels had a moving (De Vaan says “falling”) 
pitch, and that other vowels had a level (De Vaan says “rising”) pitch. Presum-
ably (though De Vaan gives no examples here) this means that e.g. the word 
‘seek’ from (11) was pronounced [zǿø̀kə̀ǹ]. Next, De Vaan states that as a result of 
Open Syllable Lengthening, originally short vowels became level (De Vaan says 
“rising”) before single medial voiceless consonants. Presumably, the means that 
e.g. the word ‘kitchen’ from (20) became pronounced as [kǿǿkə̀ǹə̀]. Now, I argued 
in §5.1 that the result is a lexical accent contrast, because words like [zǿø̀kə̀ǹ] and 
[kǿǿkə̀ǹə̀] differ only in their pitch pattern on the first syllable, which is unpre-
dictable from the surrounding segments. De Vaan, however, does not realize that 
OSL caused the lexical contrast. Instead, he states next that “the tonal opposi-
tion of falling [i.e. moving] pitch versus rising [i.e. level] pitch reached phonemic 
status through [the process of] apocope [which happened after OSL]”.

De Vaan’s oversight may be due to his failure to look at the system of oppo-
sitions at each stage of the language. This happens more often in his paper. In a 
footnote (p. 29), De Vaan dismisses a proposal by Goossens according to which 
Limburgian originally had Rule A and then turned many acutes into circumflexes 
“through analogy”, thus leading to Rule A2. Presumably, this would mean that 
an acute on lengthened vowels in voiced positions, as in lɛ́ɛzən ‘read’, turned 
into a circumflex, as in lɛɛ̄zən from (21). De Vaan correctly notes that there is not 
much to base an analogy on, but his dismissal is further only based on a princi-
ple of “economy”. The logical-chronological reason, however, why the words in 
(21) could not have come from acutes is that in that case the words in (12), such 
as kéezən ‘choose’, would also have turned their acutes into circumflexes, as in  
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keēzən, a neutralizing change that according to the list (12) did not happen: cir-
cumflexes form a small minority in (12), while acutes form a small minority in 
(21). Again, De Vaan misses the crucial systemic argument that would derive from 
looking at the synchronic contrasts and oppositions at every stage of the lan-
guage. On p. 34, De Vaan correctly states that the Rule A2 dialects “have preserved 
a more archaic situation” than the Rule A dialects, but he does so for the wrong 
reason, namely the geographical peripherality of the Rule A2 dialects. This is an 
invalid argument. In De Vaan’s view, the Rule A2 dialects form a contiguous area 
in the North and West; since there are more contiguous peripheral areas, not all of 
them can be archaic, which strongly indicates that peripherality points at archa-
ism only if these peripheral areas are scattered and unconnected, which they are 
not. The logical reason for the greater age of Rule A2 is their non-neutralization, 
i.e. the fact that they retain the contrast between the forms in (12) and in (21),  
a distinction lost in the Rule A areas. Logically, neutralizations are innovations, 
and retentions of etymological contrasts are archaisms. The only example that De 
Vaan gives to illustrate the archaism of Rule A2 is váart ~ vaārən, and this does 
illustrate the problematicity of an analogical cause of Rule A2 (why would váarən 
change into vaārən if the other forms have an acute as well?), but it does not 
refer to the more crucial fact, which is the retention of, say, the vaārən ~ kéezən 
contrast.

A third case of unclear argumentation for an original Rule A2 is the statement 
(p. 35) that “the sequences [...], VD [i.e., originally short vowels before voiced con-
sonant] developed a falling pitch” during OSL. If this had been true, the length-
ened V:D would have fallen together with the originally long V:D, as in Rule A. 
Since in Rule A2 the former nowadays have a circumflex and the latter an acute 
(as De Vaan acknowledges), this cannot be correct.

I conclude that De Vaan was correct in proposing phonetic pre-OSL con-
trasts, correct for the wrong reason in proposing the primacy of Rule A2, and 
incorrect in locating the inception of the lexical accent contrast in the results of 
schwa drop.

13.2  Gussenhoven (2000c)

Of all the proposals, the one by Gussenhoven (2000c) has been most widely 
 distributed over the world. At the same time, it is the least credible of all the 
proposals, because it accounts for only a little corner of the data and has 
 logical-chronological problems with the remainder of the data.

Gussenhoven proposes that the lexical accent contrast originated through a 
mechanism of “fake analogical lengthening” (Fake AL; p. 231). At a certain point 
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in time, Franconian would have had a length contrast between dax ‘day’ and 
daax ‘days’, the length in daax resulting from open syllable lengthening followed 
by schwa deletion (daɣə > daaɣə > daax). At the same time, an influential neigh-
bouring dialect would have had the older dax ~ daaɣə alternation but decided 
that vowel length should be homogeneous throughout the paradigm, leading to 
daax ~ daaɣə. This is the usual process of analogical lengthening (§6). At this 
point, dialect 1 would have had dax ~ daax, dialect 2 daax ~ daaɣə. According to 
Gussenhoven, the speakers of dialect 1 would decide to mimic speakers of dialect 2  
in having a long vowel in the singular. However, doing so would have turned the 
paradigm into daax ~ daax, thus removing the distinction between singular and 
plural. Gussenhoven proposes that the speakers then decided to make a differ-
ence between the two forms, somehow adding a high tone to the singular: daaHx 
~ daax. This is what Gussenhoven calls “fake analogical lengthening”. Despite 
the evidence presented in the current paper, Gussenhoven has repeated this 
hypothesis numerous times, most recently in Gussenhoven (2012).

The largest problem with Gussenhoven’s proposal is that it cannot explain 
how the tone contrast spread from daaHx ~ daax to the rest of the lexicon.  
Presumably, fake analogical lengthening would have to have postdated schwa 
drop (otherwise, no threat of homonymy), which must have postdated open sylla-
ble lengthening (otherwise, no vowel lengthening in the plural daaɣə), and this 
is indeed the order in which Gussenhoven arranges these three changes on p. 233.  
Also, fake analogical lengthening by itself must have postdated open sylla-
ble lengthening, otherwise there would have been no long vowel that could be 
the source of the analogy. Now, with the order OSL → schwa drop → Fake AL, 
it is virtually impossible that the change could have spread through the lexicon 
along etymological lines. If tonogenesis (i.e. Fake AL) follows schwa drop (which 
comes with final devoicing, as G. states), an original huus ‘house’ and druuvə 
‘grape’ would have neutralized their structures as huus and druuf. How could 
subsequently huus (and all other such forms without schwa drop) get a H tone, 
whereas druuf (and all other such forms with schwa drop) did not? In other 
words, how could the neutralization be undone along etymological lines?28 Even 
more problematically, if tonogenesis (Fake AL) followed OSL, how did køøkənə 
‘kitchen’ (and all other such forms with originally short vowels) get a H tone, 

28 For the huus ~ druuf case, G. tries to save the chronology (in an apparent defence against 
objections by the present author to an earlier version of G.’s paper) by proposing that there was 
a stage when schwa drop and Fake AL were optional rules that were in effect at the same time. 
This proposal cannot work for the køøkənə ~ zøøkən case, though, where the ordering problem 
involves OSL as well.
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whereas zøøkən ‘seek’ (and all other such forms with originally long non-high 
vowels) did not? In other words, if Gussenhoven’s theory is correct, the spread 
of tones through the lexicon must have undone the neutralization caused by 
schwa drop, such as that between huus and druuf, as well as the neutraliza-
tion caused by open syllable lengthening, such as that between køøkənə and 
zøøkən. In reality, the original schwa-based contrast between huus ‘house’ 
and druuvə ‘grape’ (and many other such forms) has been preserved as the 
present-day tonal contrast huūs ~ drúuf, and the original short-long contrast 
between køkənə ‘kitchen’ and zøøkən ‘seek’ (and many other such forms) has 
been preserved as the present-day tonal contrast køø̄kən ~ zǿøkən. Neutrali-
zation can have no place in these changes, so Gussenhoven’s proposal must be 
rejected on the basis of an incompatibility with one the main heuristic axioms 
of historical phonology.

One can wonder what the causes are of Gussenhoven’s neglect of the huūs 
~ drúuf and køø̄kən ~ zǿøkən cases, i.e. of the majority of the data. One cause 
seems to be an incorrect view of the data themselves. Within six lines on p. 237, 
Gussenhoven incorrectly lists Tongeren zwɔ́ɔn ‘swan’ (< *zwanə) and brýək 
‘fracture’ (< *brøkə) as having originally long vowels, and ɦúək ‘hook’ (< ɦɑɑkə) 
as having an originally short vowel; under such circumstances it is indeed diffi-
cult to arrive at correct generalizations, especially if multiple competing factors 
play a role, as they do here. Another cause seems to be the failure to acknowledge 
the known interactions of these competing factors. In a footnote on p. 254, G.  
claims that “OSL is an unlikely locus for the tonogenesis, since it systematically 
fails to appear in forms in Table 2 that underwent it.” Gussenhoven’s Table 2 is a 
list of singular–plural pairs where the singular has AL; the plurals, which under-
went OSL, indeed have an acute (wɛɛ̄x ‘way’ ~ wɛ́ɛɣ ‘ways’; ʃmeēt ‘smith’ ~  
ʃméej ‘smiths’), but this is just the group that received an acute secondarily 
during schwa drop (*wɛɛ̄ɣə → wɛ́ɛɣ; *smeēðə → ʃméej), i.e. half of the forms in 
(51). The much greater number of forms in (20) and (21), which are still disyllabic, 
still have the circumflex.

I conclude that G.’s proposal accounts only for the accent in AL cases (here §6)  
and fails on all other monosyllabic and disyllabic cases, i.e. on over 90 percent 
of the data. I agree that it is tempting to start an account of the accent contrast 
from singular–plural pairs; in fact, the examples in (1) and (2) provide just such 
an example. However, the hypothesis developed here, which is that the accent 
contrast originated in OSL, explains the daāx ~ dáaɣ alternation by turning an 
original dax ~ daɣə first into dax ~ daāɣə by OSL (with a contrastive circumflex 
accent), then into daāx ~ daāɣə by AL (not “Fake”, because the accent is the 
same in singular and plural), and finally into daāx ~ dáaɣ by schwa drop (it is 
a true minimal pair, because the final consonant is currently voiceless in both 
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words). In other words, these singular–plural pairs are not the source of the con-
trast, but instead form the most complicated cases, resulting from an interaction 
of at least three changes.

13.3  Schmidt (2002)

Jürgen Erich Schmidt criticizes both De Vaan and Gussenhoven for problems  
such as the phonetic naturalness of their proposed changes, but he does not criti-
cize them for problems with their chronological logic. In fact, Schmidt claims that 
the lexically contrastive accent originated ‘relatively late’ (p. 207: “relativ spät”) 
with schwa drop (p. 207: “nach dem Apokopierungsprozess” ‘after apocope’;  
p. 220 “Apokopierung der Endsilbe” ‘apocope of the final syllable’), summarized 
as “Auslöser der Tonakzentgenese war ein durchgreifender makrostruktureller 
Wortveränderungsprozess: der Ausfall einer Endsilbe (Apokope)” ‘the trigger of 
tonogenesis was a radical macro-structural word change process: the drop of a 
final syllable (apocope)’. Given that Schmidt is very well acquainted with the his-
torical conditioning of the contrast, one has to wonder how he could have missed 
the contrast between the old long non-high vowels in (11) and (12), which have 
acutes, and the lengthened vowels in (20) and (21), which have circumflexes.

The answer is partly in Schmidt’s neglect of Rule A2. On p. 224, Schmidt 
claims that ‘Rule A2 has been insecurely documented’, because for the Rule A2 
areas there sometimes exist dialect descriptions that describe them in terms of 
Rule A. Perhaps Schmidt thought here of work such as that by Tans (1938), who 
describes the situation in the Maastricht area (Rule A2) with Welter’s (1910) Rule A  
conditions; however, Tans’ data clearly show Rule A2 conditions, which Tans 
labels explicitly as exceptions to Welter’s conditions (p. 21, 160, 216). Such a situ-
ation, with an apparently uninformed researcher listing exceptions to Rule A that 
he cannot put in a wider perspective but are regular from a larger point of view 
(i.e. from the independently reported Rule A2 perspective), should be regarded as 
confirming the Rule A2 situation rather than questioning it. Because of his inap-
propriate neglect of Rule A2, then, Schmidt does not count the contrast between 
the originally long vowels in (12), which are acutes nowadays, and the lengthened 
vowels in (21), which are circumflexes nowadays, as relevant or even existing, 
because all of these vowels (before voiced consonants) have circumflexes in the 
Rule A areas today. Likewise, Schmidt may have missed the contrast between (11) 
and (20) as relevant, because in the Southern part of the area the vowels in (20),  
standing before voiceless consonants, may never have lengthened.

In an area where Rule A applies and lengthening did not occur before voice-
less consonants, tonogenesis may indeed have originated in schwa drop. If it 
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indeed happened so late in these areas, it must still have happened as well in 
the Rule A2 areas centuries earlier, when open syllables lengthened there. That 
is, any late tonogenesis in the Southern areas must have followed a much earlier 
tonogenesis in the North.

13.4  Alternative possible correct proposals

In my discussions of others’ proposals above, I not only pointed out their failures 
but also presented the hypotheses developed in the present paper as true. They 
do not have to be; there may be other thinkable logically-chronologically correct 
hypotheses.

The idea that tonogenesis originated with schwa drop can be saved by assum-
ing that the originally long non-high vowels *ɑɑ, *ææ/*ɛɛ, *œœ, *ɔɔ, *ee, *øø 
and *oo turned into *ɔə, *e̞ə, *ø̞ə, *o̞ə, *e̝ə, *ø̝ə and *o̝ə before Open Syllable 
Lengthening, i.e. all of them “broke” into a diphthong ending in schwa. When 
OSL then lengthened the originally short vowels, the lengthened vowels would 
have been kept distinct as a group from the originally long non-high vowels. 
Subsequently, schwa drop, which came with tonogenesis, would have turned 
the seven vowels into *ɔ́ɔ, *é̞ɛ, *ǿ̞œ, *ó̞ɔ, *é̝e̝, *ǿ̝ø̝ and *ó̝o̝, which are not far 
removed from the present-day Limburgian forms. The evidence for pre-OSL diph-
thongs is scarce: it may only be in the OLF writing of the higher-mid series as ie 
and uo (the present-day diphthongization of the lower-mid series cannot count as 
evidence, because it would have to follow schwa drop, i.e. monophthongization), 
but those spellings may have a variety of different causes (e.g. coming from a 
different region, or representing only an earlier stage than MLb, or representing 
raised mid monophthongs). Weighing the evidence, I cannot regard this scenario 
as likely.

14  Conclusion
We have seen that a sequence of synchronic phonological systems, gradual shifts 
by speakers and discrete reanalyses by listeners accounts for much of the data. 
The true phonetic and phonological details may differ from the ones presented, 
but I firmly believe that the order of events is as depicted; especially, the claims 
are that the accent contrast originated with Rule-A2-like open syllables by Open 
Syllable Lengthening, that schwa drop did nothing more than produce many new 
acutes, and that Rule A came about later as a neutralization. Comparisons with 
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similar sound changes in Lithuanian (lengthening yield circumflexes and vowel 
drop turns circumflexes into acutes) showed that my account is not peculiar to the 
Limburgian case. Realizing that about 95 percent of the Limburgian accents have 
been accounted for, and that no systematic exceptions remain, I conclude that 
the chronology of the Franconian tonogenesis, at least for Rule A2 and Rule A,  
has been settled. The main question that remains is how the mora accent  
language turned into the present-day language with its synchronic tonal and  
metrical analyses.
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Cathryn Donohue
Tones and vowels in Fuzhou revisited*

1  Introduction
There has been considerable work on understanding phonetic effects of seg-
ments on tone and on the influence of tone on segments (e.g. Maddieson 1977, 
1984, 1997; Zee 1984 and others). Such phonetic effects are often consequences 
of speech production and as such are relatively imperceptible. However, less 
attention has been given to effects of tone and segments that are not automatic 
 phonetic changes, but rather changes that result from the phonology. In this 
paper I present data from the Fuzhou variety of Chinese, perhaps best known 
for its tone–vowel alternations. In previous analyses, the alternating vowel forms 
have been derived in the synchronic phonology. In this paper I claim that while 
the phonological category is responsible for the segmental effects, the exact form 
of the vowel is an historical accident,  contemporarily maximizing the tonal dis-
tinctions, but not requiring synchronic derivation. I also suggest that the similari-
ties between the register-based tone-vowel interaction that we see in Fuzhou and 
similar phenomena in Southeast Asia reflect a common areal tendency.

2  Fuzhou tones
Fuzhou (福州話) is a Min Dong (閩東) dialect of Chinese spoken by roughly eight 
million people in north-eastern Fujian province, China. There are seven citation 
tones in Fuzhou that can be described as shown in Tab. 1 (Donohue 2013), which 
lists not only the tones and their “values”, but also gives their Middle Chinese 
tonal category. 

Cathryn Donohue, University of Hong Kong, donohue@hku.hk
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Tab. 1: The seven citation tones in Fuzhou (Donohue 2013).

Tone Tone 1 Tone 2 Tone 3 Tone 4 Tone 5 Tone 6 Tone 7

Value 44 32 21 13 51 231 5

MC Yin ping Shang Yin Qu Yin Ru Yang ping Yang Qu Yang Ru
category 陰平 上 陰去 陰入 陽平 陽去 陽入

The “values” consist of digits that refer to relative points on a scale of 1 (low) to 
5 (high), and the transition between these points represents the tonal contour 
during the time course of the syllable (following Chao (1930)). Furthermore, as 
is the tradition in the description of Chinese tones, the underscoring indicates 
a syllable with an unreleased plosive in the coda (a “stopped” tone), which is a 
glottal stop in Fuzhou. The numbers presented in Tab. 1 are based on an acoustic 
quantification of the tones, using data elicited across the vowel paradigm for four 
speakers and then normalized (using a Z-score transform) to factor out between-
speaker differences (following Rose 1987). The values represent a broad tran-
scription, abstracting away from minor phonetic details, such as the slight rise 
that is present at the end of the high-level tone 1.

3   Fuzhou tone sandhi and the tone–vowel 
interaction

Like most varieties of Chinese, Fuzhou has massive tonal neutralization in 
sandhi. However, rather than the typical rightwards-spreading phenomenon, 
Fuzhou tone sandhi is right dominant, so it is the final syllable in a given domain 
which remains unchanged. Unlike other right dominant sandhi systems (e.g. 
Mandarin and Southern Min varieties), the changes are opaque: In addition 
to the neutralization there are some chain shifts as well as new sandhi forms 
that do not occur in isolation. One description of these sandhi forms in disylla-
bles, taken from Donohue (2013), is given below in Tab. 2. The context for the 
change is the second syllable, given in the top row. This tone remains largely 
unchanged. The form that changes is the tone on the first syllable, whose 
underlying (=citation) form is given in the first column, and whose resulting 
sandhi form is given in the table cells underneath the relevant ‘context’, or the 
tone before which the syllable is occurring. 
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Tab. 2: Fuzhou tone sandhi forms (Donohue 2013).

Syllable 2
→

Tone 1
[44]

Tone 2
[32]

Tone 3
[21]

Tone 4
[13]

Tone 5
[51]

Tone 6
[231] 

Tone 7
[5]

Syllable 1 ↓ First syllable sandhi forms below

Tone 1 [44] 44 43 42 (53/31) 33 42 3 

Tone 2 [32] 21 34 44 33 33 44 3 

Tone 3 [21] 44 43 42 (53/31) 44 (42) 3 

Tone 4 [13] 21 23 34
42

53 
5 

21 
33 

45
42 

3
4 

Tone 5 [51] 44 33 21 33 33 21 3 

Tone 6 [231] 44 43 42 31 33 32 3 

Tone 7  [5] 44 33 42 31 33 33 3 

Fuzhou is perhaps most famous for its set of vowel alternations between citation 
(or isolation) and sandhi (in Fuzhou = non-prepausal) positions (e.g. Chao 1934; 
Maddieson 1976; Donohue 2013): the exact form of a vowel will vary depending 
on the tone with which it occurs in citation form. The vowel alternations are 
given below in Tab. 3, where the vowels are divided into two groups accord-
ing to the tone they occur with. A given row constitutes a single phonological 
vowel. This grouping is justified both historically, and by the fact that the vowel 
differences are neutralized in sandhi position to the corresponding form from 
the Set A group. 

Tab. 3: Examples of alternating vowel pairs in Fuzhou.

Set A: 
Tones 1 [44], 2 [32], 5 [51], 7 [5]

Set B: 
Tones 3 [21], 4 [13], 6 [231]

i ei
ei ai
u ou
ou au
y øy
øy œy
a a
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In words of two syllables or more, all the prepausal syllables retain their citation 
(isolation) tones and vowels. However, in sandhi (non-final) position, not only the 
tone changes: all Set B vowels become the correspondent vowel from Set A. The 
examples in (1)–(3) (Chao 1934: 41) illustrate how a syllable with an  underlying 
tone from Set B (Tone 3, 4 or 6) in prepausal or citation position will maintain its 
Set B vowel in the (a) examples, but when they are followed by another syllable 
and are thus realized in sandhi position, we see that the vowel changes to the 
corresponding variant from Set A (in addition to the tone changing).1 

Input tones: Resulting form:
(1) a. Tone 3 [21]: 氣 [khei 21] ‘air’

b. Tone 3 [21] + Tone 4 [23]: 氣 壓 [khi 53 ɑʔ 23] ‘air pressure’

(2) a. Tone 4 [13]: 竹 [tøy ʔ 13] ‘bamboo’
b. Tone 4 [13] + Tone 4 [13]: 竹 節 [ty 5 ʒaiʔ 13] ‘bamboo section’

(3) a. Tone 6 [231]: 護 [hou 231] ‘protect’
b. Tone 6 [231] + Tone 1 [44]: 護 兵 [hu 44 βiŋ 44] ‘guards’

While the vowel quality of a given phonological vowel is completely predictable by 
its tone, there are nonetheless lexical contrasts across the paradigm for certain 
vowels e.g. the [ei] occurring with a set A tone and the [ei] occurring with a set B 
tone. Interestingly, speakers ‘concede’ that these vowels are “a bit similar”, but 
claim greater similarity between the variants of the phonological vowel, that is, 
between [i]/Set A and [ei]/Set B and between [ei]/Set A and [ai]/Set B. 

4  Previous analyses of the tone–vowel interaction
The alternating vowels have been a recalcitrant issue for phonologists. The 
 following sections illustrate two important phonological analyses proposed 
to account for this alternation. What these accounts share is the assumption 
that the tones influence the vowels, causing the vowel shifts, which in turn are  
analyzed as either raising or lowering of the vowels. 

1 These examples continue to use Donohue (2013)’s tone numbers rather than Chao’s original 
values to avoid confusion. 
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4.1  Yip 1980

Yip (1980) is an extensive study of tonal phonological phenomena in a range of 
Chinese languages. Her analysis of Fuzhou is essentially that the Set B vowels are 
basic, and are raised when they co-occur with tones that are [+upper] register. To 
account for this, she provides a rule, shown in (4). 

(4) V[αlow] → [–low, –αhigh] / [+upper]

This elegant rule, however, fails to capture the simplification of diphthongs (as in 
the [i]~[ei] type pairs), nor does it readily account for the fact that [a] is held con-
stant in all tonal contexts. Another shortcoming of this approach is that it results 
in a rather unusual vowel inventory, having [ei, øy, ou] but lacking [i, y, u] which 
are all derived vowels in this approach. While not all vowel inventories conform 
to what is typologically expected, there is no strong independent evidence to  
support this choice for Fuzhou (except for the formal appeal of the rule.). 

4.2  Jiang-King 1999

Jiang-King (1999) is a study on the tone–vowel interaction in Northern Min, 
including Fuzhou.2 Jiang-King, following Hyman (1988 and elsewhere), includes 
in her tonal representation the moraic structure of the syllable, and relates the 
vowel alternations to the tonal changes by appealing to the syllable weight. She 
refers to the difference, not in terms of “height” as Yip did, but rather in terms of 
“tightness”, whereby the Set A vowels are considered “tight syllables” and the 
Set B vowels, “loose”. Jiang-King’s Prosodic Anchor Hypothesis (p. 77) accounts 
for this covariation by postulating, relatively noncontroversially, that tight sylla-
bles have one mora, while loose syllables have two. The leftmost mora is consid-
ered the head, and it can host up to two tones, while non-head morae can only 
host one tone. This captures the bigger picture that Jiang-King is claiming, that 
the moraic structure determines tone–vowel possibilities. There are other rules 
included to change the actual quality of the vowel. 

This proposal draws on previous typologically tested work to inform the 
hypothesis, but runs into difficulty accounting for vowels whose form, unlike a 
monophthong–diphthong pair (e.g. [i]–[ei]), does not change according to the 

2 Min dialects were originally divided into Northern and Southern groups. However, more  recent 
studies argued that the coastal–inland division is more significant and explains certain key 
 phonological developments in the dialect group better (Norman 1988, Branner 2000). After this, 
Fuzhou was reclassified as Eastern Min.
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moraic structure of the syllable such as a diphthong pair which changes only the 
vowel quality (e.g. [ei]–[ai]), or the monophthong [a] which appears unchanged 
across all tones. 

5   A new perspective of the tone–vowel 
alternations

Yip and Jiang-King both strive to capture the alternating vowels in the syn-
chronic phonology, a goal shared by many addressing tone–vowel interactions 
(e.g.  Köhnlein (this volume), but cf. Becker & Jurgec (this volume)). However, I 
claim that the vowel changes serve a perceptual function in that they enhance the 
phonological tone categories when needed.3 Contrary to previous analyses, I do 
not believe that their actual forms need to be derived in a synchronic phonology. 
Rather, I claim that the vowel alternations serve to keep the phonological catego-
ries distinct, thus (synchronically) enhancing these features. 

An important finding of Donohue (2013) was that Fuzhou has a consistent non-
modal phonation produced with tones 3, 4 and 6 in citation position (and occa-
sionally a slight breathiness on tone 2). Indeed, recent studies have shown that 
this non-modal phonation is a significant factor in tonal identification in Fuzhou 
(e.g. Donohue 2010, 2011, 2012). The use of this creaky voice with tones 3, 4 and 6, 
together with the vowel changes also delineating this subset of the tones makes 
the assignment of tonal geometric features in Fuzhou relatively straightforward, 
as shown in Tab. 4, following standard practices of using the features for register 
([±upper]) and tonal contour features ([±high] (e.g. Bao 1990; Snider 1999). 

Tab. 4: Tonal features, phonation and vowels in Fuzhou.

Tone Features: Register, Tone Phonation Vowel set

Tone 1 [44] [+upper], [+high] Normal A
Tone 2 [32] [+upper], [–high] Normal/Breathy A
Tone 3 [21] [–upper], [–high] Creaky B
Tone 4 [13] [–upper], [–high, +high] Creaky B
Tone 5 [51] [+upper], [+high, –high] Normal A
Tone 6 [231] [–upper], [–high, +high, –high] Creaky B
Tone 7 [5] [+upper], [+high] Normal A

3 I use the word enhance here simply to mean that the distinctions are heightened, made greater. 
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As one might expect, there are degrees of how much non-modal phonation may be 
present in a syllable. The absence of non-modal phonation (in, e.g., high vowels) 
does not imply a Set A tone, but certainly the presence of it does imply a Set B 
tone. The fact that Donohue (2010, 2011, 2012) found that both the phonation as 
well as the slight rise/fall in tonal F0 are significant factors in tonal identification 
leads one to believe that they exist to enhance the phonological categories, along 
with the vowel changes. One can summarize the perceptual enhancements in the 
following way:

Tab. 5: Phonetic enhancements of tonal features in Fuzhou (Donohue 2012, 2013).45

Vowels [–upper] tones are produced with set B vowels4
Phonation [–upper, –high] tones have a (breathy/creaky)  

non-modal phonation
Phonetic 
contour5

[+high] tones rise a little
[–high] tones fall a little

These enhancements interact in an expected way, resulting in some of the observed 
asymmetries in the tone–vowel interaction. As one would expect, a low, open vowel 
like [a] is easily produced with the breathy/creaky voice. There is thus no need for 
vowel alternation. Note that if the enhancement were one of lowering, not raising, 
then there is not much that [a] can do to “lower”, so a change in voice quality is the 
next best thing for making the lower register distinct. The higher vowels are less 
likely to carry breathy voice as well or for as long as [a], but they have the much 
greater shift in vowel quality (e.g. [i] is produced as [ei], or [ei] is produced as [ai]), 
so there is not as great a need for the phonation to endure on these  syllables.6

As noted, these changes in vowel quality and voice quality only occur in  
citation/prepausal position, not in sandhi position. The reason for this is twofold: 
Tones in prepausal position (citation or non-sandhi tones) can be up to one and 

4 Following the standard practice in the literature I continue to use [±upper] to refer to the two 
registers even though associating [lower] with creaky voice may make a more phonetically trans-
parent link between the two. 
5 These are apparent only in simplex contours – level tones expressed by a single tone, and not 
complex contours involving the movement between tones.
6 Note that one could also analyze the phonation changes as creak enhancing [–upper]. But 
the advantage of interpreting the data this way is the ability to generalize that low tones (e.g. 
[–high]) prefer non-modal phonation, which is either (optionally) breathy in the higher register 
([+upper]) or creaky in the lower register ([–upper]). 
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a half times longer in duration. This affords much greater time to accommodate 
the additional vocal gestures necessary to invoke these changes in voice/vowel 
quality. 

When spoken in isolation (e.g. citation tones) or when not surrounded by 
other syllables (e.g. sandhi tones) that provide syntactic or semantic information 
as well as phonological information to help disambiguate, there is a greater need 
to provide that additional information. 

Another question that needs to be addressed is where the vowels come from –  
why are those vowel quality changes observed and not others (e.g. why [i]~[ei] 
and not [i]~[ɪ] or [i]~[e], for example)? This is the question that previous research 
has worked hard to address, but is a question that I will not attempt to answer by 
deriving the changes in a synchronic phonology. Instead, I claim that these vowel 
“pairings” exist as historical residue. At some point in the development of Chinese 
vowels split into “higher” and “lower” vowels. It is not the goal of the paper to inves-
tigate when or why, but rather to note that at some point in time, different dialects 
typically favoured one or other of these vowel types (higher or lower). Consider the 
examples in Tab. 6, with Cantonese and Mandarin showing the different reflexes. In 
these examples, Mandarin has the monophthongal  variants where Cantonese has a 
‘lowered’ vowel variant. These correspondences are not across the board between 
these two dialects, but there does appear to be a general tendency. Moreover, if 
we look beyond Fuzhou and northern Min, this type of vowel–register alternation 
can be also found elsewhere in South East Asia, so could well be best construed 
as an areal phenomenon changes (e.g. Mpi (Thailand; Ladefoged & Maddieson 
1996, Denning 1989), Hani (Vietnam; Edmondson 2002). Perhaps in  observing the 
greater, areal picture, the answer to the question of “why these forms” may find a 
more straightforward answer, though it will likely still be an answer drawing on the 
language history of the region, not a synchronic derivation. 

Tab. 6: Some vowel correspondences across three varieties of Chinese.

Mandarin Cantonese Fuzhou Fuzhou Tone Word

tshi khei khi 1 [44] Upper-H 期 ‘period’

tu tou tu 2 [32] Upper-L 賭 ‘gamble’

thu thou thu 5 [51] Upper-HL 徒 ‘on foot’

tu tok tuʔ 7 [5] Upper-H 毒 ‘poison’

tsi kei kei 3 [21] Lower-L 自 ‘since’

ti tek teiʔ 4 [23] Lower-LH 滴 ‘drip’

tu tou tou 6 [231] Lower-LHL 度 ‘degree’
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6  Concluding remarks
A general suggestion made here is that the tones are best conceptualized as an 
amalgam of features, which are kept distinct through various phonetic measures 
serving to enhance the distinctions where possible, and where necessary. These 
enhancements include both changes in voice quality (phonation) and vowel 
quality as well as slight rises or falls of F0 contours in so-called “level” tones. 
The involvement of all these factors is consistent with data from other South 
East Asian languages, such as Burmese (Bradley 1982), where either F0 or pho-
nation can be manipulated to signal a tonal category. Eastern Cham (Brunelle 
2005, 2009) is another example where phonological register is manifested by 
phonation as well as pitch. Furthermore, qualitatively similar vowel alternations 
may be observed in languages throughout South East Asia where there is known 
 vowel–“register” interaction. These data further suggest that these different pho-
netic factors are bundled together phonologically for at least some languages and 
that a vowel–“register” alternation may best be approached as an areal phenom-
enon as opposed to a peculiar tonal phenomenon limited to northern Min varie-
ties of Chinese. Rather than focusing on how to derive the exact vowel qualities 
in Fuzhou vowel alternations, it thus follows that it is preferable to conceptualize 
the phenomenon as part of a set of enhancements to the phonological category 
of tone, using those phonetic features as they are available and when they are 
necessary. 
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Laura J. Downing
Grounding Nguni depressor effects*

1  Introduction
The Nguni group of Bantu languages (Guthrie number S.40, e.g., Ndebele, Phuthi, 
Swati, Xhosa and Zulu) are well known for their so-called ‘depressor consonants’: 
that is, sets of consonants, often voiced, which interfere with productive processes 
of High-tone realization by lowering the pitch of a following vowel in some way. 
The Nguni depressor effects, at first blush, appear to illustrate the typologically 
common pattern of phonologizing the phonetic lowering effect voiced obstruents 
have on the pitch of a following vowel (Hombert 1978; Hyman & Schuh 1974). To 
account for this pattern, theories in a variety of frameworks formalize an explicit 
link between laryngeal voicing and tonal features. Single-source approaches con-
sider [voice] and Low tone reflexes of the same feature, with one realization when 
associated to a consonant and another when associated to a vowel: see e.g. Halle &  
Stevens (1971), Harris (1994), Halle (1995), Bradshaw (1999), and Pearce (2007). 
In contrast, multiple-source approaches consider [voice] and Low tone distinct 
features, and phonetically grounded implicational constraints (or the equivalent) 
account for their interaction: see e.g., Khumalo (1987), Peng (1992), Hyman &  
Mathangwane (1998), Cassimjee (1998), Mathangwane (1999), Hansson (2004), 
Hsieh & Kenstowicz (2008), Lee (2008), Tang (2008).

In this paper I show that Nguni depressor effects are best accounted for in 
a multiple-source approach, as they raise fundamental problems for single- 
source approaches. First, the set of depressor consonants includes phonetically 
voiceless stops: there is no necessary connection between pitch lowering and 
voicing. Further, the depressor consonants do not uniformly behave as if they 
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were associated with a Low tone. While they block High-tone spread or shift in 
some contexts, they are transparent for High-tone spread or shift in others. In con-
trast, we shall see that a grounding constraint approach to the depressor effects, 
along the lines of Cassimjee’s (1998) Optimal Domains Theory (ODT) analysis of 
Xhosa, elegantly accounts for these properties of depressors. I show further that a 
problem for Cassimjee’s (1998) analysis can be resolved by proposing that depres-
sor consonants introduce a Low tonal register, rather than a simple Low tone.

2  Depressor effects in Nguni languages
As recent surveys by Cassimjee & Kisseberth (1992, 2001) show, several Southern 
and Eastern Bantu languages have consonants that are associated with depressor 
effects: that is, these consonants have some kind of lowering effect on the tone of 
a following syllable. In this section, I present some of the main depressor effects 
found in the Nguni group of Bantu languages, briefly summarizing parameters 
of variation discussed in more detail in Cassimjee & Kisseberth’s (2001) recent 
survey article. For reasons of space, three languages – Ndebele, Swati and Xhosa –  
have been chosen to illustrate the depressor effects. We shall see in the next 
section why they are especially problematic for single-source theories of tone–
segment interaction.1

Before presenting the Nguni tone patterns of interest to the analysis, a bit of 
background on Nguni Bantu tone is in order. Nguni Bantu languages, like most 
Bantu languages, contrast two tone levels, High and toneless (surface Low), 
and tones, especially in verbs, are contrastive at the level of the morpheme, 
not the syllable. In Nguni languages, as in most Bantu languages, High tones 
commonly surface on syllables other than the one that they are underlyingly 
associated with. This is one argument, in fact, for considering non-High syl-
lables to be toneless. These syllables are not a barrier to High-tone displace-
ment. Only a High-toned syllable is. (See work like Chen (1992) and Kisseberth & 

1 The interested reader should consult Cassimjee & Kisseberth (2001), especially, and the 
references cited in that paper for more details about similar depressor effects in other Nguni 
languages as well as for discussion of other depressor effects which space does not permit 
presenting here. See, too, work like Cassimjee (1998), Cassimjee & Kisseberth (1998), Donnelly 
(2007), Downing (1990, 2001, 2003), Khumalo (1987), Malambe (2006), Rycroft (1980, 1983), 
Sibanda (2004) and references therein, for detailed exemplification and analysis of tone patterns 
in several Nguni languages.
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Odden (2003) for thoughtful syntheses of these and other distinctive properties 
of Bantu tonal systems.)

A striking property of the Nguni tone system is that the rightmost High tone 
of words (especially verbs) in isolation is realized on the antepenultimate syllable, 
even though the underlying source of the High tone might be several syllables 
earlier in the word. This displacement of High tones to the antepenult is illustrated 
with the Xhosa data in (1). The only underlying High tone in these verbs is contrib-
uted by the subject prefix, bá-, as one can see by comparing with words in the same 
paradigm that have other subject prefixes, like ndi-ya-fiika ‘I am arriving.’ Yet, the 
High tone surfaces on the antepenultimate syllable of the following toneless verb 
stem, when the subject prefix is in pre-antepenultimate position. The High tone is 
said to shift to the antepenult in Xhosa, as only the antepenultimate syllable bears 
a High tone. The syllables between the source of the High tone (underlined) and 
the antepenult are Low-toned. (All data are cited in the Nguni orthography, except 
that tone and predictable phrase-penult vowel lengthening are indicated):

(1) High-toned subject prefix plus Low-toned verb
 Xhosa (Cassimjee 1998: 26, 32)
 ba-yá-fiika ‘they are arriving’   (cf. ndi-ya-fiika ‘I am arriving’)
 ba-yá-hleeka ‘they are laughing’
 ba-ya-cáciisa ‘they are explaining’
 ba-ya-balíseela ‘they are narrating to’
 ba-ya-banekíseela ‘they are illuminating for’

The data in (2a) show that we find identical tone patterns in Swati. The High tone 
underlyingly contributed by the subject prefix shifts to the antepenult. Zimba-
bwean Ndebele (2b) illustrates High-tone spread, rather than shift: all the sylla-
bles from the subject prefix through the antepenult are High-toned. Depressor 
consonants are bolded in the data, beginning with the data set below:

(2) High-toned subject prefix plus Low-toned verb
 a. Swati (Ziervogel & Mabuza 1976)
    ba-yá-guubha ‘they are digging out’
    ba-ya-cébuula ‘they are skinning’
    ba-ya-namátseela ‘they are sticking to’
 b. Zimbabwean Ndebele (Rycroft 1983)
 ú-yá-kheetha ‘s/he chooses’
 ú-yá-khéthiisa ‘s/he helps choose’
 ú-yá-límísiisa ‘s/he plows intensively’

Depressor consonants interfere with this process of High-tone displacement to 
the antepenult in almost all the Nguni languages (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 2001). 
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As shown by the data in (3a), (4a) and (5a), below, a High tone is not realized 
on the antepenultimate syllable as expected, if it has a depressor consonant in 
the onset. Instead, the High tone is “shifted” one mora rightward, resulting in a 
falling tone (not a level High tone) on the penult and a Low tone on the syllable 
containing the depressor. The data in (3b), (4b) and (5b) show that this process of 
Depressor High-Tone Shift (DHTS) is blocked, however, if the penult syllable also 
begins with a depressor consonant:

(3) Xhosa (Cassimjee 1998: 51–52)
 a. DHTS to penult
 ba-ya-daníisa ‘they are dancing’ (*ba-ya-dániisa without DHTS)
 ba-ya-valéela ‘they are locking in’
 ba-ya-sombulúula ‘they are solving a problem’
 ba-ya-hlanganíisa ‘they are putting together’
 b. DHTS blocked
 ba-ya-bhúdeela ‘they are talking nonsense’
 ba-ya-gúzuula ‘they are scraping’

(4) Swati (Rycroft 1981)
 a. DHTS to penult
 ku-bhabhatíisa ‘to baptize’
 ku-gucúuka ‘to change, vary; turn around (intr.)’
 ku-dlibhitéeka ‘to be dilapidated, untidy’
 ku-vuméela ‘to allow, agree to’
 b. DHTS blocked
 ku-dlíbhiita ‘to tear apart; rip to pieces’
 ku-bhádvuula ‘to lock’

(5) Ndebele (Sibanda 2004: 263ff)
 a. DHTS to penult
 úkú-dilíiza ‘to demolish’
 úkú-gugiséela ‘to wear out for’
 úkú-bhadaléela ‘to pay for’
 úkú-bhaléela ‘to write to/for’
 b. DHTS blocked
 úkú-vódlooza ‘to smash’
 úkú-bhádaala ‘to pay’

In Swati, depressor consonants also block High-tone plateauing. As shown in (4), 
above, Swati is a “shifting” language, if there is only one underlying High tone. 
That is, a High tone, if underlyingly pre-antepenultimate, will surface only on the 
antepenult, and syllables intervening between the source and the antepenult will 
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be Low-toned. If there is more than one underlying High tone, we find High-tone 
plateauing: “a principle that bars the occurrence of toneless syllables, if those 
toneless syllables are flanked by High tones on either side” (Cassimjee & Kisse-
berth 2001: 345). Plateauing is found both within words and in certain phrases 
in Swati, as shown by the data below.2 In (6) and (7), underlying High tones are 
underlined, and the starred forms show the pronunciation expected if plateauing 
did not occur:

(6) Swati High-tone plateauing
 a. Within words (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 2001: 345–346, citing Creissels 1999)
 u-yá-sébéénta ‘s/he is working’   (*u-yá-sebéénta)
 ba-yá-búlálaana ‘they are killing each other’
 ba-yá-phékélétélaana ‘they are accompanying each other’
 b. Phrasally (Bradshaw 1999: 95; Creissels 1999: 176)
 u-bálá tí-cátfuulo ‘s/he counts shoes’   (*u-bála ti-cátfuulo)
 u-válá ímí-nyaango ‘s/he closes the doors’
 ba-hlakulísá síbiili ‘they are really helping each other to weed’

If a depressor consonant intervenes between the two High tones, plateauing is 
entirely or partially blocked. As we can see in the data below, some syllables 
preceding and/or following the depressor consonant (bolded) are Low-toned in 
the plateauing context:

(7) Swati plateauing blocked by depressors
 a. Total blocking within words (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 2001: 354)
 kú-sundvúúla ‘to push aside’
 kú-tjengíísa ‘to point out’
 kú-gocóóta ‘to fold’
 b. Total blocking phrasally (Bradshaw 1999: 95)
 u-bándza ti-cátfuulo ‘s/he chops up shoes’
 u-bilísa bhatááta ‘s/he boils sweet potatoes’
 u-géza bá-ntfaana ‘s/he bathes the children’

2 High tones target the penult syllable rather than the antepenult when a word is not phrase- 
final. See work like Downing (1990), Cassimjee (1998), Creissels (1999) and Cassimjee & Kisseberth 
(2001), and references therein, for further discussion of the role of phonological phrasing in deter-
mining the target of rightward tone displacement in Nguni languages. High tones underlyingly on 
the antepenult displace to the penult in both phrase-medial and phrase-final position. High tones 
on the subject prefix of High-toned verbs shift one syllable to the right. High tones do not displace 
to syllables that bear an underlying High tone. Analyses of these patterns are presented below.
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 c. Partial blocking of plateauing
 u-boléká sí-bhanyáana ‘s/he lends a little gun’
    (*u-boléka si-bhanyáana)
 ba-klavúlá lí-bhubéesi ‘they pierce the lion’

It is uncontroversial, then, that depressor consonants are associated with tone low-
ering in Nguni languages. However, depressor consonants do not uniformly block 
High-tone displacement, as we might expect based on the data in (3) through (7). 
Indeed, the attentive reader might have noticed in this data that depressor consonants 
are transparent to the process of High-tone displacement to the antepenult. Further 
examples of depressor transparency to this process in Xhosa and Swati are provided 
by the data in (8a, b). As we can see, the High tone from the subject prefix regularly 
surfaces on the antepenult, even if a depressor consonant occurs between the subject 
prefix and the antepenult target for High-tone shift (depressor consonants continue to 
be bolded in the data, and underlining indicates the source position of High tones):

(8) Depressors transparent to antepenult High-tone shift
 a. Xhosa (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 2001: 351)
 ba-ya-gibíseela ‘they are throwing’
 ba-ya-gúzuula ‘they are scraping off’
 ba-ya-gqebhá-gqeebha ‘they are hitting again and again’
 b. Swati (Rycroft 1981)
 ku-dlíbhiita ‘to tear apart; rip to pieces’
 ku-gacáteela ‘to creep, crawl’
 ku-golóteela ‘to stare at; await’

Strikingly, depressor consonants are also transparent to antepenult High-tone dis-
placement in spreading languages, like Ndebele. As shown by the data in (9), the 
High tone contributed by the infinitive prefix úku-, the only underlying source of a 
High tone in these words, is realized on all the syllables from the source through the 
antepenult, except on the syllables with depressor onsets, which are Low-toned:

(9) Ndebele (Sibanda 2004: 263ff)
 úkú-bhalíseela ‘to cause to write to/for’
 úkú-dilíkiisa ‘to cause to fall down (of building)’
 úkú-vódlooza ‘to smash’

As work like Bradshaw (1999), Cassimjee & Kisseberth (1992, 2001), Hyman & 
Mathangwane (1998), Kisseberth (1984) and Kisseberth & Volk (2007) has demon-
strated, one of the central challenges that depressor consonants in Nguni and 
other Bantu languages pose to phonological analysis is that it is common for 
them to be transparent to some High-tone displacement processes while opaque 
to others. We return to this problem in sections 3 and 4, below.
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To sum up, the data presented in this section show that depressor effects – 
i.e., blocking of some High-tone displacement processes by a set of depressor 
consonants and a Low tone on a depressor syllable in contexts where we would 
otherwise expect a High tone – are robustly attested in Nguni Bantu languages. 
In the next sections we shall see why these depressor effects cannot easily be 
accounted for in single-source theories of tone–segment interactions.

3   Disassociating [voice] and Low tone from  
Nguni depressors

Single-source theories of consonant–tone interaction make the strong claim that: 
“Depressor effects […] always indicate a special relationship between voicing and 
L tone” (Bradshaw 1999: 43). As work like Halle & Stevens (1971), Halle (1995) and 
Harris (1994) argue, the same laryngeal configuration that favors vocal fold vibra-
tion (slack vocal cords) also lowers fundamental frequency. And, conversely, 
work like Bradshaw (1999: 163) claims that Low tone implies vocal fold vibration. 
These theories implement the strong correlation between depressor effects and 
phonetic voicing of a preceding consonant by proposing that [voice] and Low 
tone are reflexes of a single laryngeal feature, with different realizations depend-
ing on whether the feature is linked to a consonant or a vowel. As I show in this 
section, the Nguni depressor effects surveyed in section 2 are problematic for 
single-source theories for two reasons. First, they cannot be uniformly linked to 
phonetic voicing of a preceding consonant. Further, they cannot be uniformly 
accounted for by associating the depressed syllable with a Low tone.

3.1  Phonetically voiceless depressors

It has been well known since Schachter (1976) that the depressor consonants in 
the Nguni group of Bantu languages form an “unnatural class,” as they include 
both voiced and voiceless consonants:

(10) Depressor consonants in Swati (Schachter 1976; Traill 1990)3
 a. Voiceless, unaspirated stops: p, t, k (orthographic bh, d, g)
 b. Voiceless unaspirated affricates: tf, ts, ʧ (orthographic dv, dz, j)

3 The complete Zulu consonant inventory, which is also applicable for the other Nguni languages 
discussed, is given in the Appendix.
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 c. Voiced clicks
 d. Voiced fricatives
 e.  Velar nasal (in some Nguni languages) and NC sequences (in cases where 

the C is phonetically voiced after a nasal, as the orthography suggests, 
e.g., mb, nd)

Even though Nguni orthography misleadingly suggests that the stops and affri-
cates listed in (10a, b) are voiced, traditional descriptions and phonetic studies 
agree that these sounds are voiceless. The following selection of references to 
phonetic studies and careful descriptions emphasizes this point. Doke (1931: 10) 
describes orthographic bh, d and g in Zulu as “devoid of voicing during the ‘stop’” 
based on a kymographic study. Schachter’s (1976) claim that the Swati segments 
listed in (10a, b) are voiceless is based on an unpublished phonetic study by Louis 
Goldstein. While Rycroft (1980) misleadingly characterizes depressor stops as 
“breathy voiced”, his Swati Dictionary (Rycroft 1981) defines them more precisely 
as “voiceless during occlusion” with a breathy voice release. Sibanda (2004) pro-
vides a similar impressionistic description of Ndebele depressor stops. Traill et al. 
(1987) and Traill’s (1990) phonetic studies show these sounds are voiceless, with 
no special breathy voice configuration at closure or release in Zulu and Swati; 
instead, they identify a special laryngeal configuration – a “depression gesture” –  
independent of voicing. Subsequent phonetic studies of depressor stops in various 
Nguni languages confirm that these segments are phonetically voiceless: Maddie-
son (2003) for Swati; Giannini et al. (1988), Strazny (2003) and Chen & Downing 
(2011) for Zulu; and Jessen & Roux (2002) for Xhosa. None of these studies find 
systematic breathy voice associated with the release of the voiceless depressors.

Synchronically, then, some Nguni depressor consonants are phonetically 
voiceless during closure, disconfirming the necessary link between voicing 
and  Low tone posited by single-source theories.4 One might, though, propose 
that the voiceless depressors represent the result of tonogenesis like that found 
in South(-east) Asian languages (Haudricourt 1954; Matisoff 1973; Svantesson 
2001; Svantesson & House 2006) and in Chadic languages (Pearce 2007). Indeed, 
one motivation for the close relationship between [voice] and Low tone comes 
from languages like Kammu, a Mon-Khmer language spoken in northern Laos, 
where Svantesson & House (2006: 310) show that voicing contrasts have been 

4 Clements (2003) and Clements & Khatiwada (2007) discuss other languages where voiceless 
obstruents are associated with pitch lowering on a following vowel, and suggest that breathy 
voicing on the vowel is responsible for the pitch lowering. The descriptions of the voiceless Sou-
thern Bantu depressors are contradictory on this point, and it must remain as a subject for future 
research to investigate their phonetic properties more carefully.
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lost in some dialects, replaced by tonal contrasts. For example, Eastern Kammu, 
taaŋ ‘pack’ vs. daaŋ ‘lizard,’ has the following cognates in Northern and Western 
Kammu: táaŋ ‘pack’ vs. tàaŋ/thàaŋ ‘lizard.’ Could a similar tonogenesis process 
account for voiceless depressors in these Southern Bantu languages?

Work like Clements (2003) and Schachter (1976) suggests that it does, and 
that Nguni orthography reflects some earlier stage of Nguni languages where 
the voiceless depressors in (10a, b) were, in fact, voiced. Contrastive Low tone 
on depressor syllables has replaced an earlier voicing contrast. This claim is, 
however, not supported by a careful study of the reflexes of Proto-Bantu conso-
nants in modern Nguni languages like Zulu or Xhosa. Indeed, work since Guthrie 
(1967–1971) has noted that depressor stops, along with ejectives and clicks, have 
no Proto-Bantu source. And, as Schadeberg (2009) demonstrates, voiced stops 
of Proto-Bantu have implosive stops or voiced fricatives as their modern Nguni 
reflexes. One can only speculate on an alternative source for the depressor effects 
associated with voiceless depressors, but it is at least suggestive that neighbor-
ing Khoisan languages are described as having depressed tone patterns following 
certain consonants (Louw 1974, Haacke 1999) or on breathy voiced vowels (Traill 
1985). Clicks, then, might not be the only phonological feature that entered Nguni 
Bantu languages through borrowing.

Instead of voicing, what we find is that another synchronic phonetic feature 
is systematically associated with both voiced and voiceless Nguni depressors. 
Traill et al. (1987) shows, based on a laryngoscopic study of the articulation of 
depressor consonants by three Zulu speakers, that, in Zulu at least, depression 
correlates with what Maddieson (2003: 30) terms a ‘special laryngeal posture’. 
Strazny (2003) proposes a new laryngeal feature, [lax vocal fold tension], to char-
acterize this laryngeal posture.5

3.2  Depressors are both transparent and opaque to High tones

The single-source hypothesis (Bradshaw 1999, Halle & Stevens 1971, Halle 1995, 
Harris 1994) claims further that depressor consonants affect the pitch of a following 
vowel because they are associated with the feature [voice], which necessarily intro-
duces a phonological Low tone. One problem with linking depressor  consonants 

5 See Downing & Gick (2005) and Lee (2008) for discussion of other Bantu languages with  
depressor consonants which are neither historically nor synchronically voiced. And see Yip 
(2002), Svantesson (2001) and Lee (2008) for recent cross-linguistic surveys of laryngeal proper-
ties besides [voice] that condition tone raising and lowering.
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with a Low tone, noted in previous phonological analyses of Southern Bantu 
depressors (Bradshaw 1999, 2003; Cassimjee 1998; Cassimjee & Kisseberth 2001; 
Hyman & Mathangwane 1998; Strazny 2003), is that depressor consonants are 
transparent to High-tone shift or spread in some contexts, but are opaque (i.e., 
block High-tone shift or spread) in other contexts in the same language. We saw 
examples of this in section 2, above.

Cases of depressor consonant opacity – like for DHTS, (3b) – (5b), above – are 
expected if the depressor introduces a Low tone. As illustrated below, the Low 
tone associated with a depressor should uniformly block processes of High-tone 
shift or spread due to Goldsmith’s (1976) line-crossing constraint (Cassimjee & 
Kisseberth 1992; Hyman & Mathangwane 1998; Bradshaw 1999):

(11) Depressor should block High-tone spread

 

H L

V C V... ...
*

However, the data in (8) and (9) show this is not the case. High tones consist-
ently cross depressors to target the antepenult in all Nguni languages. Nguni 
languages are not unique in this regard. As work like Kisseberth (1984), Cas-
simjee & Kisseberth (1992), Hyman & Mathangwane (1998), Mathangwane 
(1999), Odden (2007) and Kisseberth & Volk (2007) shows, it is rather common, 
in fact, for depressor consonants to be transparent for some tonal processes 
and opaque for others.

Hyman & Mathangwane (1998) and Cassimjee & Kisseberth (1992) show that 
derivational phonological theories provide a simple mechanism to account for 
why depressors block some High-tone displacement processes but not others. 
The Low tone associated with the depressor can be underspecified, inserted only 
after some High-tone shift or spread processes have applied. Depressors would 
be transparent to processes that apply before the underspecified Low tone is 
inserted and opaque to processes that apply after the Low tone is inserted. The 
schematic derivation below illustrates how this would work:

(12) Rule ordering and depressor transparency
 a. Depressor consonants are underspecified for tone
 b. High-tone spread or shift process 1 – depressor transparent
 c. Insertion of Depressor Low tone
 d. High-tone spread or shift process 2 – depressor opaque

While ordering depressor Low-tone insertion after some tonal processes can 
account for some depressor transparency effects, this strategy is not always 
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available to single-source theories, as Bradshaw (1999) notes. Low tone cannot 
be underspecified in languages where [voice] is contrastive, as it is the vocalic 
reflex of [voice].6 Even in Nguni languages, where [voice] is not contrastive for 
stops, it is difficult to underspecify the laryngeal feature which defines depres-
sors because the depressor consonants participate in a phonotactic process of 
root-bound laryngeal harmony. As Khumalo (1987:26) states, in Zulu:

In most cases, when a morpheme is made up of non-click stops, such stops will have the 
same laryngeal feature specification, i.e. they will either all be [+aspirated] or all will be 
[+depressed] or all will be unspecified.7

Hyman (1999) confirms that these generalizations also hold for Ndebele. Note 
that Khumalo (1987) does not consider the depressors to be the unspecified laryn-
geal type in Zulu. In a single-source theory, if the laryngeal depression feature is 
lexically specified, then the concomitant Low tone is also lexically specified.

What Bradshaw proposes instead is that depressors are transparent for some 
processes but opaque for others because High-tone spreading (or shifting) pro-
cesses can target different levels of the representation, either the prosodic plane 
or a segmental tier. Plane-sensitive tonal processes, which target the moraic 
plane, ignore tonal information specified on the laryngeal tier, like the Low-tone 
reflex of the [voice/Low] feature. Depressor consonants are transparent, then, 
for plane-sensitive processes, as spreading across a depressor Low tone does not 
violate the line-crossing constraint:

(13) Plane-sensitive H tone spread

 

H

[voice/Low]

μ

V C

μ

V

In contrast, tier-sensitive processes of High-tone spread, which target the laryngeal 
tier, are blocked by depressor consonants. Spreading across their [voice/Low] spec-
ification on the laryngeal tier would violate the line-crossing constraint (see (11)).

6 See Bradshaw (1999: ch. 4) and Cassimjee & Kisseberth (1992) for more detailed discussion 
of why underspecifying Low tone cannot provide a general account of depressor transparency.
7 In Khumalo’s (1987) analysis, the unspecified laryngeal feature combination is [aspirated, ±ejective].
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As Bradshaw’s (1999: 71) analysis of depressor effects in Swati shows, this 
proposal accounts well for some of the Nguni depressor effects illustrated in 
section 2, above. Three tonal processes were presented: antepenult shift, DHTS, 
and plateauing. Antepenult shift is transparent to depressors, so it is plane- 
sensitive in Bradshaw’s (1999: 80) analysis of Swati. However, depressors block 
DHTS and plateauing, so these processes must be tier-sensitive. Proposing that 
DHTS is tier-sensitive also captures the generalization, found in most of the work 
cited on Nguni depressors, that DHTS is a local process. It displaces a High tone 
minimally rightward to avoid associating a High tone with a depressed syllable.

Bradshaw (1999: 96) notes, though, that it is difficult to classify plateauing as 
either tier-sensitive (depressor opaque) or plane-sensitive (depressor transparent). 
Recall from (7c), above, that depressors do not always totally block plateauing. These 
data are problematic for Bradshaw’s (1999: 94) formalization of plateauing, which 
crucially refers to two adjacent High tones on the tonal tier: “H spreads rightwards 
to the next adjacent H on the tonal tier”. Given this definition, depressors are opaque 
to plateauing, in the sense that the first High tone does not spread past a depres-
sor towards the second triggering High tone. Yet, depressors must be transparent to 
plateauing, in the sense that they do not prevent the two triggering High tones from 
being considered adjacent on the tonal tier. This paradox is not resolved in her anal-
ysis.8 As we can see, accounting for the transparency of depressors is a problem for 
single-source theories, even in languages where [voice] is not contrastive.

3.3  Depression as a low register in Nguni

Rycroft (1980: 17) proposes that Nguni languages should be characterized as 
tone-register languages, rather than simple tone languages, because depression 
prosody imposes a register distinction in the realization of both High and Low 
tones. Traill et al. (1987: 262) and Traill (1990) concur with this proposal. Their pho-
netic studies show that depression involves dramatically lowering the pitch of both 
High- and Low-toned syllables: depressed syllables are “lower than low.” For this 
reason, they assert that “there is no phonetic reality” to the proposal that depressor 
consonants are associated with a normal Low tone. This dramatic lowering effect 
on the realization of both High and Low tones of a syllable following a depressor (in 

8 Kisseberth’s (1984) analysis of Digo shows that a process displacing certain High tones to the 
stem-initial syllable is blocked by depressors in some contexts but not in others. The problem 
of classifying High-tone displacement processes as tier-sensitive vs. plane-sensitive is thus not 
limited to Swati (and other Nguni Bantu languages).
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most contexts) can be clearly seen in Fig. 1, below, from a recent phonetic study by 
Chen & Downing (2011), which compares the effect depressors have on the f0 of the 
following syllable with the effect on f0 of the two other contrastive voiceless stop 
types (aspirated and unaspirated non-depressor) found in Zulu:9

f0 contours a�er Zulu stops in four di�erent tonal contexts
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t)
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Fig. 1: Effect of aspirated, unaspirated (or ejective) and depressor consonants on the pitch  
of the target syllable in Zulu (Chen & Downing 2011).

Maddieson (2003) and Strazny (2003), based on Traill et al. (1987) and their own pho-
netic studies, also propose that depression lowering is best considered a change in 
register, similar to what one finds in Southeast Asian languages (Svantesson 2001), 
due to the dramatic effect it has on the realization of both High and Low tones.

As Anderson (1978: 163) argues in critiquing the Halle & Stevens (1971) variant 
of the single-source approach, a featural theory which equates some laryngeal 
property (like [voice]) with a single tone level (like Low tone) cannot account for 
cases of register lowering imposed on all tone levels (e.g., both High and Low). 
The problem is that a Low tone (the tonal equivalent of the [voice] feature) should 

9 It is puzzling that depressors have no noticeable effect on Low tone in the Low–Low context  
illustrated in the lower right graph of Fig. 1. See Chen & Downing (2011) for discussion of this point.
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have no effect on another Low-toned syllable, and it should replace a non-Low 
tone on the following vowel (or create a rise). This critique generalizes to all 
single-source theories: they cannot account for the lowering in register of both 
High and Low tones that characterizes depression in Nguni, as it does not follow 
from simply inserting a Low tone.

3.4  Depressor High-Tone Shift is minimal

As Cassimjee (1998) shows, the derivational analysis sketched in (12) faces another 
problem in attempting to account for all Nguni depressor effects by introducing a 
Low tone, namely, the output of DHTS is different from “normal” High-tone shift 
to the penult. As shown in (1) and (2), above, pre-antepenultimate High tones in 
Nguni languages regularly shift to the antepenult. However, High tones underly-
ingly sponsored by the antepenult regularly shift to the penult (Cassimjee 1998; 
Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1998; Downing 2001, 2003; Khumalo 1987). This process 
of “normal” shift to the penult is illustrated below for Xhosa:

(14) Xhosa (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1998)
 si-ya-ba-kháába ‘we kick them’
 si-ya-zi-bííla ‘we boil them’
 si-ya-fumáána ‘we get’
 si-ya-finyééza ‘we shorten’
 si-ya-lalééla ‘we are listening’

If DHTS results simply from associating a Low tone with the “depressed” ante-
penult, the output should be identical to normal High-tone shift to the penult in 
(14). In both cases, the antepenult comes to be associated with a Low tone, as the 
High tone originally on the antepenult shifts to the penult. However, as we can 
see in the Xhosa data in (3a), repeated below for convenience, DHTS results in a 
falling tone on the penult, not a level High tone:

(3) Xhosa (Cassimjee 1998: 51–52)
 a. DHTS to penult
 ba-ya-daníisa ‘they are dancing’ (*ba-ya-dániisa without DHTS)
 ba-ya-valéela ‘they are locking in’
 ba-ya-sombulúula ‘they are solving a problem’
 ba-ya-hlanganíisa ‘they are putting together’

While analyses of DHTS which model depressor effects with a Low tone can 
account for this difference by stipulating that DHTS targets moras while ‘normal’ 
High-tone shift targets syllables, these analyses miss the generalization that the 
difference in target is connected to the different sources of tone shift.
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To sum up this section, pitch lowering found with Nguni depressors cannot 
straightforwardly be accounted for by proposing that Low tone and [voice] are 
reflexes of a single feature. One phonetic problem with this proposal is that some 
depressor consonants are phonetically voiceless. Further, depressor prosody in 
Nguni phonetically involves register lowering of both Low and High tones, not 
simple association of a Low tone to a syllable. A phonological problem is that 
depressor consonants are transparent for some High-tone displacement pro-
cesses, which is unexpected if they are uniformly associated with a Low tone. 
A final problem is that depressor-induced shifting of High tones has a different 
output from ‘normal’ shifting of High tones. This is unexpected if both processes 
simply involve displacing a High tone from the antepenult to the penult.

4   Multiple sources of depressor effects:  
an ODT account

In this section, I present an Optimal Domains Theory (ODT) analysis of these 
depressor effects that avoids the problems faced by single source accounts. The 
analysis is developed as follows. First, I briefly introduce ODT, taking the analy-
sis of Xhosa High-tone shift in non-depressor contexts developed in Cassimjee 
(1998) and Cassimjee & Kisseberth (1998) as a concrete case study illustrating 
the approach. Then I develop in turn analyses of the following Nguni tone pro-
cesses discussed in section 2 that interact with depressors: antepenult High-tone 
displacement, (8) and (9); DHTS (3); and Swati plateauing (7).

4.1  Basics of ODT and High-tone shift in Nguni10

Optimal Domains Theory (Cassimjee 1998; Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1998) – 
ODT – aims to replace autosegmental representations as a way of formalizing 
in an Optimality Theoretic framework the realization of features on segments.  

10 Space does not permit a detailed presentation of ODT. Since Tone Domains are prosodic con-
stituents subject, for the most part, to familiar constraints defining prosodic constituents, the 
brief introduction here should suffice to allow readers to follow the analysis. Interested readers 
can find thorough introductions to ODT in Cassimjee (1998) and Cassimjee & Kisseberth (1998),  
and Leben (2006), Donnelly (2007) and Downing (2001, 2003, 2009) provide further detailed 
exemplification. McCarthy’s (2004) Headed Span theory is similar enough to ODT that this 
work also provides a useful introduction to the motivations for adopting a domains approach to  
feature representation.
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The  similarities and differences between the two approaches are highlighted in 
the representations in (15), below, which compare the autosegmental representa-
tion and ODT representation of a single High tone realized on two syllables.

In the autosegmental representation in (15a), a High tone is linked by associ-
ation lines to two vowels. Each vowel the High tone is associated with realizes the 
High tone. That is, the association lines linking a single High tone to a contiguous 
sequence of vowels (more precisely, moras or syllable heads) can be said to define 
the domain of realization of the High tone. In ODT, the (potential) realization of a 
feature on segments is mediated, not by association lines, but rather by parsing 
segments into the relevant featural domain, indicated with parentheses. In this 
case, the relevant feature is High tone, and in the representation in (15b), the two 
vowels are parsed into a High tone domain:

(15) Tone spread in two theories

 

(a) (C   V   C   V)H(b)C V C V

H

In the unmarked case, each vowel within a feature’s domain realizes the feature.
ODT featural domains are prosodic constituents, with the following pro-

sodic properties: they can be either binary or unbounded in size; they are subject 
to minimality; they are subject to nonfinality (i.e., they can exclude the final 
syllable); they are headed. These prosodic properties are typical of Bantu tone 
systems, as Cassimjee (1998) and Cassimjee & Kisseberth (1998) show. Because of 
this similarity, many of the constraints parsing strings into optimal domains are 
identical to those defining the optimal parse of segmental strings into other types 
of prosodic constituents.

These prosodic properties also characterize the Nguni tonal processes pre-
sented in section 2, above. Let us begin the analysis by presenting the constraints 
which previous ODT analyses of Nguni tone (Cassimjee 1998; Cassimjee & Kisse-
berth 1998; Downing 2001, 2003; Donnelly 2007) have proposed optimize the 
process of High-tone displacement to the antepenult, illustrated by the data in 
(1) and (2), above. The first parameter of domain parsing to be defined is whether 
domains are bounded or unbounded in size. Since High tones displace to the ante-
penult over any number of syllables, this is an unbounded process. We can define 
the antepenult as the alignment target for an unbounded tonal domain through the 
interaction of the following constraints. AlignTD accounts for the generalization 
that High tones spread (or shift) as close to the right edge of a word as possible:

(16)  AlignTD [Align Tone Domain]:  Align-R (TD, Word)
  The right edge of the tone domain (TD) is aligned with the right edge of the word.
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As work since Hyman (1989) has argued, one can account for the generalization 
that High tones target the antepenult in Nguni languages by proposing that the 
stressed penult must lie outside the domain of High-tone displacement.11 (See 
Kanerva (1990) for a similar proposal to account for a similar constraint on the 
rightmost target of High-tone displacement in Chichewa.) AvoidProm formalizes 
this generalization in ODT terms:

(17) AvoidProm[inence]:  Do not parse the stressed (penult) syllable into a TD.

AvoidProm must outrank AlignTD to account for the generalization that the 
antepenult – not the final syllable – is the target of High-tone displacement.

The analysis of High-tone displacement to the antepenult is exemplified by the 
tableau in (18). Note that, following Cassimjee & Kisseberth (1998) and other work 
in ODT, the left edge of the tone domain is aligned with the left edge of the sylla-
ble that underlyingly sponsors the High tone by an undominated constraint (in the 
tableaux, parentheses indicate the tone domain; square brackets, the stress foot):

(18) High-tone shift to antepenult

/ bá-ya-balisela / AvoidProm AlignTD
F a.  (ba-ya-balí)[seela] ***
      b.  (ba-ya-bali[seelá]) *!

      c.   (bá)-ya-bali[seela] ****!**

Candidate (18a), with the rightmost high tone on the antepenult, is optimal because 
the tone domain (TD) edge is as far to the right as possible without violating Avoid-
Prom. Candidate (18b) is non-optimal, as it violates AvoidProm by parsing the stressed 
penult into the TD. In candidate (18c), the TD edge is not far enough to the right, violat-
ing AlignTD more than the optimal candidate. Note that violations of AlignTD count 
moras, and alignment constraints are evaluated gradiently in this framework.

Minimality (19) explains why the penult is included in the tone domain 
when the input High tone is on the antepenult, as illustrated by the data in (14). 
Minimality is satisfied if High tones optimally spread or shift at least one syllable 
to the right, as it optimizes a minimally binary tonal domain:

(19) Minimality
 Prosodic constituents (e.g., tone domains) must be minimally bimoraic.

11 The penult syllable is stressed (expressed as penult lengthening) in the Nguni Bantu langua-
ges and many other Bantu languages (Downing 2004).
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Ranking Minimality above Avoid Prominence optimizes parsing the stressed 
penult into the TD to satisfy minimality. Disyllabic Xhosa verb stems like si-ya-
bóóna ‘we are seeing’ show that the final syllable is never included in the tone 
domain, even though the TD remains, in this case, subminimal. Nonfinality 
must then outrank Minimality:

(20) Nonfinality:  *Align-R (Word, TD)
  The right edge of the tone domain (TD) is not aligned with the right edge of 

the word.

The tableaux in (21) show how the interaction of Nonfinality and Minimality 
accounts for the data where the rightmost High tone surfaces on the penult:

(21) High-tone shift to penult

/ si-ya-bá-khaba / Nonfinality Minimality AvoidProm AlignTD
F a.   si-ya-(ba-

[kháá)ba]
* *

        b.   si-ya-(bá)-
[khaaba]

*! ***

        c.   si-ya-(ba-
[khaabá)]

*! *

        d.   si-ya-(ba-
[khá)aba]

* **!

/ si-ya-bóna / Nonfinality Minimality AvoidProm AlignTD
F e.   si-ya-

([bóó)na] * * *

         f.   si-ya-
([booná])

*! *

The tone domain in (21a) – which places the rightmost High tone on the penult – is 
optimal because it satisfies Minimality. Not extending the TD to the penult, as in 
(21b), leaves it sub-minimal. Extending it beyond the penult, as in (21c), violates 
Nonfinality, while a Falling tone on the penult, as in (21d), incurs more AlignTD 
violations than the level High tone found in the optimal candidate. The second 
candidate set demonstrates why Nonfinality outranks Minimality: candidate 
(21e) is optimal, in spite of having a subminimal TD.

Even though the optimal candidates in the above tableaux show tone shift as 
the optimal output, the analysis so far does not actually account for why shift is 
optimal in some languages, like Xhosa (1) and Swati (2a), while spread is optimal 
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in others, like Ndebele (2b).12 I adopt Cassimjee & Kisseberth’s (1998: 57) proposal 
that the distinction between tone shift and tone spread grammars can be formal-
ized through the relative ranking of the constraints below, if we assume that the 
rightmost syllable in a High-tone domain is the domain head. This assumption 
formalizes the generalization that tone assimilation is overwhelmingly anticipa-
tory (Hyman 2007):

(22) Constraints distinguishing tone spread versus tone shift
 a. ExpressH
  All syllables of the High-tone domain must realize a High tone.
 b. HeadProm: *(High tone, non-head)
  Do not realize a High tone on a non-head syllable of the tone domain.

If ExpressH outranks HeadProm, as in (23a), then spread is clearly optimal, as 
it is defined as a string of High tones from the sponsor through the target. The 
reverse ranking, in (23b), optimizes shift, as it penalizes High tones on syllables 
other than the rightmost, the head of the tone domain:

(23) Rankings optimizing tone spread versus tone shift
 a. Ranking for spread language: Nonfinality >> Minimality >> AvoidProm 
  >> AlignTD >> ExpressH >> HeadProm
 b. Ranking for shift language: Nonfinality >> Minimality >> { AvoidProm, 
  HeadProm } >> AlignTD >> ExpressH

The following tableau, which adds these constraints to the tableau in (18), com-
pletes the analysis of antepenult tone shift in Xhosa:

(24) Antepenult tone shift in Xhosa – ranking (23b)

/ bá-ya-balisela / Non- 
finality

Avoid 
Prom

Head 
Prom

Align TD Express H

F a.   (ba-ya-balí)
[seela]

*** ***

        b.   (bá-yá-bálí)
[seela]

*! ***

        c.   (bá)-ya-bali 
[seela]

****!**

12 See Cassimjee & Kisseberth (1998, 2001), Kisseberth & Odden (2003), and Hyman (2007) for 
more detailed justification for the formal similarity between tone spread and tone shift.
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Candidate (24a), which illustrates tone shift, is optimal given the ranking in (23a), 
as HeadProm penalizes realizing High tones on non-head syllables (i.e., any syl-
lable except the rightmost in the domain). This is why the tone spread candidate, 
(24b), which satisfies ExpressH, is not optimal: it violates the tonal prominence 
asymmetry defined by HeadProm. Candidate (24c) shows that AlignTD must 
outrank ExpressH, as a subminimal domain is not optimal even though it neces-
sarily satisfies HeadProm.

The next sections extend this analysis to account for the depressor effects high-
lighted above, namely, that depressor consonants are transparent in some contexts 
and opaque in others, and that the output of depressor High-tone shift (DHTS) is dif-
ferent from “normal” High-tone displacement to the penult exemplified in (21), above.

4.2  Transparency of depressor consonants

As Cole & Kisseberth (1994) and Cassimjee (1998) show, transparency in assim-
ilation processes like vowel harmony or High-tone spread can be accounted 
for in ODT through the interaction of feature domain alignment and phonetic 
grounding constraints. Grounding constraints are an alternative to single source 
representations for formalizing the phonetic enhancement and incompatibility 
relationships between features that are revealed by phonological processes. For 
example, in many West African ATR harmony systems, [i] does not participate in 
the harmony; it is either transparent or opaque. Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1994) 
argues that this can be accounted for through constraints that formalize that Hi/
RTR is a phonetically antagonistic feature combination. The high, front posi-
tion of the tongue required for [i] is in conflict with the low, retracted position 
that defines [RTR]. Transparency of [i], like its harmonic opacity, follows from a 
grammar that penalizes vowels for realizing this antagonistic combination.

The transparency of depressor syllables to High-tone displacement to the 
antepenult in Nguni Bantu languages can be given a similar account. As work like 
Peng (1992), Cassimjee (1998), Hansson (2004) and Hsieh & Kenstowicz (2008) 
argues, tone-segment interactions are best formalized in terms of grounding con-
straints which define both enhancing and inhibiting interactions between tone 
and particular consonantal features. Following Cassimjee (1998: 53), I adopt the 
grounding constraint in (25) to define the basic interaction between depressor 
syllables and tone:

(25) *(Depress, H): If depressor syllable, then not High tone.

A depressor syllable is defined as one with an Onset consonant that has a 
 phonetic property which demonstrably correlates with lowered fundamental 
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frequency: negative VOT (Pearce 2007); vibrating vocal cords (Halle & Stevens 
1971); breathy voice release (Clements & Khatiwada 2007); long frication dura-
tion (Downing & Gick 2005); lax vocal fold tension (Traill et al. 1987; Strazny 
2003). Recall from Fig. 1, above, that the depressor effect lasts well into the 
syllable following the depressor consonant. The grounding constraint in (25) 
has two important advantages in accounting for Nguni depressor effects. First, 
it divorces depressor effects from [voice], as the lowered pitch is grounded not 
just by consonant voicing but also by other phonetic properties that correlate 
with pitch lowering. Crucially, it also captures the generalization that High tones 
are not optimally realized on a syllable with a depressor onset without directly 
associating a Low tone with the depressed syllable.13 Notice that this means that 
the association of a Low tone to some level of representation plays no role in 
this approach in accounting for why depressors are opaque for some tonal pro-
cesses, yet transparent for others in the same language. Instead, it is the relative 
ranking of the grounding constraint with other constraints that accounts for this  
variability.

As shown by the data in (8) and (9), depressor consonants are transparent 
for the process of High-tone displacement to the antepenult, both in shifting lan-
guages and in spreading languages. Some of this data is repeated below for con-
venience:

(26) Depressor transparency for High-tone displacement to antepenult
 a. Swati (Rycroft 1981) – shifting language
  ku-dlíbhiita  ‘to tear apart; rip to pieces’
  ku-gacáteela  ‘to creep, crawl’
  ku-golóteela  ‘to stare at; await’
 b. Ndebele (Sibanda 2004: 263ff) – spreading language
  úkú-bhalíseela  ‘to cause to write to/for’
  úkú-dilíkiisa  ‘to cause to fall down (of building)’
  úkú-vódlooza  ‘to smash’

As Cassimjee (1998) shows, the transparency of depressor consonants falls out from 
the following constraint ranking: AlignTD (16) >> *(Depress, H) (25) >> ExpressH 
(22a). This ranking optimizes parsing depressed syllables in the High-tone domain. 
And this ranking optimizes not realizing a High tone on the depressor syllable, even 
though it falls in a High-tone domain. The analysis is exemplified by the tableau  

13 See Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1994) for detailed motivation of Grounding Constraints, and 
see Peng (1992) and Hansson (2004) for a more detailed comparison of the grounded constraint 
approach to depressor effects with representational approaches like Bradshaw (1999).
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in (27), which accounts for the Ndebele data in (9), repeated as (26b) (Nonfinality 
and Minimality are omitted from these tableaux, as they are too high-ranked to 
play a crucial role in choosing the optimal candidates):14

(27) Ndebele depressor transparency – see ranking (23a)

/ úku-bhalisela / Avoid 
Prom

Align TD *(Depress, H) Express 
H

Head 
Prom

F  a.   (úkú-bhalí)
[seela]

*** * *

      b.   (úkú-bhálí)
[seela]

*** *! *

      c.   (uku-bhalí)
[seela]

*** **!*

      d.   (ukú)-bhali 
[seela]

****!* *

In this tableau, we only consider candidates which best satisfy the three highest 
ranked constraints in (23a) by realizing the rightmost High tone on the antepe-
nult. Candidate (a) is optimal, as it realizes the High tone on every syllable in 
the High-tone domain, except the depressed syllable (bha). Candidate (b), which 
perfectly satisfies ExpressH, is not optimal, as it violates the higher ranked con-
straint penalizing High tones on depressed syllables. Tone shift (i.e., realizing 
the High tone only on the head syllable of the tone domain) is not optimal, as 
shown by candidate (c) because this incurs gratuitous violations of ExpressH 
(note that ExpressH is a gradiently ranked constraint in this framework). Can-
didate (d) justifies ranking AlignTD above *(Depress, Η). The opposite ranking 
would optimize depressor opacity, with the High-tone domain stopping short of 
the depressed syllable in order to satisfy the grounding constraint.

The analysis of Swati and Xhosa is analogous, except that, since Swati and 
Xhosa are tone shift languages, rather than spreading languages, the relative 
ranking of ExpressH and HeadProm is reversed (see (23), above). The analysis of 
the Swati data in (26a) is exemplified in the following tableau:

14 Recall from (23) that since Ndebele is a spreading language, the ranking ExpressH >> Head-
Prom is relevant.
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(28) Swati depressor transparency – see ranking (23b)

/ kú-gacatela / Head 
Prom

Avoid 
Prom

Align TD *(Depress, H) Express H

F  a.   (ku-gacá)
[teela]

*** **

      b.   (kú-gácá)
[teela]

*! *** *

       c.   (kú-gacá)
[teela]

*! *** *

      d.   (kú)-gaca 
[teela]

****!*

To sum up this section, this analysis of depressor transparency shows off one of the 
advantages of the ODT approach to feature assimilation. Since not every syllable in 
a feature domain is required to express the feature (that is, ExpressFeature can be 
violated if outranked), a featural domain can include elements with antagonistic fea-
tures, without violating any representational well-formedness constraint equivalent 
to no line crossing illustrated in (11). Underspecification and rule ordering – both of 
which are not available in a classic OT account, in any case – therefore need not be 
appealed to, in order to account for transparency. This is a welcome result, since, as 
argued in section 3.2, above, underspecification and rule ordering cannot account for 
all cases where depressors are transparent for some processes but opaque for others.

4.3  Depressor High-Tone Shift (DHTS) and register domains

As Cassimjee (1998: 53ff) argues, the grounding constraint in (25) should also moti-
vate Depressor High-Tone shift (DHTS). The data in (3) through (5), above, show that, 
in all the Nguni languages, the output of DHTS satisfies the grounding constraint by 
realizing a Low tone on the antepenult, the expected target of High-tone displace-
ment. However, as shown in (29), the constraint ranking motivated in (28) for tone 
shift languages like Swati and Xhosa does not optimize the correct output of DHTS:

(29) Failed analysis of DHTS in Xhosa (3a)

/ bá-ya-danisa / Head 
Prom

Avoid 
Prom

Align 
TD

*(Depress, H) Express 
H

         a.  (ba-ya-da[níí)sa] *! * ***
M b.  (ba-ya-dá)[niisa] *** * **
D      c.  (ba-ya-da[ní)isa] *! ** ***
         d.  (ba-yá-)da[niisa] ****! *
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The problem is that *(Depress, H) must be ranked below AlignTD (16) in order 
to account for depressor transparency, as demonstrated in (27), above. But, as 
Cassimjee notes, this means it is too low-ranked to optimize shifting the High-
tone domain rightwards towards the penult. As a result, the correct output, can-
didate (c), is not optimal. Instead, incorrectly maintaining the High tone on the 
depressed antepenult, as in candidate (b), is.

The tableau in (30) shows that simply re-ranking the grounding constraint 
above AvoidProm (17) also does not optimize the correct output:

(30)  Another failed analysis of DHTS in Xhosa (3a)

/ bá-ya-danisa / Head 
Prom

*(Depress, H) Avoid 
Prom

Align 
TD

Express 
H

      a. (ba-ya-da[níí)sa] *! * ***
      b. (ba-ya-dá)[niisa] *! *** **
D   c. (ba-ya-da[ní)isa] *! ** ***
M d. (ba-yá-)da[niisa] **** *

One problem with this ranking is that AlignTD (16) is best satisfied in this tableau, 
as in tableau (21), if the penult has a level High tone, as in (30a), not a falling contour, 
as in (30c). In short, the ODT analysis so far has the same problem as the derivational 
one sketched in section 3.3, above: the output of tone shift should be the same what-
ever the motivation for shift. Another problem with this ranking, as shown by candi-
date (d), is that it optimizes not parsing the depressor consonant in the tone domain. 
That is, it optimizes opacity – not transparency – of the depressor consonant.

Cassimjee (1998) resolves this problem by proposing a serial OT analysis. The 
output of the first derivational stage is to shift the High tone to the antepenult, 
as in (29b). The second stage implements the generalization that (25) is satisfied 
by minimally shifting the High tone away from the depressed syllable, to derive a 
falling contour, not a level High tone as the output of shift.15 This analysis follows 
closely in spirit the one proposed in Bradshaw (1999, 2003) for Swati.

I propose that we can straightforwardly optimize the contour tone in a 
non-serial way by formalizing the observation, motivated in section 3.3, above, 
that Nguni depression has the properties of a Low register, not a Low tone. In the 

15 As Cassimjee (1998: 53–57) does not give any tableaux illustrating how the serial OT analysis 
works, the details of the approach are somewhat vague. The interested reader should consult 
Cassimjee (1998) for further discussion of her approach.
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spirit of ODT, the depressor register is realized in a Depressor Domain (DD), initi-
ated by the left edge of every depressor syllable:

(31) Align-L (depressor, DD):
  Align the left edge of every depressor syllable with the left edge of a Depres-

sor Domain (DD).

The register domain can be considered the ODT equivalent of a register node or 
tier that has been argued for in accounting for Chinese tone systems and for reg-
ister shifts, such as downstep, in African languages (see Yip (2002) for a recent 
overview of feature-geometric representations of register).

The constraint in (32) expresses the generalization, found in work such as 
Traill et al. (1987), Peng (1992), Cassimjee (1998), Strazny (2003) and Sibanda 
(2004), that depressor effects are local:

(32) Align-R (DD, Dσ):
  Align the right edge of every Depressor Domain with the right edge of a 

depressed syllable.

That is, in the unmarked case, the depressor domain encompasses only the sylla-
ble that begins with the depressor consonant.

Because depression is a tonal register, it is parasitic on simple tones and 
affects their realization. In other words, Depressor Domains and High-Tone 
Domains overlap, and, I propose, their right edges coincide to satisfy the align-
ment constraint in (33):

(33) Align-R (DD, HD):
  Align the right edge of every Depressor Domain with the right edge of a 

High-Tone Domain.

These new constraints are ranked as follows. Align-L (depressor, DD) (31) and 
Align-R (DD, HD) (33) are high ranked because they are never violated in optimal 
candidates. Align-R (DD, Dσ) (32) must be outranked by the grounding con-
straint, *(Depress, H) (25), because it is minimally violated in the case of DHTS: 
the depressor domain and parasitic High-tone domain extend one more mora 
to the right of the depressed syllable to satisfy the grounding constraint. The 
Depressor Domain alignment constraints in (32) and (33) must outrank Avoid-
Prom (17), as the output of DHTS realizes a High tone on the prominent penult 
syllable. By transitivity, then, the grounding constraint, *(Depress, H) (25), must 
also outrank AvoidProm. That is, the ranking for the grounding constraint given 
in (30), above, is the correct one.
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Incorporating these rankings into the ones motivated in section 4.1 yields:

(34) Summarizing constraint rankings accounting for depressor effects
 (a) Ranking for shift languages such as Xhosa and Swati
   Nonfinality, Align-L (depressor, DD), Align-R (DD, HD)  

>> Minimality >> *(Depress, H) >> Align-R (DD, Dσ) >> HeadProm, 
AvoidProm >> AlignTD >> ExpressH

 (b) Ranking for spread languages such as Ndebele
   Nonfinality, Align-L (depressor, DD), Align-R (DD, HD)  

>> Minimality >> *(Depress, H) >> Align-R (DD, Dσ) >> AvoidProm >> 
AlignTD >> ExpressH >> HeadProm

Tableau (35) shows that these constraints and rankings correctly optimize a 
falling tone on the penult as the output of DHTS in Xhosa. The tableau also shows 
that depressor transparency is correctly optimized in the revised analysis, as it 
satisfies high-ranked Align-R (DD, HD). Note that Depressor Domains are indi-
cated with “{” in the tableaux in this section:16

(35) – cf. (30) – DHTS in Xhosa

/ bá-ya-danisa / Align-R 
(DD,  
HD)

*(Depress, 
H)

Align-R 
(DD,  
Dσ)

Head 
Prom

Avoid 
Prom

Align 
TD

       a.  (ba-ya-{da[níí})sa] **! * *
       b.  (ba-ya-{dá})[niisa] *! ***
F c.  (ba-ya-{da[ní})isa] * * **
       d.  (ba-yá)-{da}[niisa] *! ****

Candidate (35c) is optimal because it satisfies the two highest ranked constraints, 
and it incurs fewer violations of Align-R (DD, Dσ) (32) than candidate (35a), which 
was incorrectly optimized in tableau (30). Note, too, that high-ranked Align-R 
(DD, HD) optimizes including the depressor consonant in a High-tone domain, as 
candidate (35d) shows. Transparency of depressor consonants correctly remains 
optimal, then, in the revised analysis.

Tableau (36) shows the analysis also accounts for why DHTS is blocked if 
the penult begins with a depressor, the generalization illustrated by the data in 
(3b)–(5b):

16 To save space, the first two constraints in the ranking in (34) plus Minimality (19) and Ex-
pressH are omitted in the tableaux in this section. ExpressH is too low ranked and the others are 
never violated in these data. As a result, they never crucially choose the optimal output.
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(36) – DHTS blocked in Xhosa

/ bá-ya-guzula / Align-R 
(DD,  
HD)

*(Depress, 
H)

Align-R 
(DD, Dσ)

Head 
Prom

Avoid 
Prom

Align 
TD

        a.  (ba-ya{gu}{[zúú})la] * * *! *
F b.  (ba-ya-gú}){[zuu}la] * * ***
        c.  (ba-ya-{gu}{[zú})ula] * * *! * **

In non-optimal (36a, c), we see that if both the penult and the antepenult begin 
with a depressor consonant, it is impossible to satisfy the Depressor Domain con-
straints (32) and (33) and the grounding constraint *(Depress, H) (25) by shifting 
the High tone to the penult. As a result, the High tone surfaces on the antepenult 
in optimal (36b), even though it begins with a depressor.

To complete the analysis, the tableaux in (37) and (38) show that this approach 
accounts for DHTS and DHTS blocking in spreading languages like Ndebele:17

(37) DHTS in Ndebele (5a)

/ úku-diliza / Align-R 
(DD, HD)

*(Depress, 
H)

Align-R 
(DD, Dσ)

Avoid 
Prom

Align 
TD

Head 
Prom

       a.  (úkú-{di[líí})za] **! * * *
      b.  (úkú-{dí})[liiza] *! *** *
F c.  (úkú-{di[lí})iza] * * ** *
       d.  (úkú)-{di}[liiza] *! **** *

(38) DHTS blocked in Ndebele by a second depressor (5b)

/ úku-vodloza / Align-R 
(DD, HD)

*(Depress, 
H)

Align-R 
(DD, Dσ)

Avoid 
Prom

Align 
TD

Head 
Prom

        a.  (úkú-{vo}{[dlóó})za] * * *! * *
F b.  (úkú-{vó}){[dloo}za] * * *** *
        c.  (úkú-{vo}{[dló})oza] * * *! * ** *
        d.  (úkú)-{vo}{[dloo}za] **! **** *

17 Recall from the rankings in (23) and surrounding discussion, that HeadProm is crucially 
lower ranked in tone spread languages such as Ndebele than in tone shift languages such as 
Xhosa and Swati. The same constraints have been included in the Ndebele tableaux as in the 
Xhosa tableaux just above them for ease of comparison.
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In these tableaux the equivalent candidates are optimal for the same reasons dis-
cussed in presenting the tableaux for Xhosa: cf. (35) and (36).

To sum up this section, the analysis of DHTS proposes that the phonetic reg-
ister lowering effect of depressor consonants motivated in section 3.3 plays a role 
in the tonal phonology of Nguni languages. As we have seen, the interaction of 
constraints on depressor register alignment and High-tone domain alignment 
best accounts for the minimal displacement of High tones found with DHTS. The 
grounded ODT analysis also provides a new explanation for why depressor con-
sonants block DHTS. As we can see in (36) and (38), DHTS is optimal when it 
satisfies a grounding constraint on the realization of tones on depressor syllables. 
It is blocked when the shift leads to no improvement in the satisfaction of the 
grounding constraint. Association of Low tones and line-crossing – at the plane 
or tier level – play no role in the analysis.

4.4   Opacity of depressor consonants: Swati High-tone plateaus

The final problem to be addressed in this analysis is why depressor consonants 
are both transparent and opaque to plateauing in Swati. The relevant data are 
repeated below for convenience:

(39) Swati High-tone plateauing
 a.  Within words (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 2001: 345–346, citing Creissels 

1999)
  u-yá-sébéénta  ‘s/he is working’    (*u-yá-sebéénta)
  ba-yá-búlálaana  ‘they are killing each other’
  ba-yá-phékélétélaana ‘they are accompanying each other’
 b. Phrasally (Bradshaw 1999: 95; Creissels 1999: 176)
  u-bálá tí-cátfuulo  ‘s/he counts shoes’    (*u-bála ti-cátfuulo)
  u-válá ímí-nyaango ‘s/he closes the doors’
  ba-hlakulísá síbiili  ‘they are really helping each other to weed’

(40)  Swati plateauing blocked by depressors
 a. Total blocking within words (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 2001: 354)
  kú-sundvúúla  ‘to push aside’
  kú-tjengíísa  ‘to point out’
  kú-gocóóta  ‘to fold’
 b. Total blocking phrasally (Bradshaw 1999: 95)
  u-bándza ti-cátfuulo ‘s/he chops up shoes’
  u-bilísa bhatááta  ‘s/he boils sweet potatoes’
  u-géza bá-ntfaana  ‘s/he bathes the children’
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 c. Partial blocking of plateauing
  u-boléká sí-bhanyáana ‘s/he lends a little gun’
   (*u-boléka si-bhanyáana)
  ba-klavúlá lí-bhubéesi ‘they pierce the lion’

Recall from section 3.2 that the problem raised by plateauing for an analysis in 
which depressors are associated with a Low tone is that depressors appear to be 
opaque for this process, in the sense that plateauing does not extend beyond the 
depressor in any of the data. Yet, the data in (40c) show that depressors are also 
transparent, in the sense that the two High tones which trigger plateauing can be 
separated by a depressor consonant.

Before presenting the analysis of the interaction of depressor consonants 
with plateauing, we first need to motivate a plateauing constraint for the sim-
plest cases, namely, plateauing within words with no depressors. Recall that 
Swati is a High-tone shift language when there is only one High tone in a word. 
In ODT terms, shift is accounted for by proposing that the ranking in (23b) 
is relevant: HeadProm >> Align TD >> ExpressH. For High tones to be real-
ized on non-head syllables, as we find in plateauing, some constraint must 
outrank HeadProm (22b), the constraint that optimizes realizing High tones 
only on the head syllables of tone domains. I propose that we can account for 
plateauing by adopting the constraint Hyman (1998: 49) motivates for vowel 
harmony ‘plateaus’ in Yaka, modifying it to refer to tones rather than vowel 
height features:

(41) Plateau (adapted from Hyman 1998: 49, fig. (14b)): * H) (non-High
  A High tone at the end of one tone domain (indicated by the parentheses) 

cannot be followed by a toneless syllable (e.g., the absence of High tone) at 
the beginning of an adjacent tone domain.

This constraint, like ExpressH, evaluates the realization of tone within a tone 
domain. Unlike ExpressH, Plateau crucially refers to two tone domains (or more 
precisely, two tone domain edges).

The tableau in (42) shows that simply ranking Plateau above HeadProm in 
the existing analysis of antepenult shift exemplified in (24) optimizes the correct 
output:

(42) Word-internal plateauing

/ bá-ya-búlalaana / Non-
final

Plateau Head 
Prom

Avoid 
Prom

Align 
TD

Express 
H

F a.  (ba-yá)-(búlá)[laana] * *** *
        b.  (ba-yá)-(bulá)[laana] *! *** **
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Candidate (42a) is optimal even though the High tone on the non-head sylla-
ble of the second tone domain violates HeadProm, as it satisfies higher-ranked 
Plateau. Candidate (42b), with the expected High-tone shift in both tone domains 
is not optimal, as it violates Plateau: a High tone at the end of the first tone 
domain is followed by a Low tone at the beginning of the adjacent tone domain.

The tableau in (43) shows that this analysis straightforwardly extends to 
account for phrasal plateauing in non-depressor contexts, if we assume that the 
extraprosodic final syllable of the initial word in the phrase is parsed into a recur-
sive tone domain with the tone domain to its right. Indeed, this is the only way to 
parse this syllable into a tone domain without violating high-ranked Nonfinal-
ity (20).18 In the tableaux for phrasal plateauing, word boundaries in the candi-
dates are indicated by “||”:

(43) Phrasal plateauing – no depressors

/ ú-bala  tí-catfulo / Non-
final

Pla-
teau

Head 
Prom

Avoid 
Prom

Align 
TD

Express 
H

F a.  (u-bá) (lá || (tí-cá)[tfuulo] * *  *** *

        b.  (u-bá)(la || (ti-cá)[tfuulo] *! *  *** ***

        c.  (u-bá)(lá || (ti-cá)[tfuulo] *! * *  *** **

        d.  (u-bálá) || (tí-cá)[tfuulo] *! * *** *

Candidate (43a) is optimal, as it satisfies the two highest ranked constraints. Can-
didates (43b) and (43c) violate Plateau, as their outputs contain High tones at the 
end of a tone domain which are followed by a non-High syllable at the beginning 
of the following tone domain. Candidate (43d) shows that an alternative parse of 
the final syllable of the first word violates Nonfinality.

As we saw in section 3.2, above, an unresolved problem for Bradshaw’s (1999) 
analysis is to account for why depressors totally block plateauing in some phrasal 
contexts – (40b) – but not in others – (40c). This paradoxical behavior makes it hard 
to determine whether plateauing is a plane-sensitive or tier-sensitive process: the key 
to her approach to depressor transparency. In the analysis developed here, however, 

18 TDs do not extend beyond the penult, whether words are phrase-medial or phrase-final, as this 
would violate Nonfinality. I am assuming that syllables cannot be left unparsed phrase-inter-
nally, between two tone domains, so no candidates are considered where the final syllable of the 
first word is extraprosodic. As mentioned above, penult lengthening is a reflex of phrasal promi-
nence. This is why only the second word in the phrase shows lengthening. This is also why Avoid-
Prom is not violated by the TD of the first word of a phrase, which extends through the penult.
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this paradoxical behavior falls out straightforwardly from incorporating Plateau >> 
HeadProm into the constraints and ranking motivated for DHTS in (34a), above. The 
crucial partial ranking is: *(Depress, H) >> Plateau >> HeadProm, AvoidProm. The 
generalization that emerges in the ODT analysis, exemplified in the next tableaux, is 
that depressors block phrasal plateauing when they fall at a tone domain (TD) edge:19

(44) Phrasal plateauing – depressors block at TD edge (40b)

/ ú-bandza  tí-catfulo / *(De-
press, 

H)

Pla-
teau

Head 
Prom

Avoid 
Prom

Align 
TD

Express 
H

F  a.   (u-bá)({ndza} || (ti-cá)
[tfuulo]

* *  *** ***

      b.   (u-bá)({ndzá} || (tí-cá)
[tfuulo]

*! *  *** *

      c.   (u-bá)({ndza} || (tí-cá)
[tfuulo]

* *! *  *** **

Candidate (44a) is optimal as it satisfies the high-ranked grounding constraint. 
It also satisfies HeadProm, which, as we can see from non-optimal candidate 
(44c), penalizes incomplete plateauing within a recursive domain. Candidate 
(44b) is not optimal, as it violates the grounding constraint by realizing a High 
tone on the depressor syllable.

Depressors fail to block plateauing, when they fall in the middle of a tone 
domain, rather than at the edge of one:

(45) Phrasal plateauing – depressors do not block when TD-internal (40c)

/ ú-boleka  sí-bhanyana / *(De-
press, 

H)

Pla-
teau

Head 
Prom

Avoid 
Prom

Align 
TD

Ex- 
press 

H
F a.   (u-bolé)(ká || (sí-{bha[nyá})

ana]
* *

DHTS
*

***
***

        b.   (u-bolé)(ka || (si-{bha[nyá})
ana]

*! *
DHTS

*
***

*****

19 The Depressor Domain constraints have been omitted from these tableaux to save space. The 
tableaux only consider candidates that optimally satisfy those constraints in order to concentra-
te on how depressors interact with plateauing. The curly brackets in these tableaux continue to 
indicate Depressor Domains. As one can see, I am assuming that Depressor Domains are word-
bound, while tone domains are not.
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Candidate (45a) is optimal, as it does not violate Plateau: the High–Low tone 
sequence does not fall at a tonal domain boundary. In the middle of a tonal 
domain, that is, depressors continue to be transparent to High-tone shift. Candi-
date (45b) is non-optimal because it violates Plateau: a High–Low tone sequence 
across a tone domain. Note that all of the candidates in the tableau violate Avoid-
Prom, as DHTS is optimal in the second word (cf. tableau (35), above).

There remains one set of data that has not yet been accounted for, namely, 
blocking of plateauing in the first two word-internal examples in (40a). Since the 
depressor consonant is tone-domain-internal, we expect the analysis to be iden-
tical to the one in (45), above, with no blocking. However, as the tableau in (46) 
shows, the analysis fails:

(46) Depressors can block word-internal plateauing

/ kú-súndvula / Minim-
ality

*(De-
press, 

H)

Pla-
teau

Head 
Prom

Avoid 
Prom

Align 
TD

Express 
H

D  a.   (kú)- 
(su[{ndvúú})la]

* * *! * *  **** *

M b.   (kú)- 
(sú[{ndvúú})la]

* * * * *  ****

        c.   (kú)-(sú) 
[{ndvuu}la]

**! ***  
****

Candidate (a) is the correct output, but it is not the optimal candidate because it 
violates Plateau. 

There is, however, one difference between the first two word-internal exam-
ples in (40a) and the phrasal examples where blocking does not occur, namely, 
when the depressors do not block plateauing, they are in stem-initial position 
(hyphens indicate boundaries between prefixes and stems in the data). When 
they do block plateauing, they are not stem-initial, yet the lowering effect of the 
depressor domain extends leftward to the stem-initial syllable in these contexts: 
e.g. (kú)-({sundvúú})la. This generalization helps us to see parallels with other 
Nguni languages. For example, in Phuthi, a spreading language, Cassimjee & 
Kisseberth (2001: 352), citing data from Donnelly (2007), note that stem syllables 
preceding a depressor syllable in the stem do not realize a High tone. Similarly, 
Sibanda (2004: 268) notes that for Ndebele, also a spreading language, stem syl-
lables preceding a depressor do not realize a High tone, at least in longer stems. 
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It seems to be a general property of Nguni languages, then, that the depressor 
register can align with stem edges in certain contexts rather than with the left 
edge of the depressor syllable only. We leave the proper formalization of this gen-
eralization as a topic for future research.

To sum up this section, the OTD analysis of Nguni tone allows us account 
for the seemingly paradoxical behavior of depressor consonants for plateauing 
in Swati. In an OTD account, tonal realization – whether to satisfy ExpressH or 
Plateau – is defined within tone domains. This allows us to see that depressors 
block plateauing when they are at a tone domain edge, and do not block pla-
teauing when they are tone domain internal. The alignment of depressor regis-
ter domain edges with stem edges in some contexts is a complicating factor that 
deserves more systematic description and analysis.

5  Conclusion
This paper has developed an ODT analysis of the interaction of depressor conso-
nants and selected High-tone displacement processes in Nguni languages. This 
analysis improves on previous analyses of Nguni depressors in the following 
ways. First, in contrast to work like Bradshaw (1999) or Lee (2008), it proposes 
that the depressor effect of certain consonants on tone is optimized by a phonet-
ically grounded constraint. This constraint correctly allows depressor lowering 
to be divorced from the feature [voice], as Nguni depressor consonants include 
voiceless stops. Another advantage of the grounding constraint approach to 
depressor–tone interaction is that it also allows depressors to lower pitch without 
having to be associated with a Low tone. This helps explain why depressors are 
transparent for some High-tone displacement processes: there is no Low tone 
present in the representation to block High-tone displacement. The ODT analysis 
makes it possible to formalize explicitly why depressors are transparent in some 
contexts but block High-tone spread or shift in others in a non-serial way. Depres-
sors block High-tone displacement only when the output would violate the tone–
laryngeal grounding constraint (or some other high-ranked constraint on High-tone 
realization). Finally, the analysis proposes that depression involves a register shift, 
implemented formally by a register domain. The register domain formalizes that 
depressor lowering is both phonetically and phonologically more compatible with 
low register than Low tone. It also captures the generalization that depressor effects 
on High tone are local and minimal. It must remain as a topic for future research to 
see whether depressor consonants in other Bantu languages also induce a change 
of register, and whether any such register effects have been phonologized.
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Appendix: The Zulu consonant inventory
Zulu has a rich consonant inventory, as shown in the table below (Schadeberg 
2009). The spelling in this table follows the representation used in citing the data 
in this paper. Depressor consonants are shaded and in bold.

lab alv lat pal vel
aspirated voiceless plosives ph th kh
ejective plosives 
      prenasalized

p 
mp

t 
nt

k 
nk

ejective voiceless affricates 
      prenasalized

ts tsh 
ntsh

kl 
nkl

voiceless unaspirated  
plosives

bh d g

      prenasalized voiced mb nd ng
voiceless unaspirated affricates 
      prenasalized voiced

j 
nj

implosive ɓ b
partially voiced (“soft”) k <k̬>
voiceless fricatives f s hl sh h
      prenasalized affricates mf ns nhl
voiced fricatives 
      prenasalized affricates

v 
mv

z 
nz

dl 
ndl

hh

glides w y
      depressor glides w y
trilled and lateral sonorants r l
nasal sonorants m n ny [ŋ]
      depressor nasals m n
voiceless clicks 
      prenasalized = nasal

c 
n(k)c

x 
n(k)x

q 
n(k)q

aspirated clicks ch xh qh
voiceless unaspirated clicks 
      prenasalized voiced

gc 
ngc

gx 
ngx

gq 
ngq
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There’s no tone in Cologne: against  
tone-segment interactions in Franconian*

Abstract: Central and Low Franconian dialects seem to provide counterevidence  
to alleged universals of unattested correlations of (a) tone and postvocalic 
voicing, and (b) tone and vowel height. I argue that none of these cases are real 
counterexamples because contrary to standard analyses in the literature Franco-
nian dialects do not have lexical tones. I propose the contrast to be based on foot 
structure instead: so called accent 1 is a “true” moraic trochee, i.e. a single heavy 
syllable with stress on the first mora; and accent 2 is a syllabic trochee. I discuss 
contemporary Franconian dialects as well as the historical origin of the contrast 
(“accentogenesis”) and show how the apparent segment-tone interactions devel-
oped from prosodic changes that have little to do with consonant voicing and 
nothing with vowel height – let alone tone.

1   Introduction: apparent segment-tone  
interactions in Franconian

Most Central and (Eastern) Low Franconian dialects (see Fig. 1) possess a binary 
prosodic contrast on stressed, heavy syllables, known as Stoßton/stoottoon  
vs. Schleifton/sleeptoon, Schärfung vs. Trägheitsakzent, acute vs. circumflex, or 
simply accent 1 vs. accent 2 (Schmidt 1986). While phonetically complex (see §3), 
most recent work assumes the contrast to be primarily tonal in nature, realized 
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Fig.  1: Approximate location of Franconian tonal accent dialects and different rule areas (top); 
enlarged area of Limburgian dialects (bottom) [maps based on Schmidt 2002, Schmidt & Künzel 
2006; Peters 2006b, 2008].
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(roughly) as a falling tone (accent 1) vs. a high level tone (accent 2) in “unmarked 
position”1. Franconian dialects are thereby identified as tonal accent languages 
(or restricted tone languages; Yip 2002).

The tonal accent system can be traced back to historical “tone rules” (now 
phonologized by changes to be discussed below) that seem to rely on natural cor-
relations with segmental properties. The first “tone rule” describes a split within 
the class of Old Franconian (OF) long vowels and diphthongs: nuclei that ended 
in a non-high vowel in OF have a falling tone (= accent 1) in contemporary dialects 
(1a), but those ending in a high vowel have a high level tone (= accent 2) (1b). 
Thus, a high tone on the second mora apparently developed under a high vowel 
in this position.

(1) Tone and vowel height in monosyllables of Roermond and Cologne2
  OF Roermond (Rule A2) Cologne (Rule A)
 a. *ɑ̂ [ʃɔ́ɔ̀p] [ʃɔ́ɔ̀f] ‘sheep’
  *ɔ̂ [ɣʁóòt] [jʁóòs] ‘great’
  *ê [déèp] [déèf] ‘deep’
  *ô [bóòk] [bóòx] ‘book’
 b. *î [íís] [íís] ‘ice’
  *û [úút] [úús] ‘out’
  *ɛi [blɛ́ík] [bléíç] ‘pale’
  *ɔu [ʁɔ́úk] [ʁóúx] ‘smoke’

The rule holds generally true for original monosyllabic and (preserved) bisyl-
labic words3 in the so called Rule A2 area (see Fig. 1). It also holds true for Rule 
A dialects, though with an important twist in bisyllabic words: as shown in (2), 
words with OF *VV−hi nuclei have the expected fallling tone, regardless of the fol-
lowing consonant (a, b); and those with OF VV+hi nuclei have the expected level 
tone before voiceless consonants (c). Before voiced consonants (d), however, we 

1 That is in focus, non-final position under declarative intonation. See §3 for a detailed descrip-
tion of tonal realizations in different contexts.
2 Unless stated otherwise data are from Kats 1985, Boersma 2006 (Roermond), and Münch 1904 
(Cologne). A circumflex (â) denotes OF long vowels. OF ɛ̂, ɔ̂, ê, ô correspond to Old High German 
(OHG) ê, ô, ie, uo (see Frings 1913, Bach 1921, Boersma 2006, against diphthongal reflexes of 
Westgermanic (WG) *ê2/*eo and *ô in OF). Modern reflexes of OF *ɛ̂ also have accent 1, e.g., [zéè] 
(Roermond), [zíì] (Cologne) ‘sea’, but due to the limited distribution of this sound (OF *ɛ̂ goes 
back to WG *ai before {r, w, h, #}) I will generally disregard it here.
3 Terms like “monosyllabic” and “bisyllabic” are to be understood as counting from the stressed 
syllable.
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find an unexpected falling tone.4 Thus, it seems as if the tone raising effect of 
high-ending nuclei be overruled by a lowering effect of postvocalic voiced conso-
nants in Cologne (but not in Roermond).

(2) Tone and postvocalic voicing in bisyllabic words of Cologne (Münch 1904)
*C−voi *C+voi

a. *ɑ̂ [ʃlɔ́ɔ̀fə̀] ‘to sleep’ b. [fʁɔ́ɔ̀ɣə̀] ‘to ask’
*ɔ̂ [jʁóòsə̀] ‘great-fem’ [óòʁə̀] ‘ears’
*ê [ʃéèsə̀] ‘to shoot’ [fléèjə̀] ‘to fly’
*ô [ʁóòfə̀] ‘to call’ [blóòmə̀] ‘flowers’

c. *î [bíísə̀] ‘to bite’ d. [blíìvə̀] ‘to stay’ (cf. Rm. [blíívə̀])
*û [búúsə̀] ‘outside’ [ʃʁúùvə̀] ‘to screw’ (Rm. [ʃʁúúvə̀])
*ɛi [ʃléífə̀] ‘to drag’ [ʁéìzə̀] ‘to travel’ (Rm. [ʁɛ́ízə̀])
*ɔu [lóúfə̀] ‘to run’ [óùɣə̀] ‘eyes’ (Rm. [ɔ́úɣə̀])

The two historical “tone rules” may be summarized as in (3).

(3) Apparent segment-tone interactions in Franconian dialects
(A) VVh́i high vowels and high tones co-occur on the second mora of long 

nuclei
(B) V̀Cvoi voiced consonants co-occur with a low tone to their left (Rule A 

dialects)

(3A) and (B) follow well-known acoustic ties between pitch and segmental prop-
erties; and yet, they go against standard assumptions in the literature that regard 
such correlations as phonologically unattested (4).5

(4) Alleged universal restrictions on segment-tone interactions
U1: Vowels and tones cannot determine each other’s quality (Hombert 1977, 

1978; Hombert, Ohala & Ewan 1979).
U2: Consonant voicing cannot determine the tone of a segment on its left 

(Hombert, Ohala & Ewan 1979; Maddieson 1978, 1997)

4 “Voiceless obstruents” are unaspirated in Low Franconian and Ripuaric, and “voiced obstru-
ents” are fully voiced, hence [t, s] and [d, z].
5 Fuzhou Chinese (Donohue, this volume), U (Mon-Khmer, Svantesson 1988), and Slovenian 
(Becker & Jurgec, this volume) are among the possible exceptions to U1. See Becker & Jurgec for 
further discussion.
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At first sight, then, it seems that Franconian dialects are able to fill the gaps in the 
typology of segment–tone interactions. In the following sections, however, I will 
attempt to show that none of the “tone rules” in (3) are real counterexamples to 
(4), for the ultimate reason that Franconian dialects are not tonal.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: I start by discussing some general 
problems with the assumed Franconian “tone rules” in (3). I argue against the stand-
ard tonal analysis of Franconian tonal accents in §3 and propose my foot-based 
alternative in §4. §5 sketches the historical developments that led to the contempo-
rary contrast and uncovers the (largely) prosodic nature of the assumed segmental 
factors. §6 summarizes the findings and discusses some  theoretical consequences.

2  Some problems
A closer look at apparent segment–tone interactions in Franconian reveals a 
number of problematic facts for the “tone rules” in (3). I discuss three sets of phe-
nomena in this section: (2.1) additional data uncovering the assumed  segmental 
factors (vowel height, C-voicing) as oversimplifications; (2.2) conflicting data, i.e. 
phenomena seemingly pointing to opposite, hence “unnatural”, correlations; 
and (2.3) tonal variability, adding to the impression of arbitrariness in the relation 
of segments and tone, and raising doubts on the very nature of the tonal system.

2.1  Segmental factors

Starting with the conditioning segmental factors in (3), the first thing to observe is 
that OF *î, *û, *ŷ, *ɛi *ɔu, and *œy are but a subset of the “tone raising” nuclei in Fran-
conian. Sequences of short vowel+sonorant (VR) and historically lengthened vowels 
(see §5 for further discussion) behave in exactly the same ways: just as *VV+hi nuclei, 
they come with a high level tone in original monosyllabic words (Rule A/A2 dialects) 
(5), and with a voice-dependent split in bisyllabic words (Rule A dialects) (6).

(5) *VR and *V (>Vː) nuclei in Roermond and Cologne monosyllables
OF Roermond (A2) Cologne (A)

a. *aR [dɑ́ḿp] [dáḿp] ‘steam’
*iR [déŋ́k] [déŋ́] ‘thing’
*uR [kóḿp] [kóḿp] ‘bowl’

b. *a [dáák] [dááx] ‘roof’
*i [bléék] [blɛ́ɛ́ç] ‘tinplate’
*o [ʃlɔ́ɔ́t] [ʃlɔ́ɔ́s] ‘lock’
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(6) *VR and *V (>Vː) nuclei in Cologne bisyllables
OF *C−voi *C+voi

a. *aR [ʃtáḿpə̀] ‘to stamp’ b. [kálv̀ɐ̀] ‘calves’
*eR [dɛ́ŋ́kə̀] ‘to think’ [βɛ́ǹdə̀] ‘to turn’
*iR [dʁéŋ́kə̀] ‘to drink’ [kéŋ̀dɐ̀] ‘children’
*oR [bóĺʦə̀] ‘bolts’ [óʁ̀jə̀l] ‘organ’
*uR [bʁóŋ́kə̀] ‘to attend the bride’ [hóǹdɐ̀t] ‘100’

c. *a [mááxə̀] ‘to make’ d. [jáàɣə̀] ‘to hunt’
*e [lɛ́ɛ́fə̀l] ‘spoon’ [fɛ́ɛ̀jə̀] ‘to sweep’
*o [hɔ́ɔ́fə̀] ‘to hope’ [bɔ́ɔ̀ʁə̀] ‘to drill’ 

Obviously, vowel height cannot be the answer to why the nuclei in (6) should 
have developed a high tone on their second mora; and unless the parallel behav-
ior of *VV+hi, *VR, and *V (>Vː) is purely accidental, vowel height is presumably 
not the right answer to “tone raising” under *VV+hi either.

Consonant voicing in (3B) does much better as a potentially tone-inducing 
property. The data in (6), for instance, are perfectly in line with this assumption. 
And yet, (3B) must be incomplete, for if tone lowering were an effect of voiced con-
sonants alone, it should be found with original monosyllabic words, too. But this 
is not the case, as shown by the examples in (7), all of which have a high level tone 
in Roermond and Cologne, despite the fact that they end in a (voiced) sonorant.6

(7) Monosyllables with final voiced C in Roermond and Cologne
   Roermond (A2) Cologne (A)
 a. *î [líím] [líím] ‘glue’
  *û [ʃúúm] [ʃúúm] ‘foam’
  *ɛi [bɛ́ín] [béín] ‘leg’
  *ɔu [bɔ́úm] [bóúm] ‘tree’
 b. *aR [kβɑ̞́ĺəm] [kβáĺəm] ‘smoke’
  *eR [ɦǽĺəm] [hɛ́ĺəm] ‘helmet’
  *uR [βó̞ŕəm] [βóŕəm] ‘worm’
 c. *a [káál] [káál] ‘bald’
  *e [ɣɛ́ɛ́l] [jɛ́ɛ́l] ‘yellow’
  *o [ɦɔ́ɔ́l]  - 7 ‘hollow’

6 Underlyingly voiced obstruents are preceded by level tones, too, cf. Roermond [β̞íít] ‘wide’, 
[húús], ‘house’, [dóḿp] ‘dumb’, [dááx] ‘day’, [ɦɔ́ɔ́f] ‘court’. Due to final devoicing, however, the 
argument is not as strong as with sonorants.
7 Only *a was regularly lengthened before sonorants in Cologne (with a few exceptions even 
here, e.g. [ʃmáĺ] ‘narrow’). Whether the words for ‘bald’ and ‘yellow’ were actually monosyllabic 
in Middle Franconian is uncertain (cf. OHG kalô, gelô; Boersma 2006: 33).
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A look at apocopated words suggests the loss of a following syllable as a historical 
precondition to (3B). Some examples of originally bisyllabic words from Roer-
mond are given in (8): those in (a) are bisyllabic to the present day and thus have 
a level tone in Rule A2 dialects (cf. (2) and (6)); the words in (b), on the other 
hand, have dropped their final syllable since Middle Franconian times and come 
with a falling tone (as they do in Rule A dialects). A2 dialects thus do well show 
effects of postvocalic voicing, though only under syllable loss.8

(8) Postvocalic voicing and apocope in Roermond
 a. *î [blíívə̀] ‘to stay’ b. [β̞íìs] < *βi̞izə ‘melody’
  *û [dúúmə̀] ‘thumbs’  [dʁúùf] < *dʁuuvə ‘grape’
  *ɛi [ɛ́íɣə̀] ‘own (adj.)’  [ɑlɛ́ìn] < *ɑlɛinə ‘alone’
  *ɔu [ɔ́úɣə̀] ‘eyes’  [ɔ́ùx] <*ɔuɣə ‘eye’
  *aR [ɣɑ́ńzə̀] ‘geese’  [ǽʁ̀m] < *æʁmə ‘arms’
  *e/iR [péĺzə̀] ‘furs’  [ɣəbélt̀] < *ɣəbeldə ‘formation’
  *o/uR [búńzə̀] ‘bumps’  [βœ̞́œ̀ɐt] < *βœ̞́œ̀ɐdə ‘words’9
  *a [jááɣə̀]  ‘to hunt’  [náàm] < *naamə ‘name’
  *o [bɔ́ɔ́və̀] ‘above’  [kɔ́ɔ̀l] < *kɔɔlə ‘coal’
  *u [vóóɣə̀l] ‘bird’  [ʃtóòf] < *ʃtoovə ‘stove’

Many classical descriptions of Rule A dialects point out that accent 1 occurs in 
the respective contexts even in words that lost an earlier second syllable.10 The 
data from Rule A2 dialects, however, suggest that these “secondary” falling tones 
appeared first under syllable loss (as in the Rule A2 area) and were only later 
(analogically) extended in the Rule A area to words that maintained their second 
syllable (Wrede 1895; see de Vaan 1999 and Boersma 2006, this volume, for recent 
discussion). The monosyllabic words in (7) would then naturally receive (and 
maintain) their level tone in both areas since they never had a second syllable to 
lose. If true (3B) needs to be amended by a prosodic precondition of syllable loss, 
a well-known factor in the history of tonal accent systems (see, e.g., Kiparsky, this 
volume, on Livonian).

8 Loss of medial vowels (ə) and consonants (-d-, and -ɣ-, in particular) leads to falling tones as 
well (Baldes 1895, Ramisch 1908, Frings 1916, Boersma 2006, and many others).
9 The original plural form is woort [βɔ̞ɔɐt]. Plural suffix (-ə) and umlaut as well as the later loss 
of -ə are secondary developments (Boersma 2006: 54).
10 This position goes back to Frings (1913, 1916) who regarded accent 1 as a precondition to  apocope, 
something that cannot be true, for apocope affected accent 1 and accent 2 words alike. Thus, accent 
2 *pîpə > pííp/pííf (Rm/Co) ‘pipe’, *zɛipə > zɛ́íp/zɛ́íf ‘soap’; *apə > aapə > ááp/ááf ‘ape’, and so on.
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2.2  Conflicting data

Other data are in direct conflict with the “tone rules” in (3). One type concerns diph-
thongizations and monophtongizations of OF long high vowels and closing diph-
thongs that appear to be induced by tones, but in ways opposite to what one would 
expect from (3A). In Maastricht, for instance, OF *î, *û changed into closing diphthongs  
(ɛi, ɔu), though only under a falling tone (9). And in Dülken, OF *ɛi, *œy (i.e. umlauted 
*ɔu) monophthongized to mid vowels (eː, øː), though only under a level tone (10). 

(9) Maastricht (Welter 1929; Endepols 1955): *î, *û > ɛi, ɔu under a falling tone
*î [β̞ɛ́ìs] ‘wise’ (cf. Rm. [β̞íìs]) [príís] ‘price’
*û [drɔ́ùf] ‘grape’ (cf. Rm. [dʁúùf]) [vúús] ‘fist’

(10) Dülken (Frings 1913): *ɛi, *œy > eː, øː under a level tone
*ɛi [dɛ́ìlə̀] ‘to share/divide’ [ʃβ̞éétə̀] ‘to sweat’ (cf. Rm. [ʃβɛ̞ítə̀])
*œy [dʁœ́ỳmə̀] ‘to dream’ [dǿǿpə̀] ‘to baptize’ (cf. Rm. [dœ́ípə̀])

It is obvious that these splits were caused by the different accent classes somehow; 
but is not at all obvious how to bring them in line with (3A), for in both cases a 
high vowel appears to undergo lowering under a high tone (rather than under a 
low tone). From an output-oriented perspective it seems that falling tones favour 
closing diphthongs (ɛ́ì, ɔ́ù), and level tones favour monophthongs (íí, úú, éé, ǿǿ), 
but again this goes directly against (3A) and the data in (1) that led to the apparent 
correlation of high vowels and high tones.

Rule B dialects (see Fig. 1) carry “unnaturalness” to extremes by paralleling 
Rule A in (almost) every aspect – except for having opposite tones (at least in 
declarative intonation; see Köhnlein 2011). Thus, monosyllabic words in Arzbach 
(Bach 1921) have a level tone with old non-high vowels (11a), and a falling tone 
under high-ending nuclei (b).

(11) Tone and vowel height in Arzbach (Bach 1921)
a. *ɑ̂ [ʃɔ́ɔ́f] ‘sheep’

*ɔ̂ [gʁóús] ‘great’
*ê [dííf] ‘deep’
*ô [fúús] ‘foot’

b. *î [ɛ́ìs] ‘ice’
*û [báùx] ‘belly’
*ɛi [wáìʃ] ‘soft’
*ɔu [ʁáùx] ‘smoke’

Polysyllabic words, just as in the Rule A area, show a consonant-induced tonal 
split with high-ending nuclei, but here voiceless consonants follow a falling tone 
(12c), and voiced consonants follow a high level tone (12d).
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(12) Tone and postvocalic voicing in Arzbach (Bach 1921)
*C−voi *C+voi

a. *ɑ̂ [ʃlɔ́ɔ́fə̀] ‘to sleep’ b. [jɔ́ɔ́mɐ] ‘misery’
*ô [óústəʁə̀] ‘Easter’ [bóúnə̀] ‘beans’
*ie [gíísə̀] ‘to pour’ [bííʁə̀] ‘to bid’
*uo [ʁúúfə̀] ‘to call’ [bʁúúʁɐ̀] ‘brother’

c. *î [bɛ́ìsə̀] ‘to bite’ d. [blɛ́íwə̀] ‘to stay’
*û [sáùfə̀] ‘to booze’ [dáúmə̀] ‘thumbs’
*ɛi [háìsə̀] ‘to be called’ [háílə̀] ‘to heal’
*ɔu [láùfə̀] ‘to run’ [glááwə̀] ‘to believe’

Summarizing apparent segment–tone correspondences in Arzbach yields the 
surprising result of (original) high-ending nuclei favouring low tones (13A), and 
originally voiced consonants favouring high tones to their left (13B).

(13) Apparent segment-tone interactions in Rule B dialects
(A) VVh̀i high vowels and low tones co-occur on the second mora of long 

nuclei
(B) V́Cvoi voiced consonants co-occur with a high tone to their left

2.3  Tonal variabilty

The examples above are suggestive of a certain arbitrariness in the relation of seg-
ments and tone. A brief look at the tonal realizations (see §3 for a more detailed 
description) adds to this impression because the phonetics of accent 1 and 2 differ 
considerably from dialect to dialect, and, more importantly, within single dialects as a 
result of “sentence intonation”. Thus, Cologne and Roermond realize accent 1 words 
with a falling tone and accent 2 words with a level tone under declarative intona-
tion (see fn. 1); but the same words, when uttered in questions, show up with a rising 
tone (accent 1) and a low level tone (accent 2), respectively, on their stressed syllables 
(14). Tonal contours similar to those from Cologne interrogatives are also found in 
the dialect of Hasselt (Rule A2); but here, rising tone and low level tone characterize 
accent 1 and 2 in declaratives and interrogatives (Peters 2006c, 2008).

(14) Broad realizations of tones under different sentence types (Cologne)
declarative interrogative

a. accent 1 *ô [bóòx] [bòóx] ‘book’
accent 1 *ô [jʁóòsə̀] [jʁòósə́] ‘great-fem’

b. accent 1 *ɔu [ʁóùvə̀] [ʁòúvə́] ‘to rob’
c. accent 2 *ɔu [ʁóúx] [ʁòùx] ‘smoke’

accent 2 *ɔu [lóúfə̀] [lòùfə́] ‘to run’
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We know nothing about the intonation system of Franconian dialects by the 
time the tonal accent contrast arose. But if we took present day Hasselt as our 
starting point, or assumed interrogative intonation in Roermond and Cologne as 
the basic pattern, we would end up with a system not unlike that of the Rule B 
dialects, with nuclei ending in non-high vowels favouring high tones (14a), and 
high- ending nuclei favouring low tones (14c), unless followed by a (tone raising) 
voiced consonant (14b). Apart from adding yet another dimension of arbitrariness 
to the system, examples as in (14) make clear that contemporary accent 1 and 2 
are anything but the “invariant tonal contours on accented syllables” that Hayes 
(1995: 49) assumes as an essential property of tonal accent languages. Thus, the 
tonal system as such is called into question.

Considering the data presented in this section it seems very unlikely that 
segments and tones interact (or once interacted) directly in Franconian, as 
claimed in (3). The existence of opposing correlations suggests an indirect 
(or abstract) relation at best. There is some evidence for prosodic structure 
being involved: the “tone lowering” effect of voiced consonants (3B) seems 
to be bound to historical changes reducing the number of syllables (apocope, 
syncope); and the natural class of OF *VVhi, *VR, and *V(>Vː) not only 
argues against vowel height triggering “tone raising” (3A) – it also hints at 
the involvement of another prosodic change, for “lengthened vowels” (e.g. 
Cologne [ʃlɔ́ɔ́s] ‘lock’, [hɔ́ɔ́fə̀] ‘to hope’) are treated differently from originally 
long (non-high) vowels ([ʃɔ́ɔ̀f] ‘sheep’, [ʃlɔ́ɔ̀fə̀] ‘to sleep’; see §5 for discussion). 
Finally, the variability of the tonal realizations raises doubts on the tonal  
side of (3).

In the following sections I will argue that contemporary Franconian dialects 
do not have lexical tones. Rather, the contrast between accent 1 and 2 is one of 
foot structure, and tonal differences are but a consequence of how intonational 
melodies are associated with prosodic structure.

3   Where’s tone? Contemporary Cologne and 
beyond

3.1  Introduction

We have seen above that the tonal realizations of accent 1 and 2 can vary across 
dialects (Cologne vs. Hasselt), or within dialects as a function of “sentence 
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 intonation” (declarative vs. interrogative11). Other contextual factors of vari-
ation that have been identified in the literature are (a) “information structure” 
(broadly: focus vs. non-focus position) and (b) the position of the stressed syl-
lable with regard to a prosodic boundary (IP-final vs. non-final position). None 
of these are remarkable on their own, for we find the same factors in every ordi-
nary intonation language (see, e.g., Gilles 2005, on pitch accents and regional 
variation in German). The special property of Franconian dialects (and other  
“European-type” tonal accent languages) is that each intonation melody comes 
in two different shapes, depending on whether it is realized on a syllable labelled 
accent 1 or accent 2. The obvious questions are: In which ways do these melodies 
differ? And: What makes the difference?

Following earlier work on tonal accents in Swedish and Norwegian, most 
scholars nowadays assume lexical tone to be the answer. The opposition of 
accent 1 and 2 is regarded as privative in all dialects: accent 1 melodies are lex-
ically unmarked (i.e. pure intonation), and accent 2 melodies are composed of 
intonation tones (H, L) plus a lexical tone (H, L).12 Moreover, in both Franconian 
and Scandinavian, lexical tones and intonation tones are claimed to operate at 
the same prosodic level (or tier), i.e. they are juxtaposed, rather than superim-
posed, as typically found in “unrestricted” tone languages (see, e.g., Xu 1999, on 
Mandarin). As a consequence, intonation tones (i.e. pitch accents T* and bound-
ary tones Ti ) and lexical tones T are phonologically ordered, but free to interact in 
qualitative ways (assimilation) and positional ways (block TBUs, switch places; 
see below). In reality, however, this freedom is severely restricted, for only pitch 
accents rule on melody (i.e. they target assimilation), and only lexical tones rule 
on position (by associating with a specific TBU and “pushing” intonation tones 
to the right or left). If we look at the actual tonal realizations of accent 1 and 2 
in different contexts and dialects, however, the evidence for the alleged lexical 
tones is not particularly strong, for the two accents most typically differ in timing 
rather than melody. In this section I discuss the tonal realizations of accent 1  
and 2 in different contexts in turn.

11 “Declarative” and “interrogative” are to be understood as intonation patterns, not syntactic 
constructions. WH-questions, for instance, are produced with a declarative intonation in Franco-
nian dialects; thus “interrogative” (intonation) refers to yes/no questions.
12 Throughout this paper I use underscores to distinguish lexical tones (H, L) from intonation 
tones (H, L).
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3.2  Focus, non-final position

A timing difference of accent 1 and 2 is most obvious for focussed realizations in 
so called non-final position, i.e. where the stressed syllable is followed by at least 
one more syllable within an Intonation Phrase (IP)13, or, in other words, where 
tonal realizations are devoid of interfering boundary tones. By way of illustration, 
I give some stylized pitch contours for declarative and interrogative intonation 
from various Franconian dialects in Fig. 2.14

Neerpelt 

Venlo 

Cologne 

accent 1 accent 2 accent 1 accent 2

declarative interrogative 

Hasselt 

Roermond, Sittard,
Maasbracht 

Tongeren

Maastricht 

Fig. 2: Tonal realizations of accent 1 and 2 in focus, non-final position (rectangles visualize 
stressed syllables).

13 The posttonic syllable can be the first syllalble of a following word (e.g. accent 1 [bóòx 
jə̀(zeːn)] ‘book seen’ vs. accent 2 [ʁóúx jə̀(zeːn)] ‘smoke seen’ in Cologne declaratives), or the  
second syllable of a bisyllabic word (e.g. [ʁóùvə̀] vs. [lóúfə̀]). Stressed syllables of bisyllabic 
words are thus categorically precluded from “IP-final position”.
14 Cologne (Gussenhoven & Peters 2004; Peters 2006a), Venlo (Gussenhoven & van der Vliet 
1999), Roermond (Gussenhoven 2000), Sittard (Hanssen 2005), Maasbracht (Hermans 1994; 
p.c.), Maastricht (Gussenhoven & Aarts 1999), Neerpelt (Peters 2006b), Hasselt (Peters 2006c, 
2008), Tongeren (Heijmans 1999b).
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Interdialectal differences in Fig. 2 are of two major types: first, Cologne, Roer-
mond, Sittard, Maasbracht, and Neerpelt have falling pitch accents and rising 
pitch accents as a function of sentence intonation (declarative and interrogative, 
respectively), while Venlo, Maastricht, and Hasselt have invariant pitch accents 
in these contexts.15 Second, dialects differ to the overall timing of tonal contours 
with regard to the stressed syllable: Cologne, Venlo, Roermond, Sittard, and 
Maasbracht have early declarative peaks under accent 1, but if one travels south 
and west (or down the list), peaks appear more and more delayed. Since accent 2 
contours follow the same trend, these differences must have their source in the 
respective intonation systems. I follow the experts (see fn. 14) and assume that 
(declarative) pitch accents are low (rising) in Hasselt and Tongeren, but basically 
high (falling) in the other dialects.

Crucially, accent 1 and 2 do not differ in melodic terms anywhere. What 
matters is timing: accent 1 words show early peaks (or troughs) and fast tone 
movements within the stressed syllable, while accent 2 words are characterized 
by extended peaks (or troughs) and delayed tone movements.16 This is sketched 
in Fig. 3.

falling contour: H*(L)

'σ σ 'σ σ

rising contour: L*(H)

Fig. 3: Generalized pitch contours of accent 1 (solid line) and accent 2 (dotted line) in focus, 
non-final position.

Tonal approaches assume lexical tones to lurk behind the lengthened peaks and 
troughs under accent 2, i.e. they analyze the long tones [H] and [L] of accent 2  

15 Declaratives and interrogatives are marked by different boundary tones in Venlo and 
Maastricht. They are apparently not distinguished by intonational means in Hasselt. In 
 Tongeren, sentence type might in fact have a minor impact on pitch accents: as shown in 
Fig. 2, declaratives display a slightly greater amount of lowering on the stressed syllable 
(Heijmans 1999b).
16 Notice that accent 1 and 2 in Maastricht seem to differ in pure peak timing (early peaks and 
late peaks, respectively) rather than peak extension. Since Gussenhoven & Aarts (1999) analyze 
Maastricht like all other H* dialects (see below), I will not discuss the question of whether this 
pattern should be treated as a third category.
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as composed of two tones, [HH*] and [LL*], respectively.17 The fact that the alleged 
lexical tones (H, L) always surface as a melodic copy of an adjacent pitch accent 
requires some additional machinery, a constraint against lexical tones and pitch 
accents having different tonal values, for instance.

In any case, if lexical tones are indeed responsible for the difference between 
accent 1 and 2 in focus, non-final position, their tonal nature remains untold. The 
melodic dominance of pitch accents, it seems, prevents them from showing their 
real faces. 

3.3  Non-focus, non-final position

Surprisingly, placing accent 1 and accent 2 words in non-focus (non-final) posi-
tion does not help to unveil the nature of lexical tones. Instead, we find tonal  
neutralization of accent 1 and 2 in some dialects, and pitch movements very 
similar (if somewhat reduced) to focus position in others. 

Venlo, Roermond, and Neerpelt are representatives of the former type: in 
these dialects words in non-focus position are devoid of intonational markings. 
Instead of being sponsored by a free-standing lexical tone, however, the tonal 
distinction of accent 1 and 2 is neutralized in this position. This is shown in Fig. 4 
for postnuclear [bɛin1] ‘legs’ vs. [bɛin2] ‘leg’ in Roermond declaratives. Notice that 
the same words would have high tones throughout under interrogative intonation 
because in this case the melody stays high after the nuclear rise all the way to the 
last stressed syllable of the IP (Van de Ven & Gussenhoven 2011: 226).18
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Fig. 4: Postfocal [bɛin1] ‘legs’ (left) vs. [bɛin2] ‘leg’ (right) in Roermond declaratives.

17 Lexical tones are claimed to either precede (Cologne, Neerpelt, Hasselt, Tongeren) or follow 
pitch accents (Venlo, Roermond, Maastricht), for reasons not relevant at this point.
18 Sound files of all dialects except Maasbracht are from http://www.let.ru.nl/gep/carlos/ 
carloslimburg.html. Acoustic analysis is done with PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink 1992–2007).
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Tonal analyses of Venlo (Gussenhoven & Van der Vliet 1999) and Roermond 
(Gussenhoven 2000) assume that lexical tones are licensed only in particular 
environments, either adjacent to intonational tones, or in metrically promi-
nent positions (see Gussenhoven 2000 for an OT analysis). Whatever the anal-
ysis, the facts once more demonstrate the melodic weakness of the alleged  
lexical tones.

“Deaccented” realizations of accent 1 and 2 occur in other dialects, too. But 
next to these, we find cases in which accent 1 and 2 are kept tonally distinct. 
Figure 5 shows prefocal realizations of accent 1 and 2 in Cologne declaratives;  
Fig. 6 exemplifies postfocal forms of accent 1 and 2 in interrogatives, as produced 
by a speaker from Maasbracht.19 As can be seen, accent 1 and 2 differ in timing, but 
not melody: pitch falls are early and steep within the stressed syllable of accent 1  
words, but late and moderate (with falls extending over the posttonic syllable) in 
accent 2 words.
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Dat Klein1 is luu1s JEWÄÄ2SE.
(‘The little one has been clever.’)

Do es en luu2s JEWÄÄ2SE.
(‘There has been a louse.’)
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Fig. 5: Prefocal [luː1s] ‘clever’ (left) and [luː2s] ‘louse’ (right) in Cologne declaratives.
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Zal ich dich HEL2PE mit de zae1g mör2ge?
(‘Shall I help you with the saw tomorrow?’)

Haet dien BRUIR1KE het waa2ter gekree2ge?
(‘Did your little brother get the water?’)
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Fig. 6: Postfocal [zɛː1ç] ‘saw’ (left) and [ʋaː2tɐ] ‘water’ (right) in Maasbracht questions.

19 Similar postfocal pitch contours are reported from Cologne (Peters 2006a: 115) and Sittard 
(Hanssen 2005: 90, 103).
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The pitch contours in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are reminiscent of those in focus position 
described above, albeit somewhat reduced in magnitude and apparently lacking 
the function of marking sentence type.20 Whatever their source, be it rhythmic 
accentuation (as suggested by Peters 2004, Boersma p.c.) or some minor focus 
(so called “echo accents”, Gussenhoven & Peters 2004),21 none of these contours 
show any sign of an independent melodic component under accent 2.

Non-focussed accent 2 words with lexical tones have been claimed to occur 
in Maastricht and Hasselt; but the evidence is inconclusive at best. For accent 2 in 
Maastricht, Gussenhoven & Aarts (1999: 163) state that “the pitch contour shows 
a peak in the post-focal contour, indicating the presence of the lexical H”. This 
late peak is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 7. The same late peak, however, is 
characteristic of accent 2 words in focus position (solid line; cf. Fig. 2), suggest-
ing that the postfocal contour in this case is but a reduced focal accent (“echo 
accent”), too.
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Fig. 7: [spøː2lə] ‘to play’ in focus (solid) and postfocus (dotted) position in Maastricht.

In Hasselt, accent 2 words apparently surface with their lexical tone (L) in post-
focal position: “In postnuclear position, accent 2 words are realized with low  
F0, whereas accent 1 words follow the course of the overall F0 contour” (Peters 
2006c: 121). This is shown in Fig. 8 (reproduced from Peters 2006c). It is 
 disputable, however, which of the two contours actually represents “the course 

20 Cf. the tonal fall in interrogatives, Fig. 6, with the rise in focus position, Fig. 2.
21 Eliciting really “deaccented” examples of accent 1 and 2 can be a difficult task in classical 
interview situations, simply because informants are well aware of which words are relevant  
(for the researcher) and often cannot help giving them some prominence (Fournier 2008: 86; 
Köhnlein 2011: 28).
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of the overall F0 contour”. There is some evidence suggesting that the accent 1 
word ‘hen’ [hɪn1] (left) is realized with a minor pitch accent in the sentence at 
hand: relatively high intensity (visible from the wave form) is one, the indefinite 
article [ə] preceding ‘hen’ is another. If true, the difference between accent 1 and 2  
in these examples has nothing to do with lexical tones but with different into-
national markings: an “echo accent” on an accent 1 word (left) and an ordinary 
postfocal fall on a “deaccented” accent 2 word (right).
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Fig. 8: [hɪn1] ‘hen’ (left) and [hɪn2] ‘them’ (right) in postfocal position in Hasselt declaratives.

I conclude that unambiguous cases of an independent melodic component 
of accent 2 do not exist for non-final position (focus and non-focus) in  
Franconian dialects. The tonal difference of accent 1 and 2 amounts to a differ-
ence in how intonation melodies are timed with respect to stressed syllables. If 
lexical tones are behind this, they only come to light in form of their positional 
effects (lengthening of intonation tones). If true, there is no evidence for a learner 
of any Franconian dialect to detect the substance (H or L) of lexical tones on any 
bisyllabic accent 2 word.

3.4  Final position

IP-final monosyllables are expected to show deviating pitch contours due to 
the presence of a boundary tone (or boundary tones). For focussed constituents 
this may result in tonal crowding, and intonation languages display different 
strategies to deal with this situation (compression and truncation, in particular; 
Grabe 1998; Gilles 2005; Hanssen et al. 2007, and many others). For Franconian 
dialects, we expect accent 2 monosyllables to show even more dramatic effects 
because, as we have seen above, they do not even manage to realize their “ordi-
nary” pitch movements within the stressed syllable (the fall or rise being post-
poned to the posttonic syllable).
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As far as I see, Franconian dialects use three different strategies (besides 
truncation) to deal with boundary tones on final stressed syllables: Ti is realized 
at the very end (Fig. 9a), it extends over the entire syllable (Fig. 9b), or it shows up 
at the center of the syllable (Fig. 9c). It goes without saying that my views differ 
sharply from those put forward in tonal analyses.

Li Li Li

H*a. H*b. H*c.

Fig. 9: Pitch accents and boundary tones on accent 2.

Cologne represents the first type: in this dialect, accent 2 monosyllables show 
a “disproportionate amount of final lengthening” (Gussenhoven & Peters 2004: 
258), as indicated by the dotted rectangles in Fig. 10.22 

focus:

'σ'σ

'σ'σ

postfocus:

declarative interrogative

Fig. 10: IP-final realizations of accent 1 (solid) and accent 2 (dotted) in Cologne.

Whether cause or consequence, all pitch movements of accent 2 are realized 
within the stressed syllable, with the effect that IP-final accent 1 and 2 differ in 
tonal timing alone.23 IP-final accent 2 words in Cologne, then, are as inexpressive 
as regards their tonal nature as they are in non-final position (cf. Figs. 2 and 5).

22 Both accent 1 and 2 monosyllables undergo IP-final lengthening, but accent 2 rhymes are 
44% longer on average, while accent 1 rhymes are only some 30% longer than their IP-internal 
counterparts (Gussenhoven & Peters 2004: 258).
23 Notice that the final low tone (Li) of questions (cf. the postfocus realizations) is truncated 
under focus for both accent types.
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Acknowledging that Cologne lacks positive evidence for the melodic sub-
stance of its lexical tone, Gussenhoven & Peters (2004) and Peters (2006a) 
claim that accent 2 words are lexically marked with an underspecified tone 
(T) on the first mora of their stressed syllable. This T serves two functions: it 
prevents pitch accents from attaching to the first TBU of the stressed syllable, 
and it assimilates to a following intonation tone, yielding declarative [H]H*L  
and interrogative [L]L*H. Gussenhoven & Peters’ (2004) analysis is sketched in 
Fig. 11.

interrogative (L*H)

accent 1

accent 2

H*L

μ   μ

l  u   u  s

L*H

μ   μ

l  u  u s

[H]H*L

μ   μ

l  u u  s

μ   μ

l  u  u s

[L]L*H

declarative (H*L)

Fig. 11: A tonal analysis of accent 1 and 2 in Cologne (Gussenhoven & Peters 2004).

If true, the tonal system of Cologne is absolutely minimal: rather than intro-
ducing independent tonal material, lexical tones exclusively serve as a block-
ing device (for assimilation could easily be done by spreading, of course). 
And this blocking device requires (a) juxtaposition of lexical tones and focus 
tones, and (b) a tonal position without content, i.e. something like an empty 
tonal node.

Hasselt (Peters 2006c, 2008) exemplifies the second pattern of IP-final mel-
odies (Fig. 12).24 As in Cologne, accent 2 monosyllables are disproportionately 
lengthened in IP-final position – and yet accent 2 words lack the final fall that 
shows up under accent 1. Peters (2008: 1005) states that IP-final focussed accent 2  
syllables are produced with a “mid level pitch”, something he attributes to a 
“phonetic realization rule” by which LH* Li (i.e. a rising pitch accent followed by 
a low boundary tone) become mid (M) throughout, if preceded by a lexical low 

24 A similar system is found in the Rule AB dialect of Morbach (Schmidt & Künzel 2006).
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tone L, thus: LLH*Li → LMMM. However, the same mid tone can be attributed to 
phonetic overlap of focus tone (H*) and boundary tone (Li), assuming that both 
are assigned to different prosodic levels (superimposition).25

focus:

postfocus:

declarative/interrogative

'σ

'σ

Fig. 12: IP-final realizations of accent 1 (solid) and accent 2 (dotted) in Hasselt.

The third pattern of IP-final realizations is found in Roermond (Fig. 13), Sittard, 
and Maasbracht.26 Accent 1 monosyllables are realized with a final fall every-
where, even after a rise in questions (where Cologne shows truncation, cf.  
Fig. 10). The tonal realizations of accent 2 monosyllables, on the other hand, 
seem to have gone wild. Apart from the final rise in interrogatives (focus posi-
tion), accent 2 words could be seen as rather level pitched, but with a medial 
dip, a dip that is particularly evident in high tone contexts (declarative focus, 
interrogative postfocus), and much less so in low toned contexts (declarative 
postfocus, interrogative focus).

25 As a matter of fact, Peters’ (2008: 1005) examples of IP-final daa1x ‘days’ and daa2x ‘day’ do 
not differ in pitch height at all, but in having and not having a final fall, respectively, and thus the 
difference could also be attributed to simple truncation of Li under accent 2. At least in Morbach, 
however, level tones on final accent 2 monosyllables do have a lowered pitch compared to final 
accent 1 monosyllables (Schmidt & Künzel 2006).
26 Mayen (Schmidt 1986), Cologne (according to Heike 1962, 1964, at least), and presumably 
other Central Franconian dialects show similar tonal patterns, though with additional durational  
differences.
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focus:

postfocus:

declarative interrogative

'σ 'σ

'σ 'σ

Fig. 13: IP-final realizations of accent 1 (solid) and accent 2 (dotted) in Roermond.

Tonal approaches assume this dip to be the missing low boundary tone, and the 
following rise to be caused by the lexical tone H. In a nutshell, accent 2 in Roer-
mond is claimed to have lexical H associated with the second mora (rather than 
the first, as in Cologne), and this “late” H forces boundary tones to be realized 
earlier in the stressed syllable. Thus, the two-peaked contour in the upper left 
corner of Fig. 13 is represented as H*LiH at the surface. It seems then that the 
lengthened peaks and troughs ([H*], [L*]) we saw in non-final position can be 
split up by another tone, a finding that would indeed present strong evidence to 
treat them as compounded of two tones, a pitch accent and a lexical tone.

However, the argument holds only under the assumption that tones are 
necessarily sequenced (juxtaposed). If pitch accents and boundary tones were 
assigned to different prosodic levels, the same effect could be achieved by align-
ing Li with the center of final syllables. This would produce a salient dip within 
an overall high level tone, and a much less salient dip within a low level tone  
(cf. Fig. 9c). Franconian dialects, in this view, would use three different strategies 
to deal with boundary tones on final accent 2 monosyllables: (a) linearization by 
way of lengthening, as in Cologne, (b) superimposition with overall lowering, as 
might be the case in Hasselt and Morbach, and (c) superimposition with medial 
lowering (Roermond).

3.5  Markedness of Accent 1

Whatever the correct analysis of the various pitch contours found with IP- final 
accent 2 monosyllables, there is crucial evidence, I think, that lexical tones 
cannot be the answer. The evidence comes from surrounding dialects that use 
accent 2-like contours on final monosyllables without displaying a tonal accent 
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contrast. Overlength with final pitch movements, as in Cologne, is found in 
Low Franconian dialects north of the tonal accent area (Neuse 1915, Hanen-
berg 1915, Welter 1938, Schmidt 1986). This so called “Kleverlandisch accent” 
occurs on all final monosyllables with a long vowel or diphthong, regardless 
of whether they have accent 1 or 2 in the nearby “tonal” dialects, e.g. [wééèk] 
‘soft’ and [ááàp] ‘monkey’ (“accent 2”), next to [ʃtʁɔ́ɔ́ɔ̀t] ‘street’ and [zááàx] 
‘saw’ (“accent 1”; examples from Aldenrade; Neuse 1915). Final two-peaked 
accents are described for Freudenberg (Reuter 1903: 4), a Moselle-Franconian 
dialect situated East of the tonal accent area;27 and Gilles (2005) reports final 
overlong monosyllables with early falls and (possible) late rises28 that yield 
the “auditory impression of two-peakedness” (Gilles 2005: 214; my translation) 
from regional variants of German. In Mannheim, for instance, such melodies 
can occur on every final  monosyllable with a long vowel or diphthong, e.g. 
[ʃtʁɔ́ɔ̀ɔ́s] ‘street’. Since Rhine Franconian dialects, in all likelihood, never had 
a tonal accent contrast in the first place, Gilles (2005: 115) supposes that such 
accent 2-like contours are an areal feature of a “[...] large Westcentral German 
area. While used as part of a tonal accent opposition in Central Franconian, it 
has a (phonologically) non- distinctive status in Mannheim.” (Gilles 2005: 115; 
my translation).

These findings argue against lexical tones as the source of two-peaked 
contours on final monosyllables – unless, of course, we assume that dialects 
(or regional variants) without a tonal accent contrast mark all long vowels and 
diphthongs in final monosyllables with some extra (lexical?) tone. What these 
findings do suggest is that accent 2, while sounding peculiar to a non-native 
ear (especially on final monosyllables), might actually display the normal, i.e. 
unmarked, melody of Franconian dialects.

There is some evidence supporting this assumption. First, restricted dialec-
tal compentence leads to generalized accent 2 realizations, rather than accent 1  
(Peters 2006a: 272, for Cologne). Second, unmarkedness of accent 2  coincides 

27 “Der mit bestimmten Bedingungen verknüpfte ripuarische cirkumflektierte oder gestoßene 
Akzent [...] ist der Siegerländer Ma. fremd. Die Mundart von Freudenberg im Westen des Sieg-
erlandes wird zwar von den übrigen Siegerländern bereits als ‘singend’ empfunden, doch ist hier 
lediglich die allgemein bei emphatischer Betonung besonders am Satzende hervortretende 
schleifende zweitönige zweigipflige Betonung stärker ausgeprägt.” (Reuter 1903: 4; emphasis 
mine).
28 Gilles calls them “Knickkontur”. The variants without final rise end in a long low tone after 
the fall, a contour reminiscent of final accent 2 realizations in Venlo (Gussenhoven & van der 
Vliet 1999).
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with native speakers’ intuitions, as pointed out already by Grootaers & Grauls 
(1930).29

Als wij onze accenten met de Nederlandsche vergelijken is zeker de sleeptoon de merk-
waardigste van beide: hij is het die onder de meest beschaafde Nederlandsche uitspraak 
dikwijls den Limburger verraadt; hij wordt als de normale toon van het dialect gevoeld, 
de stoottoon daarentegen komt in bepaalde gevallen voor en zijn gebied kan gemakkelijk 
worden afgebakend. (Grootaers & Grauls 1930: 129; emphasis mine)

Third, phonetic markedness of accent 1 becomes evident from features other 
than pitch. In many dialects, accent 1 rhymes are consistently shorter than 
accent 2 rhymes in all sentence positions (Maastricht, Neerpelt, Cologne, 
Mayen etc.); and in some dialects, accent 1 rhymes are realized with a “rela-
tively fast decay of the intensity envelope” (Gussenhoven & Peters 2004: 252, 
on Cologne).30 Virtually all classical descriptions of Franconian dialects regard 
shortening and intensity drops as characteristic properties of a phonetically 
marked accent 1.31

Tonal approaches treat these properties of accent 1 as means to enhance 
the primary tone contrast; and in the case of sentence-internal durational dif-
ferences, they break with traditions and assume (“tonal”) lengthening under 
accent 2 instead of shortening under accent 1 (Gussenhoven & Peters 2004: 264). 
However, long vowels under accent 1 do not only sound rather short, they also 
show a tendency to merge with short vowels, a merger which can eventually lead 
to the collapse of tonal accent systems (Heijmans 1999a, 2003, on the Central 

29 Native speakers of Central Franconian dialects share this intuition (see, e.g., Peters 2004, 
2006a; Gussenhoven & Peters 2004, for Cologne).
30 Nörrenberg 1884 (on Dormagen), Müller 1900 (on Aegidienberg), and Engelmann 1910  
(on Moselle-Franconian Vianden) assume intensity drops to go along with (or be caused by) 
a glottalization gesture that can even culminate in a glottal stop. Engelmann (1910) describes 
glottal closure as the most extreme form of accent 1, occurring only with final monosyllables. 
He says (p. 384): “Durch laryngoskopische beobachtungen konnte ich bei āʼ [= accent 1, W.K.] 
eine plötzliche bewegung nach innen mit darauf folgender trennung der stimmbänder, bei ā̀ 
[= accent 2] hingegen ein langsames auseinandergehen derselben festgestellt werden.” Inten-
sity drops with less extreme glottal activity are reported from many more places, e.g. Dülken 
(Frings 1913), Echternach (Moselle-Franconian, Palgen 1931), and Cologne (Heike 1962, 1964, 
undated).
31 As a matter of fact, many of these descriptions, while devoting long passages to the phonetics 
and historical distribution of accent 1 (Schärfung, Stoßton/stoottoon, Rheinische Akzentuierung 
etc.), do not even mention accent 2 (Schleifton/sleeptoon).
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Limburgian dialect of Weert; Bruch 1954, on Moselle-Franconian dialects in 
 Luxemburg).32

3.6  Summary

To sum up, the evidence for lexical tones in Franconian dialects is meager for 
accent 2 syllables outside IP-final position (which includes all bisyllabic words), 
and only apparently conclusive for final monosyllabic words. If we look at how 
melodies are timed with respect to prosodic structure, the generalization seems 
to be that the tonal domain for a complete rise or fall is monosyllabic for accent 1, 
but bisyllabic for accent 2. To take the words from Cologne in (14), monosyllabic 
accent 1 [bóòx] ‘book’ equals bisyllabic accent 2 [lóúfə̀] ‘to run’. Bisyllabic accent 1  
words like [ʁóùvə̀] ‘to rob’ have more structure than needed, for all the tonal 
action is already completed by the end of the stressed syllable. A monosyllabic 
accent 2 word like [ʁóúx] ‘smoke’, on the other hand, even though being phoneti-
cally longer than accent 1 [bóòx], falls short of the necessary number of TBUs, and 
thus requires a following syllable to complete the tonal contour (see above for the 
different strategies employed if no such syllable is available). In the next section I 
develop a model of tonal accents that accounts for these findings without making 
use of lexical tones.

4   A foot-based approach of tonal accents in 
Franconian

4.1  The proposal

The alternative to tonal approaches I propose here treats the melodies of both 
accent 1 and 2 as pure intonation and regards the timing differences as direct 
manifestations of an alignment contrast. Early peaks and fast movements under 

32 Ripuarian dialects have many words with short vowels before originally single voiced 
 consonants, such as (Cologne) bɛ1də ‘to pray’, bɔ1dəm ‘floor’, ʃpe1lə ‘to play’ (Münch 1904). If we 
follow Welter (1929) and Wiesinger (1983: 1092), these vowels were originally lengthened in open 
syllables (cf. Standard German b[eː]ten, B[oː]den, sp[iː]len), and only later re-shortened under 
the influence of accent 1, thereby merging with short vowels as in, e.g., bɛ1dɐ ‘beds’, ʃtɛ1lə ‘to put, 
to place’ (< *bɛdːɐ, *ʃtɛlːə). See §4 for tonal accents on so called “monomoraic syllables”.
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accent 1 suggest that H* (or L*) are associated with the first mora of the stressed 
syllable, as proposed by Gussenhoven & Peters (2004) for Cologne. This is shown 
in Fig. 14 (left) for Cologne [ʃlɔ́ɔ̀fə̀] ‘to sleep’ and [ʃɔ́ɔ̀f] ‘sheep’. Long tones and late 
movements in accent 2 words like [hɔ́ɔ́fə̀] ‘to hope’ and [ʃtɔ́ɔ́f] ‘fabric, cloth’ leave 
two options, both sketched in Fig. 14: (a) a pitch accent (the same as for accent 1) 
attaches to the second mora of the stressed syllable (and spread  regressively) or 
(b) it associates with the entire stressed syllable rather than with a particular mora.

accent 1 accent 2(a) accent 2(b)

H*L

μ  μ          μ

l  ɔ ɔ
ɔ ɔ

ǝ. f  ǝ. f  
f

H* L

μ  μ         μ

f

H* `L

μ  μ          μ
σ

ʃ
ʃ

h ɔ ɔ ǝ. f  
ft ɔ ɔʃ

h ɔ ɔ
t ɔ ɔʃ

Fig. 14: Pitch accent alignment under accent 1 and 2 in Cologne (declarative).

Either way, pitch accents attach to prominent (= stressed) elements; so if accent 1  
and 2 differ in the alignment of pitch accents, the basic contrast has to be 
described in terms of stress, i.e. foot structure: accent 1 is stressed on its first 
mora, accent 2(a) has second mora stress, and accent 2(b) has syllabic stress. The 
respective foot structures are given in Fig. 15: accent 1 turns out to be a “true” 
moraic trochee, i.e. a monosyllabic foot with first mora prominence (ˈμμ); and 
accent 2(b) corresponds to a syllabic trochee, bisyllabic (ˈσσ) in the case of 
[(ˈhɔɔ.fə)], and monosyllabic (ˈσ) with [(ˈʃtɔɔf)].

µ µ

µ  µ         µ

µ µ

t  

accent 2(a) accent 2(b)
??  ( .    *        . )

µ  µ          µ
σ σ

σ
µ   µ

µ  µ          µ

( *           . )( *  . )

(*   . ) ?? ( .    *) ( * )

accent 1 

l  ɔ ɔ ǝf h ɔ ɔ ǝf  h ɔ ɔ ǝf  ʃ

ɔ ɔ fʃ ɔ ɔ fʃ t  ɔ ɔ fʃ

Fig. 15: A foot-based analysis of accent 1 and 2.
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Most earlier structural analyses of tonal accent systems went for accent 2(a), i.e. 
they assumed a “moraic accent” contrast of accent 1 = (μ́ μ) and accent 2 = (μμ́ ).33 
While initially attractive for its symmetry, this analysis is fraught with prob-
lems once we try to interpret accent 2(a) from the perspective of stress and foot 
 structure. First, second mora stress would have to accept mismatches of stress 
and sonority for words with closing diphthongs (e.g., [bleˈiç] ‘pale’, [ʃleˈi.fə] ‘to 
drag’) and VR nuclei ([maˈn] ‘man’, [ʃtaˈm.pə] ‘to stamp’ etc.). Second, it would 
create bizarre foot types: [(ʃtɔˈɔf)] in Fig. 15 corresponds to a moraic iamb (μˈμ), 
a foot type hardly compatible with the overall trochaic structure of Franconian 
(or Germanic, for that matter); and [(hɔˈɔ.fə)], which could be termed a moraic 
amphibrach, seems to be universally unattested.34

Treating accent 2 as a syllabic trochee (accent 2(b)) suffers from none of these 
problems: it allows for an overall trochaic system, it avoids mismatches of stress 
and sonority (because stress is assigned to syllables rather than moras), and it is 
also the most direct way to account for the realizations of pitch accents (because 
it does not require spreading).

I propose then that Franconian dialects possess a surface contrast of moraic 
trochees (“accent 1”) and syllabic trochees (“accent 2”). The contrast can 
be perceived by means of (intonational) pitch movements as well as (for some 
dialects, at least) duration and intensity, i.e. the usual suspects in the field of 
stress.35 Strong-weak relations in a syllabic trochee (ˈσσ) are expressed in familiar 
ways, i.e. by intonational marking, e.g. H*L (σ̀ σ́), intensity (σσ), and duration 
(σσ). Its structural equivalent, the moraic trochee (ˈμμ), does the same, though 
at the moraic level, i.e. pitch (μ́ μ̀), intensity (μμ), and duration (μμ). The specific 
phonetic properties of accent 1 – fast tone movements, rapid intensity drops, and 
shorter duration (due to second mora reduction36) – thus follow from its prosodic 
structure, the moraic trochee.

33 ‘Moraic accent’ approaches include Kiparsky 1973 (Ancient Greek and Lithuanian), Halle 
& Vergnaud 1978 (Lithuanian), Becker 1978 (Čakavian Croatian), and Reitz 1985, Kehrein 2007 
(Franconian).
34 Moraic amphibrachs have been proposed for Chugach Alutiiq Yupik (Rice 1988); but see 
Kager 1993 for an alternative.
35 A number of authors have argued that tone must be the phonologically distinctive property of 
the accent contrast, because they found pitch to be the most important perceptual cue to accent 1 
and 2 (see, e.g., Werth 2011, on the dialects of Mayen and Arzbach). This is not a valid conclusion, 
however, for pitch is well known to play a prominent role in perceiving stress, too (Fry 1955, 1958).
36 Actual second mora shortening under accent 1 can only be observed for “diphthongal” nuclei 
of course. Münch (1904: 10), for instance, describes sonorants after short vowels as regularly 
long ([kanː2] ‘to be able’), but short under accent 1 ([kan1] ‘jug’). See also Schmidt (1986: 186) for 
final sonorants in monosyllabic [ʃal2] ‘sound’ (225 ms) and [ʃal1] ‘sleeve’ (138 ms) in Mayen. 
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If my analysis is correct, a bisyllabic accent 1 word such as [ʃlɔɔfə] in Fig. 15  
will consist of a moraic trochee followed by an unparsed syllable (ˈμμ)σ (see below 
for consequences). My representation of monosyllabic accent 2 [ʃtɔɔf] in Fig. 15 
follows Hayes (1995: 102f), who treats stressed final syllables as regular  syllabic 
trochees (ˈσ), rather than degenerate feet. Monosyllabic accent 2 is indeed con-
fined to final position in Franconian dialects (e.g., [(ʃtɔɔf)] or [(hɔɔf)] ‘I hope’), for 
if such forms are followed by another unstressed syllable,37 the result will be an 
ordinary bisyllabic trochee (ˈσσ), as in [(hɔɔ.fə)] ‘to hope’ or [ɪç (hɔɔ.fət)] ‘I hope 
it’ (with a clitic -ət ‘it’).

Yet, the decision of whether accent 2 monosyllables are in fact regular  
syllabic trochees or degenerate feet will depend on the ultimate analysis of  
IP-final monosyllables: do final pitch contours as in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 indi-
cate that accent 2 monosyllables fall short of a full-fledged foot? And is “final 
 overlength” (Figs. 10 and 12) a way to deal with “tonal crowding”, or is it a strat-
egy to overcome structural deficiency? I see no evidence at present to decide this 
issue either way.38

4.2  Some consequences

I will not discuss all consequences of my foot-based approach here (but see §6 for 
some general discussion), nor will I present the differences to tonal approaches in 
much detail. A few comments are in order, though. The first thing to notice is that 
tonal neutralization in non-focus position (see §3) comes for free if Franconian is 
just another intonation language. Without pitch accents, there will be no way to 
distinguish moraic and syllabic trochees by melodic means. If other cues (dura-
tion and intensity) are weak (or absent) as in Venlo and Roermond, the result 
will be perceptual neutralization. I do not say structural neutralization because 
under a foot-based approach accent 1 and 2 should differ in structure, regardless 
of their position in a sentence or whether they do or do not receive intonational 

37 Except for compounds, e.g. [(ˈʃtɔɔ2f)(ˌbaa1n)] ‘panel of fabric’, which consist of two prosodic 
words.
38 Gussenhoven & Peters (2004) find relatively short durations for monosyllabic accent 2 
rhymes in antepenultimate position (some 210 ms) as compared to IP-final monosyllables  
(almost 300 ms). The former, however, are always followed by an initially unstressed participle 
(e.g., ...ˈkan2 jəˈsaːt ‘...can said’) in their material; so lack of overlength in these cases could well 
be a consequence of sentence rhythm creating a bisyllabic trochee (ˈkan.jə). I am not aware of 
any systematic investigation dealing with the duration of accent 2 monosyllables before stressed 
syllables (e.g., ...ˈkan2 ˈsäät ‘... can says’) or in compounds like [(ˈʃtɔɔ2f)(ˌbaan)] ‘panel of fabric’. 
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markings. Crucial evidence that this is in fact true comes from dialects such as 
Neerpelt (Peters 2006b), which show tonal neutralization and yet keep accent 1  
and 2 apart, in that accent 1 is consistently shorter than accent 2 in this (and 
every other) position. Tonal approaches assume durational differences to follow 
from “tonal lengthening under accent 2”; but it is not immediately evident why 
(and how) “accent 2 lengthening” should arise if no lexical tone is present at the 
surface.39

Second, the foot-based approach is maximally restrictive in various ways: it 
ties tonal accent contrasts to stressed positions, it predicts a maximally binary 
contrast (for no more than two types of trochees are possible on a bimoraic sylla-
ble), and it claims that all tonal action can be traced to the respective intonation 
systems and the ways melodies are timed with respect to prosodic structure. The 
model thus cannot handle dialects with tonal contrasts in unstressed syllables, or 
ternary contrasts (accent 1, 2, 3); nor can it deal with unequivocally independent 
melodic substance of either accent 1 or 2. Tonal approaches, on the other hand, 
are able in principle to handle the first two (and they assume melodic substance 
anyway). Sure enough, they also postulate stressed syllables to posses a binary 
contrast of unmarked accent 1 and tonally marked accent 2 in all dialects, but 
none of this is a primary ingredient of the analysis. Considering that individual 
dialects are free to choose between two lexical tones H, L (ignoring underspeci-
fied T) and two moraic docking sites (first mora, second mora), ternary contrasts 
could easily be represented, either by using both lexical tones (Ø vs. H vs. L), 
or both docking sites (e.g., Ø vs. HØ vs. ØH). Future research will have to reveal 
whether the strong position of the foot-based approach can be maintained for the 
entire Franconian area. At any rate, the existence of ternary contrasts seems to 
be very unlikely from all we know about the various dialects. To put it in Welter’s 
(1933) words:

Tatsache ist aber auch, dass im Südniederfränkischen und Ripuarisch-Mittelfränkischen 
die beiden Affekt- und Akzenttypen nebeneinander gelten. Sie sind hier zugleich die 
beiden einzig vorhandenen. Ein Drittes oder Mehreres gibt es nicht. (Welter 1933: 46; 
emphasis mine)

Words with short stressed vowels followed by a coda obstruent (15a) or by a single 
intervocalic obstruent (b) or sonorant (c) require special comment, because such 
words are sometimes described as having melodies that fall in between accent 1 

39 But see Peters (2006a), for the assumption that empty tonal nodes may cause accent 2 length-
ening in Cologne.
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and 2 (Schmidt 1986; Gussenhoven & Peters 2004). They could thus be considered 
as representing a third, intermediate type of (presumably accentless) words.

(15) Words with “monomoraic” nuclei
a. VO [kɑt] ‘cat’

[bɛt] ‘bed’
[ˈkestə] ‘chests’

b. VOə [ˈkɑtə] ‘cats’
[ˈbɛdə] ‘beds’

c. VRə [ˈvɑlə] ‘to fall’
[ˈbɛɲə, ˈbɛŋə] ‘to bind’

While it is true that accent 1 and 2 generally do not contrast on “monomoraic” 
stressed syllables (but see below), such words are by no means accentless. 
Rather, they receive accent 1 or 2 by the same rule as do words with VR nuclei 
([βɛn1də] vs. [dɛŋ2kə]), or historically lengthened vowels ([jaː1ɣə] vs. [maː2xə]) 
in Rule A dialects: they have accent 1 if the short vowel is followed by a voiced  
consonant, [bɛ1t] (/bɛd/), [bɛ1də], [vɑ1lə], [bɛ1ɲə, bɛ1ŋə], and accent 2 before voice-
less consonants [kɑ2t], [ke2stə], [kɑ2tə].40

For bisyllabic words, the difference between accent 1 and 2 can be quite 
audible, especially under interrogative intonation. An example from Maasbracht 
is given in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 16: Pitch contours of interrogative [bɛ1də]? ‘beds?’ (left) and [pe2tə]? ‘sleep?’ (right) in 
Maasbracht.

40 See Grootaers 1910 (Tongeren), Grootaers & Grauls 1930 on Hasselt, Jongen 1972 (Moresnet), 
Müller 1900 (Aegidienberg), Münch 1904 and Müller 1912 (Cologne), Welter 1933 (Montzen).  
See also Frings (1916: 95) on Central Franconian [du1f] /duv/ ‘dove’ vs. [kɑ2t].
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Due to final devoicing in words like [bɛ1t], the difference between accent 1 and 
2 on monosyllabic words is threatened by perceptual neutralization;41 and for 
most dialects, there is indeed no audible tonal difference between [bɛt] and [kɑt] 
spoken in islolation. Sentence-internally, the distribution of accent 1 and 2 holds 
at the level of surface voicing in these dialects, i.e. [kɑ2t tə zeːn] and [bɛ2t tə zeːn] 
‘cat/bed to see’, but [kɑ1d əs] and [bɛ1d əs] ‘cat/bed is’ (examples from Maas-
bracht; Boersma 2006, Hermans p.c.).

Dialects like Hasselt, Tongeren, and Moresnet, on the other hand, still keep 
monosyllabic [bɛ1t] /bɛd/ and [kɑ2t] /kɑt/ apart (or did so until recently). For these 
dialects, the complementary distribution of accent 1 and 2 holds at the level of 
underlying representation, /V1D/ vs. /V2T/, with surface contrasts of [bɛ1t] vs. 
[kɑ2t], or [ʁe1p.kə] /ʁeb-kə/ ‘small rib’ vs. [le2p.kə] /lep-kə/ ‘small lip’ (examples 
from Moresnet; Jongen 1972: 51; see van Oostendorp, this volume).

As far as I can tell, no Franconian dialect contrasts accent 1 and 2 on words 
of the type /bɛd/, /bɛdə/ /kɑt/, /kɑtə/. This is not to say, though, that the dis-
tribution is the same everywhere. In Rule B dialects (Arzbach; Bach 1921) “tone 
rules” usually work the other way round (16a),42 and thus accent 2 with words like 
[bɛ2də] and [fɑ2lə] in (16b) does not come as a real surprise. What is surprising, 
though, is that no accent reversal seems to take place for VTə words (16c): [ɑ2pəl] 
has accent 2, just as in Roermond (and everywhere else).43 In fact, I am not aware 
of a dialect that would have accent 1 with voiceless consonants following a short 
vowel (VT).

(16) Complementary distribution of accent 1 and 2 with “monomoraic” nuclei
OF Roermond (A2) Cologne (A) Arzbach (B)

a. *VDə [jʁaː2və] [jʁaː1və] [jʁaː1və] ‘to dig’
*VTə [ɛː2tə] [ɛː2sə] [ɛː1sə] ‘to eat’

b. *VDːə [bɛ1də] [bɛ1dɐ] [bɛ2də] ‘beds’
*VRːə [vɑ1lə] [fɑ1lə] [fɑ2lə] ‘to fall’

c. *VTːə [ɑ2pəl] [ɑ2pəl] [ɑ2pəl] ‘apple’

41 Notice that final devoicing in apocoped words, such as /bɛd/ ‘bed’ from earlier /bɛdə/ (OF 
*/bɛdːə/), is a relatively recent phenomenon in many dialects (Goossens 1977, 2006). According 
to Stevens (1955), the loss of accent 1 on words like /bɛt/ is indeed closely connected to this so 
called “second final devoicing”. 
42 See also §2.
43 Monosyllabic VT words also have accent 2, e.g. [mi2k] /mig/ ‘midge’ and [ro2k] /rok/ ‘skirt’ 
(Bach 1921: 276).
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While VD(ə) words with accent 2 seem to be confined to Rule B (and Rule AB; 
Reitz 1985) dialects, VRə words with accent 2 are rather widespread: they exist as 
exceptional forms in many Limburgian dialects (e.g. [ɦø2mə] ‘shirt’ in Geleen and 
Maastricht; see Boersma 2006), but also rather systematically as descendents of 
earlier RD clusters ([bɛ2ɲə]/[bɛ2ŋə] ‘to bind’), or earlier VRə words that failed to 
undergo “open syllable lengthening” (e.g. [ko2mə] ‘to come’, [nø2mə] ‘to take’; 
Dols 1953, on Sittard; Frings 1913, on an area around Heinsberg).44 Since all these 
dialects have “regular” accent 1 on words like [fɑ1lə] (from *VRːə), accent 1 and 2 
are in fact contrastive on present-day VRə words.

Strict binarity aside, the data above bear a challenge for every theory about 
Franconian accents (be they tonal or structural), because they show that accents 
are not confined to nuclei with “two sonorant moras”, as often stated in the 
 literature. Distinctive (as in [vɑ1lə] vs. [bɛ2ɲə]) or predictable ([bɛ1t] vs. [kɑ2t], 
[bɛ1də] vs. [kɑ2tə]): every word in every Franconian dialect has one of the two 
tonal accents – and, from a crossdialectal perspective at least, both accents are 
generally possible on every type of stressed syllable, with the single notable 
exception of *V1T(ə), i.e. */ka1t/, */ka1tə/.

I assume here that all stressed nuclei are bimoraic in Franconian dialects: 
syllable-final obstruents are moraic, [kɑμtμ], [bɛμtμ], [kɛμsμ.tə], and so are inter-
vocalic consonants after short vowels. The latter are “ambisyllabic” in a struc-
tural sense, i.e. they give weight to the stressed syllable: [kɑtμ.tə], [bɛdμ.də], 
[vɑlμ.lə], [bɛɲμ.ɲə], [ɦømμ.mə], and [komμ.mə].45 Complementary distribution 
of accent 1 [bɛ1də] (but *[bɛ2də]) and accent 2 [dɛŋ2kə] (but *[dɛŋ1kə]) in the 
Rule A/A2 area is due to “historical accident” (see §5) and should be described 
by means of dialect-specific footing preferences – but not as a structural 
 incompatibility of, e.g., accent 1 with VRTə, or accent 2 with VDə (see below 
for *V1T(ə)).

I give some surface structures of accent 1 and 2 words from different 
 dialects in Fig. 17. Foot structure is indicated by bracketing at the moraic 
(accent 1) and syllabic level (accent 2), respectively. The foot structures in (a) 
are predictable and thus to be asigned by rule; those in (b) have to be marked 
in the lexicon.

44 The dialects of Mülheim (Maurman 1898) and Wermelskirchen (Hasenclever 1904) are 
claimed to have accent 2 on all words with short vowels followed by a intervocalic sonorant, 
even those going back to earlier geminates, such as [fɑ2lə] ‘to fall’.
45 Notice that these consonants can be rather long under accent 2, but short under accent 1 
(Nörrenberg 1884, on Dormagen; Heike 1962, on Cologne; Peters 2004: 291 on ‘lengthening’ of 
intervocalic voiceless obstruents in the Cologne variety of Standard German).
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Fig. 17: Accent 1 and 2 on monosyllabic VT, VD, and bisyllabic VTə, VDə, VRə in different 
Franconian dialects.

Tonal approaches run another path: they assume that lexical tones associate with 
syllables rather than moras in dialects that contrast accent 1 and 2 on “mono-
moraic” stressed syllables (H-to-ˈσ in Neerpelt, Peters 2006b; L-to-ˈσ in Hasselt, 
Peters 2008). They thereby predict pitch accents under accent 2 to be further 
removed from the stressed syllable in these dialects (because H blocks the entire 
syllable, rather than just one mora), something I fail to see in their data. Crucially, 
this cannot be the answer for dialects like Geleen ([vɑ1lə] vs. [ɦø2mə]) and Sittard 
([vɑ1lə] vs. [bɛ2ɲə], [ko2mə]), because their tonal contours are virtually identical to 
those of Roermond and Maasbracht, dialects that do not possess such contrasts, 
and should thus have the mora as their TBU. “Surface accents” ([bɛ1də], [kɑ2tə]) 
are equally problematic: they would either require TBU=σ for all dialects (with 
the same timing problems as above), or some second mora on accent 2 words 
(e.g. by way of ambisyllabicity as proposed above) in order to provide a structural 
position for the lexical tone. But this would require the association (if only by 
rule) of a tone with the second mora of words like [pe2tə], i.e. a mora heading a 
voiceless consonant. 
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Finally, by identifying tonal accents with particular foot types, my proposal 
makes predictions that go beyond those of tonal approaches. If accent 1 is a 
moraic trochee and accent 2 is a syllabic trochee, we expect to find distributional 
preferences for one or the other foot type as a function of the overall structure of 
words, or the internal composition of syllables. Secondary stress, for instance, 
should follow main stress on the next but one syllable if the head foot is a syllabic 
trochee (“accent 2”) (ˈσσ)(ˌσ...), but on the next syllable, if it is a moraic trochee 
(“accent 1”) (ˈσ)(ˌσ...); and if foot-internal head-dependent relations are governed 
by sonority in some way (such that Son(Head) ≥ Son(Dep)), we expect to find 
such relations to hold between syllables for accent 2, but between moras within a 
single syllable for accent 1.

Data from Maasbracht (Hermans 1994, p.c., Bruce & Hermans 1999) suggest 
that the foot-based approach is on the right track.46 As shown in (17), contrasts 
of accent 1 and 2 (on the main-stressed syllable) are generally possible on longer 
words (typically loans) with final stress (a) and penultimate stress (b). Words 
with antepenultimate main stress and secondary stress on the final syllable, 
however, do not have accent 1 (c, d);47 and words with penultimate stress do not 
have accent 2 if the stressed vowel is less sonorous than the following unstressed 
vowel (e). 

(17) Stress and accent in Maasbracht (Hermans 1994: 353f, Bruce & Hermans 
1999: 642f) 

accent 1 accent 2
a. ... ˈσ [mediˈsiːn1] ‘medicine’ [tæʁpənˈtiːn2] ‘turpentin’

[teləˈfoːn1] ‘telephone’ [pæʁˈsoːn2] ‘person’
b. ... ˈσσ [piˈjaː1ma] ‘pajamas’ [kaˈnaː2ʁi] ‘canary’

Son(ˈσ) ≥ Son(σ) [ˈfoː1to] ‘foto’ [ˈhoː2mo] ‘homo’
[diˈnaː1mo] ‘dynamo’ [ˈplaː2to] ‘Plato’
[somˈbʁeː1ʁo] ‘sombrero’ [makaˈʁoː2ni] ‘macaroni’

46 The stress system of Maasbracht (as other Limburgian dialects) is virtually identical with 
Standard Dutch: roughly, final superheavy syllables receive primary stress ([mediˈsiːn] ‘medicine’,  
[tæʁpənˈtiːn] ‘turpentin’), else primary stress is on the penult ([piˈjaːma] ‘pajamas’, [kanˈaːʁi] 
 ‘canary’), or on the antepenult, with secondary stress on a final heavy syllable ([aˈmeːʁiˌkaː] 
‘America’, [piˈtaːɣoˌʁɑs] ‘Pythagoras’).
47 Words with main stressed VR syllables ([ˈalɣəˌbʁaː] ‘algebra’, [ˈzældəˌʁiː] ‘celery’ etc.) do not 
take accent 1 either; but since words of this type have a strong preference for accent 2 in the  native 
vocabulary anyway (cf. the examples in (8)) their validity is not as strong. Words like [ˈdæl.ta] ‘delta’ 
have accent 2 as well, making clear that the sonority requirements accounting for the data in (e) are 
in fact violable, i.e. they can be overruled by a strong lexical pressure for accent 2 in VR.TV words.
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c. ... ˈσσˌσ – [ˈaː2liˌbiː] ‘alibi’
(ˌσ = Vː) – [aˈmeː2ʁiˌkaː] ‘America’

– [ˈhoː2ʁəˌkaː] ‘catering  
industry’

– [ˈkoː2liˌbʁiː] ‘humming-
bird’

d. ... ˈσσˌσ – [piˈtaː2ɣoˌʁɑs] ‘Pythagoras’
(ˌσ = VC) – [ˈlaː2zaˌʁøs] ‘Lazarus’

– [ˈhoː2ʁiˌzɔn] ‘horizon’
– [ˈloː2təˌbæl] ‘dummy (fem.)’

e. ... ˈσσ [aˈʁeː1na] ‘arena’ –
Son(ˈσ) < Son(σ) [ˈbeː1ta] ‘beta’ –

[ˈoː1ma] ‘grandma’ –
[ˈkoː1la] ‘Cola’ –
[ˈnoː1ta] ‘bill’ –

Both gaps make sense under a foot-based approach, the first because secondary 
stress suggests [(ˈaː.li)(ˌbiː)], which literally is “accent 2” in the logic of the foot-
based approach, the second because [ˈoː.ma] would make a suboptimal syllabic 
trochee [(ˈoː.ma)] from the perspective of sonority (de Lacy 2002). 

In an optimal moraic trochee (“accent 1”), Son(μ2) will be lower than Son(μ1); 
but not too low, for μ2 represents a structural position in the moraic trochee, if 
only the weak branch.48 The tendency of long vowels to diphthongize under 
accent 1, as in Maastricht (9) and many other dialects, can be seen as an optimi-
zation strategy of the former type: after diphthongization, the second mora will 
be less sonorous than the first, regardless of whether this is achieved by initial 
lowering (Maastricht: *î, *û > ɛi, ɔu) or final raising (Sittard: *ê, *ô > ɛi, ɔu).49 
The absence of accent 1 on VT(ə) words ([kɑt], [kestə], [kɑtə]), I assume, is an 
instance of Son(μ2) minimality: voiceless consonants are illicit as the weak branch 
of a moraic trochee (“accent 1”) because they are not sonorous enough. Voiced 
consonants thus represent the bottom end of what counts as a well-formed weak 
branch of a moraic trochee in Franconian dialects.

In the next section I sketch the historical developments that led to the emer-
gence of distinctive feet (accent 1 and 2) in Franconian dialects. My reconstruction  

48 Notice that syllabic consonants, also typically dependents rather than heads of feet, are also 
more likely the more sonorous they are.
49 Accent 2 is compatible with whatever the sonority of its second mora; long vowels are thus 
no problem, and monophthongization cases as in Dülken (10) suggest that it is even aspired. See 
Köhnlein (this volume) for a different analysis of diphthongization in Maastricht and Sittard.
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follows Boersma’s (2006, this volume) in several major aspects: (a) the major 
prosodic changes that caused the present-day contrasts (open syllable lengthen-
ing, analogical lengthening, apocope); (b) the phonetic factors that underlie the 
phonologization process (“phonologized intonation”), and (c) the role of conso-
nant voicing (perception-driven accent shift).

5   Accentogenesis: the emergence of tonal  
accents in Franconian

Prosodic structures may change over time: long vowels shorten (by, e.g., closed 
syllable shortening), and short vowels lengthen (open syllable lengthening, in 
particular); words may lose syllables (by apocope or syncope), or acquire new 
syllables (by epenthesis, for instance). When these prosodic newcomers enter 
“occupied territory” they sometimes merge with already existing structures, i.e. 
lengthened short vowels (*a > [aː]) become prosodically equivalent to old long 
vowels (*â), apocopated bisyllables (*σσ > σ) sound and behave like old monosyl-
lables (*σ), and so on. Standard High German is a case in point, as illustrated by 
some examples in (18).50

(18) Prosodic merger in Standard High German
a. V-lengthening: *a > aː = *â

(open syllable lenghtening) [ˈmaːlən] ‘to grind’ [ˈmaːlən] ‘to paint’
(analogical lengthening50) [ʁaːt] ‘wheel’ [ʁaːt] ‘advice’

b. ə-drop: *σσ > σ = *σ
[pʰaɪ̯n] ‘pain’ [vaɪ̯n] ‘wine’
[ʃpiːl] ‘play!’ [ʃpiːl] ‘game’

Surprisingly often, however, prosodic merger does not take place, i.e old and 
new structures remain distinct, typically by means of pitch, duration, glottaliza-
tion (stød) – or some combination of these. Lithuanian “acute” vs. “circumflex” 
accent, Norwegian-Swedish “accent 1” vs. “accent 2”, Low Saxon and Estonian 
“long” vs. “overlong syllables”, and Livonian stød vs. no stød (or “falling” vs. 

50 “Analogical lengthening” refers to a process of vowel lengthening in monosyllables under 
the pressure of paradigm uniformity. Thus, [ʁaːt] ‘wheel’, [ʃpiːl] ‘game’, [thaːk] ‘day’ etc. due to 
[ʁɛːdɐ] ‘wheels’, [ʃpiːlə] ‘games’, [thaːgə] ‘days’. AL occurred in High German and Franconian (see 
below), but not in Low Saxon and Dutch, hence (Dutch) [ʁɑt] ~ [ʁaːdəʁə(n)], [spɛl] ~ [speːlə(n)], 
[dɑx] ~ [daːɣə(n)] etc.
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“level tone”; see Kiparsky, this volume) are examples of tonal accent systems  
(in the broadest sense) that emerged from prosodic changes at the moraic 
 (Lithuanian) or syllabic level (Scandinavian, Low Saxon, Estonian, Livonian).51 
And Franconian is no exception to this. The Standard High German examples 
from (18), for instance, have the Limburgian cognates in (19).52

(19) No prosodic merger in Franconian52
a. V-lengthening: *a > aː ≠ *â
    (OSL) [ˈmaː2lə] ‘to grind’ [ˈmɔː1lə] ‘to paint’
    (AL) [ʁaː2t] ‘wheel’ [ʁɔː1t] ‘advice’
b. ə-drop: *σσ > σ ≠ σ

[piːn1] ‘pain’ [β̞iːn2] ‘wine’
[ʃpeːl1] ‘play!’ [ʃpeːl2] ‘game’

Contrary to Standard High German then, vowel lengthening and apocope left 
“tonal traces” in Franconian: lengthened vowels (accent 2) differ from original 
long vowels (accent 1); and so do apocopated forms (accent 1) and original mono-
syllables (accent 2). The chronological order of OSL, AL, and apocope is sketched 
below for *hɔl ‘hollow-pred’, *hɔlə(n) ‘to fetch’, and the shared inflected form 
*hɔlə, meaning both ‘hollow-fem.sg’ and ‘fetch-1sg’.

(20) developments of *hɔl, *hɔlə, and *hɔlə(n) in Rule A2 dialects
Old Franconian *hɔl *hɔlə *hɔlən
a. OSL – hɔːlə hɔːlən
b. AL hɔːl – –
c. ə-drop – hɔːl –
Modern Limburgian [ɦɔː2l] [ɦɔː1l] [ˈɦɔː2lə]

Considering the present-day contrast of [ɦɔː1l] (<*hɔlə) and [ɦɔː2l] (<*hɔl) alone, 
it is not hard to see why many scholars regarded apocope-induced accent 1 as 
the birth of the tonal accent contrast in Franconian,53 especially since apocope 

51 See Bremer (1927, on Low Saxon) and Kiparsky (this volume, on Livonian). Stress shift is 
 another type of prosodic change that might have led to (or at least expand the range of already 
existing) tonal accent contrasts in, e.g., South Slavic, Latvian, and, presumably, Lithuanian.
52 Examples are taken from the “Algemeen Limburgs Woordenboek Online” (www.limburghuis.
nl). [ˈmɔː1lə] ‘to paint’ might not be common in Limburgian dialects, but in the Low Franconian 
dialect of Dülken (Frings 1913), for instance, we find [ˈmaː2lə] ‘to grind’ vs. [ˈmoə1lə] ‘to paint’.
53 Wrede 1895, Leihener 1908, Lobbes 1915, de Vaan 1999, Schmidt 2002. The latter two assume 
an earlier phonetic “tonal” difference between lengthened vowels preceding voiceless and 
voiced consonants, but, too, assume that the difference was phonologized only after apocope.
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introduced many minimal pairs within paradigms.54 As pointed out by Boersma 
(2006), however, such an account crucially disregards the history of accent 2 
in the non-apocopated forms: words like [ˈmaː2lə], [ʁaː2t], [ˈɦɔː2lə], [ɦɔː2l], [daː2x] 
etc. must have received distinctive accent 2 long before apocope, namely when 
lengthened vowels (from OSL and later AL) became bimoraic, but remained dis-
tinct from the original long vowels (19a). The present-day Limburgian contrast 
of accent 2 on lengthened vowels ([ˈɦɔː2lə] ‘to fetch’, [ɦɔː2l] ‘hollow-pred’) and 
accent 1 on OF long vowels ([ˈmɔː1lə] ‘to paint’, [mɔː1l] ‘time, occasion’) would be 
inexplicable, if both had merged into a single series. Following Boersma (2006; 
this volume), I thus assume the following chronological order of events:

(21) The emergence of tonal accent contrasts in Franconian (Boersma 2006)
1. Open Syllable Lengthening: lengthened vowels and OF long vowels 

form the first contrast in bisyllabic words: hɔː2lə, hɔː2lə(n) ≠ mɔː1lə(n)
2. Analogical Lengthening: lengthened vowels and OF long vowels form 

the first contrast in monosyllabic words: hɔː2l ≠ mɔː1l
3. ə-drop: accent 2 bisyllables (from 1.) change to accent 1 under apocope, 

thereby contrasting with older accent 2 monosyllables (from 2.): (hɔː2lə >) 
hɔː1l ≠ hɔː2l

Assuming vowel lengthening (OSL, AL) and apocope as the driving forces behind 
the emergence and spread of tonal accent contrasts makes perfect sense from 
the perspective of minimal pairs like those above. Recalling the examples from 
(§§1, 2), however, the full picture is more complicated, basically because (a) OF î, 
û, ɛi, ɔu (like *VR) go with the lengthened vowels rather than with the OF (non-
high) long vowels (e.g. [β̞iː2n] ‘wine’ in (19b))55, (b) the apocope-induced change 
from accent 2 to accent 1 is sensitive to consonant voicing, e.g. [maː2lə] > [maː1l]  
‘I grind’, but [aː2pə] > [aː2p] ‘ape’, and (c) in Rule A dialects, we find accent 1 not 
only on apocopated words of the type [maː1l] ‘I grind’, but also on non-apocopated 
[maː1lə] ‘grind-inf/1pl/3pl’. A fuller picture of the historical correspondences for 
Rule A2 and Rule A dialects is given in (22).56

54 Examples for the loss of inflectional schwa are: fem.sg. of adjectives (as in [hɔː1l] above), 1.sg. 
of verbs ([dʁaː1x] ‘carry-1sg’ vs. [dʁaː2x] ‘carry!’), and plural of nouns ([daː1x] ‘days’ vs. [daː2x] 
‘day’). See Boersma 2006, for a fuller account.
55 [ʃpeːl2] ‘game’ has accent 2 because it goes back to an analogically lengthened vowel *ʃpel  
(cf. *ʃpelən > ʃpeːlən ‘to play’).
56 The Rule AB dialects of Morbach (Reitz 1985) and Beuren (Peetz 1989) follow Rule A and 
A2 dialects with respect to the spontaneous accent rule, but their “combinatory accents” are 
opposite to Rule A dialects. The Rule B dialect of Arzbach (Bach 1921; Köhnlein, this volume) is 
(almost) opposite to Cologne for both spontaneous and combinatory accents.
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(22) Historical distribution of accent 1 and 2 in Rule A and A2 dialects 
(Nörrenberg 1884)
1. Spontaneous accent: words with OF long non-high vowels have accent 1.
2. Combinatory accent: words with OF long high vowels, closing 

diphthongs, V+R, and lengthened vowels have accent 2, unless these 
nuclei were followed by a voiced consonant and ... 
(a) another syllable that was lost (Rule A2)
(b) another syllable (Rule A)

Following Wrede 1895, de Vaan 1999, and Boersma 2006, I assume apocope- 
induced accent 1 (as in Rule A2) to represent the more archaic stage, and accent 1 
in Rule A [maː1lə] to be a later development (cf. §2). If true, the general  chronology 
in (21) can be maintained for both Rule A2 and Rule A dialects; the latter would 
simply require another step, presumably a process of analogical levelling that 
changes earlier [maː2lə] to [maː1lə] under the influence of apocopated [ˈmaː1l]  
‘I grind’. Since apocope itself follows vowel lengthening (20), the most natural 
assumption about the tonal accent system before apocope would be one with two 
“spontaneous accent rules”.

(23) Historical distribution of accent 1 and 2 before apocope
1. Spontaneous accent 1: words with OF long non-high vowels have accent 1.
2. Spontaneous accent 2: words with OF long high vowels, closing 

diphthongs, V+R, and lengthened vowels have accent 2.

The scenario described so far raises (at least) three important questions:

Q1: How exactly did accent 1 and 2 emerge from an earlier quantity contrast?
Q2: Why did *VVhi and *VR follow the development of lengthened vowels 

(receiving accent 2) rather than the OF (non-high) long vowels (accent 1)?
Q3: What is the role of consonant voicing in the change from accent 2 to 

accent 1 under apocope?

As for Q3, I will have nothing to add to Boersma’s (2006) analysis of a perception- 
based accent shift (as suggested already by Nörrenberg 1887): since tonal move-
ments are realized after the stressed syllable under accent 2, older bisyllabic forms 
like [hɔː2lə] ‘fetch-1sg’, [dʁaː2ɣə] ‘carry-1sg’, and [dʁuː2və] ‘grape’ (from *û) started 
their tonal fall (or rise) on the posttonic voiced consonant, a fall that remained 
audible even after final schwa was lost, i.e. [hɔ́ɔ́l]̀, [dʁááɣ̀], [dʁúúv̀].57 Boersma 

57 Recall from §4 that final devoicing was not an automatic consequence of schwa-drop before 
voiced obstruents, but happened only much later.
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argues that the final fall within the now monosyllabic words led learners to rein-
terpret these forms as accent 1, something that could obviously not happen with 
postvocalic voiceless consonants as in, e.g. accent 2 [hɔ́ɔ́pə̀] > [hɔ́ɔ́p] ‘hope-1sg’, 
[máákə̀] > [máák] ‘make-1sg’ etc. (Ripuaric [hɔ́ɔ́f] and [mááx], respectively), for no 
tones are audible during a voiceless sound.

As for Q1, Boersma (2006) describes pre-OSL Franconian as a language with 
first-mora accent, and pitch accent assignment from left-to-right on a moraic 
basis. Thus, a falling contour (H*L) will be realized within a single heavy syllable, 
e.g. *zɛ́μɛ̀μ.l̀ə̀μǹ ‘souls’, but devided over two syllables in case of a monomoraic 
stressed syllable: *wɛ́μ.kə̀μǹ ‘weeks’. With OSL, short vowels began to lengthen; 
but as long as the lengthened vowel, say [ɛˑ], was still interpreted as phonolog-
ically monomoraic, only a single tone could be assigned, in other words: H* 
lengthened along with the vowel [Hˑ]. At some point, the durational difference 
between long and lengthened vowels became so small that learners reinterpreted 
the difference between long and lengthened vowels as one of melodic timing 
rather than moraicity: *zɛ́μɛ̀μ.lə̀μn vs. *wɛ́μɛ́μ.kə̀μǹ. Thus, lengthened vowels 
became bimoraic, but the two moras were aligned with a single intonation tone. 
Accent 1 and 2 were born, a lexical-mora accent contrast (at this stage, at least) 
in Boersma’s view. Analogical lengthening (or “analogical prosodic levelling”), 
only had to transfer the contrast to monosyllabic forms, e.g. [ɦɔl] > [ɦɔː2l], due to 
[ˈɦɔː2lə] (cf. (20)).

Boersma’s analysis is as elegant as it is simple. It takes but a single step 
(two, if we include AL) from pre-OSL Franconian to the present-day contrast 
of [zɛː1lə] ‘souls’ and [β̞ɛː2kə] ‘weeks’. And it also accounts directly for the  
present-day distribution of accent 1 and 2 on *VCːə words like *wɪlːən ‘to want’, 
*wɪnːən ‘to win’, *wɛgːən ‘a wedge (of bread/butter)’, *wɛkːən ‘to wake up’:58  
since medial geminates had to be moraic, the model predicts early forms like 
wÍμǹμǹə̀μǹ, i.e. “phonetic accent 1”. This is what they have today, with the 
 exception of voiceless geminates (see §4). Boersma argues, along the lines 
of schwa-drop, that these forms were indeed structurally “accent 1-like” 
(wɛ́μk̀μk̀ə̀μǹ), but perceptually ambiguous, because the tonal fall on [k] was of 
course inaudible. With the phonologization of accent 1 and 2, learners inter-
preted the posttonic pitch movements in the auditory form [wɛ́kːə̀ǹ] as accent 2 
(see Boersma 2006, for details).

58 By way of illustration, I try to use near minimal pairs here and below. I do not expect that all 
these words were actual words in Early Middle Limburgian, nor do I claim that all of them are 
common words in all present-day dialects.
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My sole objection to Boersma’s analysis concerns his answer to Q2. Boersma 
claims that *î, *û, *ɛi, and *ɔu were actually sequences of short vowel+glide (VG): 
*ij, *uw, *ɛj, *ɔw.59 As such, they were prosodically equivalent to *VR rhymes: 
*wij.kən ‘to give way’ = *wɛj.kən ‘to smooth’ = *wɛl.kə ‘which’ = *weŋ.kən ‘to 
wave’. What they share with pre-OSL *wɛ.kən ‘weeks’ thus is a short vowel.  
So far, I absolutely agree. But Boersma goes one step further and regards *VG, 
*VR, and *V as prosodically identical, i.e. he assumes that all of them were 
 monomoraic in pre-OSL times, and *VG and *VR became bimoraic only after 
OSL. Notice that this assumption is crucial for the analysis, for bimoraic VμGμ 
and VμRμ would have received both intonation tones on their stressed syllable  
(wíȷ̀kə̀ǹ, wéŋ̀.kə̀ǹ), and thus should have accent 1 in contemporary dialects. But 
they have accent 2, of course.

If open syllables (hɔ.lə, wɛ.kən) did in fact become bimoraic prior to closed 
syllables (hɔl, weŋ.kən), the Franconian chronology of the quantity shift would 
have been opposite from what is generally assumed for its Germanic neighbors 
(“Hesselman’s law”). In pre-OSL Middle High German and Middle English at 
least, VV and VC counted as heavy, but short vowels in open syllables were light 
(see, e.g., Lahiri et al. 1999). I will thus take a more conservative position here and 
assume that Franconian developed like other Germanic dialects: in Early Middle 
Franconian times, all stressed syllables were heavy, except for short vowels in 
open syllables. OSL served to clear the last obstacle out of the way to generalized 
bimoraicity (“Prokosch’s law”).

As for Q2, I thus propose that *VG, *VR, and *V shared a short vowel, but not 
moraic equivalence. My ultimate historical accent rule is stated in (24).

(24) Complementary distribution of accent 1 and 2 (before apocope)
1. Spontaneous accent 1: words with OF long vowels receive accent 1.
2. Spontaneous accent 2: words with OF short vowels receive accent 2.

Notice that (24) makes one prediction different from Boersma’s, namely that 
*VCːə words (*wɪlːən, *wɪnːən, *wɛgːən, *wɛkːən) received accent 2 in the initial 
stage. Words of this type are reported to have accent 2 in Mülheim (Maurmann 
1898) and Wermelskirchen (Hasenclever 1904; cf. fn. 44), two Rule A2 dialects at 
the northern periphery of the tonal accent area; a relic of the original situation is 
thus not unlikely. The change to accent 1 for words with medial voiced geminates 
could be another instance of a perception-based accent shift (due to phonetic 
shortening of medial geminates, for instance), or an outpost of Rule A invading 
the Rule A2 area (i.e. analogical levelling of [ʃtɛ1lən] ‘to place’ from apocopated 

59 See also de Vaan 1999 on Franconian; and Liberman 1999, 2002 on Germanic.
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[ʃtɛ1l] ‘place-1sg’). In Wermelskirchen, in any case, the distribution of accent 1 
and 2 in these words is still perfectly in line with the Rules of A2, i.e. accent 1 with 
apocoped [ʃtɛ1l] and [zo1n] ‘sun’, but accent 2 with [ʃtɛ2lən] and [zo2nən] ‘suns’ 
(Hasenclever 1904: 16, 56).

The motivation for (24) (or my answer to Q1) can be found in work dealing 
with the temporal alignment of intonation peaks on different types of stressed 
syllables: peaks are aligned earlier in nuclei with long vowels as compared to 
short vowels (Ladd, Mennen & Schepman 2000, among others). The “pretonemic 
phase” (Schmidt 2002) in Franconian might thus have been as in Fig. 18: into-
nation peaks occurred early on (or towards the center of) long vowels (left), but 
later on short vowels, presumably towards the end of (phonetically lengthened) 
vowels in open syllables, and within the phase of postvocalic consonants in VG, 
VR, and VO nuclei (right). The right side of Fig. 18 is how declarative pitch accents 
are aligned in Neapolitian Italian words like [nɔˑnɔ] and [nɔnːɔ], for instance 
(D’Imperio et al. 2007).60 Peak timing is as yet fully predictable from the segmen-
tal and moraic composition of stressed syllables, a situation that changes with 
the event of lengthened vowels becoming bimoraic. I assume that the timing dif-
ference between (roughly) [zɛ́μɛμlə] and [wɛμɛ́μkə] was interpreted as a difference 
in foot structure right away, i.e. moraic [(zɛ́μɛμ).lə] vs. syllabic [(wɛμɛ́μ.kə)].61

After the completion of OSL, the closed syllables in Fig. 18 were not only  
phonetically similar to the lengthend vowels (late peaks), but also structurally 
identical (bimoraic); and so they followed [wɛμɛ́μ.kə] and received accent 2, rather 
than [zɛ́μɛμ.lə] with accent 1.

earlier peak in [Vː]

z ɛμ ɛμ l ə w ɛμ k ə
w ɛμ iμ k ə
w ɛμ lμ k ə
w ɛμ lμ l ə
w ɛμ kμ k ə

later peak in [V]

Fig. 18: peak alignment in stressed syllables with long vowels (left) and short vowels (right) 
[after Ladd, Mennen & Schepman 2000]

60 The parallel is not perfect though, for Neapolitian Italian lacks phonemic long vowels.
61 Once the contrast was established, enhancement was not excluded of course, such as even 
earlier peaks under accent 1, or peak extension under accent 2. If the starting point was indeed 
as in Fig. 18, presentday Maastricht comes closest to the original situation.
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To summarize, I follow Boersma’s (2006) “accentogenesis” in its three major 
aspects: (a) tonal accent contrasts emerged from prosodic changes of vowel 
lengthening (OSL, AL), and further spread in the lexicon as a consequence of 
syllable loss (schwa drop, in particular); (b) the change from quantity to accents 
(whatever their appropriate analysis) is mediated by the phonologization of  
intonational timing differences; and (c) the change from accent 2 to accent 1 
under apocope occurs with postvocalic voiced but not voiceless consonants, 
because tone movements are audible only during the former. A possible tone- 
lowering effect of voiced consonants plays no role. I deviate from Boersma’s  
analysis in claiming that (a) closed syllables were bimoraic prior to OSL, and  
(b) phonetic differences as to how intonation peaks are timed with respect to 
short and long vowels formed the basis of the phonologization process, rather 
than moraic alignment of pitch accents.

6  Summary and conclusion
I started by presenting a number of apparent correlations that hold beween 
“tonal accents” and segmental properties (vowel height, consonant voicing) in 
Franconian dialects. I argued that none of them present actual evidence for an 
interaction of tones and segments. I showed that the alleged correspondence of 
high vowels and high tones is but part of a broader picture of *VVhi, *VR, and 
*V rhymes receiving “accent 2” (§2), a historical process that has “open sylla-
ble lengthening” (*V > Vː), but not vowel height, as its trigger (§5). I proposed 
to view diphthongization under “accent 1” as an optimization of foot-internal 
structure (head-dependence sonority); and I followed Boersma (2006, this 
volume) in regarding the apparent “tone-lowering effect” of voiced consonants 
as (a) historically connected to syllable loss and (b) based on the perceptibility 
of tone movements during vocal fold vibration.

The crucial and most controversial point of this paper will be, I guess, my 
claim that Franconian tonal accents have nothing to do with lexical tones.  
I argued in §3 that the tonal contours we find in different dialects, sentence 
types, sentence positions etc. do not support the idea of an independent 
melodic component of accent 2; and I presented an alternative approach in §4, 
according to which labels like “accent 1” and “accent 2” are but different names 
for distinctive foot structures, the “moraic trochee” and the “syllabic trochee”, 
respectively. I am well aware of the fact that my foot-based approach is not in 
line with standard accounts of metrical theory. Hayes (1995) and Hyman (2006), 
for instance, deny the existence of stress below the syllabic level. And while it is 
clear that foot structure must be distinctive in lexical stress languages (simply 
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because stress is), I guess they would also deny the existence of distinctive foot 
structures of the type (ˈσ)σ vs. (ˈσσ) right away. (I can only guess here, because 
the question of whether foot structure can make the difference while stress is in 
the same place has never been asked to the best of my knowledge.)

Notice, however, that this is not an exclusive position, let alone the neces-
sarily correct one. Halle (1990), Prince (1983), and Kager (1993), for instance, 
assume that moraic trochees are (nearly) universally stressed on their first mora; 
and Kager’s analysis of Chugach Alaskan Yupik is an almost perfect iambic  
parallel to my trochaic analysis of Franconian, with the exception that syllabic 
iambs are underlyingly (LL), and only synchronically lengthen to (LH). From a 
crosslinguistic perspective, rule-based systems making use of “true” moraic 
trochees or iambs do not seem to be exceedingly rare.62 These systems assign 
alternating stresses to every other mora, even at the expense of violating syllable 
integrity. From the perspective of standard metrical theory, these languages are 
often classified as “pitch accent” languages (but different tonal contours are a 
necessary consequence of moraic stress, of course), or discussed away by assum-
ing that moraic stress on, e.g. [ˈaa] vs. [aˈa], results from bisyllabicity at some 
earlier derivational level (see Hayes 1995: 122, on Southern Paiute).

As for distinctive foot structure, I am convinced that other European tonal 
accent languages are similar to Franconian in contrasting things like (ˈσ)σ and 
(ˈσσ) (Swedish–Norwegian and Štokavian), or even (ˈμμ) vs. (ˈσ) (Lithuanian,  
Čakavian). While tonal approaches represent the standard views on these 
 languages too, structural analyses have always been around, and some come 
very close to my foot-based approach of Franconian, e.g. Liberman’s (1982)  
discussion of the “two-syllable law” (Swedish-Norwegian) and the “two-mora 
law” (Danish), Dogil & Williams’ (1999) description of Lithuanian accent 1 
(“acute”) as a first-mora stress vs. accent 2 (“circumflex”) as a syllabic stress, or 
Morén’s (2007) foot-based analysis of Central Swedish accent 1 and 2.

I do not pretend to have solved all problems of Franconian tonal accents 
here. I hope to have shown though that lexical tones are not the only way to deal 
with these systems. In any case, if I had to think of a language that contrasts 
moraic trochees and syllabic trochees, it would certainly sound like the dialect 
of Cologne. And if Universal Grammar is right, there is a good chance that other 
languages out there do the same, for if you can do it in Cologne, you can do it 
everywhere.

62 Ponapeian (Kennedy 2003) and Proto-Micronesian (Rehg 1993); Southern Paiute (Sapir 1930, 
Cairns 2002) and Proto-Uto-Aztecan (Munro 1977), Banawá (Buller, Buller & Everett 1993), to 
name but a few.
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Paul Kiparsky
Livonian stød

1  Stød
During a brief encounter with a Livonian sailor on the Copenhagen waterfront, 
Vilhelm Thomsen noticed in his speech a prosodic feature, found in no other 
 Balto-Finnic language, which he instantly identified with the stød of his own 
native Danish.1 In the few hours that he was able to spend with the seaman, 
Thomsen accurately identified the essentials of the Livonian stød’s distribution, 
noting that it occurs in heavy syllables that end in what he called a “sonant coef-
ficient” and that it interacts with quantitative gradation in morphological par-
adigms. His observations, which appeared as a last-minute addendum to his 
famous Berøringer (Thomsen 1890: 58–63), were confirmed and extended through 
extensive work on Livonian by Finnish linguists in the interwar decades. They 
produced a magnificent Livonian dictionary, from which most of the data in my 
paper is drawn (Kettunen 1938), a series of instrumental phonetic studies (Kettunen 
1925, Posti 1936, Posti 1937, Penttilä & Posti 1941), and two historical grammars 
(Posti 1942, Kettunen 1947). Vihman (1971) and Suhonen (1982) contributed addi-
tional observations on the phonetics of stød. Wiik (1989) summarizes all this pre-
vious research, and discusses the stød’s phonological interpretation and origin. 
Unfortunately all further inquiry into Livonian prosody will have to make do with 
the existing data because the language is now on the brink of extinction.2

The Livonian stød appears on stressed VV or VC syllables, where C is a voiced 
consonant (the same configuration as the “stød base” of Danish). Following Wiik, 
I will write it with an apostrophe after the first vocalic mora, e.g. ro’o ‘money’, 
ka’llə ‘fish’ (part.sg.).

Stød is contrastive on stressed CVV and CVVC syllables, in monosyllabic as 
well as polysyllabic words. It is also contrastive on stressed nonfinal CVC sylla-
bles. A selection of minimal pairs is given in (1).3

1 This material was presented in 1995 at Konstanz and at the TREND phonology workshop in 
Santa Cruz.
2 In 2000 I had the opportunity of interviewing and recording three stalwart Livonian speakers, 
Elfrda Žagare, Viktors Bertholds, and Pauline Kļaviņa. I am grateful to Karl Pajusalu and Tiit-Rein 
Viitso for making this possible, and to the National Academy of Sciences for its financial support.
3 For another list of minimal pairs, see Posti 1936.
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(1) Stød contrasts in CVV and non-final CVC syllables:
No stød 
leeḑ 
niiņ

‘bullet’ 
‘bark strip’

stød 
le’eḑ 
ni’iņ

‘leaf’ 
‘wide belt’

moo ‘earth’ mo’o ‘down, earthwards’
uudə ‘to fry’ u’udə ‘to strain’
puustə ‘tree’ (elat.sg.) pu’ustə ‘to clean’
puugə ‘to hang (execute)’ pu’ugə ‘to blow’
jùodə 
kàllə

‘to drink’
‘island’ (part.sg.)

ju’odə
ka’llə

‘to lead’
‘fish’ (part.sg.)

kwoǹnə ‘frog’ (part.sg.) kwo’nnə ‘at home’
vaǹnə 
pàllə

‘to swear’
‘to pray’

va’nnə
pa’llə

‘old’ (part.sg.)
‘piece’ (part.sg.)

In monosyllabic CVC words, on the other hand, stød is obligatory, hence noncon-
trastive.

(2) a. va’l ‘light’, me’r ‘sea’.
 b. Impossible words: *val, *mer.

Uncontroversially, stød is manifested by a combination of phonetic cues, involv-
ing at least pitch, length, and voice quality (Kettunen 1938: XXI). According to 
Vihman (1971), intensity is also a factor.

(3) Phonetic reflexes of stød
 a. Falling pitch contour.
 b.  Markedly shorter duration of the stressed syllable or foot.
 c.  Highly variable glottalization, ranging from no audible glottal effect up  

to, rarely, a complete glottal stop.
 d. Decreasing intensity.

The published data shows particularly clearly that syllables with and without 
stød contrast in pitch and duration. Figure 1 reproduces the Penttilä & Posti’s 
(1941) cathode ray oscillograms of the minimal pair leed¸ ‘sphere’ (above) and 
le’ed¸ ‘leaf’ (below). Figure 2, from Wiik (1989), gives the average three-point F0 
contour for Penttilä & Posti’s (1941) eight stød (katkointonaatio) and six non-
stød (“rising”, nousuintonaatio) cases, measured at the beginning of the stressed 
nucleus, at its highest point, and at its end.

However, pitch and duration have most often been considered secondary fea-
tures of Livonian stød. Posti (1941) considered glottal constriction to be its distinctive 
feature. More recent structuralist approaches tend to shift the focus from the stød’s 
phonological substance to its structural and functional role in the system. Vihman 
(1971: 76) argues that stød is “an inherent or underlying feature of Livonian, occurring 
in the lexical shape of roots”. Wiik (1989), on the other hand, claims that is  predictable 
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Fig. 1: leeḑ  versus le’eḑ (from Penttilä & Posti 1941).

Fig. 2: Averaged three-point contours of stød and non-stød nuclei (from Wiik 1989).
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from underlying representations. He considers it a prosodic signal that serves to mark 
a syllable boundary, or the site of a former or underlying syllable boundary.4

The question of the phonetic and phonological nature of stød is of course 
intimately related to the question of its origin, and the notion of the phonological 
primacy of its glottal component may be rooted in hypotheses about its history. 
Thus, Kettunen and Vihman suggest that stød first arose as a reflex of h in words 
like raha > ro’o ‘money’. And, in line with a popular account of Danish stød, Posti 
suggests that it developed as a glottal stop from rising pitch which arose when the 
following syllable was lost. On Wiik’s account, stød arose by phonologization of 
syllable boundaries, though he is non-committal about exactly what phonological 
entitites the syllable boundaries were phonologized as.

In my view, Livonian stød is a fundamentally tonal phenomenon. I analyze it as 
a falling (HL) tone, and show how it is regularly derived in any of several ways, the 
common thread of which is that a short High-toned syllable acquires a second, Low-
toned mora. On this interpretation, the glottal constriction and shortening that often 
accompany stød are phonetic enhancements of the distinctive falling pitch contour. 
After showing how this hypothesis handles the simpler cases, I address the relation 
between stød and other prosodic alternations of Livonian, specifically the quantita-
tive gradation processes which lie at the heart of the language’s morphophonology.

Throughout this article, my transcription of Livonian essentially follows that 
of Wiik (1989).

(4) –  Length without stød: VV, CC. E.g. uudə ‘to fry’, pəərand ‘floor’, oppàttə 
‘teach’.

 – Length with stød: V’V, V’C. E.g. ro’o ‘money’, ka’llə ‘fish’ (part.sg.).
 –  Half-length: V̀, C̀. E.g. kalà ‘fish’, oppàttə ‘teach’, vir̀bə ‘rod’ (part.sg.), 

vìllə ‘wool’ (part.sg.), pəp̀  ‘flax chaff’.
 –  Palatalization: š,ž,ḑ ,ţ,ņ,ļ,ŗ. E.g. /puu+d+i/ → puuḑ i ‘tree’ (part.pl.),  

/puu+st+i/ → puušţi (elat.pl.), /jalga+d+i/ jaļ̀gži ‘foot’ (illat.pl.).

2  Deriving stød: the simple cases
In this section I show that the core generalizations about the distribution of  
Livonian stød follow from three assumptions.

(5) – A voiced moraic segment is tone-bearing.
 – The stød is a falling tone (HL).

4 In an extensive treatment of the Danish stød, Liberman (1982: 286) comes to the conclusion 
that it marks a boundary between the two moras of a long syllable.
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 – It arises when a short stressed syllable, bearing High tone, acquires a 
second tone-bearing mora which bears Low tone.

Let us review the various paths by which the HL tone that constitutes the 
 distinctive property of stød can come about. What syllables would be High, and 
what syllables would be Low? In what ways can a short syllable acquire a second 
tone-bearing mora? And how does this originally redundant tonal contour 
become contrastive?

I begin with the assumption that redundant tone is assigned to tone-bearing 
(voiced) segments on the basis of stress, which always falls on the first  syllable.

(6) A tone-bearing segment is High in a stressed syllable, Low otherwise.

Diachronically, the assignment of these tones took place before the operation of 
a series of sound changes that profoundly affected the syllable and foot structure 
of the language. These sound changes resulted in the reassignment of unstressed 
(and hence Low-toned) segments to stressed (and hence High-toned) syllables. 
This is the origin of stød.

Perhaps the simplest case is apocope, the loss of a word-final nonlow vowel. 
The rise of stød by apocope can be illustrated with the derivation of monosyllabic 
noun forms, such as Nom.Sg. su’g ‘relative’ and pi’ņ ‘dog’. They come historically 
from disyllabic bases, such as /sugu/, /pini/. A case can be made that they are 
underlyingly disyllabic synchronically as well. Their second syllable surfaces in 
inflected forms, e.g. Nom. Pl. sugùd, piņìd (where the palatalization of the nasal, 
and the half-length on the second syllable, are due to obligatory phonetic pro-
cesses). However, nailing down this synchronic analysis would require a more 
thorough treatment of the morphophonological alternations than I am able to 
offer here. For now, what follows is intended primarily as a historical account of 
the genesis of Livonian stød.

The derivation of su’g according to the proposed analysis is given in (7).

(7) Apocope: /sugu/ → su’g

 

s u g u

μ μ μ μ μμ

σ σ

ϕ ϕ ϕ

σ σ σ

s u

H

g u

L

s u

H

g

L

The idea is that apocope causes the onset of the second syllable to become a 
coda, which is tone-bearing since it is voiced, and gets Low tone by default. The 
 resulting HL combination is stød.
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When the apocopated vowel is -i, a copy of it can be retained before the 
 consonant if that consonant is a velar, labial, or palatal (Kettunen 1938: XXVIII).

(8) a. *susi > su’iž or su’ž ‘wolf’
 b. *joki > jo’ig or jo’g ‘river’
 c. *lumi > lu’im or lu’m ‘snow’

In Livonian, coronals are palatalized before -i, and the resulting palatalized 
 fricatives become ordinary palatals š, ž. Therefore the metathesis in (8) is proba-
bly really a migration of the palatal gesture from the -i to the palatalized conso-
nant, and, when the consonant becomes depalatalized, optionally onward to the 
preceding nucleus as a transitional glide, viz. lumi → lu’m̧   → lu’im. This of course 
assumes that palatalization at an earlier stage applied to labials and velars as 
well as coronals. On these assumptions, stød formation in “metathesis” reduces 
to the apocope case described above.

(9) “Metathesis”: lumi →lu’m̧   → lu’im

 

μμ μ μ

ϕ

l u m i

H L

u

H

m̧

L

σ σ σ

μμ

ϕ ϕ

l lu m i l

σ σ

μ μ

ui

H

m

L

σ

ϕ

Medial syncope works essentially in same way as final apocope. An example is the 
addition of the Partitive Plural ending /-idi/ to vocalic stems. The combination/ 
sugu-idi/, undergoes vowel contraction and the resulting medial vowel is option-
ally deleted: /sugu-idi/ → sugidi → su’gḑi ~ sugiḑi ‘of relatives’. Let us consider the 
two pronunciations in turn. On the first option, where medial syncope applies, 
stød is obligatorily assigned to the first syllable. The reason is that, as a result of 
syncope, the first syllable contains two tone-bearing moras, of which the first has 
High tone and the second has Low tone.

(10) Syncope: /sugu-idi/ → sugidi → sugìḑi ~ su’gḑi.

 

s u

σ
µ

σ σ

ϕ

ϕ

g i

µ

d i

µ

s u

σ
µ

σ σ

ϕ

ϕ

H L L

g i

µ

d i

µ

s u

σ
µ

σ

ϕ

ϕ

H L L

g

µ

d i

µ

¸
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On the second option, where medial syncope does not apply, the first syllable 
remains monomoraic, and no stød occurs. In this variant, the second syllable 
is lengthened (it becomes “half-long”, in traditional Fennist terminology). The 
conditions that trigger this lengthening will be specified below.

Another way in which a Low-toned mora can become adjoined to a High-
toned syllable is the deletion of a medial consonant. A medial h is regularly 
deleted, and contraction of the resulting hiatus yields a heavy syllable with stød:

(11) h-deletion in medial onset: *raha > ro’o, *mihet > mi’ed ‘men’ (Nom.Pl.)

 

μμ μ μ

ϕ

r a h a

H L

r a

H

a

L

σ σ σ
μμ

ϕ ϕ

r a h a

σ σ

On this understanding, the stød is not at all a laryngeal reflex of the lost h (as Kettu-
nen supposed), but rather a continuation of the word’s pre-contraction tone contour.

It should now be obvious why an original long vowel never receives stød. Its two 
moras will always have the same pitch, which will be High in a stressed syllable:

(12) Original long vowel: maa

 

μ μ

m a a

H

σ

ϕ

μ μ

m a a

σ

ϕ

Yet another source of stød is assimilation of coda h (or its deletion with compen-
satory lengthening of the nucleus):

(13) h-deletion in coda: puhdas → pu’udəz, vihma → vi’ima (→ vi’im)

 

p u

σ
µ

σ

ϕ

ϕ

h

µ

da z

µ

p u

µ
σσ

ϕ

ϕ

H L

h

µ

da z

µ

p u

σ
µ

σ

ϕ

ϕ

H L L

u

µ

da z

µ
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The h is unvoiced (at least phonologically), and therefore not tone-bearing. When 
it is replaced by the moraic u (whether this happens by assimilation or by dele-
tion plus compensatory lengthening is immaterial for the analysis) it instantly 
becomes tone-bearing, at which point it acquires a default Low tone, which com-
bines with the preceding H into HL as before.

Slightly more complex is the explanation for words of the type ka’ggəl ‘neck’, 
a’ddərz ‘plow’, ka’ggər ‘oats’, ka’bbər ‘goat’, da’ggəl ‘tinder’. They are histori-
cally from CVCRV stems: *kagla, *adra, *kagra, *kabra, *tagla. The -CR- cluster 
was apparently first syllabified as an onset, to which gemination then applied, 
accompanied by reduction of the second syllable.

(14) *kagla → ka’ggla → ka’gglə → ka’ggl → ka’ggəl

Recall that CVC monosyllables have predictable stød. We now have the expla-
nation for this regularity in hand. Balto-Finnic, like modern Finnish, had no 
monosyllabic /CVC/ nouns,verbs, or adjectives. The reason is that word-final -C 
was not weight-bearing, so that /CVC/ words could not satisfy foot minimality, 
hence could not bear lexical stress, as required for content words. Only function 
words, which need not bear a lexical stress, could have this shape. The existing 
CVC content words of Livonian are therefore not original, but derived from CVCV 
words by apocope. The apocope resulted in stød as just explained.

I now turn to the harder cases, which involve the interaction of stød with 
quantitative gradation in inflectional paradigms.

3  Quantitative Gradation
The examples in (15) show that a consonant after an originally short stem vowel 
is lengthened in the partitive singular.

(15) Nom.Sg. Part.Sg. 
a. vorà vo’rrə ‘pin’

vadà va’ddə ‘trawling net’
vigà vi’ggə ‘fault, disease’

b. metsà mètsə ‘forest’
mustà mus̀tə ‘black’
vakkà vak̀kə ‘bushel’

c. viirba vir̀bə ‘rod’
voontsa voǹtsə ‘forehead’
uurma ur̀mə ‘rapids, stream’
kùoltta kwòlttə ‘shore’

d. siig siigə ‘whitefish’
riist riistə ‘dish’
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When the postvocalic consonant is an onset, as in (15a), this lengthening takes 
the form of gemination: a moraic copy of it gets affiliated with the preceding syl-
lable as a coda. Since all short intervocalic consonants in Livonian are voiced, the 
geminate is always voiced, and thus capable of bearing tone; hence the resulting 
heavy syllable gets stød. The postvocalic consonant is also lengthened when it is 
a coda. In a coda, the lengthening is manifested as so-called half-length, marked 
with the traditional grave accent in (15b,c).

In those forms where this consonant lengthening does not apply, such as the 
nominative in (15), a vowel lengthening process takes effect instead. In (15a,b), it 
applies to the word-final vowel, rendering it half-long (marked by a grave accent), 
and hence unreduced. A different site of vowel lengthening is seen in (15c), when 
the coda is a sonorant. Where the sonorant is not lengthened, as in the nomina-
tive, the vowel before it is lengthened instead.

The upshot is that any word whose stressed vowel is short gets lengthened 
phonetically somewhere. Which of the three sites of lengthening is chosen 
depends on the conditions just stated. Furthermore, every stressed CVR syllable 
(R = a sononant) ends up lengthened phonetically, with the extra length residing 
either on the R or on the V, depending on the gradation environment.

After a long vowel, no consonant lengthening occurs, as illustrated in (15d).
To discern the processes that underlie these length alternations, and to see how 

they relate to the stød, let us examine the additional data in (16), where the original 
forms of the stems and endings are also indicated. The table gives the partial inflec-
tional paradigms of some representative nouns (based on Kettunen 1938).

(16) *kala *jalka *suku *pini *lampas
Sg. Nom. *-Ø   kalà   jaalga   su’g   piņ   laambaz

Dat. *-na   kalàn   jaalgan   su’ggən   pi’ņņən   lam̀bən 
Part. *-ta   ka’llə   jàlgə   su’ggə   piņ’ņə   lam̀bast

Pl. Nom. *-t   kalàd   jaalgad   sugùd   piņìd   lam̀bəd 
Dat. *-ten   kalàdən   jaalgadən   sugùdən   piņìdən   lam̀bədən
Part. *-iti   ka’ļḑ i   jaļg(ḑ )i   sugìḑ i   piņìḑ i   lam̀biḑ i

  su’gḑ i
‘fish’ ‘foot’ ‘relative’ ‘dog’ ‘lamb’

The data in (16) reveal two general processes, one of them morphophonological from 
the synchronic point of view, the other phonetic. Both are restricted to disyllabic 
and polysyllabic words whose first (stressed) syllable has a short vowel. By the mor-
phophonological process, a consonant is lengthened immediately after a stressed 
short vowel if the following syllable has a long vowel, which is then itself reduced. 
This consonant lengthening process is manifested in two ways. If the consonant is 
intervocalic (and hence an onset), it is geminated, and if that geminate is voiced,  
it receives a stød (17a). If the consonant is a coda, it becomes “half-long”, always 
without stød (17b,c).

wolfgangkehrein
Kommentar zu Text
Please adjust diacritic (same as in the lines below).
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(17) a. *kala-ta → kalaa → ka’llaa → ka’llə
 b. *jalka-ta → jalgaa → jàlgaa → jàlgə
 c.  *lampase-na → lambazena → lambahena → lambaana → lambaan → 

lam̀bən

The second, phonetic lengthening process applies to vowels, without ever causing 
stød. This phonetic lengthening is superimposed on the output of the morphopho-
nological processes described in the preceding paragraph. Unlike it, it is not moti-
vated by foot structure. In fact, it tends to undo the prosodic regularities established 
by the morphophonological lengthening. Phonetic lengthening has again two man-
ifestations. It applies to a stressed vowel before a tautosyllabic short sonorant. There 
is no vowel lengthening before half-long consonants such as (17).5

(18) a. *jalka → jalga → jaalga
 b. *jalka-na → jalgan → jaalgan
 c. *lampas → lambaz → laambaz

Otherwise, it applies to the next syllable, making its vowel half-long.

(19) a. *kala → kalà
  *kala-na → kalàn
  *pini-ten → piņìdən

This lengthening applies mechanically regardless of whether the unstressed vowel 
is in a closed or open syllable, and regardless of whether it is word-final or medial. 
The following additional examples illustrate this prosodic indiscriminacy.

(20) a.  pagànəz ‘heathen’, aràgəz ‘crow’, alàbi ‘made of willow’ (Nom.Sg.),  
sižàlikìži ‘lizard’ (Part.Pl.)

 b.  jumàl ‘god’, vazàr ‘hammer’, agàn ‘chaff’, parànttə ‘to heal’, p̧eràst ‘afterwards’

Why does stød arise from lengthenings like those in (17a)? And why does it not 
arise from lengthenings such as those in (17b,c), (18), and (20)? The analysis pre-
sented above suggests an answer to these questions.

The prosodic system of Livonian (like that of the other Balto-Finnic languages, 
such as Finnish, Estonian, Vote, and Veps) is based on syllable weight. The basic foot 
in these languages is the moraic trochee. All these languages also share the undom-
inated constraint that words are stressed on the initial syllable. But the combination 

5 In Estonian, this lengthening process applies not only to CVR syllables but also to CVV syllab-
les, resulting in “overlong” vowels (“Q3”). While words of the shape siigə ‘whitefish’, riistə ‘dish’ 
are not lengthened in Livonian, their Estonian counterparts are.
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of initial stress and moraic trochee parsing harbors a built-in conflict which becomes 
apparent, among other places, in every word-initial LH sequence. In such cases, 
something must give: either the prosodic structure, or the lexically specified quantity.6

(21) a.  Resolution: standard Finnish and most dialects of Finnish form an 
initial ĹH foot, the resolved moraic trochee;

 b.  Lengthening: Southwestern Finnish dialects, Estonian, and Livonian 
lengthen ĹH to HH (two feet), e.g. SW Finnish kalaa → kallaa.

Thus, there are three forms of the moraic trochee, two basic ones shared by every 
language that uses this foot, and a third, the resolved moraic trochee, found only 
in some of them – for example, in Finnish, but not in Livonian.

(22)

 μ

σs

ϕ or or

μ μs μ μ μ

σ σ

μ

σs

ϕ

σ

ϕ (resolution)

Those languages which reject the third foot type, such as Livonian, cope with 
initial LH sequences in other ways, specifically by geminating the medial con-
sonant so as to make the first syllable heavy. In Livonian, this lengthening has, 
among other effects, a tonal reflex: the occurrence of stød on syllables which are 
lengthened in response to the metrical parsing problem just described.

We are now in a position to explicate the quantitative alternations in (15) and 
(16). Starting with CVCV stems in -a, the derivation of Nom.Sg. /kala/ is straightfor-
ward. The final vowel is low, hence not subject to apocope. It becomes half-long at 
the phonetic level by the obligatory process described above (not indicated in the 
phonological representation).

(23) CVCV: Nominative /kala/ → kalà

 k a    l a

μ μ

ϕ

σ σ

k a l a

6 There is a third resolution, of sacrificing stress. An example is Malayalam, where words 
beginning LH receive stress on the second syllable, rather than on the first, as other words do 
(Mohanan 1986). As far as I know, no Balto-Finnic language resorts to this solution.
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The Partitive /kala+a/, however, (which historically comes from *kala+da) cannot 
be parsed as a canonical moraic trochee. The initial stressed syllable must either 
be a degenerate (one-mora) foot of its own, or the head of a resolved (three-mora) 
foot comprising the whole word. Either analysis will yield the desired result for us. 
Evidence from other Balto-Finnic languages indicates a resolved foot (Hanson and 
Kiparsky 1996), so let us assume that this is what Livonian originally started out with.

(24) CVCV+V: Partitive /kala+a/

 k a    la   a

μ μ

ϕ
σ σ

k a l a

μ

a

What then happened in Livonian (as well as in some other Balto-Finnic dia-
lects, such as South-western Finnish) is that this marked prosodic structure was 
repaired by stretching the word into two two-mora syllables, each of which is 
parsed as a moraic trochee.

(25) CVCV+V: Partitive /kala+a/ → ka’llə (first stage)

 

ϕ

μ μ
σ

ϕ

l a

L

a

LL

μ μ
σσ

l a

L

a

L

μ

k a

H

ϕ

μ μ
σ

k a

H

Here is the familiar scenario for derived HL contours again, reached by yet another 
route. The originally non-moraic onset consonant spawns a moraic coda, which, 
being voiced, is tone-bearing and so must be specified for tone. Having no High 
tone, it is assigned Low tone by default.

In Livonian, however, the new coda triggered an independently motivated 
constraint of the language which requires defooting after a heavy initial syllable.

(26) CVCV+V: Partitive /kala+a/ → ka’llə (second stage)

 

ϕ

μ μ
σ

l a

L

a

L

ϕ

μ μ
σ

k a

H

μ
σ

l

L

ǝ

L

ϕ

ϕ

μ μ
σ

k a

H
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As an example of medial consonant clusters, we take /virba/ ‘stick, pole’. In the 
derivation of the nominative viirba, I assume that the bimoraic foot requirement 
imposes a non-moraic parse on the coda consonant.

(27) CVCCV: Nominative /virba/ → viirba

 

μ

σ

b a

L

ϕ

μ

σ

v ir

H

The stressed vowel is then lengthened at the phonetic level as outlined earlier 
(not indicated in the above phonological representation). The analysis correctly 
predicts that this phonetic lengthening does not trigger stød.

In the derivation of the partitive vir̀bə, from *virbaa < *virba+da), the second 
syllable is long. In this case, the bimoraic foot requirement is satisfied by making the 
first syllable’s coda moraic, so that each syllable can be parsed as a foot. The coda 
consonant is then lengthened, and the second foot reduced, as discussed above.

(28) CVCCV+V: Partitive /virba+a/ → vir̀bə

 

ϕ

μ μ

σ

b a

L

a

L

ϕ

μ μ

σ

v i

H

r

H

μ

σ

ǝ

L

ϕ

ϕ

μ μ

σ

v i

H

r b

H

Again, these changes have no tonal repercussions, as predicted. The derivation of 
Nominative metsà from /metsa/ and Partitive met̀sa from /metsa+a/ is entirely paral-
lel as far as the morphophonology is concerned. The only difference is that here the 
postvocalic consonant is voiceless, so that the phonetic vowel lengthening applies to 
the second syllable rather than to the first. This lengthening has no tonal effect either.

The upshot is that quantitative gradation is the result of imposing the bimo-
raic foot template at the phonological level. This is achieved by parsing a syllable 
with a short vowel as

 – monomoraic if the following syllable is light, and
 – bimoraic if the following syllable is heavy.
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The phonetic (half-)lengthenings mask this simple system of quantitative grada-
tion on the surface.

Finally: what is the historical relationship between the Livonian stød and the 
identical or at least very similar “Stosston” intonation of the coterritorial Latvian 
language? Almost certainly one of them got it from the other. The languages have 
influenced each other in many ways, in both directions.7 But which way did the 
influence go in this case? Scholarly opinion on this question is divided. Thomsen 
(1890: 59) and Kettunen (1925: 4) thought that Livonian had borrowed the stød 
from Latvian, whereas Posti (1942: 325) thought that Latvian got it from Livonian. 
My conclusion that the Livonian stød is a tonal feature is more consonant with the 
former view. Livonian is the only Finno-Ugric language known to have a tonal or 
pitch accent, while it is a feature of several branches of Indo-European, includ-
ing Balto-Slavic in particular. On the hypothesis that Livonian got its stød under 
the influence of Latvian, we account for the Livonian stød by language contact, 
and for the Latvian stød as a Baltic inheritance. On the reverse hypothesis,  
Livonian just happened to phonemicize its redundant falling pitch as stød, for no 
particular reason. This is, of course, possible. Tonal contrasts sometimes do arise 
by secondary split through syllable structure changes without either “priming” 
(Kiparsky 1995) or language contact — an example is Barra Gaelic (Bosch & de 
Jong 1997). However, the phonemicization of a redundant pitch contrast is not 
an everyday event, and a motive or trigger for such a change should always be 
sought.
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Björn Köhnlein
Synchronic alternations between 
monophthongs and diphthongs in 
Franconian tone accent dialects:  
a metrical approach

Abstract: This paper proposes a synchronic analysis of vowel splits between 
diphthongs and monophthongs in Franconian tone accent dialects (spoken in 
parts of Belgium, Germany, and the Netherlands). In some dialects, the tonal con-
trasts between Accent 1 and Accent 2 are accompanied by vocalic oppositions. On 
the basis of data from Maastricht and Sittard Franconian, I argue that a unified 
phonological analysis of these related phenomena (tone, vowel quality) is pos-
sible if we assume that the accents differ in their metrical structure: Accent 1 is 
represented as a disyllabic foot, Accent 2 as a monosyllabic foot.

1  Introduction
Diphthongization is a common process across languages. To this point, the phe-
nomenon has mostly been studied from a diachronic or purely representational 
viewpoint: some relevant papers discuss which diachronic changes are possible 
and which are not from a theoretical point of view and / or how diphthongs might 
be represented synchronically (see e.g. Schane 1984; Booij 1989; Hayes 1990; 
Harris 1995; Pöchtrager 2006; Caratini 2009). Other contributions focus on pho-
netic correlates that may trigger diphthongization from a diachronic / functional 
perspective (see e.g. Dols 1953; Goossens 1998; Peeters & Schouten 1989; de Vaan 
2002; the most elaborate proposals can be found in Gussenhoven & Driessen 
2004 and Gussenhoven 2007).

The phonological treatment of synchronic alternations between monoph-
thongs and diphthongs, however, has received little attention so far (yet see e.g. 
Chitoran 2002 for a detailed study of alternations between monophthongs and 
rising diphthongs in Romanian). This paper aims to contribute to our understand-
ing of relevant phenomena: it discusses alternations between long monophthongs 
and falling diphthongs in the Franconian dialects of Maastricht and Sittard.  

Björn Köhnlein, The Ohio State University, koehnlein.3@osu.edu

https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110341263-008
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In both dialects, these processes correlate with a prosodic opposition between 
two tone accents, which I refer to as Class 1 and Class 2. In segmental environ-
ments that show vowel splits, Class 1 items prefer falling diphthongs while Class 2  
items prefer monophthongs, as in the alternation between [blɛifc1] ‘stay, 1st ps. sg.’ 
vs. [bliːvəc2] ‘stay, inf.’ in Maastricht (see section 2 for further data).

I argue that these vowel splits can best be derived from a difference in the foot 
structure of the two accent classes (Class 1 has a syllabic trochee, Class 2 a moraic 
trochee; see 2.2 for further discussion). Based on a representational framework 
developed in Köhnlein (2011), and formulated in the framework of Optimality 
Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993; McCarthy & Prince 1995), I demonstrate that 
both the tonal as well as the segmental surface differences between Class 1 and 
Class 2 can be related to the different (types of) feet of the accents; the analysis 
thus postulates an indirect relation between tones and segments that is mediated 
by metrical structure, rather than a direct tone-vowel interaction. This relates to 
well-established notions in the field, as both tone and segments have been shown 
to interact with foot structure independently: the mutual influence of segments 
and metrical structure is a well-established driving force for phonological pro-
cesses, and synchronic phonological interactions between tone and stress have 
been reported repeatedly (see e.g. Yip 1989, 2002; de Lacy 2002, 2007). By pos-
tulating an indirect relation between tonal mapping and vowel quality, the pro-
posal is in line with the claim that direct vowel-tone interactions are universally 
absent (as argued in e.g. Hombert 1977; Hombert, Ohala and Ewan 1979; de Lacy 
2007; yet see Becker and Jurgec (this volume), Donohue (this volume) for possible 
counterexamples).

My analysis also contributes to a current theoretical debate on the representa-
tion of the accents: ‘traditional’ autosegmental analyses assume lexical tones to be 
responsible for the tonal surface contrasts between the accents (from now on: tonal 
approaches; see e.g. Gussenhoven 2000, 2012; Gussenhoven & Peters 2004; Hanssen 
2005; Peters 2006, 2008; Fournier 2008). Yet in recent years, alternative proposals 
have been put forward, arguing that the accents may rather be regarded as a met-
rical opposition (from now on: metrical approaches) – see Boersma (this volume), 
where a metrical contrast is regarded as one step in the diachronic development 
of the accents, as well as Kehrein (2007, this volume); Hermans (2009); Köhnlein 
(2011, 2016) for synchronic analyses. This paper is relevant for the discussion as it 
not only suggests a metrical solution to the relevant patterns but also argues that 
tonal approaches have little if anything to say about the synchronic phonological 
properties of vowel splits. While my formalization of the splits follows the repre-
sentational assumptions put forward in Köhnlein (2011), it should be noted that the 
basic insights concerning the vowel splits in question could equally be expressed 
in Hermans’ and Kehrein’s framework. Potential empirical differences between the 
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different approaches concern the tonal mapping across different dialects and dialect 
areas; see Köhnlein (2011) for discussion.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides some background 
information on the tone accent opposition and introduces the relevant data. 
Section 3 presents a synchronic analysis of vowel splits between monophthongs 
and diphthongs in Maastricht and Sittard. In Section 4, I discuss why a metrical 
analysis of the patterns is to be preferred over a tonal one. Section 5 concludes 
the paper.

2  The Franconian tone accent opposition

2.1  General background

The Franconian tone accent area comprises Ripuarian, Moselle Franconian and 
Low Franconian dialects, situated in Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, and 
Luxembourg. These dialects show an opposition between two tone accents, 
which can lead to accent minimal pairs with lexical and morphological func-
tion. In (1), I provide two lexical (a, b) and two morphological alternations  
(c, d) from Mayen (Schmidt 1986); the accent class is indicated by the super-
scripts ‘c1’ and ‘c2’:

(1) Accent minimal pairs from Mayen Franconian
 a. [manc1] ‘basket’ [manc2] ‘man’
 b. [tɔʊfc1] ‘pigeon’ [tɔʊfc2] ‘baptism’
 c. [haosc1] ‘house, dat. sg.’ [haosc2] ‘house, nom. sg.’
 d. [ʃdaːnc1] ‘stone, pl.’ [ʃdaːnc2] ‘stone, sg.’

Pitch is usually regarded as the primary auditory correlate of the opposition (as 
shown in Werth 2007, 2011 in tests with signal-manipulated stimuli); further cor-
relates are duration and intensity (see e.g. Heike 1962, 1964; Schmidt 1986, 2002; 
Gussenhoven & Peters 2004; Hanssen, 2005; Peters 2006). The tonal melodies in 
Franconian dialects show a remarkable amount of inter- and intradialectal vari-
ation: within dialects, the contours of each accent often differ under different 
intonations (declaratives, interrogatives, sometimes continuatives and others) 
as well as with respect to the focal condition (focus phrase-final and non-final 
position; pre-focal and post-focal position, non-final and final position). This 
leads to a rich set of distinctive tonal melodies. Out of focus, the contrast can 
be neutralized (see Fournier 2008; Köhnlein 2011 for empirical evidence from 
perception tests).
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Across dialects, the most substantial realizational variation of the accents can 
be found in the final position of a phrase. Yet little variation occurs with regard 
to the tonal melodies in focus, non-final position. They are usually realized in 
similar ways across dialects that contrast declarative and interrogative intona-
tion, leaving aside a tonal semi-reversal in so-called Rule B dialects, as opposed 
to the widespread Rule A(2), the dialect area to which the dialects under discus-
sion belong. The precise differences between these different distributional rules 
are not relevant for this paper, and therefore I will not discuss them in further 
detail (for data and discussion on the different accent areas, see e.g. Schmidt 
2002; Boersma this volume; Köhnlein 2011; Kehrein, this volume). In Rule A(2), 
Class 1 syllables have a falling tone in focused non-final declaratives and a rising 
tone in interrogatives, whereas Class 2 is realized as a high level tone versus a low 
level tone on the accent syllable (Tab. 1). 

Tab. 1: Prototypical realizations of Class 1 and Class 2 in focused, non-final position (Rule A(2)).

Condition Class 1 Class 2

Declaratives, non-final position

Interrogatives, non-final position

2.2  Vowel splits between monophthongs and diphthongs

The Limburgian dialects of Maastricht and Sittard (East Low Franconian) present 
two well-documented cases of vowel splits between monophthongs and diph-
thongs (see Dols 1953; Hermans & van Oostendorp 1999, 2001; Hanssen 2005 for 
Sittard, and Endepols 1955; Cajot 2006 and Gussenhoven 2012 for Maastricht). 
Below, I introduce the relevant patterns. Note that in diphthongizing dialects, not 
all vowels will necessarily be realized as monophthongs in Class 2 and as diph-
thongs in Class 1; these issues will be discussed in section 3.

Maastricht. In the Maastricht dialect, we find two vowel splits between 
monophthongs and diphthongs. First of all, in morphological alternations 
between Class 1 and Class 2, tense high vowels in Class 2 correspond to falling 
diphthongs in Class 1, as shown in (2a); examples are taken from Endepols (1955). 
Moreover, as reported in Gussenhoven (2012), mid high vowels in Class 2 have a 
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diphthongal realization in Class 1. Since Gussenhoven (2012) gives data for some 
tonal minimal pairs only, I cannot provide morphological alternations for splits 
of the type (2b); yet there is no reason to assume that the splits will not occur in 
morphologically alternating forms as well.1

(2) Splits between monophthongs and diphthongs in Maastricht2
 a. [bliːvəc2] ‘stay, inf.’  [blɛifc1] ‘stay, 1st ps. sg.’
  [duːvəc2] ‘pigeon, pl.’ [dɔufc1] ‘pigeon, sg.’
 b. /ɣəbeːtc2/ [ɣəbeːtc2] ‘set of teeth’ /ɣəbeːtc1/ [ɣəbeitc1] ‘territory’
  /spøːc2lə/ [spøːc2lə] ‘play’ /spøːc1lə/ [spøyc1lə] ‘rinse’

Sittard. The Sittard dialect has a more complex set of alternations than the Maas-
tricht dialect: as described in Dols (1953), it has a vowel split between long tense 
mid vowels ([eː, oː, øː], Class 2) and diphthongs ([ɛic1, ɔuc1, œyc1], Class 1). The 
process does not affect all closed mid vowels, though: there is a second class of 
mid vowels not showing diphthongal realizations under Class 1. Some relevant 
cases are provided in (3); data are taken from Dols (1953). I refer to the two groups 
of mid vowels as ‘diphthongizing’ and ‘non-diphthongizing’, respectively. As Dols 
works from an entirely diachronic perspective, he does not offer many examples 
of synchronic alternations; some are given in (3a).

(3) (Non-) splits between monophthongs and diphthongs in Sittard
 a. Diphthongizing mid vowels
   [zeːfc2] ‘sieve’ [zɛifc1kə] ‘sieve-dim.’
   [doːnc2] ‘to do’ [gədɔunsc1] ‘ado’
   [ʃoːnc2] ‘shoe’ [ʃɔunsc1reim] ‘shoelace’
 b.  Non-diphthongizing mid vowels
   [beːsc1] ‘beast’
   [drøːgc1] ‘dry’
   [boːnc1] ‘bean’

1 The same holds for examples with /oː/, which are absent as well. Note also that a third vowel 
contrast is emerging: as Gussenhoven (2012) reports, the diphthongs /ɛi, ɔu, œy/ show more 
monophthongal realizations under Class 2, where they are realized as [ɛːe, œːʏ, ɔːo]. As, however, 
this monophthongization process is not (yet) complete, I will leave the data out of the discussion.
2 Before /r/, high vowels in Class 1 words are lowered to lax mid vowels rather than diphthon-
gized. This is not surprising from a typological perspective, as vowels tend to behave differently 
before /r/ than in other contexts. For instance, in Dutch and German, diphthongs are prohibited 
before coda-/r/ (for overviews, see Booij 1995, van Oostendorp 2000 for Dutch, Wiese 1996 for 
German). At this point, however, I cannot see a straightforward synchronic phonological trigger 
for the lowering (yet see van Oostendorp 2005 for an analysis that regards the lowering as the 
outcome of a synchronic shortening process).
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3  Analysis

3.1  Representational assumptions and tonal mapping

My analysis is based on a representational framework developed in Köhnlein 
(2011). I assume that the two accents differ in their foot structure: Class 1 has a 
syllabic trochee, Class 2 a moraic trochee. It is further assumed that all relevant 
dialects / dialect groups share this representation; cross-dialectal differences in 
the tonal melodies arise from computation: they are attributed to the (re-)ranking 
of constraints.

These differences in foorting entail consequences at the moraic level: I 
claim that the two feet have foot head domains of different size for Class 1 (syl-
labic trochee, first syllable is the head) and Class 2 (moraic trochee, first mora 
is the head): Class 1 feet branch at the level of the syllable, whereas Class 2 feet 
branch at the mora level. Consider the surface representation of the two accents 
below:

(4) Metrical surface representation of Class 1 and Class 2

   Class 1  Class 2
   F  F
   
   σ           σ  σ

   µ′ µ′ µ  µ′ µ

As is shown in (4), the head of a Class 2 foot is the initial mora, and the second 
mora is the dependent. Class 1 feet, on the othert hand, are obligatorily  disyllabic. 
Their head is the initial syllable, the second syllable is the dependent. The second 
syllable of a Class 1 foot can either contain a vowel, or alternatively, it can be 
 empty-headed (with an unpronounced vowel). The assumption that Class 1 feet 
are disyllabic makes it possible to unite different accent-related phenomena in 
Franconian. As we shall see below, it allows us to analyze diverse tonal melo-
dies and vowel splits in a similar way. Furthermore, it is in line with the fact that 
in morphologically related accent minimal pairs, Class 1 correlates with more 
complex structures than Class 2 (van Oostendorp 2005; Köhnlein 2011). It can 
also account for predictable interactions between the voicing quality of obstru-
ents and the accent class the items belong to (van Oostendorp this volume). This 
difference in head dependent relations between Class 1 and Class 2 influences 
the prosodic strength of moras in the stressed syllables of both accents: I assume 
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that the foot head strengthens all lower-level metrical structure it dominates; it 
creates a foot head domain. The principle is stated in (5): 

(5)  Foot Head Domains: Each foot head constitutes a foot head domain that 
comprises the foot head itself as well as all lower-level structure dominated by it.

The different foot structures of Class 1 and Class 2 lead to different head domains: 
in disyllabic Class 1 feet, the syllable is the foot head and thus creates a head 
domain. By virtue of (5), the two moras in a Class 1 syllable belong to the foot 
head domain, as the foot head dominates them both. This makes them prosodi-
cally ‘strong’ at the foot level albeit they are not heads themselves. This is shown 
in (4), where strong moras are marked with primes.

Crucially, the prosodic strength of moras is different in bimoraic Class 2 feet. 
Here, only the first mora of the accent syllable is strong, as it is the foot head. 
The second mora, however, is the dependent of the foot and prosodically weak. 
As demonstrated in (4), it does not form part of the foot head domain since it 
is neither a foot head itself nor dominated by a foot head. While the approach 
largely builds on well-established concepts concerning the prosodic hierarchy 
(see e.g. Hayes 1985, 1987, 1995, Hyman 1985, McCarthy & Prince 1995, Prince 
1990, de Lacy 2002, 2006, among others), head domains are an addition to these 
traditional approaches. They are motivated in Köhnlein (2011) on the basis of the 
tonal melodies from different Franconian dialect areas.

The basic tenets of the tonal mapping for Rule A build on the assumption that 
there is a mutual attraction between tones and metrically strong moras; these are 
more appropriate ‘docking stations’ for tones than weak moras (based on de Lacy 
1999, 2002).3 I assume that the basic requirement in Rule A(2) is that tones be 
licensed by a strong mora (= a mora that is part of a foot head domain):

(6)  T → µʹ: Assign one violation mark for every tone that is not associated with a 
strong mora.

Given the tonal melodies H*L for declaration and L*H for interrogation, Class 1  
(two strong moras) can host both tones of the respective tonal melodies;  
Class 2 (one strong and one weak mora) can only license the starred tones  

3 For the mapping in Rule A, there is no need to differentiate between the prosodic strength of 
high and low tones, which can affect the tone-stress relation in some languages (see de Lacy 
2002, 2007). Such differences, however, are relevant for the tonal mapping in Rule B, as argued 
in Köhnlein (2011).
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while the trailing tones (L in declaratives, H in interrogatives) are realized in 
post-nuclear position.4

Tab. 2: Tonal mapping in Rule A for declaratives and interrogatives, focus, non-final position.

Class 1 Class 2

Declarative, non-final position (H*L)

H*L 

 µʹ µʹ

H* 

µʹµ

Interrogative, non-final position (L*H)

L*H 

µʹµʹ

L* 

µʹµ

As shown in Tab. 2, the second mora of Class 2 receives its tonal content via 
spreading; this can be expressed with the following high-ranked constraint 
(based on Anttila & Bodomo 2000; Gussenhoven 2004):

(7)  µ → T: Assign one violation mark for every mora that is not associated with a 
tone.

This constraint outranks NoSpread, a standard constraint against tonal spread-
ing (Goldsmith 1976). Lastly, a high-ranked constraint against the association of 
two tones to one mora (NoContour, Goldsmith 1976) excludes that both H* and 
L are realized on the strong first mora of the Class 2 syllable. Consider the cor-
responding tableau for the declarative melody H*L in (8); the computation for 
underlying L*H is identical, except for the tone values.

4 In most dialects, this will preferably be the next available syllable with word stress. In cases 
where no such syllable is available, the tone docks onto the head mora of the next unstressed 
syllable; this position is metrically stronger than the second mora of a Class 2 syllable, as the 
latter mora is neither in the head domain of a foot nor a syllable head. Furthermore, a high-
ranked constraint against spreading across the boundaries of the nuclear syllable prohibits the 
migration of the high tone to the left or to the right of the syllable boundary.
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(8) OT tableau of tonal mapping for Class 2, phrase-medial declaratives

( µʹ µ)
H*L NoContour T → µʹ µ → T NoSpread

F a. ( µʹ µ)

 H*
*

b. ( µʹ µ)

   H* L
*!

c. ( µʹ µ)

  H*L
*!

d. ( µʹ µ) 

  H*
*!

In Class 1, the established constraint ranking results in a one-to-one association  
of the two tones with the two moras since, unlike in Class 2, both moras are 
 metrically strong:

(9) OT tableau of tonal maping for Class 1, phrase-medial declaratives

( µʹµʹ)
H*L NoContour T → µʹ µ → T NoSpread

a. ( µʹ µʹ)

  H*
*!

F b. ( µʹ µʹ)

  H* L

c. ( µʹ µʹ)

 H*L
*!

d. ( µʹ µʹ) 

  H*
*!

I shall end this section with a note concerning the morphological relation between 
the two accent classes: in morphologically related, segmentally identical accent 
minimal pairs, the morpho-semantically more complex form belongs to Class 1 
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across dialects. Furthermore, function words, which tend to be unmarked across 
languages, belong to Class 2. Following van Oostendorp (2005), I therefore assume 
that Class 1 is the marked member of the opposition: while Class 2 receives a 
default footing, a moraic trochee, Class 1 is represented as an underlying disyl-
labic foot template /σʹσ/. These templates can be part of a lexical form, or they 
can be stored independently as prosodic morphemes. For instance, the shared 
underlying segmental representation of the Mayen minimal pair [ʃdaːnc2] ‘stone, 
sg.’ versus [ʃdaːnc1] ‘stone, pl.’ is /ʃdaːn/. The singular form receives the unmarked 
moraic trochee, which results in a Class 2 membership; in the plural form, the stem 
combines with a plural morpheme enforcing a disyllabic foot – this results in a 
Class 1 item. As this is not in the focus of this paper, I will always provide the input 
forms together with their accent markings and ignore the footing process itself. 

3.2  Vowel splits: basics

In section 3.1, the basics of the tonal mapping for Rule A(2) have been demonstrated: 
it has been shown that Class 1, which contains two strong moras, can host two tones 
while Class 2, with one strong and one weak mora, can host only one tone. Below, I 
shall demonstrate that the vowel splits in Maastricht and Sittard can be understood 
along similar lines: strong moras prefer to license a root node on their own, while 
weak moras tend to receive their segmental content via spreading. I assume that (long) 
diphthongs are structurally more complex than monophthongs: the second element 
of a diphthong licenses a root node on its own plus – depending on the feature theory 
one uses – also segmental features. Therefore, Class 1 syllables prefer diphthongs 
over monopthongs as they prefer two tones to one tone, while Class 2 syllables favor 
monophthongs and license only one tone. This can be related to the notion that met-
rically strong positions attract structure, while weak positions avoid it, as argued in 
e.g. van Oostendorp (1995, 2000). As, for the purposes of this paper, the most crucial 
difference between Class 1 and Class 2 is not one of vowel quality in the diphthongs  
but one of monophthongs vs. diphthongs, I will largely sidestep the complex issue 
of the precise featural representation of diphthongs.5

5 The problems are manifold; they already start at the phonetic representation of the vowel 
 quality in the two elements of diphthongs. In particular, but not only, the realization of the 
second element of diphthongs is often variable. For relatively recent studies on variability in 
 diphthongal realizations of Standard Dutch diphthongs, see van der Harst et al. (2011).
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I assume that synchronically, the vowel splits discussed in this paper derive 
from underlyingly bimoraic (Maastricht) or monomoraic (Sittard) monophthongs. 
In both dialects, the same constraint enforces diphthongization in Class 1; it is 
given in (10), adapted from Selkirk’s (1995) requirement on prosodic headedness 
(see also Krämer 2009):

(10)  Headedness (µʹ / Root): Assign one violation mark for every strong mora 
that does not dominate its own root node.

Notice that the structure of this constraint differs f somewhat rom the ones 
given for the tonal mapping, as e.g. T → µʹ in (6). That is, the tonal mapping 
associates the moras of the two accent classes with an underlying tonal melody, 
and the weakness of the second mora of Class 2 prohibits the association of 
underlying material with this mora (this would violate T → µʹ). The diph-
thongization processes, on the other hand, are cases of strengthening rather 
than weakening: high-ranked Headedness (µʹ / Root) enforces the insertion 
of a second root note in Class 1. Still, the tonal mapping and these segmen-
tal processes share the same core aspects, as metrical structure interacts with 
tones and segments in similar ways: two strong moras in the accent syllable 
correspond to two tones / two  segments, and one strong mora corresponds to 
one tone and one segment.

3.3  Vowel splits in Maastricht

As shown in 2.2, Maastricht has synchronic vowel alterations between long 
tense high and mid vowels for Class 2 vs. falling diphthongs for Class 1; the 
relevant patterns are given in (11). I assume that these alternations can be 
attributed to a diphthongization of underlying tense high and mid monoph-
thongs in Class 1. Note that other long vowels do not diphthongize in Class 1, 
viz. the long lax mid vowels [ɛː, œː, ɔː] and the long low vowel [aː]. This can be 
attributed to high-ranked faithfulness constraints, which preserve the struc-
ture of these vowels.

(11)  Synchronic alternations between underlying monophthongs (Class 2) and 
falling diphthongs (Class 1)

/iː, uː, yː/ → [iːc2, uːc2, yːc2] vs. [ɛic1, ɔuc1, œyc1]
/eː, oː, øː/ → [eːc2, oːc2, øːc2] vs. [eic1, ouc1, øyc1]
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3.3.1  Underlyingly long high vowels

Class 1. Underlyingly long high vowels diphthongize in Class 1. As argued above, 
this can be attributed to the influence of high-ranked Headedness (µʹ / Root). 
This constraint outranks a corresponding faithfulness constraint protecting 
underlying associations between underlying vowels and moras, MaxLink-µ[V] 
(Morén 2000, 2001, 2003): 

(12)  MaxLink-µ[V]: Assign one violation mark for every vowel linked to a mora in 
the underlying representation that is not linked to that mora in the surface 
form.

Additionally, the insertion of a second root node for the newly created diphthong 
violates a low-ranked constraint against insertion (McCarthy & Prince 1995):

(13)  Dep-Root: Assign one violation mark for any root in the surface form that is 
not present in the underlying form.

Furthermore, we have to express that the delinked second mora associates with 
an inserted vowel instead of the word-final consonant. This can be expressed 
with a high-ranked constraint against moraic consonants (see Morén 2000, 2001, 
2003, Krämer 2009):

(14) *µ[C]: Assign one violation mark for every moraic consonant.

A tableau for the input /duːfc1/ ‘pigeon, pl.’ is given in (15):

(15) OT tableau for /duːfc1/ ‘pigeon, pl.’

/duµµfc1/ Headedness ( µʹ / Root) *µ[C] Dep-Root MaxLink-µ[V]

a. duf

     µʹ µʹ
*!

F b. dɔuf

     µʹµʹ
* *

c. duf

     µʹµʹ
*! *

Class 2. The monophthong surfaces faithfully in Class 2 since Headedness  
(µʹ  / Root) is not violated by the weak second mora: weak moras are not 
required to license a root node. Consider the tableau in (16) for the form /duːvəc2/ 
‘pigeon, pl.’:
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(16) OT tableau for /duːvəc2/ ‘pigeon, pl.’

/duµµvəc2/ Headedness ( µʹ / Root) Dep-Root MaxLink-µ[V]

F a. duvəc2 

   µʹ  µ

b. dɔuvəc2 

    µʹµ
*! *

3.3.2  Underlyingly long closed mid vowels

Class 1. Like underlyingly long high vowels, underlying long tense mid vowels 
diphthongize in Class 1 since the strong second mora is required to license a root 
node. The computation works along the same lines as for high vowels; tableaux 
for the inputs /ɣəbeːtc1/ and /ɣəbeːtc2/ are given in (17) and (18), respectively:

(17) OT tableau for /ɣəbeːtc1/ ‘territory’

/ɣəbeµµtc1/ Headedness ( µʹ / Root) *µ[C] Dep-Root MaxLink-µ[V]
a. ɣəbetc1

          µʹ µʹ
*!

F b. ɣəbeitc1 

         µʹµʹ
* *

c. ɣəbetc1 

         µʹµʹ
*! *

(18) OT tableau for /ɣəbeːtc2/ ‘set of teeth’

/ɣəbeµµtc2/ Headedness ( µʹ/Root) *µ[C] Dep-Root MaxLink-µ[V]

F a. ɣəbetc2 

       µʹ µ
b. ɣəbeitc2 

       µʹµ
*! *

c. ɣəbetc2 

       µʹµ
*! *
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3.4  Vowel splits in Sittard

The Sittard data given in 2.2 show a more complex diphthongization pattern than 
the Maastricht case, as only some long tense mid vowels diphthongize in Class 1 
while other tense mid vowels surface as monophthongs in both accent classes. 
A summary of the underlying representations and the corresponding phonetic 
realizations are given in (19):

(19)  Synchronic alternations between underlying monophthongs (Class 2) and 
falling diphthongs (Class 1)

 a.  Underlyingly short tense monophthong → monophthong in Class 2, 
 diphthong in Class 1

  /e, o, ø/ → [eːc2, oːc2, øːc2] vs. [ɛic1, ɔuc1, œyc1]
 b. Underlyingly long tense monophthong → always monophthong
  /eː, oː, øː/ → [eːc1,2, oːc1,2, øːc1,2]

As (19) indicates, the difference between diphthongizing and non-diphthongiz-
ing mid vowels is attributed to an underlying length contrast; I adopt this 
from an earlier analysis by Hermans & van Oostendorp (1999, 2001): the diph-
thongizing vowels derive from an underlyingly short vowel that is lengthened 
under stress, the non-diphthongizing ones are underlyingly bimoraic. The 
main difference between the approach advertised here and that of Hermans 
& van Oostendorp is to be found in the representation of the accent opposi-
tion: unlike the foot-based approach presented in this paper, Hermans & van 
Oostendorp postulate an underlying lexical tone for Class 2. I will discuss this 
question in section 4, which contains a comparison between tonal and metri-
cal approaches. 

Lastly, note that for the analysis I will assume that diphthongization only 
changes the second part of vowel to create a diphthong, and that the first part 
stays phonologically tense. That is, I regard the surface forms as [eic1, ouc1, øyc1] 
and attribute the more open / lax pronunciation of the first element to phonetic 
implementation.

3.4.1   The diphthongizing monophthongs: underlyingly  
short tense mid vowels

In Sittard, underlyingly short tense mid monophthongs surface as long tense 
vowels in Class 2 and as falling diphthongs in Class 1. Among the vowels that 
exhibit an accent opposition, tense mid vowels are the only vowels in the 
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Sittard vowel system that do not have a short counterpart (Hanssen 2005: 
48): high tense vowels and lax mid vowels can be short or long; furthermore, 
long tense [a:], which cannot be short, corresponds to short lax [ɑ], which 
is never long. The non-diphthongizing short vowels as well as non-diph-
thongizing [a:] will be treated in 3.3.3; for the moment, I will focus on mid 
tense vowels only.

We can conclude that only mid vowels are always long on the surface without 
having some short correspondent; in Sittard, this length must be phonological, 
as the accent contrast can be realized only on syllables with two sonorant moras 
(see Hanssen 2005).6 For our purposes, this observation can be translated into a 
high-ranked constraint stating that tense mid vowels should not be followed by 
a moraic coda:

(20)  *V[tense, Mid]Cµ: Assign one violation mark for every tense non-high vowel 
that is followed by a moraic coda consonant.

Admittedly, this constraint is of rather complex nature (as it involves a com-
parison between neighboring segments). Yet at least, the generalization 
can be extended to stressed syllables in Standard Dutch (e.g. Gussenhoven 
2009) and Standard German (e.g. Mangold 1999), albeit in these varieties, the 
restriction also holds for high tense vowels: all of these can never be followed 
by a moraic consonant. Next to *V[tense, Mid]Cµ, another unviolated con-
straint in the Sittard dialect is the Stress-To-Weight principle (Kager 1989, 
Prince 1990):

(21)  Stress-To-Weight: Assign one violation mark for every stressed syllable 
that is not bimoraic

The combination of high-ranked *V[tense, Mid]Cµ and Stress-To-Weight 
prohibits short tense mid vowels in stressed syllables. For underlyingly mono-
moraic tense vowels, the necessary insertion of a second mora violates low-
ranked Dep-µ. While the abovementioned constraints affect the two accent syl-
lables in similar ways (a second mora will be inserted in each case), the crucial 
difference lies in the segmental content of that mora (long monophthong for 
Class 2 vs. diphthong for Class 1): vowel lengthening in Class 2 is the default 
option in Sittard, as no additional root node has to be inserted, and Dep-Root 

6 The restriction holds for most Franconian dialects (see Gussenhoven 2000; Schmidt 2002; 
 Peters 2006; Köhnlein 2011).
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does not need to be violated. Consider the Class 2 tableau in (22) for the form /
donc2/ ‘do’:

(22) OT tableau for /donc2/ ‘do’

/doµnc2/ *Vµ[tense, mid]Cµ Stress-To-Weight Dep-Root Dep-µ

a. dounc2 

   µʹµ
*! *

F b. donc2

   µʹµ
*

c. donc2

    µʹµ
*! *

d. donc2

    µʹ
*!

In Class 1, we find insertion of a high vowel instead of lengthening. Like in 
 Maastricht, insertion is driven by Headedness (µʹ / Root), which equally satisfies 
*Vµ[tense, mid]Cµ and Stress-To-Weight, but leads to a violation of lower-ranked 
Dep-Root and Dep-µ. A tableau for /gədonsc1/ ‘ado’ is given in (23):

(23) OT tableau for /gədonsc1/ ‘ado’

/gədoµnsc1/ Headedness 
(µʹ / Root)

*Vµ[tense, mid]
Cµ

Stress- 
To-Weight

Dep-Root Dep-µ

F a. gədounsc1 

 µʹµʹ
* *

b. gədonsc1

         µʹµʹ
*! *

c. gədonsc1

          µʹµʹ
*! *

d. gədonsc1

       µʹ
*!
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3.4.2  The non-diphthongizing tense mid vowels

As indicated above, not all tense mid vowels show diphthongization under Class 1:  
unlike the diphthongizing short monophthongs, underlyingly long tense mid 
vowels surface faithfully. The constraint enforcing diphthongization in Class 1, 
Headedness (µʹ / Root), is outranked by MaxLink-µ[V], which also captures that 
other underlyingly long vowels do not diphthongize in Class 1. The ranking of 
the two constraints differs between Maastricht and Sittard, which reflects the 
different nature of the diphthongization processes (underlyingly long vowels 
diphthongize in Maastricht, underlyingly short vowels diphthongize in Sittard). 
A tableau for the form /beːsc1/ ‘beast’ is provided in (24):

(24) OT tableau for /beːsc1/ ‘beast’

/beµµsc1/ MaxLink-µ[V] Headedness (µʹ / Root)

F a. beisc1

   µʹµʹ
*!

b. besc1

   µʹ µʹ
*

3.4.3  The non-diphthongizing vowels

As indicated in 3.3.1, there are several underlyingly short vowels that show an 
accent opposition but do not trigger lengthening / vowel splits in the Sittard 
dialect. Leaving the opposition between [ɑ] and [aː] aside for another moment, 
all long vowels that show an accent contrast have short counterparts, which indi-
cates that the short variants do not lengthen under stress but rather contain a 
moraic coda. This can be expressed with a constraint that enforces coda conso-
nants to be moraic, Weight By Position (e.g. Morén 2000, 2001, 2003):

(25)  Weight By Position (WbyP): Assign one violation mark for every non-
moraic consonant

This constraint outranks *µ / C and Dep-µ, yet WbyP is lower-ranked than 
*Vµ[tense, Mid]Cµ; thus, for underlyingly monomoraic tense mid vowels in the 
input, lengthening / diphthongization will still be preferred over assigning a mora 
to the coda consonant. Consider the tableau in (26) for the input /mɛs/ ‘mass’:
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(26) OT tableau for /mɛs/ ‘mass’

/mɛµs/ *Vµ[tense, Mid]Cµ WbyP *µ / C Dep-µ

F a. mɛs

    µµ
* *

b. mɛs

    µµ
*!

c. mɛs 

    µ
*! *

The situation is somewhat more complex with respect to the low tense vowel [a:], 
which is always long (similar to tense mid vowels), and contrasts Class 1 and Class 
2. Given ‘Richness of the Base’ in OT, this implies that an underlyingly monomo-
raic /a/ in the input could trigger lengthening but would have to block diphthongi-
zation in Class 1. Two possible explanations could be given to account for this 
difference: one the one hand, it might be argued that underlying /a/ in fact results 
in [ɑ] on the surface, and the quality difference between predictably long [a] and 
predictably short [ɑ] would thus be phonetic rather than phonological.

If one wanted to maintain a phonological quality contrast between the two 
vowels, then monomoraic tense /a/ would be prohibited on the surface, and one 
would have to account for predictable lengthening in both accent classes, thus 
also for non-diphtongization in Class 1. Bimoraicity could be enforced by e.g. 
changing *Vµ[tense, Mid]Cµ to *Vµ[tense, Non-High]Cµ. The most straightfor-
ward explanation for blocking of diphthongization, then, would arguably be to 
state that [ai] and [au] are prohibited diphthongs in the Sittard dialect. This holds 
beyond the lengthening cases: the dialect only allows diphthongs with a mid 
vowel as the first element and high vowels as the second one.7

7 A more abstract generalization might be made under the assumption that the representation 
of vowel height in mid vowels is a combination of that for high and low vowels: using elements 
instead of ‘traditional’ features, the facts could be expressed by stating that the second mora of 
a syllable can license a root node on its own but not a feature. Under this assumption, [ei] would 
be allowed, as both parts of the diphthong share the element |I|; [ai], however, would be prohi-
bited since the second part of the diphthong would have to license the element |I| on its own: [a] 
only contains the element |A|, and [i] contains the element |I|. [ae] or [ao] would be ruled out as 
well, since the second position would still have to license |I| on its own (for further discussion of 
diphthong representation in element theory, see Harris 1995). The same effect could be achieved 
by assuming that mid vowels contain both a feature [high] and a feature [low].
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4   Some arguments against a synchronic  
tone-vowel interaction in Franconian

In the previous section, I have developed a synchronic analysis of vowel splits 
between diphthongs in Class 1 and monophthongs in Class 2 in the Maastricht 
and the Sittard dialects. The essence of the analysis is that the synchronic trigger 
of the splits can be traced to different foot structures of the two accent classes. 
Alternatively, one could attribute the segmental processes to the influence of a 
lexical tone; such an analysis has been presented by Hermans & van Oostendorp 
(1999, 2001) for the Sittard dialect, albeit, as we shall see, they assume that the 
influence is indirect (yet see more recent work by Hermans 2009 for a metrical 
analysis of the accents; see also van Oostendorp, this volume, for a metrical 
approach to predictable voicing alternations in the Moresnet dialect).

The authors assume that Class 2 has two high tones (HH, intonational H fol-
lowed by lexical H): the lexical tone is always aligned with the right edge of the 
syllable, i.e. the second mora; the intonational H precedes it on the first mora. 
Class 1, on the other hand, has a high tone and a low tone (HL, both tones into-
national). In my analysis, I have adapted Hermans & van Oostendorp’s idea that 
the diphthongizing mid vowels in Sittard are underlyingly short: these vowels 
lengthen in Class 2 but diphthongize in Class 1. In Hermans & van Oostendorp’s 
approach, diphthongization is regarded as the unmarked option, which is 
blocked under Class 2. In a nutshell, the authors argue that high tones require to 
be linked to segments that are dominated by a syllable head, i.e. the first mora 
of a syllable. The second component of a diphthong has its own root node. This 
root node is linked to the second mora, and is therefore not sponsored by the 
syllable head (the first mora). As the second mora of Class 2 has to license a high 
lexical tone, which itself must be connected to the syllable head, diphthongiza-
tion is blocked, and lengthening occurs: this way, the lexical high tone can be 
linked to the (bimoraic) monophthong, and is still licensed by the syllable head. 
In Class 1, on the other hand, the underlyingly short vowels can diphthongize, as 
there is no lexical tone blocking the process. The second mora receives a default 
low tone, which does not require to be linked to segmental material sponsored by 
the first mora. As a consequence, a high tone on the second mora corresponds to 
a monophthong (HH, Class 2), and a low tone on the second mora corresponds to 
a diphthong (HL, Class 1).

The approach provides a feasible solution for the tonal melodies in declara-
tives; however, some difficulties may arise with respect to the tonal contours in 
interrogatives. As can be observed from data provided in Hanssen (2005), the inter-
rogative contours in Sittard are the mirror image of those in declaratives, at least 
in non-final focus position (see also Tab. 1). That is, for Class 1, HL in declaratives  
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corresponds to LH in interrogatives; likewise, for Class 2, HH corresponds to LL. 
These facts seem problematic for any approach that relates diphthongization to a 
direct influence of tonal quality (even when, as is the case of Hermans & van Oosten-
dorp’s analysis, the interaction is mediated by metrical structure): if a high tone on 
a second mora blocks diphthongization, but a low tone allows it, one might expect 
that there could be opposite diphthongization patterns for declaratives (Class 2 has 
H on the second mora, and Class 1 has L) and interrogatives (Class 2 has L on the 
second mora, and Class 1 has H): that is, diphthongization would be blocked in 
Class 2 declaratives (blocking high tone on the second mora), but it would be possi-
ble in Class 2 interrogatives (non-blocking low tone on the second mora). Similarly, 
diphthongization in Class 1 would be allowed in declaratives (non-blocking low 
tone on the second mora) but prohibited in interrogatives (blocking high tone on 
the second mora).8

Furthermore, recall that the tonal contrast between the accents can often be 
neutralized outside of focus. Empirically, this has been confirmed in perception 
tests for the dialects of Roermond (Fournier 2008) and Arzbach (Köhnlein 2011). If 
the presence of a lexical tone could influence segmental structure (either directly 
or indirectly), one could imagine the existence of dialects where tonal contrasts 
as well as vowel splits are neutralized outside of focus. To this point, however, 
there are no indications that such patterns may exist. Instead, vowel splits seem 
to be retained throughout all prosodic contexts, even when the tonal opposition 
is neutralized. Under my metrical approach, this asymmetry is not at all sur-
prising but rather follows from the analysis. First of all, tonal neutralization in 
non-focus positions is expected to be possible: since tonal contrasts are solely 
due to the mapping of intonational tones, neutralization will occur when there is 
a ‘lack’ of intonational tones. Accordingly, the opposition will first be neutralized 
in contexts where no pitch accents or boundary tones are present, as for instance 
in non-focus, non-final position of an intonational phrase. 

While the metrical approach thus predicts the possibility of tonal neutraliza-
tion in non-prominent positions in a phrase, it also predicts that (phonologized) 
vowel splits between the accents should be maintained. Unlike intonational 
tones, which can or cannot be present on accent syllables (depending on the 
relative phrasal prominence of that syllable), segmental structure and metrical 
structure should always interact: they are not dependent of the position of the 

8 One may try to solve this issue by postulating a derivational analysis, e.g. by assuming that the 
tonal change from H to L occurs after diphthongization has applied. Yet this would still involve 
a complex interaction of lexical tones, intonational tones, and vowel quality at different levels 
of representation. Furthermore, as far as I can see, this would still not rule out the possibility of 
unattested dialects with reversed diphthongization patterns across different pragmatic contexts.
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accent item in an intonational phrase. Therefore, in dialects with vowel splits, we 
expect to find segmental correlates of the accent opposition, even when the tonal 
contrast is neutralized, which is borne out by the facts.

Since in metrical approaches, such as the one advertised here, tone and seg-
mental structure interact with prosodic structure independently, the analysis 
makes another prediction that seems to be correct: it predicts that an underlying 
metrical contrast may be expressed at the segmental level only (but not tonally). 
This indeed seems to be possible: for Franconian, Cajot (2006) reports several 
dialects to the South of Maastricht that have undergone vowel splits which cor-
relate with the tone accent opposition; yet according to Cajot, these dialects have 
given up the tonal contrast between Class 1 and Class 2. As, however, Cajot’s data 
are based on auditory judgments only, and the set of presented data is too small 
to draw any firm conclusions, these facts could not be considered in more detail. 
More empirical research on these dialects is needed.

5  Conclusion
In this paper, it has been shown that synchronic alternations between monoph-
thongs and diphthongs in the Franconian dialects of Maastricht and Sittard can be 
analyzed as the segmental manifestation of foot-based oppositions between two 
accent classes. With respect to the ongoing discussion concerning the autoseg-
mental analysis of the Franconian tone accent opposition (tonal approaches vs. 
metrical approaches), it has been argued that the possibility of synchronic vowel 
splits in Franconian is to be expected under a metrical approach while it seems 
much more difficult to incorporate the facts in a tonal framework. One possibility 
could be to deny the phonological status of these oppositions and solely regard 
them as a matter of phonetic implementation, as may be concluded from the dis-
cussions in Gussenhoven & Driessen (2004) and Gussenhoven (2007). In cases of 
subtle phonetic contrasts, this may be a reasonable explanation (and in this paper, 
it has been as well with respect to the phonetic implementation of diphthongs in 
Sittard, albeit not to account for a predictable contrast); yet for synchronic alter-
nations that extend the limits of what would usually be regarded as a purely pho-
netic phenomenon, such as the one between high vowels and falling diphthongs 
in Maastricht, this does not seem to be a favorable approach. Indeed, Gussenhoven 
(2012) does not attribute the avoidance of Class 1 on high vowels in Maastricht to 
phonetic implementation but to other functional considerations: essentially, as 
Gussenhoven argues, making a tonal contrast on high vowels would jeopardize the 
vocalic contrast. Such functional considerations, however, do not necessarily tell 
us anything about the synchronic phonological organization of the phenomenon.
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Tone, final devoicing, and assimilation  
in Moresnet

Abstract: In the Franconian dialect of Moresnet, accentuation shows up non- 
contrastively on short vowels followed by an obstruent. The tone is determined 
by the underlying voicing of the following obstruent, not by its surface realiza-
tion. Neither Final Devoicing nor Voicing Assimilation seem to affect the accen-
tuation on the vowel. We explore the theoretical implications of this opacity and 
demonstrate, first, that it requires a phonological model which is derivational 
involving at least two different levels, and that this in turn implies that the appar-
ent interaction between voicing and tone in this dialect is not problematic for 
recent accounts which posit that Franconian dialects do not have a tonal, but 
rather a prosodic contrast.

1  Tone-voicing interaction in Moresnet
Several authors have argued in recent years that the ‘tonal’ Franconian dialects 
of West Germanic are not really tonal at all (see Boersma, this volume; Kehrein, 
this volume, and references cited there), but display a prosodic contrast instead, 
although the authors mentioned do not agree as to what this contrast would be. 
Yet some modern dialects still display phenomena which seem problematic for 
such a view. One of these is that the contrast on short vowels in Moresnet is deter-
mined by the laryngeal phonology of the following obstruent. Typologically, this 
points in the direction of the contrast being tonal, since tone-voicing interaction 
is quite common in languages of the world, while prosody-voicing interaction (at 
least of this type) is not.

However, the Moresnet phenomenon interacts with the phonology in a com-
plicated way, since it isn’t the surface but the underlying specification of the 
laryngeal features which interacts with the tones, and this in turn happens in 
complicated ways which defy a representational solution, as we will show below, 
requiring instead a rather complicated derivational pattern. We will discuss in 
what way this sheds light on the underlying representation.
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2  Moresnet tonology
Moresnet, currently part of the municipality Bleyberg (Plombières), is a village 
of about 1300 inhabitants in the Belgian province of Liège. French is the 
most important official language in this area. The local dialect of Moresnet is 
however Germanic, and usually considered to be intermediate between Limbur-
gian and Ripuarian; it is located to the west of Bernrather Linie, so that it has 
not undergone the spirantization typical for Ripuarian dialects (Jongen, 1972a,b, 
2010; Goossens, 2009):

(1) a. Moresnet: [ut, ap, maːkə] 
 b. Aachen: [us, af, maːxə] 

Like dialects in the neighboring region, Moresnet makes a lexical distinction 
between Accent 1 and Accent 2. In the case of long vowels (or short vowels fol-
lowed by sonorants), this leads to minimal pairs such as the following (I denote 
Accent 1 and 2 with superscripts):

(2) doof  1 ‘deaf’ (F.SG.), doof 2 ‘deaf’ (M.SG.), leep1 ‘lip’, kreep2 ‘cradle’,
 zèès1 ‘scythe’, zèès2 ‘six’

Short vowels before obstruents also take part in this opposition, yet the accent 
is not phonemic in this context, but always determined by the voicing of the 
obstruent following it: if this obstruent is voiced, we have Accent 1, and if it is 
voiceless, we get Accent 2.

(3) a. voiced obstr. = Acc. 1 ([bɛde1] ‘beds’) 
 b. voiceless obstr. = Acc. 2 ([tɛpəx2, kɛs2] ‘carpet’, ‘cash’) 

This correlation between voicing on the obstruent and tonal accent in itself is not 
surprising. It is known that obstruent voicing has a lowering effect on F0. There-
fore, having a word end in voiced obstruent will turn a level tone into a falling 
tone quite naturally at the phonetic level.

We can find the same correlation in many Limburgian dialects (Hermans 
and van Oostendorp, 2001), at least at the phonetic level. It is a challenge for 
approaches which claim that synchronically the relevant contrast is prosodic 
rather than tonal, such as those mentioned above.

However, even more interestingly, this particular tonal opposition is not 
entirely phonetic in Moresnet, as it is ‘opaque’ – the tone is not dependent on the 
surface voicing of the obstruent, but rather on its underlying value for the feature 
[voice].  What is more, it is opaque in two different ways, i.e. it interacts with 
two different processes changing the underlying value. First, the process of final 
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devoicing has no influence, so that phonetically voiceless obstruents sometimes 
trigger Accent 1 (viz. when they are devoiced):1

(4) [bɛt1] (</bɛd/ ‘bed’). 

Secondly, voicing asimilation – a process which voices an obstruent when it 
precedes a voiced plosive – also has no influence, so that phonetically voiced 
obstruents sometimes combine with Accent 2 (viz. when they are underlyingly 
voiceless). Examples are voicing of a stem-final obstruent before the past-tense 
ending -de (5a), before the derivational (nominalizing) suffix -de (5b), and before 
the 2nd person plural enclitic der (5c):2

(5) a. [stᴐbdə2] ‘stopped’ (</stᴐp/ ‘to stop’ + /də/ Past)
 b. [nɛdzdə2]‘wetness’ (</nat/ ‘wet’ + /də/ N)
 c. [brug2dərdat2] ‘do you need that’ (</bruk/ ‘need’ + /dər/ ‘you’ + /dat/ ‘that’) 

In most other varieties of Franconian, the tone-voice correlation is not opaque but 
completely surface-true: e.g. Maasbracht Limburgian has [bɛt2], [stᴐbdə1] (Ben 
Hermans, p.c.). Such an interaction is probably more easy to understand from a 
prosodic point of view than the one in Moresnet: all the approaches mentioned 
above would at some point assign tones to the different prosodic structures in 
all Franconian dialects, simply because they are present at that level, and such 
surface tones could then interact with the laryngeal features of the consonants. 
It is the fact that there seems to be interaction with underlying laryngeal features 
which makes the Moresnet case more challenging.

3  Opacity
Opacity is the application of processes to a phonological form which refer not 
to surface properties of the form in question, but to ‘deeper’, more ‘underlying’ 
properties. Since it plays an important role in the discussion, we should devote 
some attention to it.

1 Two further types of opacity, mentioned in Jongen (2010), are that Imperative Singular always 
has Accent 2, and that the same is sometimes true for the first member of compounds. I will not 
go into this phenomenon here, interesting as it may be for a variety of reasons, because it does 
not involve the purely phonological type of opacity discussed here.
2 There is also assimilation to a following underlying voiceless obstruent, e.g. in the diminutive -kə.
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Opacity is a problem for phonological theories which orient themselves on 
the surface representation exclusively, like (classical) Optimality Theory (Prince 
and Smolensky, 1993). The definition most cited is by Kiparsky:

(6) Opacity (Kiparsky, 1968, 1973)
  “A phonological rule R of the form A → B / C_ D is opaque, if there are surface 

forms, which show one of the following:
 a. A in the context C_ D
 b. B derived from A, which appears in contexts different from C_D”

The interaction between tone and voicing in Moresnet shows both types of opacity. 
Let us assume for a moment that Accent 2 is always underlying (or that it is the 
default) and that the relevant rule is informally as follows:

(7) V → Acc. 1 /__[+voice] (Accentuation rule)

(4) corresponds to (6b): the rule has applied in a ‘wrong’ context, while (5) corre-
sponds to (6a): the rule seems to have not applied, even though its context is 
met. (Assuming that Accent 1 is underlying and that there is a rule converting it 
to Accent 2 in [-voice] contexts leads to the same double opacity.)

Rule-based analyzes have no problem with this type of situation: we just 
need to stipulate that (7) precedes the two other processes involved, final devoic-
ing and voicing assimilation:

(8) a. [+voice] → [-voice] /__# (Final devoicing)
 b. C → [+voice] / __ [+voice] (Assimilation)

If rules (8a) and (8b) apply after (7) in Moresnet, the Accentual rule just does 
not feel the presence of these other processes. In other dialects the order could 
be the other way around.

In constraint-based systems, such as OT, the issue becomes more dif-
ficult since processes are never ordered, and they are supposed to be all 
sensitive only to the surface. There are two ways one could deal with opacity 
in these cases (see McCarthy, 2007, for an overview): one could mimic the der-
ivation and organize the phonology into several steps, or alternatively one 
could enrich the representation. The latter is an approach I have defended 
in previous work (van Oostendorp, 2005, 2007, 2009), but I think it is unten-
able in this case. I will try to show this, by working out a representational 
account first, discussing what its problems are, and then moving to a deriva-
tional  solution.
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4  A representational solution
A representational solution to an opacity problem typically implies that we show 
that the two opaque processes are not different, or at least that they are not inde-
pendent, so that they do not have to be ordered. In the case at hand, if we could 
establish for instance that final devoicing and the accent shift are really two sides 
of the same coin, they can happen at the same time and we do not have to establish 
an ordering relation between them.

We can draw the relation if we accept the hypothesis that Low and Voice are 
instances of the same feature. One implementation of this is to accept that both 
the low tone on vowels and sonorants and voicing on obstruents can be pho-
nologically marked with the feature ‘L’ (Bradshaw, 1999); the precise phonetic 
implementation of this feature would thus depend partially on the segment on 
which it is realized – but that is not uncommon (the [high] vowel [u] in a given 
language is not necessarily exactly as high as [i]) (Bradshaw, 1999).

Furthermore, we have to claim that it is impossible to completely delete this 
feature in Moresnet; final devoicing would be able to move it away, but not to 
take it out of the representation altogether. It would therefore move to the tonal 
node, accounting for the falling tone on a short vowel followed by an underly-
ingly voiced consonant.

Note that this solution only works if we assume that the accentual contrast is 
somehow tonal. Here is a concrete way of working out this solution. We assume 
that having Accent 1 implies the presence of a low tone, whereas Accent 2 is 
underlyingly toneless. Other surface tones would be added by phonetic realiza-
tion rules or are due to intonation. Drawing the distinction in this way seems 
warranted for independent reasons (van Oostendorp, 2006); for instance, Accent 
1 is morphologically more marked than Accent 2 (the former can morphologically 
mark the plural, and furthermore in many minimal pairs the Accent 1 form is a 
lexical word, while Accent 2 marks a function word).3

3 The fact that the imperative is marked by Accent 2 in Moresnet seems to run counter to this  
observation, because it implies that Accent 2 can be used to actively mark a contrast, but notice 
that it is exactly the imperative which in many languages is expressed by truncation (D’Alessandro  
and van Oostendorp, 2016).
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We can now analyze the normal, non-opaque effect as an instance of autoseg-
mental spreading of the feature L:

(9) b

x

ɛ

x

d

x

L

ǝ

x

In Optimality Theory, we can see this as the interaction between three constraints”

(10) a. Max-L: The feature L should not be deleted
 b.  Ident-L: The feature L should not be realized on a different segment than 

that on which it has been underlyingly specified
 c. Agree: vowels and adjacent voiced obstruents share the feature L

(11)           bɛdə Agree Max-L Ident-L
a.       bɛ1tə **!
b. F bɛ1də *
c.        bɛ2tə *!
d.       bɛ2də *!

Two configurations satisfy Agree: one in which a vowel is followed by a voice-
less consonant, and one in which the voicing (the feature L) of the consonant is 
shared by the vowel. If a vowel is followed by an underlyingly voiced consonant, 
this can be resolved in one of two ways: by delinking the voicing (violating Max) 
or by spreading to the vowel (violating Ident). The choice is resolved in the 
familiar way: by ranking of the two relevant constraints.

The interaction with Final Devoicing can now be easily captured by ranking 
the constraint responsing for it on top of the subhierarchy we have already established:

(12) FinDev: L is not allowed on a word-final (syllable-final) obstruent 

(13)

 

          bɛd FinDev Agree Max-L Ident-L
a. F bɛ1t *
b.      bɛ1d *! *
c.        bɛ2t *!
d.      bɛ2d *! *

The fact that FinDev is high ranked, forces delinking of voicing on the final 
consonant. Given that Max requires the feature to be preserved, this delinking at 
the same time leads to a linking of the feature to the vowel.
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This representational analysis has several advantages. First, of course, the 
‘opaque’ interaction is not really opaque, but a consequence of the representa-
tions involved, plus the independently established constraint ranking. Secondly, 
all constraints involved are independently motivated for Moresnet as well as for 
other dialects.

Unfortunately, however, there are also some disadvantages. First, there is no 
formal relation between spreading and the tonal effect of final devoicing: the 
latter is not really spreading but a movement of the feature to a different posi-
tion. This implies that one would also expect language systems – for instance, 
other Franconian dialects – without spreading but with the tonal effect of final 
devoicing; those have not been attested.

Other dialects possibly have a different ranking of Ident and Max: 

(14)           bɛd FinDev Agree Ident-L Max-L
a.      bɛ1t *!
b.      bɛ1d *! *
c. F bɛ2t *
d.      bɛ2d *! *

In addition, and possibly even more importantly, the representational approach 
does not offer a solution of the other opacity problem, viz. the one involving assim-
ilation. Under autosegmentalist assumptions, assimilation should be analyzed as 
spreading of the L feature, which can be depicted as follows:

(15) s

x

t

x

ɔ

x

b

x

L

d

x

ǝ

x

Assimilation is a problem for our account, because it is not clear why an obstru-
ent which is voiced as a result of assimilation should not have the same effect on 
the preceding vowel as an obstruent that is ‘underlyingly’ voiced. In verbs with 
an underlyingly voiced obstruent, accentuation is possible:

(16) [tᴐ1bde] (</tᴐb/ ‘fretted’)

We would have to assume, for instance, that L cannot spread more than once, so 
that e.g. we have to adopt a constraint such as:

(17)  Domain: The domain of L is binary at most (one L feature cannot be linked 
to more than one position).
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There is, however, no independent evidence for such a constraint in the Moresnet 
dialect, and its status as a universal constraint is questionable at best (Jurgec, 
2011).

Finally, there is no conceptual relationship between the constraints Domain 
and Max-L, the two constraints which are responsible for the opacity effects: 
this obviously makes the factorial typology become bigger, and one might argue 
that it becomes too big: we predict languages like Moresnet which are opaque 
only in the context of final devoicing, or only in the context of assimilation, 
whereas all we have in reality is a system which features both types of opacity 
at the same time.

It seems difficult to solve any of these problems, since they all seem inher-
ent to the representational approach. The issue is that the L feature works as a 
memory device: even though it is no longer there on the surface, it still affects the 
vowel in the same way as a voiced consonant would. Similarly, ‘derived’ voicing 
somehow has to behave in a different way.

5  A derivational solution
If we cannot find the solution within one representation, we may try to find it 
in the assumption that there are two representations: one in which the underlying 
specifications for voice are untouched and Accentuation can play an unlimited role, 
and one in which devoicing and assimilation have worked before Accentuation.

In the course of the past 15 years, many suggestions have been offered as to 
the solution of opacity problems within Optimality Theories. The most influential 
current ideas are both derivational: in our case, we would say that we apply the 
accent shift first, and then final devoicing and assimilation, just as in the rule-
based solution sketched above.

The first such proposal is so-called Stratal Optimality Theory (Bermúdez- 
Otero, forthcoming; Kiparsky, 2006; Rubach, 2003), which distinguishes between 
(typically) three levels of phonology: stem-level, word-level and sentence-level.  
Those phonologies apply serially.  If we say for instance that the accent shift rule 
applies at stem-level, we can say that the other two processes are postlexical. The 
alternative proposal would be found in so-called OT-CC (Optimality Theory with 
Candidate Chains; McCarthy (2007)) in which there is also extrinsic rule ordering, 
but without the link to morphological status.

Of these two, Stratal OT seems the more attractive, for instance since it is 
more restrictive, and it allows for an explicit relationship with syntax and seman-
tics. (That also differentiates such an approach from the rule-based one in which 
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no such link is necessary.) Let us for the sake of concreteness adopt a standard 
SOT model with three levels of representation:

(18) Underlying representation
↓

Root Level Phonology
↓

Word Level Phonology
↓

Postlexical Phonology / Phonetics

Assuming that none of the processes involved here are postlexical (they all seem 
to work within the word, although some more work would need to be done on the 
special status of the clitic der), we could propose the following stratal phonology 
of Moresnet, working with the constraints already introduced above:

(19) Assim: Two adjacent obstruents need to share L.

(20) a. Root-level Phonology: Agree ≫ Ident-L ≫ FinDev:
  – /bɛd/→/bɛ1d/
  – /stᴐp/→/stᴐp/
 b. Word-level Phonology: FinDev, Assim ≫ Ident-L ≫ Agree:
  – /bɛ1d/→/bɛ1t/
  – /stᴐpdə/→/stᴐbdə/

At the root level, Agree is dominant, forcing the vowel to agree with the following 
consonant, but otherwise all changes to an underlying specification of L are blocked by 
a highranking Ident-L constraint (so that no spontaneous accentuation could happen 
in other words). At the word-level, things work the other way around: the constraints 
in favour of devoicing and assimilation outrank the faithfulness constraint.

Furthermore, we can assume that at the root-level, the relevant affixes are not 
yet visible to the phonology, so that the relative ranking of the constraint Assim is 
irrelevant at this level (there will be no context for this constraint).

In transparent dialects, on the other hand, all the relevant constraints apply 
at the same level. This needs to be the word-level since also in these dialects the 
inflectional suffixes need to be present before Assim will take any relevant effect.

(21) a. Root-level Phonology: Ident-L ≫ FinDev,Agree:
  – /bɛd/→/bɛd/
  – /stᴐp/→/stᴐp/
 b. Word-level Phonology: FinDev,Agree,Assim ≫ Ident-L:
  – /bɛd/→/bɛ2t/
  – /stᴐpdə/→/stᴐ1bdə/
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Some interesting predictions follow from a ‘stratal’ analysis, which can readily be 
tested. In particular, the relation between tone and voicing should be part of the 
‘deep phonology’ in Moresnet, i.e. it should apply at an early lexical level. Given 
this, there might be lexical exceptions. Such exceptions are indeed mentioned by 
Jongen (2010), who claims to have found ‘about fifty’ words with a short vowel fol-
lowed by a voiced consonant and Accent 2. Most of these have a sonorant follow-
ing the stressed vowel (22a), but there also are some words with a voiced fricative 
(22b) (there seem to be no exceptions with a plosive):

(22) a. kastaŋ2əl ‘chestnut’, mœr2əjə ‘tomorrow’, hu2məl ‘bumblebee’
 b. ᴐ2vənt ‘evening’, brœ2zələ ‘talk nonsense’

Similar exceptions do not seem to be attested in other Franconian dialects, and 
this on its own is an argument in favour of a derivational approach, as a rep-
resentational account seems unable to make a similar prediction.4

Another consequence of pursuing the derivational account is that the initial 
motivation for equating Low tone and voice disappears: we needed the abstract 
L feature as a ‘memory device’ when we set up a representational account. Such 
representational accounts will typically build representations which are slightly 
more complex and/or abstract (because one representation has to do the work 
which several representations together can do in a derivational account). In this 
particular case, we needed the L to mark the fact that the voicing was there on the 
consonant, even though it is no longer expressed there. Furthermore, the account 
is elegant because it allows us to express the purely phonetic influence in other 
Franconian dialects in a similar way.

However, given that we no longer need the representation to work as a 
memory device, we can wonder whether other representations cannot also do 
the work. As I mentioned at the outset of this paper, several papers in this volume 
argue that the phonological representation of the accentual difference is not 
tonal, but rather prosodic.

4 Derivational synchronic accounts usually have something in common with diachronic  
approaches of the same data, in that they posit an irreversible order in which phenomena are 
supposed to occur. Translating the present account one-on-one to diachrony would imply say-
ing that in Moresnet the accentuation occured before (any) final devoicing or assimilation. That 
seems rather far-fetched. This in turn means that the diachronic account cannot reach the same 
level of simplicity as the one proposed here.
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The precise implementation differs from one proposal to the next, but it 
seems to me that they have certain aspects in common, in particular the assump-
tion that Accent 1 has a more complex structure than Accent 2. For the sake of con-
creteness, let us suppose that Accent 1 involves somehow a bisyllabic structure, 
whereas Accent 2 is monosyllabic:

(23) 

σ

O

d

N

oː

O

f

σ σ

O

d

N

oː

C

f

Accent 1
doof (F.sg.)

Accent 2
doof (N.sg.)

Combining these representations with the Stratal approach just outlined would 
mean that at the root level words ending in a voiced obstruent would have a differ-
ent representation from those ending in a voiceless obstruent:

(24) 

σ

O

b

N

ɛ

O

d

[voice]

σ σ

O

z

N

ɛ

C

s

a. Accent 1
bed

b. Accent 2
zes

What kind of constraint could be responsible for this division? The syllabifica-
tion of Accent 2 seems to make most sense: the obstruent is put in a coda, and 
we could assume that this follows from ordinary constraints on syllabification. 
So why don’t stems ending in a voiced obstruent satisfy these same constraints? I 
propose that the reason for this is Final Devoicing: voiced obstruents should not 
be in a coda. At the root level of Moresnet, this problem is not solved by devoicing  
the obstruent but by syllabifying the obstruent in an onset (van Oostendorp, 2015, 
argues that also Standard French satisfies Final Devoicing in this way at the end 
of the word).

In this way, then, the connection between voicing and accentuation becomes 
a different one: a final voiced plosive causes a different accentuation since it 
triggers a different syllable structure. In terms of constraint-ranking, we have to 
add one more constraint to the set we entertained above: *Empty, disallowing 
empty-headed syllables such as the one in (24a). This constraint will thus be 
responsible for putting a consonant in a coda by default, i.e. in words ending in 
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a voiceless consonant.5 If we sandwich FinDev in between Ident and *Empty, 
we get the desired result (parentheses denote syllable boundaries):

(25) a.           bɛd Ident-Vc FinDev *Empty
a.      (bɛt) *!
b.      (bɛd) *!
c. F (bɛ)(d) *
d.      (bɛ)(t) *! *

 b.          zɛs Ident-Vc FinDev *Empty
a. F (zɛs)
b.     (zɛ)(s) *!

Obviously, at the next (Word-)level, the laryngeal phonology will have to inter-
act with these structures. The technical difficulty is that now we will want 
the word-final consonants to devoice after all, while leaving the accentual dis-
tinction in place. One possible way in which this might happen is that at this 
point the prosody is replaced by tones – but as working this out would require 
a rather elaborate theory of faithfulness, I will not pursue this here. Alterna-
tively, it might be the case that now a different type of final devoicing becomes 
available. It has been suggested that language typology provides for two kinds of 
final devoicing languages (Lombardi, 2001): those like Dutch which devoice at the 
end of the syllable, and those like Yiddish, which devoice only at the end of the 
word. This may be taken to imply that there are two devoicing constraints and one 
(the ‘Dutch’ one) operates at the earlier root level, whereas the other (the ‘Yiddish’ 
one) works at the later level. Even though the final consonant of /bɛd/ is not  
syllable-final, it is word-final and it will therefore devoice:

(26)          (bɛ)(d) Faith-Prosody FinDev-Wd Ident-Vc
a.      (bɛt) *! *
b.      (bɛd) *! *
c. F (bɛ)(t) *
d.      (bɛ)(d) *!

5 We have to assume that the prosodic structure of (Accent 1) words ending in a long vowel or a 
sonorant is determined by other factors, for instance those described in the other papers in this 
volume.
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Notice that it is absolutely important that this analysis is derivational and uses 
two levels. If we would try to mix them, the fact that the final obstruent gets 
devoiced would still make accentuation opaque.

Voicing assimilation is completely unproblematic under the approach advo-
cated here, as it will not interact with accentuation at all:

(27)            (stop)(də) Faith-Prosody Assimilation Ident-Vc
a.  F  (stob)(də) *
b.        (stop)(də) *!

Since Assimilation does not interact, it could actually apply already at the Root 
level; but given that the relevant contexts are still only created by affixation, it 
seems that the Word level is the earliest relevant level.

Under the current assumptions, there will also some work to be done at the 
Postlexical level, since the intonational tones will presumably have to be assigned 
here. I refer again to the work of my colleagues in this volume for several ideas as to 
how to do it. However, it is interesting to note that it seems to be the case that the 
realization of Accent 1 and Accent 2 differs under different intonational patterns, 
such as declarative vs. interrogative contour (Jongen, 1972b, p. 154). This is seen by 
the other authors as a strong argument in favour of a prosodic analysis, since it is 
easily analyzed if we assume that the tones are provided by the intonational contour.

6  Conclusion and predictions
It is always difficult to compare models. In the analysis of a seemingly rather 
simple phenomenon such as the allophonic alternation between Accent 1 and 
Accent 2 on short vowels in Moresnet, depending on the underlying voicing of 
the following obstruent, several different theoretical assumptions play a role and 
interact: the representation of the accentual distinction, that of voicing, and the 
issue whether or not we allow ourselves to refer to different levels of representation.

Since the space of choices is very large in particular in the domain of rep-
resentations, it seems impossible to prove that a representational solution to the 
opacity of the accentuation rule in Moresnet is impossible: maybe the theo-
retical machinery is just insufficient. But I feel confident to claim that with the 
fairly standard toolbox which I have used here, a monostratal solution is impos-
sible. But, surprisingly given this fact, we can change our assumptions on the 
representation: the original phonetic correlation between tone and voicing may 
have been reanalyzed as an abstract response to voiced obstruents in codas.
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I believe that the result presented here is of theoretical importance also for 
another reason. I am not aware of many examples of ‘real’ opacity in West-Germanic  
dialects in which it seems absolutely necessary to posit two (or more) levels of rep-
resentation; most of them can be representationally reanalyzed. The interaction 
between tone and final devoicing and assimilation in Moresnet seems however 
truly opaque, in particular since there are two processes at work, which both 
interact independently. This can be elegantly explained in a derivational frame-
work using two representations, but giving a monorepresentational account 
would involve an unknown machinery.
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